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A bstract
Current advances in software engineering practice involve the adoption of a component- 
based approach in developing large-scale, complex systems. The component-based 
paradigm provides better structuring of systems and facilitates systematic software 
reuse. However, complex interactions between components, especially in concurrent 
and distributed applications, pose greater challenges. This thesis provides a formal 
framework for managing the dependencies between components, in terms of their in­
teractions in a concurrent setting.
In our approach, composites and single components are represented by a component 
signature^ which identifies a component, and a vector language, also called component 
language, which describes the behaviour of a component. This language-based repre­
sentation of component behaviour makes it possible to capture concurrency at both the 
individual component level and the composition level. The interpretation of concur­
rency is that of a non-interleaving model, with the notion of causal independence lifted 
to vectors. We describe how component languages are obtained from scenario-based 
specifications, typically used in an industrial context. Based on the order structure 
of a component language, we identify implicit or missing interactions which represent 
potentially faulty or simply unthought scenarios. This excludes pathological behaviour, 
the source of which can be traced back to inconsistencies in the sequence diagrams of 
the scenario specification such as race conditions, and this gives a characterisation of 
well-behaved components.
Components are put together in our approach by matching required and provided in­
terfaces in terms of the respective sequences of events. This builds on the concept 
of parallel composition in process algebras. We show that the properties that define 
well-behaved components are preserved under composition in the resulting composite. 
Well-behaved components give rise to discrete behavioural presentations which can cap­
ture concurrency and simultaneity between event occurrences on component interfaces. 
Well-behaved components are also associated with automata whose transition structure 
reflects the concurrency in the corresponding component language. This state-based 
description of component behaviour is graphically represented using state diagrams.
This formal framework for components has been related to more conventional ap­
proaches to software design, as exemplified by strong connections to UML. It can aid 
designers in determining the complete set of intended behaviours before generating 
state models of the scenario-based specifications.
K ey w ords: components, scenarios, interactions, concurrency, composition, formal 
languages, vector semantics, order theory, discreteness, left-closure, primes, automata
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent years have seen the increasing use of software in many diverse areas of com­
putation ranging from consumer electronics products to telecommunications to bio­
medical devices. Modern software systems often comprise complex combinations of 
previously unrelated functions. By now, there is near-universal agreement amongst 
developers of large-scale software systems on the benefits that accrue from adopting a 
component-based approach to software engineering. The idea is that the development 
of software-intensive systems in a timely and affordable fashion can, potentially, be 
realised by assembling systems from prefabricated components. A software component 
can be seen as an encapsulated software entity which has an explicit interface that fully 
describes its externally visible properties and can be used in a variety of configurations.
1.1 S ettin g  th e  C ontext
A component makes its services available to other components or the environment via 
a set of provided interfaces and, possibly, requires services from other components, in 
order to deliver those promised, via a set of required interfaces. A component supports 
a provided interface if the component contains an implementation of all operations de­
fined on that interface. If the component requires access to an operation defined on the 
provided interface of another component, it issues its request through a required inter­
face. Hence, the functionality of a component is made available to other components
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only through its interfaces which hide its implementation details.
In this way, the component-based paradigm offers promising solutions for software de­
velopment. In addition to increasing the scope for reuse a component-oriented approach 
allows for ease of maintenance and customisation of the pre-built components to in­
corporate new functions and features. Component-based systems are more likely to 
be able to cope with the increasing demands for modifiability and evolvability of the 
constructed system to accommodate future demands.
The primary focus in building a component is that it must be replaceable. It should be 
possible to replace existing components in a system configuration either by a different 
implementation of the same functionality or by an upgraded version of the existing 
implementation in terms of added functionality. Inevitably, this places emphasis on 
component specification during design. This intrinsic aspect of the component-based 
approach becomes particularly relevant when considering that present-day software sys­
tems have to cater for ever changing requirements (even during development of a single 
product [vO03]). Moreover, component-based software development in principle results 
in reduced time-to-market since new instances of a product family can be developed 
with a short lead-time.
Not surprisingly, considering the above, components are often seen as panacea for solv­
ing the software productivity crisis. There are various potential benefits from moving 
towards the (re)use of pre-built components in constructing the final system, but in 
practice there are difficult technical issues that remain to be explored before this po­
tential is realised in general.
Complex interactions between components pose greater challenges. Components may 
be developed at different times, by different developers with, possibly, even different 
uses in mind, and under differing assumptions. Internal assumptions of a component 
about the order in which its operations will be called may no longer be valid when 
the component is placed in a different context. Differing assumptions between a set 
of components can be further exposed in a concurrent setting, especially in the case 
of reactive real-time embedded systems such as those developed for the consumer elec­
tronics and telecommunications industries or other mission-critical software systems.
1.1. Setting the Context
which make stronger demands in terms of asynchrony and concurrency. For instance, 
one component may have been designed under the assumption that it receives certain 
signals consecutively but when placed in a different configuration the other component 
is generating them concurrently.
Part of the problem seems to be that designers of such systems have no agreed way 
of expressing the behaviour of components at their interfaces, where inconsistencies 
tend to occur. As a result, software systems built by assembling together prefabricated 
components sometimes exhibit pathological behaviour. That is, behaviour not intended 
by the designers but resulting from such inconsistencies.
Many of the difficulties that arise during the integration of components into the fi­
nal system could in principle be avoided by considering a detailed specification of the 
behaviours of the components at their interfaces. In current component technologies, 
the notion of an interface is associated with the signatures of the operations a com­
ponent provides to its environment. This semantically thin interface description does 
not offer enough information to be of value in reasoning about components beyond the 
interoperability of their interface operations.
A predicate for managing reuse, replacement and composition of components is the 
ability to precisely describe their behaviour in terms of communications taking place at 
component interfaces [SM02, LauOl]. A precise description of the observable behaviour 
of components boils down to capturing the dependencies between provided and required 
interfaces of interacting components. In this context, a dependency is understood as the 
reliance of one component on another to support a specific service. Such dependencies 
between provided and required interfaces are often referred to as component contracts 
[Szy97].
Graphical descriptive techniques can be used to support component-based design in 
terms of visualisation and communication of ideas. Recently, diagrammatic notations 
such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [BRJ99] have been enhanced with com­
ponent concepts and now include diagrams for representing the structural dependencies 
between components in a configuration (which component relies on which other in terms 
of matching provided and required interfaces) and to a limited extent, their behavioural
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dependencies in terms of a causal ordering of interactions.
Scenario-based graphical notations [IT96, DHOla, OMG04] are the mainstay of in­
dustrial specifications but often contain inconsistencies between the specified causal 
ordering of events on component interfaces and the order in which events can occur 
in practice, so-called race conditions. In addition, requirements specifications often 
contain implicit assumptions based on the embedding of a component in a particular 
environment, which may no longer be valid when the component is placed in a differ­
ent context. The root of such inconsistencies is the difficulty of defining concurrent 
interactions in scenarios.
It transpires that graphical descriptive approaches alone can not adequately describe 
component contracts precisely. In order to capture the behavioural aspects of dependen­
cies, a component contract needs to be formalised in terms of the sequences of requests 
the component is capable of servicing through its provided interfaces and the respec­
tive sequences of requests the component makes through its required interfaces while 
making its services available. This additional behavioural information can be exploited 
in reasoning about component behaviour and can be ’reused’ when the component is 
placed in a different context.
A long strand of work in formal methods is concerned with a precise description of 
the behaviour of communicating systems. Prime examples are Petri Nets [Pet79b], 
process algebras [Mil80, Hoa85], trace languages [Maz88] and asynchronous transition 
systems [Shi85, Bed88], and event structures [NPW81]. A common denominator of 
these theoretical models is the treatment of the phenomenon of concurrency.
Process algebras such as CSP and CCS identify concurrency with nondeterministic 
interleaving of events. In event structures and partial order models, concurrency is de­
rived from causal dependency and conflict between events. This notion of concurrency, 
is often referred to as true concurrency. A mild generalisation of the event structures 
model, the so called behavioural presentations [Shi88], introduces in addition simultane­
ity which can be understood as a refinement of true concurrency. In trace languages, 
and asynchronous transition systems, concurrency is captured through a notion of in­
dependence between events. In these models, often referred to as independence models,
1.2. Main Objectives o f the Thesis
two events are concurrent if they are independent and one occurs immediately after the 
other.
It can be seen that concurrency comes in different flavours in the various formal models 
and it is the target application for the formal semantics that determines the choice 
between them. In the context of component-based software engineering, it can be 
argued that different aspects of software design can be covered, and different classes of 
software design errors be uncovered, by considering different notions of concurrency.
1.2 M ain O bjectives of th e  T hesis
The object of this thesis is to provide a formal framework for rigorous analysis and 
reasoning about components, in terms of their interactions and their composition. We 
shall attempt to formulate a model for components which is expressive enough to cap­
ture subtle issues like concurrency, nondeterminism and simultaneity whilst providing 
a formal underpinning to graphical notations used in more conventional approaches to 
component-based software engineering, such as UML.
The formal framework incorporates a range of concurrency theories, though we have 
opted for a non-interleaving semantic model which draws upon early ideas on vector 
languages [Shi79]. This representation of component behaviour allows for expressing 
concurrency at the level of individual components in addition to the usual concurrency 
arising through composition. It can be used to enhance scenario-based specifications by 
ensuring that these describe intended behaviour only. This excludes potential instances 
of pathological behaviour, the source of which can be traced back to the UML sequence 
diagrams in the initial specification.
Further, the language-based description of a component can be translated into an 
event-oriented description of behaviour, based on a behavioural presentation, and a 
state-oriented description of behaviour, based around asynchronous transition systems. 
The notion of composition of components within the formal framework draws upon 
parallel composition in process algebras and allows for reasoning about properties of 
the composite based on properties of the individual components.
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The contribution of this work lies in enriching component-based design practices with 
mathematical methods which can be used to faithfully determine whether components 
can be fitted together in a useful way, taking into account concurrency at both the 
individual component level and the composition level. In doing so, it also refines UML 
design models used in industrial specifications as it identifies missing interactions which 
represent potentially faulty or simply unthought scenarios. In addition, it should also 
contribute towards cementing a relationship between formal foundational research and 
software systems engineering whilst advancing the field of component-based software
design.
1.3 P lan  o f th e  T hesis
This thesis is organised as follows.
In C h ap te r  2, we review state-of-the-art techniques for modelling component-based 
systems both formally and diagrammatically. After an overview of component con­
cepts for specification and analysis, we describe graphical descriptive approaches for 
component-based design and discuss formal approaches tailored to the specification 
and analysis of components.
C h ap te r  3 introduces a formal description of a component in terms of a signature, 
which describes the interfaces of a component, and a vector language formed over the 
signature, which describes the behaviour of a component. The language part of a 
component comprises vectors, essentially tuples of sequences, where each coordinate 
corresponds to an interface and contains a finite sequence of events that may occur on 
that interface. These component vectors provide ’snapshots’ of component behaviour 
over time. In component-based software design, we are interested in the intended 
behaviour rather than all possible behaviours. We advocate a specification technique 
that uses UML2.0 sequence diagrams to restrict to an appropriate subset of all possible 
vectors formed over a given signature. This involves mapping each significant point 
in a sequence diagram onto component vectors. These vectors capture the observable 
behaviours of the component during execution of the scenario described in the diagram.
1.3. Plan o f the Thesis
The resulting set of component vectors comprises the so-called component language. 
The ideas are applied to an example case study from the telecommunications industry.
In C h a p te r  4, we examine the order structure of component languages as a means 
of determining the actual ordering between events occurring on different interfaces of 
the component. The order theoretic properties give rise to conditions that determine 
whether the set of behaviours described by a component language is complete or pos­
sible, and potentially undesirable, behaviours have been omitted. Missing behaviours 
may cause pathological behaviour to emerge since they are due to inconsistencies in the 
sequence diagrams of the scenario-based specification, e.g. race conditions. This leads 
to the characterisation of well-behaved components, in the sense that such emergent 
behaviour has been eradicated. This is demonstrated in an example case study from 
the consumer electronics domain which is used throughout the thesis to illustrate the 
ideas and constructions.
Having captured the intended behaviour of components and refined their specifications 
accordingly, we are in a position to consider putting components together. This is done 
in C h a p te r  5 which is concerned with the composition of components. Components 
are composed by connecting matching interfaces of each. This implies certain conditions 
on the corresponding signatures and component languages. UML structure diagrams 
are described for visualising composition within our framework. Attention is then given 
to preservation of well-behavedness under composition. It turns out that this is the 
case under a compatibility condition which is a fine-grained version of the condition 
for composing languages. The conditions are explained and component composition is 
illustrated with the example of the thesis.
C h a p te r  6 focuses on the patterns of events the component can experience during 
its correct participation in the scenarios it is involved in. Building on the order theo­
retic properties of component languages, a well-behaved component is associated with a 
discrete behavioural presentation. This provides an event-oriented description of com­
ponent behaviour, which is particularly useful when the component is to be placed in 
a different context. The construction is illustrated in detail with the example of the 
thesis.
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C h ap te r  7 provides a state-oriented description of component behaviour. Well-behaved 
components are eissociated with automata, the so-called E-automata, which are specifi­
cally tailored to reflect properties of the corresponding component language. This state- 
based description defines a usage protocol state machine for a component. UML com­
pound transitions are given a concrete semantics in terms of our automata-based formal­
ism and UML state diagrams are used for a graphical representation of 27-automata. 
We also discuss composition in relation to automata. The formal construction that 
associates components with automata is illustrated with the example of the thesis.
C h ap te r  8 contains some concluding remarks and summarises the work of the thesis 
and its contributions. Future developments and directions of this research work are 
also discussed.
Chapter 2
Approaches to  M odelling  
C om ponent-B ased Software
In the Oxford Dictionary of Computing [Oxf96], a model is defined as a representation 
of something. The representation may be physical or abstract and may be restricted 
to certain properties of the referent. Since we are interested in software systems, the 
referent in this case is a software system. The process of modelling involves deciding 
which assumptions, simplifications, idealisations or abstractions to make in representing 
a software system and expressing its properties. In fact, a model is an abstraction at 
some given level. It captures the essential aspects of a system and ignores others. In 
[BRJ99] a model is characterised as being a ’good’ model if it includes those elements 
that have a broad efiiect and omits those minor elements that are not relevant, at least 
not at the given level of abstraction.
In the context of component-based software design, we are interested in models that fa­
cilitate the communication of ideas but also the specification of components for rigorous 
analysis and reasoning about their behaviour. In this chapter, we review state-of-the- 
art techniques for modelling component-based software both formally and diagrammat­
ically. The term component seems to be overloaded in software engineering and thus 
we start with a brief overview of basic component concepts that underlie the use of 
the term in the thesis. Next, we outline graphical descriptive approaches to software 
design and examine their suitability for the component-based paradigm. We then turn
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our attention to formal methods for describing the behaviour of software systems and 
discuss formal approaches tailored to the specification and analysis of component-based 
software.
2.1 B asic C om ponent C oncepts
Unfortunately most software engineering concepts encompass various aspects and this 
is often a setback for their intuitive definition. The notion of a software component is 
by its very nature difficult to define precisely. In fact, there is a noticeable variation 
in the definition of a component within the component-based software engineering 
(CBSE) community. The root of this variation seems to be that components can be 
seen from different angles: a component as a piece of implementation and a component 
as an architectural abstraction. Our understanding of the term is consistent with the 
overall thrust of these definitions, though we are mostly interested in components at
the specification level and thus inclined to view components as design abstractions.
A number of experts in the field have defined a software component by enumerating 
its characteristic properties. According to C. Szyperski [Szy97, SGM02] the properties 
that characterise a software component are that it:
1. is a unit of independent deployment
2. is a unit of third-party composition
3. has no (externally) observable state
The first property implies that a component encapsulates its constituent features and 
is well seperated from its environment and other components. Third-party composition 
entails that a component should have a precise description of the services it provides and 
those it requires. Being an encapsulated software unit, it interacts with its environment 
or other components by means of well-defined interfaces. Thus, a clear specification 
of its provides /  requires dependencies is essential. These two properties underline the 
component concept considered in this thesis.
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The third property, related to the (lack of) state of a component is not equally well- 
received. In fact, whether a component has state or not has been a subject of heated 
debate, since the specification of operations in an interface requires partial knowledge 
of the state of the component. As we understand it, Szyperski is talking about a 
component as a template, thus requiring no observable state whereas instances of that 
component template are indeed associated with state during the period of their activa­
tion. It is worth mentioning that this understanding of the issue is closer to Szyperski’s 
thinking in his recent book [SGM02] on components as compared to his first book 
[Szy97].
In similar vein, D’Souza and Wills [DW99] define a component as a coherent package 
of software implementation that:
1. can be independently developed and delivered
2. has explicit and well-specified interfaces for services it provides
3. has explicit and well-specified interfaces for services it requires from others
4. can be composed with other components, perhaps customising some of their prop­
erties, without modifying the components themselves
It can be seen that the properties identified by D’Souza and Wills can be reasonably 
equated to those of Szyperski and are rather close to our understanding of a software 
component. However, with regard to point 4 of their component definition we would 
like to see a more precise description of what aspects of a component are considered to 
be customisable and what aspects are related to components themselves.
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) definition [BBB’*'00] is consistent with the 
above concepts, but in addition considers a component in the context of a compo­
nent model. A component model in [BBB'^ 'OO] is defined to be a set of standards or 
conventions that describe how components interact and therefore expresses global or 
architectural design constraints. According to SEI [BBB+00], a software component is:
1. an opaque implementation of functionality
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2. subject to third-party composition
3. conformant with a component model
By considering a component model, this definition attempts to bring together the views 
of components as implementations and components as architectural abstractions. The 
idea is that components as implementations can be deployed and assembled into larger 
systems and components as architectural abstractions express design rules to which 
components must conform.
Consideration of a component model is also central to the definition of a component 
given by Heineman and Councill in [HCOl]. They define a component as ” [...] a software 
element that conforms to a component model and can be independently deployed and 
composed without modification according to a composition standard”. It can be seen 
that the definition presupposes the existence of a component model and the authors 
discuss the relationship between a software component infrastructure, software compo­
nents and a component model. In particular, a component model is intended to enforce 
global behaviour on how components in a component-based system communicate and 
interact with each other. A composition standard, according to [HCOl], defines how 
components can be composed and how a component that already exists in the system 
can be replaced by another component with the same or upgraded functionality while 
ensuring that its substitution has minimal impact on the composite system. Although 
it is not obvious in their definition, the authors state in [HCOl] that a component must 
clearly define its explicit context dependencies whether these are on the operating sys­
tem, on another component (or some other software element) or on performance and 
hardware related features.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) specification [OMGOSb] defines a software com­
ponent as ” [...] a physical, deployable and replaceable part of a system that encapsu­
lates implementation and provides the realisation of a set of interfaces”. Although the 
UML component concept takes a black box view and encompasses the notion of pro­
vided interfaces, the spirit of the definition is somewhat different to the ones discussed 
so far. It defers from the ’give-and-take’ concept of provides /  requires interfaces and 
places emphasis on software elements that reside on the component such as binary files.
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libraries, executables, scripts or command files, which implement the services provided 
by the component. It is important to note that in the most recent update to the spec­
ification of the language, UML2.0 [OMG04], a component can also be viewed at the 
specification level and is additionally understood as a modular part of the system that 
encapsulates its contents with well-defined interfaces. This view is discussed in greater 
detail in Section 2.2.2.
[Si 98] discusses components as viewed in standard UML component diagrams and 
states that ”[...] components represent distributable physical units, including source 
code, object code and executable code”. Likewise, [BRJ99] considers a component to 
be ”[...] a physical implementation of a set of other logical elements such as classes 
and collaborations”. These definitions are not in conflict with our view of a software 
component. Being primarily interested in specification and analysis of component-based 
software though, we regard a component as a more coarse-grained concept than just 
a collection of libraries and other executable files. While libraries allow for low-level 
code reuse they are not useful for managing similarities and differences in the structure 
and behaviour of software systems. We return to the issue of components in UML in 
Section 2.2.2, where we discuss the application of UML in modelling component-based 
software.
Current component technologies such as Microsoft’s COM/.NET [Cor], Sun’s Enter­
prise JavaBeans (EJB) [Mic03] and the CORBA Component Model [OMG02] support 
the assembly of systems from pre-compiled parts. However, components in these tech­
nologies are not adequately treated at the specification level. As a result, there is little 
support for reasoning about the final system until the parts have been composed, ex­
ecuted and tested as a whole. This is partly due to lack of behavioural information 
about the individual components which could be subsequently used to guide their com­
position. Today’s component technologies offer an infrastructure of services to create, 
assemble and execute software components. Their focus is on providing mechanisms 
for solving problems related to component interoperability. The specification of compo­
nents is restricted to an informal description of the services provided, together with the 
signature of the methods that invoke those services. This signature-based form of spec­
ification, although popular, does not provide the necessary information for reasoning
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about component dependencies beyond the compatibility of their interfaces.
It is not feasible to manage change, replacement and the composition of components 
successfully if components have not been specified properly. A predicate for successful 
component trading, as asserted in [SGM02, BBB+00], is the ability to precisely de­
scribe the behaviour of components at their interfaces, what is often referred to as the 
observable behaviour of a component. In order to manage dependencies between inter­
acting components [KCOO], emphasis should be placed during design on specification 
and analysis of the observable behaviour of components. In this context, a dependency 
is understood as the reliance of a component on others to support a specific function­
ality.
Design by contract (DbC) [Mey92] is the fundamental approach to software design for 
improved correctness and robustness of software systems. The idea is that an interface 
specification contains assertions which define a contract between the client and the 
supplier of a service provided by that interface. Three different kinds of assertions 
are used: pre-conditions, post-conditions and invariants. A pre-condition states the 
properties that must hold before an operation is called. A post-condition describes the 
properties that are guaranteed to hold after the operation is executed. An invariant 
states a condition that must be preserved by all operations of a certain instance.
The concept of a contract in DbC, which has been considered in view of object-oriented 
development in [Mey97], is restricted to explicitly stating a supplier’s ’offer’ to potential 
clients but the supplier’s ’needs’ are hidden in the implementation. Components, unlike 
objects, are a unit of composition and thus it is important to specify what a component 
needs in order to deliver the services it provides. Approaches to adopting DbC for 
component-based design include [Rau02] which proposes signed contracts in the form 
of templates as a means of mapping the services required by a component to services 
provided by other components.
It transpires that the main challenge in component-based software design is to analyse 
and specify dependencies between components in such a way that the component can 
be treated as independently as possible. Additional behavioural information is needed 
on provided and required interfaces in order to be able to describe the respective com­
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ponent contracts precisely. Various approaches and methodologies have been devised 
with varying levels of precision, ranging from pure diagrammatic techniques to formal 
approaches.
2.2 G raphical D escrip tive A pproaches
Modelling a software system is a central part of the overall activities involved in pro­
ducing efficient software systems. Efficient, in the wider sense of possesing all ’-ilities’ 
of software engineering state of practice. A graphical model of the intended system 
provides a medium for communicating the desired structure and behaviour as it allows 
for the visualisation of the system’s architecture. Further, a model is typically a sim­
plification of reality and in that respect it abstracts from details and helps focus the 
discussion on the key aspects of the software system under development.
In computing, models are usually abstract and are increasingly represented using a 
diagrammatic notation. The prevalent diagrammatic descriptive technique nowadays 
is the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Gro05] which is becoming an industrially 
well-known standard. Other diagrammatic notations such as scenario description lan­
guages, which model system functionality in terms of sequences of interactions between 
parts of the system, are also widely used in industrial specifications. A variant of 
such languages appears as part of UML. In this section we describe graphical mod­
elling techniques for software design that highlight current trends in industrial software 
engineering practices.
2.2 .1  T h e K oala  M o d el for com p on en ts
The consumer electronics (CE) industry has been keen to adopt a component-based 
approach to developing embedded software for its products. The size and complexity of 
the software in individual products are increasing rapidly, especially in recent years that 
software is expected to combine previously unrelated functions [KFPRS04]. CE prod­
ucts are no longer isolated entities but have become members of complex product-family 
structures. These structures exhibit a large degree of diversity in product features. Fur-
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t her more, today’s dynamic CE market is anxious to capitalise on advances in hardware 
technology in order to provide new product features. Strong competition in the market 
also dictates that the development time (and effort) must be significantly reduced.
The above factors suggest that the diversity and complexity of embedded software, at an 
increasing product-development speed, cannot be handled without employing reusable 
software components. The Koala component model and language [vOvdLKMOO, vO02b] 
was developed in response to this challenge and is currently being used in Philips Elec­
tronics [Ele] for developing software embedded in a family of television sets. Its primary 
objective is to facilitate building a large population of products [vO02a] by reinforcing 
connection technology between components.
In the Koala model, a component interface is a small set of semantically related func­
tions as in COM and Java. Components access all external functionality through re­
quired interfaces and offer functionality through provided interfaces. Koala’s graphical 
notation strongly resembles hardware design, in which reuse has taken place for some 
years. Components are rendered as rectangles, reminiscent of IC chips, and interfaces 
are drawn as small squares containing triangles, as if pins of the chip. Triangles des­
ignate the direction of function calls; when the tip of the triangle is outwards of the 
component it is associated with outgoing calls while a base outwards of the component 
is associated with incoming calls. In other words, a small square box whose triangle has 
its base outwards of the component denotes a provided interface while one whose tri­
angle has its tip outward of the component is used to denote a required interface. The 
software component depicted in Figure 2.1, using Koala’s graphical notation, provides 
interfaces p l,p2,p3 and requires interfaces r l ,r2 .
r-SI-ffl-ffl-pi p2 rl
Component A 
r2 p3
Figure 2.1: A software component in Koala 
As can be seen in Figure 2.2, when components are interconnected to form a product.
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the resulting configuration looks like an electronic circuit. People in the TV domain 
will readily understand such pictures.
Component B
Component A
Component C
m
Figure 2.2: Koala’s graphical notation
Koala’s graphical notation is slightly extended in [vO03] where connections between 
provided and required interfaces carry an additional meaning. Vertical connections 
represent basic control activities whereas horizontal connections represent coordination 
of downstream devices. Upstream devices are those closer to the source of the signal 
and downstream devices those further away from it (see [vO03] for details). Many 
control tasks in a TV, for instance, coordinate devices in the same signal path. This 
implies a strong dependency upon the topology of the hardware, which is subject to 
change in new products but also for the same product during its development. In light 
of such problems the approach taken in [vO03] is to allow components to communicate 
using horizontal communication interfaces in addition to the vertical control interfaces. 
The idea is that components controlling individual hardware devices have input and 
output ports that mirror the hardware and communicate through those.
In the configuration of Figure 2.3, the horizontal connections between interfaces of
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components B  and C  allow for direct communication between devices along the same 
signal path while vertical connections are used for connecting components A  and D, 
which are controlled by B  and C, respectively.
Figure 2.3: Horizontal communication in Koala
The Koala interface definition, which essentially lists the function prototypes in C 
syntax, is immutable in the sense that it cannot be changed once it has been published. 
In case the interface needs to be changed, to handle diversity for instance, it is possible 
to create a new interface in its place so long as the new interface contains all functions 
of the previous interface plus some additional ones.
To maximise the potential for reuse, configuration-specific information is moved out of 
the component, in general. The services the component requires from the configuration, 
are requested through the standard interface notion, i.e. through required interfaces 
which are also called diversity interfaces in this case.
Although Koala is an event-based model it does not define some explicit event-handling 
mechanism (such as event-subscription or multicasting between components). Events 
are signalled through outgoing (required) interfaces, just like in Visual Basic. An event- 
handling interface is then provided by another component and is connected to the event 
signalling interface. (In a multi-threaded system, functions in interfaces are called on 
the thread of the component raising the event, so the the rule of thumb in Koala is 
that the handling must be quick and non-blocking.)
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We pause to make the observation that the notion of interface in Koala is semantically 
thin in that it comprises no more than the signatures of the operations the component 
offers to and requires from its environment. This interface notion, although popular, 
offers little information to be of value in a more rigorous approach to the composition 
of systems from components. Additional information about component interfaces, pos­
sibly in terms of the orderings of the associated signalled events, could be useful during 
system verification. Having said that. Koala offers a component technology that stimu­
lates the development of largely independent components, including their evolution and 
code generation, while defining some architectural issues globally. We briefly describe 
these below.
The Koala language was inspired by COM/ActiveX [Cor] but particular focus is placed 
on static binding, since most of the connections between components are known at 
configuration time, and dynamic binding, since high-end products need to allow for the 
upgrading of components in the future. Also, an explicit notion of required interfaces, 
missing in COM/ActiveX, is needed for a pure component-oriented approach.
The architectural description language (ADL) aspect of Koala draws upon Darwin 
[MDEK95] which provides bindings and considers a notion of provided and required 
interfaces. In addition to these concepts, Koala also supports a way of adding glue code 
between components (without adding new components) and a mechanism for handling 
diversity.
Static binding is performed at configuration time via naming conventions and renaming 
macros which bind functions of a required interface to those of the corresponding pro­
vided interface. Koala uses a switch connector, in combination with diversity interfaces, 
for dynamic (run-time) binding. [vO03] provides a richer set of connectors to handle 
structural diversity within a configuration in terms of a fork, a switch, a matrix and a 
source selection connector.
To facilitate reuse, components are parameterised over all configuration-specific infor­
mation. A parameter in a component interface can be a boolean method or function 
indicating the mode of operation, e.g. whether a tuner component should operate in 
frequency mode or in channel mode. The method is implemented in a module which is
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part of the configuration. A module m  can be seen in the configuration of Figure 2.2.
Modules allow the addition of glue code between components and they can be un­
derstood as interfaceless components which can be used for slightly different purposes. 
They can be declared within a component and be connected to its interfaces, or to those 
of its subcomponents in case of a compound component. They can also be used to im­
plement basic components. Finally, modules may simply be part of the configuration 
in which case they have a role to play in handling diversity, as discussed before.
2.2.2 UML for components
We start by outlining the basic concepts and contsructs behind the Unified Model­
ing Language (UML) and then discuss it in view of its applicability for modelling 
component-based software.
According to its initiators [RJB99], UML is a general-purpose visual modelling language 
that is used to specify, visualise, construct and document the artifacts of software- 
intensive systems.
It is Unified because it combines commonly accepted concepts from the leading object- 
oriented methods. It came about as the offspring G. Booch’s Booch method, I. Ja­
cobson’s Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) method and J. Rumbaugh’s 
Object Modeling Technique (OMT). Their expectation that a collaboration had the po­
tential of providing new insights and improvements to all three earlier methods seems to 
have been reasonably met by the resulting modelling language UML and its subsequent 
evolutions.
It is a Modeling technique because it attempts to simplify reality by representing com­
plex software systems in terms of a set of diagrams, each capturing a different aspect 
of the system. UML takes an object-oriented view of the software development process 
and defers from viewing software systems modelling from an algorithmic perspective 
which was the traditional approach to modelling software systems. Hence, the main 
building block for the UML models is the object or the class.
It is a Language because it provides a vocabulary (instances of a construct) and the rules
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for combining words (connected instances of constructs) for the purpose of meaningful 
communication. The vocabulary specifies the constituent parts of the UML diagrams 
while its rules, referred to as well-formedness rules in [OMGOSb], specify constraints 
over attributes and associations defined in the UML’s metamodel.
The primary goals for UML, as outlined in [OMGOSb], are as follows;
1. to integrate best practices] since its origins UML was intended to encompass a 
collection of best engineering practices which had already been proven successful 
in modelling large-scale, complex systems
2. to encourage the growth o f the object-oriented market; the industry can benefit 
by having a standard modelling language which is well-known to a wide circle of 
developers
3. to support specifications that are language and development process indepen­
dent; UML can support different programming languages and various develop­
ment methods without excessive difficulty
4. to provide users with a ready-to-use visual modelling language to communicate; 
UML comprises a set of core modelling concepts that are generally accepted by 
current methods and modelling tools. Based on this core set of concepts, users 
can develop and exchange models to facilitate discussion and reach a common 
understanding during design. A concern might be raised at this point with regard 
to whether the UML models have the unambiguous interpretation necessary to 
fulfill this goal.
5. to provide extensibility and specialisation mechanisms to extend the core con­
cepts; in order to make UML flexible enough to be tailored as new needs emerge 
for specific domains, extension mechanisms are provided in its specification. The 
idea is that deviations from the common case for particular application domains 
are made possible without changing the core concepts of the language.
6. to provide a formal basis for understanding the modelling language; UML pro­
vides a formal definition of the static format of the models using a metamodel
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expressed in UML class diagrams. In addition, UML expresses well-formedness 
constraints in natural language together with Object Constraint Language (OCL) 
expressions (see [WK99] for an introduction to OCL and [OMG03a] for its latest 
specification). A major concern can be raised here with regard to whether the 
trade-off between practical usage and precision of the resulting description has 
been fairly balanced. It seems that UML lacks a precise behavioural semantics 
in favour of being user friendly and easily applicable in practice. This is further 
discussed in the concluding note of this chapter.
7. to support high-level development concepts such as components, collaborations, 
frameworks and patterns; this objective is set in light of realising the benefits of 
object-orientation and reuse.
We believe that the formal aspects of the work presented in this thesis can have an 
impact on goal (7). In doing so, further contributions towards goals (6) and (4) are 
made.
UML has been standardised by the Object Management Group (OMG) [GroOS] since 
1997, in a series of specification documents starting from UM Ll.l [OMG97] to UML 
1.3 [OMG99] to UML 1.4 [OMGOl] to UML1.5 [OMG03b] and most recently with the 
adoption of the final specification for UML 2.0 [OMG04]. All previous versions include 
minor updates and refinements, with the exception perhaps of the move from UML1.4 
to UML1.5 which was concerned with the inclusion of actions in an attempt to accom­
modate the idea of an action language [WKC+03] leading to executable UML models 
[MB02, RFW'^04]. The move to UML2.0 includes a significant update to previous 
versions and offers interesting perspectives with regard to specification of component- 
based software. We discuss these features explicitly in the sequel. As a shorthand, we 
shall refer to previous versions of UML as UML 1.x.
First, we briefiy outline the core set of UML diagrams and the UML semantic model 
which is common across UMLl.x and UML2.0. Our presentation is based on the spec­
ification documents of UMLl.x and then on books [BRJ99, RJB99] authored by the 
people who perceived the move towards a unified approach to software systems visual 
modelling. The interested reader is also referred to [Si 98, BP98, BJR97, PS99] for a
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more comprehensive presentation. Notice that some books refer to earlier versions of
UML. The most up-to-date specification of the language can be found in [OMG04].
• Class diagrams show a set of classes and the relationships between them. A 
relationship between collaborating classes may be a dependency, a generalisation 
or an association. Class diagrams are used to model the static design view of a 
system. They also provide the foundation for two other related diagrams, namely 
the component diagrams and the deployment diagrams.
• Object diagrams show a set of objects, each in a specific state and in a particular 
relationship to other (collaborator) objects at a point in time. An object diagram 
is an instance of a class diagram in the sense that it shows a snapshot of the 
detailed state of a system at a particular point in time. Object diagrams are used 
to model the static view of a system at a frozen moment in time, and can be 
useful for modelling complex data structures.
• Use Case diagrams show actors and use cases together with their relationships. 
Use cases define units of functionality or behaviour provided by the system. Ac­
tors represent the roles that users of use cases play when interacting with the 
system and may be humans or automated systems. This inherent sense of inter­
action with actors outside the system is the primary reason for the adoption of 
use case diagrams in capturing requirements for the system.
• Interaction diagrams show a collection of instances (e.g. objects) that exchange 
stimuli in order to perform a specific task. An interaction is defined in [OMG03b] 
as a behavioural specification that comprises a sequence of communications ex­
changed among a set of instances within a collaboration to accomplish a specific 
task. Communication takes place via exchange of stimuli. These may include calls 
to operations, sending signals but also more implicit forms of interaction such as 
branching conditions. Interaction diagrams are used to model the behavioural 
aspects of the system and come in two flavours; sequence and collaboration dia­
grams.
Sequence diagrams emphasise the time ordering of messages exchanged between
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participating instances. Collaboration diagrams emphasise the organisation of 
the participating instances. Note that sequence and collaboration diagrams are 
semantically equivalent, implying that a diagram in one form can be converted to 
the other without loss of information. This does not necessarily mean that both 
diagrams explicitly visualise the same information, but rather indicates that both 
diagrams share the same underlying model; they both originate from the same 
information in the UML’s metamodel. The difference is in the way they represent 
this information.
• State diagrams represent state machines while emphasising the flow of control 
from state to state. A state machine is a graph of states and transitions and it 
renders the states and responses of an instance to events that it receives (external 
stimuli). States describe the status condition of an object while transitions specify 
how these conditions are interrelated. UML state diagrams are a variant of Harel’s 
statecharts [Har87] and they are used for modelling the dynamic aspects of the 
system. Dynamic aspects relate to the event-ordered behaviour of the instance 
in any view of the system’s architecture.
• Activity diagrams are a variation of state diagrams intended to model compu­
tations and workflows. The main difference is that activity diagrams describe 
the behaviour of an instance in response to internal processing rather than ex­
ternal stimuli. In contrast to interaction diagrams - collaboration and sequence 
diagrams - which emphasise the flow of control from object to object, activity 
diagrams emphasise the flow of control from activity to activity. An activity is 
an ongoing non-atomic execution within a state machine, in the sense that it may 
be interrupted and, in general, is considered to take some duration to complete. 
Activities result in some action (e.g. call to an operation, sending a signal, cre­
ating /  destroying an object, evaluating an expression etc.). Actions are atomic 
in the sense that events may occur but the computation within a state is not 
interrupted. Activity diagrams are used to model dynamic aspects of the system 
in terms of a workflow or an operation.
• Component diagrams show software implementation components, interfaces and
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relationships between them. They are essentially class diagrams that define 
development-time and run-time physical things such as libraries, executables, 
tables, files, etc. Component diagrams are used to model the static implementa­
tion view of the system in terms of configuration management of the files of the 
source code or a physical database.
It may be worth pointing out that software components in UML are seen as 
software elements that comprise implementation files such as libraries or executa­
bles. Components are not seen as design-level entities and this may hinder the 
application of the standard UML to component-based design. We return to this 
discussion shortly.
• Deployment diagrams contain nodes, on which software implementation compo­
nents reside, together with the communication relationships among them. A 
node is a run-time physical object that represents a computational resource with 
memory and, possibly, processing capabilities. Deployment diagrams are used 
to model the static deployment view of the system in terms of the configura­
tion of processing resource elements and the mapping of software implementation 
components onto them.
UML is (semi-)formally defined using a metamodel. The metamodel itself is expressed 
using constructs in the UML, thus implying a metacircular interpreter approach; the 
language itself is defined in terms of itself. In fact, only a small subset of UML is used 
in defining the metamodel.
The UML metamodel is a logical model and not a physical or implementation model. 
As such, the metamodel emphasises declarative semantics and abstracts away from 
implementation details. Various UML tool vendors may implement the logical model 
in different ways, thereby allowing for the custom tuning of their implementations, 
for reliability and/or performance so long as these implementations conform to the 
semantics of the metamodel.
The UML metamodel [OMGOSb] is described in a semi-formal manner according to the 
following views.
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• Abstract Syntax; provided as a model described using a UML class diagram and 
a supporting natural language description
• Well-formedness rules; a list of constraints on elements expressed in natural lan­
guage (text description) and the Object Constraint Language (OCL)
• Semantics; described primarily in natural language, but may include some addi­
tional notation based on the part of the model being described
The complexity of the UML is managed by decomposing it into three main local pack­
ages, namely the Foundation, Behavioural Elements and Model Management packages. 
The idea is that these packages group metaclasses that show strong cohesion with each 
other and loose coupling with metaclasses in other packages. Each package is briefly 
described below. More details can be found in [OMGOSb].
The Foundation package defines the static structure of UML and contains three sub­
packages, namely Core, Extension Mechanisms and Data Types, for describing the main 
constructs in UML, the mechanisms for customising and extending these constructs, 
and the basic data structures for the language. The Behavioural Elements package 
defines the dynamic structure of UML in that it specifies the basic concepts required 
for the behavioural elements of the language. The Model Management package de­
fines packages, models and subsystems, which serve as grouping units for UML model 
elements.
The three top-level packages of the UML metamodel, together with their subpack­
ages, are shown in Figure 2.4 found in the specification documents of the UML (see 
[OMGOSb]) issued by OMG.
It can be seen from this brief presentation of the UML semantic model that it is a 
combination of graphical notation, natural language (English), and formal language 
(OCL). There are inevitable theoretical limits to what can be expressed about a meta­
model using the metamodel itself. This is counterbalanced though by the fact that a 
fair enough trade off between expressiveness and readability can be achieved using such 
a combination. In other words, the primary objective for UML seems to be an acces­
sible and easily comprehended modelling language, even if this entails (some) sacrifice
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Behavioural Elements
State Machines
Collaborations
Activity Graphs
Use Cases
Common
Behaviour
Model
Management
Foundation
Core Extension
Mechanisms
Data Types
Figure 2.4: The package structure of the UML metamodel
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of formal rigor. As a result, a wide circle of developers can quickly get a reasonable 
understanding of UML as the language is described at present. Considering that a 
standard interpretation of UML constructs and resulting diagrams is needed for ap­
plying the language in more rigorous approaches to software engineering however, the 
question arises as to whether they (developers) understand the same thing.
Further, the UML metamodel seems to focus on defining the relationship between 
groups of UML concepts, in the form of packages and their subpackages, rather than 
giving a semantics to the various diagrams and the graphical constructs used therein. 
This is partly done in the specification documents using natural language (English text 
description). Still, this does not guarantee the unambiguous interpretation of UML 
diagrams in some cases. (We point out such cases in various points of the thesis.)
So far we have outlined the core set of concepts and constructs that underlie UML. 
We have seen that UML is essentially a diagrammatic language which provides a wide 
range of notations and support for techniques that can be used to capture different 
aspects of a software system. By and large, it has become the standard practice for 
software modelling. However, its application to component-based software design as 
such is not fairly obvious.
Apart from some generic problems associated with UML due to a lack of a precise (i.e. 
formal) semantics, the main reason the language can not be applied to component-based 
software design in a straightforward manner is that the UML concept of a component 
is tightly related to its ’physical’ nature. In particular, UMLl.x has a standard compo­
nent concept which represents low level software units that exist at run-time. Design 
abstractions such as provided and required interfaces and the dependencies between 
them are not issues of concern for components.
Components in UMLl.x appear in the component and deployment diagrams where 
they are seen as executable files that contain the implementation of concrete classes 
(see Figure 2.5).
Component diagrams, which are essentially class diagrams, are used to model the static 
implementation view of the system as they define run-time physical things such as li­
braries, executables, files, etc. Deployment diagrams, also a variation of class diagrams.
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Figure 2.5: A software component in UMLl.x notation
go one step further, though sticking with the same component concept, and map soft­
ware implementation components onto actual processing resources. Hence, the concept 
of a component as a physical piece of implementation is suitable for the purpose of 
these diagrams. However, a pure component-based approach to software engineering 
that realises the promise for reusable components, rather than recycling code, empha­
sises component interface specifications and requires a clear seperation of specification 
aspects of design from implementation choices.
Note that component and deployment diagrams employ the same component concept 
in UML2.0 [OMG04] but this more recent update to the specification of the language 
includes a notion of a component at the specification level and provides some additional 
notation to accommodate it. We discuss this shortly.
Early approaches to overcome the problem with the component concept in UMLl.x, 
prior to the advent of UML2.0, within the context of specifying dependencies between 
provided and required interfaces, such as [KF02], and later [MS03], suggested the use 
of the UML lollipop notation for provided interfaces and the dependency relationship, 
borrowed from standard UML class diagrams, for required interfaces. Components 
were rendered as stereotyped classes using the <<comp spec>> stereotype. This is 
depicted in the component specification architecture of Figure 2.6 where component A  
provides two interfaces i l  and i2 and requires a service from component B  through its 
required interface iS.
This draws upon concepts of the component-based software development process pre­
scribed by Gheesman and Daniels in [CDOl]. The authors define a pragmatic extension 
of UMLl.x in an attempt to capture important component concepts at the specification
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Figure 2.6: Component specification architecture using UMLl.x notation
level. The graphical notation they use exploits the stereotype extensibility mechanism 
defined in UML and is conformant with the UMLl.x notation (in fact, they apply 
UML1.3 [OMG99]).
In particular, the stereotype <<comp spec>> is used to denote component specifica­
tions rather than standard classes, in the class diagrams used to model the specification 
artifacts of the system. Interfaces are also introduced as stereotyped classes using the 
< < interface type>> stereotype. This is because such modelling elements refer not 
only to the syntactic interface description but also include the information model of 
the interface. The information model in [CDOl] captures a view of the state model of 
the component in terms of provided operations, attributes associations and concrete 
classes and is understood as defining the usage contract of the interface. The infor­
mation model of [CDOl] takes the form of one or more classes having at least one 
composition relationship with the interface it refers to.
The stereotype < < interface type>> is used in [CDOl] instead of the standard UML 
stereotype <<interface>> because the latter would not allow the state models to 
be associated with interfaces in this way. A standard UML class stereotyped by 
<<interface>> can be understood as a potential realisation of an < <  inter face type>> 
stereotyped class. Similarly, a useful way to think about the relationship between a
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<<comp spec>> and the standard UML modelling element for a component, is to 
consider a UML component as a realisation of a <<comp spec>>, in the usual ’im­
plementation realises specification’ sense. These ideas are illustrated in the diagram of 
Figure 2.7 which depicts the specification of a component A  with a provided interface 
71, together with their implementation artifacts.
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Figure 2.7: UMLl.x extensions for component specification
Furthermore, the approach of [CDOl] for describing component contracts can be seen 
as an extension to the design by contract approach [Mey92], tailored to software com­
ponents. The provides /  requires dependencies between components are described by 
constraints. Component contracts are represented partially declaratively (using OCL as 
specified in [OMG99]) and partially operationally (using UML collaboration diagrams). 
In fact, OCL is used for describing pre- and postconditions of interface operations while 
collaboration diagrams are used for capturing component interactions. For instance, 
the usage contract in [CDOl] is described using OCL.
However, OCL (even as defined in [OMGOSb]) has been designed as an annotation no­
tation rather than a full specification technique for expressing behavioural constraints 
on the UML model elements. Consequently, it lacks the appropriate depth of expres­
siveness to describe component contracts precisely. For example, the behaviour of 
a component receiving a request on one interface and reacting to it by requesting a 
service on another interface cannot be expressed in OCL at the moment, though it
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might be possible in future versions of OCL (see [OMGOSa] for the latest specifica­
tion; [KWOO, BKS02] for approaches towards enhancing the expressive power of OCL; 
[CKF04] for expressing liveness properties with OCL and [KFA05] for adding the notion 
of time to OCL).
On the other hand, OCL stands for Object Constraint Language and is thus intuitively 
meant to be applied to objects rather than a more coarse-grained concept such as 
components. Nevertheless, the need for a similar notation for components has lead 
[KF02] to adopt a Catalysis [DW99] like notation for a declarative description of com­
ponent contracts. The same, or similar, motivation can be found in [KFLO'^OO, L099] 
for describing interacting frameworks. In this context, frameworks can be understood 
as components with particular care for the context in which they are expected to be 
deployed.
The adoption of the final specification of UML2.0 [OMG04] constitutes a significant 
update to previous versions of UML. Some of these changes offer interesting perspectives 
for the specification and analysis of component-based software.
In an attempt to support the notion of components throughout the modelling life­
cycle UML2.0 adopts a component concept at the specification level on top of the 
implementation focus of UMLl.x. A component in UML2.0 (see chapter 8 in [OMG04]) 
is understood as a modular part of a system that encapsulates its contents with well- 
defined interfaces and is replaceable within its environment. It has one or more provided 
and required interfaces (potentially exposed via ports) and its internals are hidden 
and inaccessible other than as provided through its interfaces. A component may be 
dependent on its environment and these dependencies are expressed in terms of its 
required interfaces. The challenge is to analyse and specify dependencies in such a way 
that the component can be treated as independently as possible. In this respect, we 
believe that a formal description of component contracts is needed as it can provide 
the necessary level of precision.
As a result of their interface notion, components are encapsulated and can be reused and 
replaced by connecting them together via matching provided and required interfaces. 
A component is given a semantics in UML2.0 in terms of a formal contract of the
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services it provides to its clients and those it requires from other components through 
its provided and required interfaces. It is noteworthy that the UML2.0 semantics hints 
towards a formal contract but this is not provided or prescribed in the specification.
Graphically, a component is represented in UML2.0 as a Classifier (e.g class) rectangle 
with the standard stereotype <<com ponent>>. Optionally, a component icon can be 
displayed on its top right-hand corner - this is a rectangle with two smaller rectangles 
protruding from its left-hand side just as in component and deployment diagrams of 
UMLl.x, The interfaces of the component are represented as symbols sticking out of 
the rectangle; provided interfaces are denoted by a ’ball’ or ’lollipop’ while a ’socket’ is 
used to denote required interfaces. Figure 2.8 depicts a component in UML2.0 notation 
with two provided interfaces p l,p2  and three required interfaces r l ,r2 ,r3 .
pi « c o m p o n e n t»
Figure 2.8: A software component using UML2.0 notation
A component can be embedded into any environment (or system) that satisfies the 
constraints expressed by the provided and required interfaces of the component. This 
is done by connecting {wiring, in UML dialect) components via their provided and 
required interfaces. Component interfaces allow for the specification of both struc­
tural (e.g. attributes, association ends) and behavioural features (e.g. operations and 
events). The provided and required interfaces may optionally be organised through 
ports which enable the definition of named sets of provided and required interfaces.
Putting components together to form a system is structurally defined in UML2.0 by 
using dependencies between component interfaces. This is typically done in structure 
diagrams. These diagrams show components and connections between them in terms 
of matching provided and required interfaces. (Note that interface compatibility is not 
defined in UML, and rightly so since it depends on the underlying interface model being 
used.)
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An assembly connector is used for the matching. This is a connector between two 
components that defines that one component provides services the other component 
requires. In this case, an assembly connector is used from a required interface or port 
of one component to the provided interface or port of the other component.
The semantics of the assembly connector, given in UML2.0 is that signals or operation 
calls or events originate in the required interface and are delivered to the provided 
interface, by travelling along an instance of the connector.
The structure diagram of Figure 2.9 shows a component specification architecture where 
an assembly connector is used to connect the required interface of component A  to the 
provided interface of component B  and another to connect the required interface of 
component B  to the provided interface of component C.
« c o m p o n e n t»
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Figure 2.9: A structure diagram for connecting components in UML2.0
Furthermore, UML2.0 introduces the composite structure diagrams which can be used 
when more detail is required about the internal structure of a component. The internal 
structure in UML2.0 refers to interconnected elements within the containing classifier 
that collaborate to achieve some common objectives. This is relevant to component- 
based software when considering compound components - components which contain 
other components whose collaborations provide the overall functionality, as promised 
in the compound component’s contract.
In addition to the assembly connector, composite structure diagrams use a delegation
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connector which links the external contract of a component to the internal realisation 
of that behaviour by the contained components. The delegation connector is used to 
model the decomposition of behaviour in the sense that behaviour that is available on 
a component may not actually be realised by that component itself, but by another 
component that has compatible capabilities. The use of a delegation connector repre­
sents the forwarding of events (operation calls, signals) from one interface to the other 
for actual handling.
Figure 2.10 shows a component A B  which relies on the collaboration between the 
contained components A  and B  for fulfilling its component contract in terms of its 
provided interface p i and its required interfaces r l  and r2.
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Figure 2.10: A UML2.0 composite structure diagram for component A B
Finally, another change in UML2.0 has to do with state diagrams. This is a minor 
update to previous versions but can prove useful in describing the behaviour of com­
ponents at their interfaces.
We have seen that UML features State Machine diagrams, essentially an object-based 
variant of the well-known Harel statecharts [Har87], for modelling behaviour through 
finite state transition systems. A state machine describes the behaviour of a part of the 
system observed in terms of events accepted and actions executed resulting in a change 
of state. Such state machines are termed behavioural state machines in UML2.0, which
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in addition introduces protocol state machines for expressing the usage protocol of a 
part of the system.
A protocol state machine (PSM) specifies which operations of a Classifier (typically, a 
component in this context) can be called in which state and under which condition. 
Thus, it can be used to specify the allowed sequences of events on an interface.
The states of a PSM present an external view of the Classifier that is exposed to its 
clients. The transitions of a PSM specify the legal changes between states and, in con­
trast to behavioural state machines, cannot have associated actions. PSM transitions 
carry the following information: a pre-condition, a trigger and a post-condition. The 
pre-condition (or guard in this context) specifies the condition that must be true before 
triggering the transition. The post-condition specifies the condition that should hold 
once the transition is triggered. Either or both can be omitted.
The PSM modelling construct can be useful for component-based design considering 
that a PSM can be attached to each component interface. Since a PSM expresses 
the legal transitions the interface can trigger, it may be used to enforce legal usage 
scenarios for the component on that interface. Further, there may be some potential for 
determining compatible interfaces. UML2.0 explicitly considers a notion of conformance 
of PSMs in terms of the ProtocolConformance model element. The semantics of this 
relationship is limited to declaring that a behavioural state machine complies with the 
structure and constraints of the PSM. Both state machines refer to the same Classifier 
and the behavioural state machine is understood to implement the PSM. Conformance 
is also defined between a specific PSM and a general PSM, in which case the former is 
understood as a specialisation of the latter.
Interestingly, one of the constraints specified on PSMs (see [OMG04], p. 584) states 
that if two interfaces are connected then the PSM of the required interface must be 
conformant to the PSM of the provided interface. This is certainly in the spirit of a 
component-based approach, but the lack of a precise semantics for protocol conformance 
hinders the use of PSMs for more rigorous reasoning on the compatibility relation 
between the corresponding interfaces of components.
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2.2.3 Scenario-based descriptions
Sequence diagrams in UML are used to describe interactions between entities of the 
system. An interaction in UML, or scenario more generally, is understood as a unit of 
behaviour that focuses on the observable exchange of information between participating 
entities with the objective of performing a specific task. Scenario-based descriptions 
are a common mechanism for modelling systems and are often used in design where the 
precise inter-process communication must be set up according to specified protocols.
UML sequence diagrams, Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [IT96], and Live Sequence 
Charts [DHOla] are popular for describing interactions. These scenario description lan­
guages (SDL) are becoming more expressive and despite their increasing sophistication 
they are the mainstay of industrial software specifications (e.g see [BBJ'^02]).
Graphically, a sequence diagram has two dimensions. The vertical dimension represents 
time. Time progresses top-down the diagram. The horizontal dimension represents 
instances participating in the interaction and these can be understood as objects or 
processes or components (or, more generally, as a Classifier in UML dialect). An 
individual instance participating in the interaction is represented by a dashed vertical 
line, called lifeline. A lifeline usually has a rectangle on top containing its instance 
name (identifier). Communication between instances appearing in a sequence diagram 
is performed by sending and receiving messages. A message may reflect occurrence of 
an event such as an operation call, sending/ receiving a signal, raising an exception. 
Messages are denoted by horizontal arrows drawn from the source lifeline to the target 
lifeline.
The semantics of a sequence diagram defined with any of UML, MSC, LSC notations 
is given in terms of a partial order on the events appearing in the interaction described 
in the diagram. However, the partial order induced by a sequence diagram imposes an 
ordering on events appearing along a particular lifeline, but events on distinct lifelines 
can only be ordered as a consequence of inter-lifeline communication. This subtlety 
in the semantics often gives rise to inconsistencies between the specified ordering of 
events and the order in which events can occur in practice. Such inconsistencies are 
often referred to as race conditions. For example, b and c as experienced by component
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B  in the sequence diagram of Figure 2.11 are in a race condition.
sd rc
Figure 2.11; A UML sequence diagram with a race condition
The vertical dimension of the diagram suggests that a happens first, then 6, then c, 
and finally d. However, this is not necessarily the case. This is because the event of 
sending 6 is ordered to occur before the receiving of c (the ordering is imposed along 
the lifeline of B), but the sending of h and the sending of c are not ordered (they belong 
to different lifelines). Therefore, c may be sent before 6 or even at the same time as h 
(since A  who is responsible for sending c after a does not know whether B  has already 
sent b or not). As a result, there is no way to ensure that b will occur before c.
Typically, MSCs are used to specify scenarios as sequences of mesages exchanged be­
tween objects or processes. In fact, UML sequence diagrams are a variant of MSCs 
while LSCs are an extension of MSCs for liveness. MSCs have also been proposed for 
component-based software design in [FKOl] together with a formal underpinning based 
on Büchi automata for formal verification. This work is also concerned with the issue of 
component composition in terms of the corresponding MSCs. However, only sequential 
composition is considered and the parallel construct in a MSC is not covered.
The wide acceptance of MSCs lead to their standardisation by the telecommunications 
industry with the ITU standard (see [IT96] and [ITOO] for the latest specification). 
Yet, their interpretation can be ambiguous; for instance, does a MSC describe how the 
systems will always behave or does it give a possible behaviour of the system? According 
to the ITU standard MSCs only do the latter. But then, virtually nothing can be said
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in MSCs about what the systems will do when the described scenario actually occurs.
LSCs [DHOla, HM03] were proposed as an extension to MSCs that addresses this issue 
as they can explicitly distinguish between mandatory, possible and forbidden behaviour. 
This is done by adding liveness to individual parts of the chart (or diagram). Within 
a chart, the live elements, termed hot describe mandatory behaviour - things that 
must occur. When used properly, hot elements can describe forbidden behaviour, i.e. 
disallowed sequences of interactions. Other elements, termed cold, describe possible 
behaviour - things that may occur. They can be used to capture conditional behaviour 
and various forms of iteration. In terms of notation, all hot elements are indicated in 
solid lines/boxes/hexagons while cold elements in dashed lines/boxes/hexagons.
LSCs have one of the following two modes: existential and universal. An existential 
chart has a dashed borderline and it describes behaviour that must be observed in 
some execution of the system. A universal chart, see Figure 2.12, is made of two 
superimposed parts: the upper one, annotated with a dashed borderline hexagon, is 
the prechart and the lower one, annotated with a solid borderline rectangle is the main 
chart. A universal LSC induces an action-reaction relationship between its prechart 
and main chart. Whenever the behaviour contained in the prechart is observed, the 
system must exhibit the behaviour described in the main chart.
Figure 2.12: A universal LSC 
LSCs are extensively used in the play-in/play-out approach [HarOl] to system develop-
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ment, which is supported by an automated tool, the Play-Engine [HM03, HM04]. The 
play-in part concerns specifying scenario-based behaviours via a user-friendly interface 
(GUI). The designer first builds the GUI of the system under development and then 
’plays’ the incoming events on the GUI (by clicking buttons, sending messages and so 
on). Again through the GUI (e.g. by right-clicks), the designer then describes the 
desired reactions of the system and the conditions that may or must hold. During 
this process, the Play-Engine automatically constructs the corresponding LSCs which 
capture the cause-effect relationships of the system. The play-out part is concerned 
with executing the behaviour modelled in the universal LSCs while the scenarios were 
played in. When playing out, the designer restricts her/himself to external environment 
actions. During this process the Play-Engine keeps track of actions and causes other 
actions and events to occur as prescribed in the corresponding LSCs.
In addition to capturing the intended behaviour, the play-in/play-out approach is meant 
to test and validate it as well. This assumes that during play-out the designer operates 
the system freely rather than restricts to the exact scenarios that were played in. The 
approach offers new perspectives with regard to software development, especially for 
reactive systems, even though it leaves the designer with the onerous task of building 
an ’appropriate’ GUI that allows for a complete set of scenarios to be played in.
The ’live’ aspect of LSCs, reflected by their temperature notion, makes it possible 
to express liveness constraints, that is, that eventually something happens enforcing 
progress of the instances along their lifeline. The expressiveness of LSCs in this respect 
is therefore similar to temporal logic. On this note, [KF04a] describes how behaviour 
specified in LSCs can be expressed in the branching time distributed temporal logic 
M d t l  [KFOOb, KFOOa]. This is done within the context of defining an extension of 
LSCs for describing agent interactions. The extension mainly consists of introducing 
decision subcharts for expressing nondeterministic choice in an LSC, but also concerns 
a more complex message sending mechanism (in terms of explicit and arbitrary message 
sending) to accommodate agent/role interactions.
[KF04a] describes how formulae in M d t l  can be derived from (enriched) LSCs. M d t l  
is a two-level logic initially developed for the specification of object-oriented modules.
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The top level logic, called communication logic, is used to describe inter-object speci­
fication and can be understood as a way to model an observer of the interaction as a 
whole. The low level logic, called home logic, is used to describe intra-object behaviour 
and can capture local state invariants and interaction constraints from an instance 
viewpoint. The home logic is a first-order temporal logic with an additional concur­
rency operator while the communication logic is defined over a predicate logic. Their 
combination adds a distribution flavour to the temporal nature of M d t l .  This makes it 
possible to express the behaviour of LSC hot elements in M d t l  formulae, for example, 
that whenever a message is sent it must eventually be received.
We have seen that the inception of LSCs was mainly motivated by the MSCs limi­
tation in expressing necessity; interaction patterns that must rather than may occur. 
UML2.0 sequence diagrams are also limited in expressing necessity. Drawing upon 
concepts of LSCs, the operator asse rt was introduced (see [OMG04], pages 412, 442) 
to model mandatory behaviour. However, the UML2.0 specification does not clearly 
define whether this operator enforces a sequence of events to happen or they are simply 
expected to happen. Further, as pointed out in [KF04b], even if the former case was 
the intended one, it still only solves the problem at the interaction level (either of the 
whole interaction or of the sub-interaction within assert), but not at the level of a 
single message or progress along a lifeline.
To address this limitation, [CKF04] proposes to decorate sequence diagrams with live­
ness constraints which are expressed in an OCL template defined in [BKS02]. The 
template essentially consists of an afte r; clause used to express a trigger and an even­
tua lly ; clause used to express that a certain condition will eventually hold. This makes 
it possible to express necessity in sequence diagrams as a liveness property - whenever 
the afte r: clause holds, at some point in the future the eventually : clause must hold.
Sequence diagrams in UML2.0 [OMG04] have been considerably revised in relation to 
those of UMLl.x and have been extended to include features from MSCs and, to a lesser 
extent, from LSCs. As a result, UML2.0 sequence diagrams are more expressive and 
fundamentally better structured. One of the major changes has to do with the intro­
duction of sub-interactions called interaction fragments which can be combined using
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interaction operators. Interaction fragments comprise one or more operands (compart­
ments) depending on the corresponding interaction operator. There are several possible 
operators which can be used in an interaction fragment for describing various kinds of 
behaviours. For example, there is a seq operator for describing sequential behaviour, 
a lt for alternative behavior, p a r  for parallel behaviour, neg for forbidden behaviour, 
loop for iteration, and so on^. Hence, the semantics of the resulting sub-interaction de­
pends upon the operator used and is described informally in the UML2.0 superstructure 
specification document (see [OMG04], ch. 14).
The lack of precise behavioural semantics in the specification for the interaction oper­
ators sometimes allows for varying interpretations of the behaviour prescribed in the 
resulting interaction fragments. For instance, the p a r  operator describes a set of con­
current event occurrences. The informal semantics of p a r  (see [OMG04], pages 403, 
410) hints towards considering all possible interleavings in the resulting sequences of 
events. According to this semantics, it is not possible to differentiate between the 
behaviour described in the sequence diagrams of Figure 2.13(i) and (ii).
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Figure 2,13: The parallel construct in UML2.0 and a possible interpretation
Following an interleaving interpretation, the sequences of event occurrences in the dia­
gram vl, pictured in Figure 2.13(i), says that either 61 occurs before 62, or, 62 occurs 
before 61. This is precisely the behaviour described in Figure 2.13(ii) even though the
more detailed description of the basic interaction operators in UML2.0 and their semantics is 
given in Chapter 3, Section 3,2.1, where UML2.0 sequence diagrams are used for constraining the 
behaviour of a component.
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a lt operator is used this time. This may not be an issue when all we are interested 
in is that both 61 and 62 have occurred at the end of the interaction - this implies a 
implicit synchronisation point at the end of the diagram vl. If, however, we want to 
include the case that 62 and 61 occur at exactly the same time then, diagram v2 no 
longer describes the intended behaviour of instance B. The situation gets even more 
complicated if we were to insist on 61 and 62 occurring at exactly the same time (e.g. 
consider a tuner component of a TV blocldng the audio output on the speakers and the 
video output on the screen before changing the frequency).
A parallel construct is also used in MSCs for describing parallel behaviour. This is 
denoted by the keyword P A R , just like in Figure 2.13(i), or by a coregion, similarly to 
LSCs. The semantics of the parallel construct given in [ITOO] simply says that events 
appearing within the construct are unordered. This means that the partial order along 
the lifeline collapses within the scope of the parallel construct.
LSCs also include a construct for parallel behaviour, the so-called coregions which 
correspond to regions in the diagram where the events are unordered. They are an­
notated with dotted vertical lines around the events corresponding to the sending and 
the receiving of the concurrent messages. The symbolic transition system presented 
in [DHOla] implements an interleaving interpretation of coregions. LSCs were subse­
quently given a semantics in terms of timed Büchi automata in [KWOl] and this allows 
for a true-concurrent interpretation of coregions. This approach is further discussed 
below.
Our, almost periodic, reference to the semantic issues of the scenario-based description 
languages highlights the fact that, although useful for informal documentation and 
triggering discussion during design, these languages cannot be relied upon for rigorous 
analysis and formal verification. Therefore, scenario specifications need to be translated 
into other, more formal, notations. This can determine a precise interpretation if the 
target notation has a well-defined semantics.
[KWOl] translate scenarios into a SDL specification using timed Büchi automata [AD92]. 
This approach considers concurrent events as occurring in either order including simul­
taneity. Other than addressing all possible relationships between unordered events (ap-
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pearing in a coregion construct in LSCs), the need to include simultaneity in [KWOl] 
arises when considering shared condition valuations, but also zero delay messages as 
imposed by the target verification tool for STATEMATE [HN96] designs, namely the 
STATEMATE Verification Environment (STVE) [BDWOO]. The translation of an LSC 
into a timed Büchi automaton involves adding timing information (time intervals) to 
LSCs using a notation similar to that for specifying delays in MSCs [AHP96]. Hence, 
in this approach concurrency is not considered as an explicit structural property of the 
corresponding automata, but rather is expressed in terms of their timing properties.
[KF04b] translate scenarios described in UML2.0 sequence diagrams into labelled event 
structures [WN95]. In addition to the main features of UML2.0 sequence diagrams, 
this work addresses sequence diagrams combined with an OCL liveness template as 
proposed in [CKF04] discussed earlier. It builds on the event structures model [NPW81, 
Win88] which allows to describe distributed computations as event occurrences together 
with order-theoretic relations between them. Additional information from a sequence 
diagram is attached to the formal model in the form of labels, e.g. messages, state 
invariants, condition valuations, etc.
Further, [KF04b] shows how an interaction described in a sequence diagram can be 
expressed as a collection of formulae in the distributed temporal logic M d t l .  This is 
done using the two main features of this logic, namely distribution (by means of a com­
munication and a home logic) and concurrency. In addition, OCL liveness constraints 
attached to the diagram are translated into the home/communication logic depending 
on whether they refer to a global or local constraint.
M d t l  is given a semantics in terms of labelled event structures (see [KFOOb, KFOOa] 
and thus the notion of concurrency considered is based on that of the event structures 
model where events are understood as being concurrent if they do not precede each 
other and are not mutually exclusive. Hence, the approach of [KF04a] to formalising 
interactions described in UML2.0 sequence diagrams considers events appearing within 
a parallel construct as being unordered but does not model simultaneity explicitly.
[WSOO] translate scenarios into statecharts. It is not all that clear though how these 
statecharts are to be composed to provide the overall system behaviour. We have more
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to say about this approach when we discsuss it in the context of combining multiple 
scenarios which is an issue we describe next.
Another problem with regard to scenario-based specifications has to do with managing 
multiple scenarios. Each scenario is a partial story which needs to be combined with 
other scenarios to provide a more complete desription of system behaviour. As far as 
component-based design is concerned, all scenarios a particular component participates 
in need to be considered in order to obtain a complete description of its behaviour.
Interaction overview diagrams (lODs) have been introduced in UML2.0 as a means 
of combining various scenarios (interactions, in UML dialect). lODs show how multi­
ple interactions are considered, through a variant of activity diagrams, in a way that 
promotes the overview of the flow of control between different interactions (scenarios). 
Each node in an lOD is either a whole sequence diagram or a reference to an existing 
sequence diagram (this is called InteractionUse in UML dialect). Alternative inter­
action fragments in a sequence diagram are represented in lODs by a Decision node 
and a corresponding Merge node. Parallel interaction fragments are represented by a 
Fork node and a corresponding Join node. The flow of control in lODs determines the 
acceptable ordering between interactions (scenarios).
The ITU standard [ITOO] also provides syntactical constructs for combining scenarios 
expressed in MSCs. These are inline expressions (similar to InteractionUse in UML2.0 
lODs) and high-level MSCs (hMSCs) (similar to lODs in UML2.0). liMSCs are directed 
graphs, see Figure 2.14, where each node is either a MSC or a hMSC and edges of the 
graph indicate the acceptable ordering of scenarios.
MSCl
MSC3MSC4
MSC2
Figure 2.14: A high-level MSC
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The idea, other than bringing together the various scenario specifications and showing 
how these relate, is that hMSCs allow for reuse of scenarios and introduce sequencing, 
loops and alternatives between MSCs.
hMSCs, just like lODs, are useful for informal documentation but cannot be relied 
upon for more rigorous approaches to analysis and verification of systems.
A more rigorous approach to synthesis of multiple scenarios, expressed using MSCs, is 
that of [UKM03]. The authors generate a PSP (Finite State Processes) specification 
from a given set of MSCs and then use the LTSA (Labelled Transition System Analyser) 
[MK99] to generate a LTS model of each component. These are then combined to obtain 
a model of the complete system. The step from FSP to LTS is performed automatically 
by the LTSA tool. The step from MSCs to FSP involves state labels and hMSCs.
State labels are used to identify component states that, although appearing on different 
MSCs, i.e. different scenarios, actually refer to the same component state. This allows 
the component to switch between those MSCs. The MSC specifications are annotated 
with state labels for the start and the end of each MSC, and the hMSC determines a 
relation between ’starts’ and ’ends’ of different MSCs. Each lifeline is then split into 
sub-lifelines such that all sub-lifelines start and end on labelled states and have no other 
labelled state in between. Next, sub-lifelines from different MSCs are matched on the 
basis of common labelled states. Each sub-lifeline is translated into a local FSP process 
by using the label of its start state as the process name and its sequence of events as the 
process behaviour. The final state of the process is another local process corresponding 
to another sub-lifeline that can be followed after the one being dealt with.
As a small note here, it is not entirely clear in the above approach, at least as described 
in [UKM03], how the state labels are inserted in the first place (and how naming con­
sistency is guaranteed across stakeholders), how agreement is reached on the hMSC (as 
this diagram is a driver for the step from MSCs to FSP) and why instances not partic­
ipating in a particular scenario sometimes appear in the corresponding MSC. Finally, 
the LTS semantics of FSP impose an interleaving interpretation of concurrency. Note 
that concurrency is expressed in MSCs using the parallel construct whose semantics 
only says that messages appearing in the construct are unordered - without excluding
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simultaneity.
[AEY03] consider MSCs for component-based design and propose a language-theoretic 
framework in which scenarios in a MSC specification are translated into a deterministic 
FSP process that has the same language as the projection of the MSC specification on 
the alphabet of the component. The complete FSP model is then fed into LTSA, just 
like in [UKM03] discussed above. Further examination of the execution traces that are 
output by LTSA may reveal implied scenarios. hMSCs in [AEY03] are also represented 
by LTS where transitions are labelled by basic MSCs (these are MSCs appearing in 
hMSCs). The language accepted by the LTS of the hMSC is the set of maximal basic 
MSCs in the original MSC specification. The mechanics of this composition of basic 
MSCs in the original MSC specification, in terms of the corresponding MSCs, is not 
simply the product (or shuffling) of the corresponding transition systems but is not 
described in detail in [AEY03].
Another approach to combining scenarios is described in [WSOO]. The authors start 
with a set of MSCs and assume some pre-existing domain knowledge about the partic­
ipating components that has been specified in OCL, Then, they specify a set of state 
variables for a component together with pre- and post-conditions for its interactions 
again expressed using OCL. A valuation of state variables, termed state vector, is then 
assigned to every state of a MSC using the pre- and post-condition information on mes­
sages appearing in the interaction. These valuations can be used to (a) detect loops 
within a lifeline, (b) identify similar states between lifelines of the same component (and 
so on different MSCs) and, (c) introduce hierarchy in the generated statecharts. In fact, 
a LTS is synthesised from the combination of the MSCs and the OCL specifications.
As a small comment here, it could be argued that the use of OCL, which is part of 
UML, to describe domain knowledge about components of the system is advantageous 
- in the sense of promoting standards. The term ’domain knowledge’ seems to capture 
all knowledge and expertise required to properly select a set of state variables that 
can provide all necessary information (e.g. loops, reference to same state) throughout 
the MSC specification. Hence, the approach assumes that the scenario providers (or 
stakeholders or component designers or real world practitioners) can and are willing to
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express the domain knowledge in OCL and always care to describe system behaviour 
from its initial state.
2.3 Form al A pproaches
In the previous section we were concerned with graphical descriptive techniques for 
modelling software systems, and in particular component-based systems. Diagrammatic 
notations are useful for visualising and communicating ideas but cannot support more 
rigorous approaches to software engineering, unless they are equipped with a precise 
formal semantics. We have described instances of work that is aimed at providing a 
formal underpinning to diagrams, especially with respect to scenario-based graphical 
notations.
In this section, we discuss approaches that provide a more comprehensive, formal frame­
work to support the engineering task involved in developing software systems. Particu­
lar emphasis is placed on formal approaches for the specification and analysis of systems 
whose architecture comprises a set of interacting components.
General-purpose formal methods such as Z [Spi92] or VDM [Jon90] could be useful in 
specifying the behaviour of component-based software. However, these well-established 
formal methods were introduced before the advent of object-oriented programming. As 
a consequence, they do not explicitly consider a semantic characterisation of objects, 
components, frameworks or other high-level software concepts, and therefore cannot 
describe component contracts in a straightforward manner. Object-oriented extensions 
of these traditional methods have been developed such as Object-Z [DRS95] but they 
are not regarded as mainstream in component-based software design.
In addition, software components are increasingly expected to operate in a distributed 
and concurrent setting [KFPRS04]. This makes stronger demands in terms of com­
ponent interactions and parallel behaviour. Therefore, the study of a suitable formal 
model for components points towards models introduced for describing concurrent com­
putations such as Petri nets [Pet79b, Pet79a], CCS [MilSO], CSP [HoaS5], event struc­
tures [NPW81, Win88], asynchronous transition systems [Shi85, Bed88], 7r-calculus
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[Mil99] among others.
Other formal notations arise as a combination of approaches in an attem pt to build on 
the strength of each. For instance, a combination of Z and CSP has been proposed in 
[RS99] or, more recently, a combination of Object-Z and CSP in [DB02].
One combination of formal methods that stands out is that of combining CSP with the 
formal development method B [Abr96]. The main feature of this approach is that it 
provides a way of describing systems involving both event-oriented and state-oriented 
aspects of behaviour. It stands out because it makes it possible to exploit existing tool 
support for both CSP and B.
The idea is to use B for the state-based description of the system, capitalising on the 
fact that B machines are particularly suited for modelling parallel activity, and use CSP 
for the event-based description, capitalising on the fact that CSP process descriptions 
provide a natural way of modelling sequential activity by ordering event occurrences. 
In brief, to marry the two, each event in the CSP description is associated with an 
operation in a B machine. Below we give a brief account of the combination beyond 
this high-level concept.
[ButOO] proposes the csp2B tool for converting CSP descriptions of system behaviour 
into standard B specifications. Hence, the combination of CSP and B in this case is 
achieved by compiling the CSP into a pure B representation that can be subsequently 
analysed by a standard B tool. The translation of a CSP process to a pure B specifi­
cation involves techniques such as inserting implicit states, adding state variables and 
introducing auxilliary functions in addressing the various CSP operators. The CSP 
support in csp2B does not include internal choice and event hiding while interleaving 
is restricted to multiple instances of an indexed process running in parallel (where the 
instances do not interact with each other in any way).
This approach to combining CSP and B provides the B specification with a more natural 
way of expressing ordering constraints. However, it could be argued that this comes 
at the expense of a particular interpretation of the construct for parallel activity in
B. The multiple substitution operator ’||’ of B, which in principle can express parallel 
activity such as simultaneous change of state, simultaneous valuation of conditions and
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so on (see [Abr96], p.243, 308-312), is reduced to CSP’s parallel composition operator 
’II’, which is a synchronisation on common events rather than parallelism. Also, the 
CSP interleaving operator ’| | |’ is restricted to multiple instances of the same process, as 
mentioned before. The corresponding B machine introduces synchronisation points to 
address ’|| |’ of CSP and the use of B’s ’||’ is reduced to imposing these synchronisations 
between interleaved instances of the process.
[ST04] takes a view of the combination of B and CSP which takes the form of a B 
machine and a controller written as a sequential CSP process description. Given a B 
machine M  and a CSP controller P , the combination, the so-called controlled compo­
nent, is the parallel combination of the CSP controller and its B machine, denoted by 
P ||M . The parallel combination is achieved by giving B machines a semantics based 
on Morgan’s CSP-style semantics for event systems, as done in [TreOO].
The idea behind this form of combining B and CSP is that controlled components 
consist of a B machine controlled by CSP controllers, under a particular architecture 
[ST02] in which interaction across the system can only occur between the CSP con­
trollers. This work builds on the concept of the control loop invariant [TreOO] on the 
state of the B machine for verifying individual controlled components. The model 
checker FDR [Ltd97] can be used for analysing CSP processes, and thus CSP con­
trollers, individually and in combination. The authors show in [ST04] how the results 
obtained on the CSP part of the specification (CSP controllers) can be lifted to the 
combined specification (controlled components).
The CSP semantics of the combination allow B machines to be treated as CSP processes. 
As such, they are combined in [ST04] using the parallel composition operator ’||’ of 
CSP. This approach offers interesting compositional results with regard to preservation 
of properties, such as divergence freedom and deadlock-freedom, under composition 
of controlled components. On the other hand, it can be argued that this view of a 
component, as a pure CSP process, is somewhat restrictive. For instance, it does 
not allow for concurrent events on distinct component interfaces. (Recall that a CSP 
controller is a (recursive) sequential CSP process.)
A slightly different approach to the combination of CSP and B is proposed in [BL05]
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where the CSP and the B specifications are composed in parallel. The B operations 
must synchronise with channel events of the CSP process description having the same 
name as the B operation. Channel events of the CSP process that are not associated 
with an operation in B can occur independently while operations in B which are not 
associated with a channel event in CSP are prohibited. The authors describe an ex­
tension to the ProB [LB03] model checker for B that supports checking the proposed 
combination of CSP and B. The tool is targeted at checking consistency between B 
and CSP specifications, that is, no B pre-conditions are violated and the B specifica­
tion satisfies the trace properties of the CSP specification. The CSP support in the 
extended ProB tool, unlike csp2B, includes arbitrary combinations of CSP operators.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discsuss formal approaches to the analysis and 
specification of component-based software. In particular, we describe representatives 
of approaches originating from various branches of mathematics such as algebra, logic, 
regular expressions, transition systems and automata.
2.3 .1  A lgeb ra ic  approaches
[BroOO, Bro95] present an algebraic model for components. The basic idea behind this 
approach to formal specification of reactive component-based systems originates in the 
functional approach to the formal description of communicating systems in [Bro93]. 
The input/output behaviour is described in [Bro93] by predicates which characterise 
sets of deterministic behaviours. A deterministic behaviour is represented by a stream 
processing function. This functional approach is extended in [BroOO] by algebraic spec­
ification concepts. The motivation is to provide an algebraic technique for writing 
specifications for component-based systems in a fashion similar to the use of algebraic 
specification teclmiques for data structures and information fiow.
The algebraic approach of [BroOO, Bro95] advocates the use of streams to describe 
communications on the channels of a software component. Given a set of messages M, 
a stream over M  is a finite or infinite sequence of elements from M . The set of all 
streams over M  is denoted by Hence, =  M* U where M* denotes the 
finite sequences over M, including the empty sequence, and denotes the infinite
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sequences over M.
Concatenation and prefix ordering operations are introduced on streams. The set of 
streams equipped with the prefix ordering relation is complete in the sense that 
every directed set S  Ç M ^  has a least upper bound. Recall (e.g. [DP90]) that a directed 
set X  is defined as a non-empty subset of a partially ordered set (poset) D  if any two 
elements in X  are bounded above by a third element also in X . Least upper bounds 
of directed sets of finite streams can be used to describe infinite streams. Furthermore, 
[Bro95] defines functions for selecting the first element of a stream and removing the 
first element of a stream, providing the stream is non-empty.
Based on the concepts introduced in [Bro95], a mathematical concept of a component 
is subsequently given in [BroOO]. Syntactically, a component is described by a set I  
of input channel identifiers and a set O of output channel identifiers. Each channel is 
associated with a sort, which is essentially a data set indicating the messsages com­
municated along this channel. Semantically, a component is described by a predicate 
defining a set of deterministic behaviours. A deterministic behaviour of a component 
is represented by a stream processing function
/  : (7 M‘^ ) M' )^
that maps every input history onto an output history. An input (resp. output) history 
is obtained by a valuation of the input (resp. output) channels by streams. The formal 
description of a component C  in [BroOO] is given in terms of a predicate B (true or false) 
on the stream processing functions of C. This defines a set of deterministic behaviours 
Q as follows.
Q : ( ( /  ^  M'^) (O M'^)) -> B
Thus, given a component C  and a predicate B on its behaviours, the corresponding set 
Q comprises all mappings between legal input and output histories of the channels of
C.
The functions for selecting and removing the first element of a stream introduced in 
[Bro95] are lifted to stream processing functions in [BroOO] by way of input and out­
put transitions. An input transition is defined as follows. Given a stream processing
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function / ,  a message m  E M  and input channel c € I, the expression f  < c : m  is 
defined to be the stream processing function that behaves like the function /  on the 
communication history æ € ( /  —>■ M ^) after message m  is added as the first message 
on channel c to the input x. An output transition is defined for every output channel 
c 6 O in similar fashion. The expression c : m  < f  is defined as the stream processing 
function that behaves like function /  but always adds the message m as its first output 
on channel c to the output produced by function / .
All operations on functions can be extended to sets of functions and thus to specifica­
tions by applying them pointwise to the elements in the set described by the specifica­
tion Q. Therefore, the expression Q < c : m  characterises all behaviours /  for which 
there exists a behaviour f  with Q{ f )  such that /  behaves like / '  after it has received 
the message m  on its input channel c. Likewise, the expression c : m  < Q characterises 
all behaviours /  for which there exists a behaviour f  with Q{ f )  such that /  behaves 
like f  after producing the message m  on the output channel c.
With regard to composition of components [BroOO] considers two basic operations, 
namely parallel composition and feedback. These operations are described by logical 
connectives on the predicates representing the specification. [Bro95] also defines se­
quential composition, denoted by Ci; C2 , which is in fact functional composition of the 
stream processing functions describing the behaviour of each component.
The parallel composition of two components Ci and Cg with disjoint sets of output 
channels is denoted by Ci j | C2 and the channels of the composite are given by
Out{Ci\\C2 ) = Out{C{) U Out{C2 ) and In{Cr\\C2 ) = In{C{) U In{C 2 )
where Out{Ci),In{Ci), for i = 1,2, denote the output, resp. input, channels of the 
components Ci. The actual sequences of messages on channels of the resulting compos­
ite component are represented by a tuple of streams which is formed by elementwise 
concatenation of the streams corresponding to (the channels of) each component. The 
parallel composition of two components Ci and C2 is depicted in Figure 2.15 found in 
[BroOO].
This form of parallel composition tends to focus on describing the I/O  behaviour at
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Figure 2.15: Parallel composition of components in [BroOO]
the system (or composite) level but does not seem to involve interaction between the 
participating components.
Besides parallel composition, [BroOO] also works with feedback. For channels x  e  In{C) 
and y G Out{C) the feedback operator p^C  describes the feedback of the stream output 
from channel y to the input channel x. It is defined by In{py) = In{C) \  {x}  and 
Out{py) =  Out{C), where In{C) \  {æ} denotes the hiding of channel æ - it is no longer 
considered in the set of input channels of the component with feedback.
The algebraic model for components of [BroOO, Bro95] described so far, makes use of a 
rich set of standard mathematical notions and provides a theoretical framework for the 
engineering aspect of software development. It seems to be geared towards modelling 
data flows between components however. This is also reflected in the composed system 
which is modelled by data flow nets. In the context of component-based software 
design however, it is also important to describe the dependencies between provided 
and required services. Further, the algebraic model of [BroOO, Bro95] describes the 
input/output history of a component (or system of components) but does not explicitly 
relate input events to output events during the course of the behaviour described by 
the I/O  relation.
In respect to this issue, [Bro03] introduces a timing property on stream processing 
functions describing components as a causality requirement between input and output 
histories together with a notion of a service. The timing property says that whenever 
two input histories are the same at time t, then their corresponding output histories at 
time t + l  shall also be the same.
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It might be worth noting here that this builds on earlier work on introducing time 
to the model through timed streams in [BRS'^OO]. These are essentially streams with 
discrete time, assuming a global time scale that is valid for all parts of the system. 
Each time interval is mapped onto a stream over M^. This allows to isolate the stream 
containing the elements of the first t time intervals.
A service in [Bro03] has a syntactic interface of a component but the stream process­
ing function describing its behaviour is partial. In contrast to a component where the 
causality requirement implies that for all input histories the corresponding output his­
tories are either all empty or none of them is, a service is defined only for a subset 
of its input histories (e.g. certain access conventions must hold before the service is 
available).
[Bro04] elaborates on this notion of causality in relation to time. The idea is that if the 
time granularity of the system is taken to be fine enough then the corresponding time 
model can seperate between causally related events. The argument goes that if the 
time scale is fine enough then causally related events can be associated with different 
time units. Then the causality requirement simply says that output which depends 
causally on certain input cannot be generated until this input has been received and 
hence the component does not react to input received at time t before the t 4-1 time 
unit.
This seems to address dependencies between provided and required interfaces at the 
level of a single component where causality between events is known in advance. When 
components are put together however, it is common that some events of one component 
happen only in response (reaction) to events generated by another component. For 
example, it is not entirely clear how choosing the time granularity appropriately can 
exclude independent events (generated by different components and thus initially not 
causally related) from occurring within the same time unit.
Such situations may cause a (potentially concurrent) series of other causally related 
events and lead to a slightly different beahaviour, or even result in so-called causal 
loops. It is not entirely clear in the approach of [BroOO, Bro03, Bro04] how causality 
at the individual component level is interpreted in the composed system. Further, the
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potential for concurrency at the composition level is not addressed.
Another approach to formalising the behaviour of components at their interfaces is 
that of [PBJ98, PV02, PVBOl, AP03]. The authors propose a formal framework for 
describing the ordering of events on component interfaces based on the use of behaviour 
protocols [PV02, PVBOl] which take a form similar to regular expressions (see e.g. 
[Coh97]).
The notion of behaviour protocols originates in objects and can be understood as 
consisting of sequences of requests (calls to operations) that an object is capable of 
servicing. An object’s protocol can be modelled as a finite state machine which can be 
specified as a regular-like expression generalising the valid request sequences [vdBL91]. 
The approach of [PV02, PVBOl] is based on applying the idea of object protocols 
to components. Since components provide a higher level of design abstraction than 
objects [Szy97], this approach specifies components within an ADL and in particular, 
using the SOFA architecture [PBJ98] in which an application is seen as a hierarchy of 
nested components (components inside other components). Within this architecture a 
software component is considered to be an instance of a component template, similarly 
to an object being an instance of a class. A component template in [PV02] is a pair 
< F, A > where F  is a template frame defining the set of interfaces (provided and 
required interfaces) of the component and A is a template architecture which describes 
the structure of an implementation version of F  by instantiating the subcomponents of 
A as well as specifying their interconnections.
A component in this approach has provided interfaces which offer access to the services 
it provides by listing methods/ operations that can be called by clients of the component 
having reference to the interface, and required interfaces which capture references to 
other components’ interfaces and list methods that are supposed to be called by the 
component on the target of the reference represented by this interface.
Components are put together by connecting (or binding) suitable required and provided 
interfaces from each. In case of nested components - usually, the result of composition 
- a connection may exist between a provided interface of the nested component and a 
provided interface of a subcomponent (this is termed delegation) and between a required
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interface of the nested component and a required interface of a subcomponent (termed 
subsuming).
In terms of a formal description, a component c in [PV02, PVBOl] is considered within 
its environment (a collection of other components) and is assumed to have a set of 
connections V  (to interfaces). The set of all events processed by a component c on its 
interfaces forms its alphabet Ac. A trace of c on V is defined in [PV02] as a sequence 
of events handled during a period of activation. Hence, the traces of c on V are words 
over the component’s alphabet i.e. words G A*. For an event a in Ac, a request 
and a response associated with a is denoted by a f  and a 4-, respectively. Issuing a 
request (method call) is denoted by !a f  while accepting a response by 7a (If a 
request and a response occur inside a nested component (between its subcomponents) 
then the corresponding events are prefixed by r ,  e.g. ra.)
The behaviour of a component c is the set of all possible traces produced by c, forming 
a language L q C A*. This is called the language of c on V in [PV02]. It can be 
approximated {bounded) by a behaviour protocol which is essentially a type of regular 
expression that generates a set of traces over Ag.
Being a regular-like expression, a behaviour protocol is constructed using classic oper­
ators used in regular expressions such as sequencing (;), alternatives (+) and repetition 
(*), but may also employ additional operators such as interleaving/shuffling (|), restric­
tion (/) and composition (H%). More details can be found in [PV02]. Here, we find 
it sufficient to discuss the composition operator in a bit more detail since it is used in 
connecting components through binding provided and required interfaces.
The composition operator H%, inspired by the CCS parallel composition operator 
[MilSO], is used for expressing the behaviour of components communicating via con­
nected interfaces. (These should be a provided of one component and a required inter­
face of the another, though not explicitly stated in [PV02] or [PV02] or [AP03].) For 
languages L i ,L 2 and a set of events X  =  Ai D A2, the composition operator H ^ is de­
fined to be the set of traces where each is formed as an arbitrary interleaving/shuffling 
of a pair of traces a e L i and G Fg such that for every event e G X, if e is prefixed 
by ? in a  and by ! in 13 (or vice versa), any appearence of ?e;!e (or !e;?e) as a product
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of the interleaving is merged into re  in the resulting trace. In other words, it behaves 
as an internal event. Any event ?e' or !e', for e' G X, which remains unmerged in a 
product trace t  results in the trace t  being excluded from the result.
When the composition operator 11% is applied to protocols, the resulting composite 
protocol PiII%P2 gives the product traces which describe the cases where two com­
ponents are behaving correctly, but omits any traces that describe potentially faulty 
behaviour. The authors claim that the problem is rooted in the CCS parallel compo­
sition operator, where the originator of complementary events cannot be determined. 
In subsequent work [AP03], they attempt to address aspects of the problem by way of 
introducing error events and erroneous traces.
However, the notion of composition (under H%) considered in this approach seems 
to infer a rather strong synchronisation assumption to the model since it yields valid 
traces only when a request event is immediately followed by the response event. Notice 
that this is stronger than the usual ’handshake communication’ which says that the 
send event on one end of the communication channel is (immediately) experienced as 
a receive event on the other end. Composition in this approach makes the further 
assumption that the response to the send event (request) is generated immediately 
afterwards (which is not necessary in handshake communication).
The potential pitfalls are experienced for instance when investigating the use of UML2.0 
Protocol State Machines (PSMs) for generating behaviour protocols in [Men04]. One 
of the reasons these cannot be adopted in a straightforward manner has to do with the 
fact that an operation call in [PV02] is viewed as a pair of consecutive atomic events 
representing the start of the call (request) and the end of the call (response). This 
leads the authors to propose a variant of PSMs, the so-called Port State Machines, that 
generate the communication language of a behaviour protocol. Not surprisingly, the 
variation points mostly relate to attributes of transitions. The proposed state machines 
are in part motivated by the postulate that PSMs cannot capture the interleaving of 
operation calls on component interfaces, which seems to be unsubstantiated given that, 
in principle, a PSM may comprise sub-PSMs in orthogonal regions (see [OMG04], p. 
585) and this provides a means of expressing parallel behaviour.
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Further, components in this approach are understood as having a number of provided 
and required interfaces but events occur sequentially and there is no provision for 
parallel behaviour (on distinct interfaces of the same component, not on connected 
interfaces of different components). Thus, events that happen concurrently on two 
required interfaces, perhaps in response to some event received on a provided interface, 
cannot be modelled.
As a final comment on this approach, we note the following. The behaviour protocol 
used to approximate the language for each component comprises (a set of) sequences of 
events occurring on all interfaces of the component. Assuming that the sets of events 
associated with each interface are disjoint, it is possible to determine what events 
occur on each interface and derive the orderings between events of different interfaces - 
in particular, between provided and required interfaces - in this representation. It can 
be argued however that this representation can be counterintuitive, especially when 
considering reusing the component in different contexts. In such cases, some rather 
than all of the component’s interfaces are involved and it is for those interfaces that 
the ordering relationships to new events (due to the different configuration) need to be 
specified. In this respect, a notation for the language that expresses events on each 
interface seperately would appear to be more suitable.
2 .3 .2  L ogic-based  approaches
Another approach to formal modelling of component-based software has been proposed 
in [KF02]. This work draws upon standard algebraic concepts but is also blended with 
the logical framework developed in [KFOOa, KFOOb] which plays a central role in spec­
ifying the behaviour of components. A component in [KF02] is understood as a unit 
of software that has a number of provided and required interfaces for communication 
with its environment and other components. The focus in this approach is on specify­
ing component contracts, the dependencies between provided and required services of 
components.
A component contract in [KF02] consists of a usage contract and a realisation contract. 
The usage contract defines the details of a contract with clients of the component in
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terms of the operations it provides, including their signatures, their effects and when 
these effects can be guaranteed to hold. The realisation contract defines how the pro­
vided interfaces are related to required interfaces and may contain constraints on the 
implementation of an operation (given through corresponding component interactions). 
This notion of a component contract picks up on ideas from [CDOl], where a compo­
nent is understood as a single class and its instances are complex objects, but here a 
component is instead understood as a collection of interacting object classes.
The specific vocabulary considered to be relevant for the description of the structure 
of a component is given in [KF02] using order-sorted signatures. An order-sorted data 
signature is defined as a triple Bd = (5d,0x),<x)) where Sd  is a finite set of data 
sorts, Qd is an x ^^-indexed family of sets of data operations and <dQ Sd  x  Sd  is 
an ordering relation that turns Bd  into a partially ordered set. Moreover, the partial 
order < p  is monotone (in that it satisfies the condition that if o € On. , . x fin ,  ^
and Si <D Ti, for i = l..n , then s <d r) which allows to deal with partial functions 
and express inheritance and polymorphism in object-oriented languages. Recall that a 
component in this approach is understood as a collection of objects. For this reason, 
object and component sorts, denoted by So  and Sc i  are considered in addition to data 
sorts. A partial order on object sorts reflects an inheritance relation (each class is 
equipped with an object sort). A partial order on component sorts denotes subcompo­
nent relationships. Note that only sorts of the same kind can be related by the partial 
order < C  S  X S  where S  = S d C  SqU  Sc-
The above are summarised in the notion of a kernel signature which is an order-sorted 
signature B =  (5, ft, <) where S  = S d U Sq U Sc and is an S* x 5-indexed family of 
sets of operation symbols such that O/j Ç Ü and includes extra operations for object 
instances, attributes, actions and component instances.
The use of order-sorted signatures in describing the structure of a component in [KF02] 
allows to infer well-known results from category theory. In particular, it allows to 
define morphisms between order-sorted signatures in such a way that the signatures and 
morphisms form a category. A morphism is considered in [KF02] as a function mapping 
symbols of one signature to symbols of the other. This is exploited in defining import
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and export signatures as inclusion morphisms over kernel signatures which map the 
component sort of one kernel signature to a component sort of the other. Components 
are combined on the basis of matching import and export signatures. This leads to the 
definition of a component signature © =  (B, Imp, Exp) where 3  is a kernel signature 
and Imp, Exp  are finite sets of import and export signatures over S.
In order to capture the dependencies between provided and required interfaces and 
hence describe component contracts, [KF02] uses the distributed temporal logic M d tl, 
which was discussed before. A component with a signature 0  is associated with a 
component logic M dtl© which in turn associates to each of its subcomponents a local 
logic MDTL^ rt; where m  is the component term of the subcomponent.
The local logic of a component is split into a home logic Hm and a communication logic 
Cm- This dichotomy underlines the distributed nature of the logical framework. The 
home logic is used to describe intra-component communication and internal component 
properties while the communication logic is used to capture the knowledge about other 
components and describe inter-component communication.
The home logic Hm is a first-order temporal logic with an additional concurrency 
operator. Formulae in the home logic can be obtained by applying successively the 
connectives -i and =>, the temporal operators U (until) and S  (since), the concurrency 
operator A and the V quantifier to atomic formulae. An atomic formula can be the 
logical constant true; the predicate for comparison 6] the predicate < (enabled) and the 
predicate 0  (occurring), which are applied to operations and essentially reflect pre- and 
postconditions of operations. The logical constant false and the well-known connectives 
of propositional calculus such as A, V, the quantifier 3 as well as the other temporal 
operators like next X , sometimes /  always in the future F, G etc. can be derived from 
the basic M d tl operators. Details of such derivations can be found in [KFOOa].
The communication logic Cm is used to capture the knowledge m  has about other 
components, gained through communication. There are three possible statements in 
Cm which are used to express the occurrence of a synchronous communication action, 
the occurrence of a send and a receive asynchronous communication action respectively.
A component in this approach is formally defined as a component description CD ~
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(0 , Ax) where 0  is a component signature and Ax  is a set of axioms in its corresponding 
component logic, i.e. Ax C M dtl©.
In terms of component specification, the export signatures correspond to provided 
interfaces and the import signatures correspond to the required interfaces of a compo­
nent. Possible constraints reflecting the dependencies on other components (through 
required interfaces) can be expressed in the communication logic of the component. 
Axioms reflecting pre- and post-conditions on interface operations can be expressed in 
the component’s home logic.
M d tl is given a semantics using an order-theoretic model of event structures [NPW81, 
Win88]. This has been mentioned before but we find it appropriate to discuss the 
semantic foundations of this approach to component specification in a bit more detail.
In [Win88], distributed computations are viewed as event occurrences together with a 
binary relation for expressing time ordering, in terms of causal dependency. This rela^ - 
tion is taken to be a partial order among event occurrences and gives rise to elementary 
event occurrences. A second relation can be considered on the resulting partially or­
dered set of events, namely conflict, which is symmetric and irreflexive, and is used to 
express nondeterminism. This leads to the definition of prime event structures. Based 
on these two relations, causal dependency and conflict, it is possible to derive a further 
relation to denote concurrency. Concurrent events are events which are neither related 
by causal dependency nor by conflict.
In giving a semantics to M d tl, [KFOOa, KPOOb] considers a restriction on prime event 
structures that deals with flniteness and results in the definition of discrete prime event 
structures. The restriction reflects the fact that a system’s computations always have 
a starting point and excludes inflnite descending chains of event occurrences. This 
allows a further relation to be derived, termed immediate causality which characterises 
immediate predecessors or successors of event occurrences.
In order to link discrete prime event structures to M d tl and establish their use as a 
denotational semantics for the logic, a labelling function is attached to the set of events. 
In effect, the labelling function is a (total) function from the set of events to a set of 
labels for actions and maps each event to an action symbol or a set of action symbols.
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Event structures equipped with the labelling function are called labelled prime event 
structures in [KFOOa, KFOOb] and provide the semantics of the logic used in [KF02] for 
formalising component contracts.
The notion of concurrency considered in this approach is that of the order-theoretic 
model of event structures, often referred to as true-concurrency. Events are considered 
to be concurrent if they do not precede each other and are not in conflict. This notion 
of concurrency is the one found across partial order models of computation. It might 
be worth noting that it does not exclude simultaneity but does not model it explicitly 
either. Having said that, this notion of concurrency seems to be more suitable for 
expressing parallel activity in a component setting.
2 .3 .3  A u to m a ta -b a sed  approaches
The approach of [SR02a, SROO, ReuOO] advocates the use of automata for capturing 
the dependencies between provided and required interfaces of components, building 
on early ideas in [Reu99]. In addition, this work proposes the use of adapters for the 
purpose of reusing components in different configurations.
This approach takes a black-box view of a component in which communication with 
the environment is exercised by so-called gates. Provided gates are used to describe 
possible connections to the external world for the purpose of providing services while 
required gates are used to represent possible connections to other components required 
to perform the services provided. The set of provided gates postulates the provided 
interface of the component while the required gates define its required interfaces.
Component interfaces in [SR02a] are modelled by a type of finite state machine (FSM). 
In particular, a FSM in [SR02a] consists of: i) a finite set of states S\ this includes 
an initial state, a set of final states and an error state which designates a system 
failure (once the system enters this state it cannot leave), ii) a finite set of inputs 
/;  this comprises a set of events and a set of actions, where each event is accepted 
in at least one state and actions are triggered by incoming events but are regarded 
themselves as inputs for transitions too, iii) a transition relation t given by t : S x l  S\ 
transitions are regarded as instantaneous and deterministic FSMs are only considered
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in this approach, in the sense that there is at most one transition for each source state 
and input event.
Different specialisations of such FSMs are used to model the observable behaviour of a 
component in terms of change of state due to method or operation calls. FSMs without 
actions, denoted by P-FSM, are used to model the behaviour of a provided interface. 
FSMs without events on transitions, denoted by M-FSM, are used to model required 
interfaces. Bach operation call on the provided interface gives rise to a sequence of 
operation calls through some required interface. Such invocations are modelled using 
M-FSMs. Hybrid forms denoted by C-FSM (for component FSM), including both the P- 
FSM and the corresponding M-FSMs are used to model the behaviour of the component 
as a whole on its interfaces. Notice that in this approach a component has a single 
provided interface and (possibly) multiple required interfaces.
The C-FSM for a component is constructed by taking the P-FSM and after every transi­
tion (method invocation or operation call) inserting a copy of the M-FSM corresponding 
to the respective method/operation appearing on that transition. A transition labelled 
by "return" is drawn from the final state of each inserted M-FSMop to the target state 
of op in the initial P-FSM. A detailed algorithm for the construction of the C-FSM is 
given in [SROO]. Further, [ReuOO] describes the reconstruction of the provided interface 
out of the C-FSM for a component. Figure 2.16 is an anonymised version of an example 
used to demonstrate the construction in [SROO]. Note the use of the UML notation 
e /a  for labels on transitions though event/action pairs are essentially modelled by two 
distinct transitions in the formal approach of [SR02a, SROO].
For the purpose of combining components in a configuration, [SR02a] introduces two 
adapters, namely the split-operator and the join-operator.
The split-operator is used to model the situation where one component uses two other 
components. Hence, it takes a required interface and splits the corresponding outgo­
ing method/operation calls to two provided interfaces. This comes down to merging 
the sequences of operations of the two provided interfaces to a single provided inter­
face. The basic idea in [SR02a] is that behaviours from each P-FSM can be merged 
by considering all possible interleavings of the corresponding sequences. This is possi-
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Figure 2.16: Construction of the C-FSM in [SR02a]
ble since the P-FSMs belong to different components and can change states indepen­
dently. The resulting interleaving generates the language accepted by the P-FSM of 
the combined provided interface, which is termed shuffle-FSM in [SR02a]. A detailed 
algorithm for constructing the shuffle-FSM is given in [SROO]. To our understanding, 
the split-operator essentially amounts to composition of FSMs when no communication 
is involved.
The join-operator is used to model the situation where a component is used by two 
other components. In short, it takes two required interfaces and joins their outgoing 
sequences of operation calls so that they can be serviced by a single provided interface. 
Since they belong to different components the two required interfaces can potentially 
call the same operation of the provided interface at the same time, this comes down 
to ensuring that the sequences of both M-FSMs are reflected in the resulting joined 
outgoing sequences of operation calls. The basic idea in [SR02a] is that the behaviours 
of the two required interfaces can be merged so long as conflicting calls are excluded. 
Two calls are understood to be conflicting when they both call the same operation of
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a provided interface. They are excluded by imposing a form of synchronisation that 
ensures only one call can be performed. This is applied to consecutive calls when the 
first call is made by one required interface and the second by the other. These situations 
are detected by traversing all paths in the intersection of the shuffle-FSM of the two 
required interfaces and the P-FSM of the provided interface. A detailed description 
of the algorithm for the join-operator is given in [SROO]. To our understanding, the 
join-operator is not performing composition where communication is involved. The two 
FSMs cannot change state independently but this is due to competing for access to the 
same resource (i.e. calling the same operation) rather than a result of change in state 
in one machine.
The work of [SR02a, SROO, ReuOO, Reu99] is directed at capturing dependencies be­
tween provided and required interfaces of components, a central issue in component- 
based design. A component in this approach is understood as having a single provided 
interface through which it makes its services available and a number of required inter­
faces through which it states its requirements. This is not in line with the view taken 
of a component in UML2.0 where a component has a number of provided and required 
interfaces, as discussed before. The graphical notation may not be a major concern 
but restricting to a single provided interface does not allow for parallel behaviour of 
the component. This limits a component to servicing requests sequentially only when 
concurrency could be realised (e.g. through replication of objects, code or even re­
sources). Also, an operation call on the provided interface can cause a sequence of calls 
to be made by the component but this must be done through one required interface 
(exclusively).
For example, in reactive systems, upon receiving an operation call on one of its in­
terfaces, a component might have to respond by making operation calls through its 
required interfaces concurrently. To model such a situation in the approach being dis­
cussed, would entail inserting a copy of each M-FSM corresponding to the respective 
operations and in a way that the transitions leading to each can be fired concurrently. 
It appears that the use of P-FSMs and M-FSMs in constructing the C-FSM for the com­
ponent as a whole does not have the expressive power to capture concurrency between 
operation calls occurring on distinct interfaces.
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This is also manifested in the algorithm described for the join-operator between FSMs 
corresponding to different interfaces where synchronisation points have to be used. 
Synchronisation points may be suitable for the purpose of accessing the same interface, 
as prescribed in [SR02a], but they would not be adequate for a more general form of 
composition where communication is involved, since they impose a specific sequence of 
operation calls and exclude others (that could also be allowed in principle).
[SR02a] uses a FSM to address an interesting case of incompatibility between otherwise 
compatible components. This is the case where one component requires a service from 
another component and while the other component does offer the service it is not 
available at the time the request is being made. In other words, the C-FSM^ of one 
component, say A, makes a call to operation op which exists in the P-FSMg of the 
other component, say B, but is not yet ready at the current state of component B. 
The basic idea is to prefix all calls to the P-FSM by a sequence of operation calls. This 
sequence is used to bring the P-FSM in a state in which the operation in question can 
be called.
Additionally, an appropriate postfix must also be considered such that after the call, 
the P-FSM can move to a final state. Such prefixes and postfixes are computed via the 
so-called asymmetric shujfte-F^M whose states are a subset of the Cartesian product 
of the states of the C-FSM and the P-FSM. See [SR02a] for a detailed algorithm for 
constructing this FSM. In fact, the assymmetric shuffle-FSM contains two kinds of 
transitions: marked, where the input i is handled by both the C-FSM and the P-FSM, 
and unmarked transitions, where the input i is handled in the P-FSM but not in the 
C-FSM. The prefix is determined as a path in the asymmetric shuffle-FSM from a state 
pair (scjSp) to a marked transition i. The postfixes are determined as paths from 
t{sc, sp) to a final state of the asymmetric shuffle-FSM.
W ith regard to the more general problem of component interoperability, [SR02b] takes a 
view of components in which their interfaces are not fixed. This is particularly relevant 
for component-based design because it is often the case in architecting components 
that the full set of provided and required services do not map exactly, yet there is a 
meaningful subset on which they do agree. The idea is to consider the provided services
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(post-condition) as a parameter for computing the required services (pre-condition), 
and vice versa, in defining the component contract. In contrast to classic contracts, 
parametric contracts link the provided and required interfaces of the same component 
and allow for new interfaces to emerge which are tailored to the specific context or 
configuration the component is placed in. Subsequent extensions of this work have 
considered parametric contracts in the context of component composition [RBF04] and 
their effect on system reliability [RPS03].
A parametric contract is determined in [RBF04] by considering a function p from 
the set of all possible provided interfaces of component c to the set of all possible 
required interfaces of component c. A possible interface is any interface offering (resp., 
requesting) a subset of the functionality offered (resp., provided) by c. The function 
p maps each possible provided interface to one or more possible required interfaces 
{p is not injective). Thus, the inverse mapping p~^ associates each possible required 
interface with a set of possible provided interfaces of component c. To obtain a single 
provided interface, [RBF04] considers the least upper bound of the set returned by p~^.
The actual parametric contract specification, i.e. the nature of the function p, is not 
given in [RBF04]. This is not surprising since it depends on the interface model used, 
just like in classic component contracts. Nevertheless, the component designer does not 
need to foresee possible reuse contexts and instead only needs to specify the bidirectional 
mapping between possible provided and required interfaces of the component in hand. 
Hence, the parametric contract is part of the component specification. If the required 
sequences of operation calls have been specified for each possible provided interface, 
then the required interface can be determined dynamically as it depends upon the 
actual subset of the offered services (through the provided interface) used. This is done 
in [RBF04] using FSMs, which were discussed earlier.
Another automata-based approach to the formal description of component behaviour 
is that of [dHOlc, dHOlb]. [dHOlc] stresses the need for interface models in component- 
based design as a means of specifying what a component expects from its environment. 
The authors argue in favour of formal interface models with game-theoretic foundations 
that can support compatibility checks and refinement. The interface model proposed in
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[dHOlb] is in this spirit and uses an automata-based language to model the behaviour 
of components at their interfaces. In particular, it is intended to capture assumptions 
about the order in which the methods or operations of a component are called and the 
order in which the component calls methods of other components.
The input/output behaviour of a component is described by an automaton, the so-called 
interface automaton, which is syntactically similar to the I/O  automata of [LT87]. An 
interface automaton in [dHOlb] consists of: i) a finite set of states; this includes an initial 
state, ii) input actions; these can be understood as events (e.g. operation calls and their 
return values) on the receiving end of communication channels, iii) output actions; 
these can be understood as events (e.g. operation calls, message transmissions) on the 
sending end of communication channels, iv) internal actions; to our understanding, an 
internal action is an action accepted at a state of the product of two automata when 
(at the projection of this state onto the state of each automaton) it is an input action 
of one and an output action of the other, v) a transition relation; this defines a step 
between states via some action. It might worth pointing out that the definition of an 
interface automaton, as given in [dHOlb], does not include any deterministic condition, 
effectively allowing multiple target states for a single transition.
A component in [dHOlb] is represented by a box whose ports correspond to the input 
and output actions, each port being associated with either an input or an output action. 
An interface automaton is used to capture guarantees about the specified component, 
in terms of sequences and choices of actions via its ports. In doing so, an interface 
automaton also captures assumptions about the environment: each output step of 
the automaton incorporates the assumption that the corresponding output action is 
accepted by the environment as input and each input action that is not accepted at 
a state of the automaton incorporates the assumption that the environment does not 
provide that input.
In this way, when interface automata are combined their composition includes not only 
the corresponding components’ guarantees but also the respective environment assump­
tions. The composition of two interface automata includes forming the product of the 
two automata and then restricting the product automaton to the set of compatible
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states. These are states from which the environment can prevent the product automa­
ton from entering error states. In what follows, we discuss composition of interface 
automata in a bit more detail.
Each state of the product automaton, denoted by Pi x P2 for interface automata Pi 
and P2 , consists of a state of Pi together with a state of P2 . Each step of the product 
automaton is either a jo in t step, which represents an output (resp., input) action of 
one automaton which is an input (resp., output) action of the other, or a simple step, 
which represents an input or output action from one automaton, providing it is not an 
output or input of the other.
We pause to make the observation that this does not cover the case where the two 
automata can engage in independent actions within a step. These could be: i) an input 
(or output) action from each, or ii) an input (resp., output) action of one which is not 
an output (resp., input) action of the other. To our understanding, such cases are not 
considered in defining the transition relation of the product interface automaton. Note 
that performing composition under the condition that the two interface automata have 
disjoint sets of actions, unless an input action of one is an output of the other, does 
not exclude the above cases.
The product automaton obtained following the construction given in [dHOlb] may 
contain states in which one automaton does an output or input action which exists in 
the set of actions of the other automaton, but is not yet ready in its current state. 
Notice that this is precisely the incompatibility issue that the approach of [SR02a], 
discussed earlier, is also concerned with.
Instead of attempting to coerce the automata into meeting the respective requirements, 
as done in in [SR02a], [dHOlb] removes such incompatible states from the product and 
ends up with a set of compatible states only, which is considered to be the composite 
automaton of the two initial interface automata. Hence, the product automaton is seen 
as an intermediate step in constructing the composition of two interface automata Pi 
and P2 , denoted by The compatibility check which is performed at the level
of the product automaton by computing compatible states can be viewed in a game- 
theoretic setting. It amounts to solving a game between the product automaton, which
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tries to enter incompatible states, and its environment, which tries to prevent this.
The interface automata proposed in this approach [dHOlb] provide a useful way of 
specifying behaviour at the interfaces between components. They can be used to cap­
ture both guarantees about the specified component, in terms of legal component be­
haviours, and assumptions about the environment, in terms of permissible environment 
behaviours. The challenge in this approach, the so-called optimistic view, is to find some 
environment (rather than all) that satisfies the environment assumptions of all com­
ponents in the composed system. This optimistic approach to specifying component 
interfaces allows for an elegant treatment of refinement which comes down to chosing 
between the legal component behaviours without restricting the permissible environ­
ment behaviours.
A component in this approach has a dedicated port for each input and output action. 
This is somewhat restrictive and does not refiect the way components are understood 
in UML. Even in the Koala component model where the notion of a component is 
infiuenced by the fact that components are expected to sit directly on top of and drive 
hardware devices, input and output ports are associated with more than one signal.
Further, there seems to be no way to express concurrency between input and/or output 
actions on distinct ports. The automata-based language used to capture the ordering 
of actions on ports allows for sequential execution only. This is manifested in the 
notion of composition given in [dHOlb] which is essentially synchronisation on shared 
actions and interleaving of all other actions. Transitions of the composite automaton 
are curiously restricted to either shared actions from both constituent automata or 
individual actions from only one automaton, and thus do not cater for the full range 
of independent actions, as discussed before.
2.4 C oncluding n ote
The component-based approach to software engineering offers a range of potential ben­
efits, notably reuse and reduced product-development time. It has been maintained 
that the component-oriented paradigm inevitably places emphasis on the specification
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and analysis of software components. In this chapter we have reviewed approaches to 
the specification and analysis of component-based software ranging from pure formal 
specification techniques to solely diagrammatic notations.
Undoubtedly, it is common practice in modelling software systems to think in terms of 
drawing diagrams to provide a graphical representation of various aspects of software. 
However, there is an inherent difficulty with graphical modelling: the choice of what 
diagrams to use has a profound influence on how a solution is shaped. As if to make 
things worse, a diagram can be expressed at different levels of precision. In addition, 
it can be claimed that diagrammatic modelling is in a sense error prone. To be more 
precise, it is not exactly error prone, especially since there is no universal definition of 
what constitutes a good or even correct diagram, but the meaning of a diagram is often 
ambiguous.
A means of resolving ambiguity is to attach a formal interpretation to a diagram. Only 
then could diagrammatic notations be useful for analysis and verification (of the infor­
mation they convey), in addition to their visualisation purposes. For instance, UML2.0 
[OMG04] includes graphical representations for provided and required interfaces of 
components. Although the need for a formal notion of a contract between provided 
and required interfaces is acknowledged in UML2.0 (see ch 8, ch 15 in [OMG04]), such 
a formalisation is not laid out in its specification document.
More generally, graphical descriptive techniques do not provide component designers 
with a standard way of expressing behaviour at component interfaces. Sequence di­
agrams have been introduced for this purpose, but the lack of a precise behavioural 
semantics allows, for example, different sequences of executions to be derived depend­
ing upon the interpretation of the parallel construct, or implicit scenarios due to race 
conditions to go unnoticed. As a result, whether using UML2.0 [OMG04] or MSC 
[IT96] or LSC [DHOla] notation, when the scenarios described in a sequence diagram 
are executed certain anomalies could come to view.
It should be recognised that graphical descriptive approaches seem to lack an associated 
precise behavioural semantics for the elements being represented, in general. In an 
attempt to provide an easily comprehensible notation, formal rigour is sacrificed. On
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the other hand, the fact that diagrammatic descriptive teclmiques, including UML, do 
not commit to a specific formal semantics, allows for a number of formal interpretations 
to be attached. We have discussed such work in Section 2.2.
In addition to resolving ambiguities of a certain class of diagrams, formal approaches 
can have an effect on the choice of diagrams used in graphical modelling. Formal 
methods have not been aspoused by component designers, at present. We do not 
claim the experience to argue on this issue in depth, but two contributing factors seem 
to stand out. One has to do with the steep learning curve usually associated with 
formalisms and mathematics that makes component developers reluctant towards their 
application in design. The second factor, which is in a sense related to the first, is 
that formal approaches are often not blended with UML concepts and diagrams that 
underline current software design practices. The review of formal approaches in Section 
2.3 suggests, for instance, that components are understood as having a single provided 
interface, unlike components in UML2.0 which have multiple provided interfaces.
Further, a formal model for component-based design could be seen to add value if it 
is expressive enough to capture subtle issues such as concurrency, nondeterminism and 
simultaneity, and reveal pathological behaviour that arises through the interaction of 
such phenomena.
The review of existing formal approaches to component-based software design indi­
cates that most models are concerned with concurrency arising through composition of 
components. The approaches seem to converge on treating this notion of concurrency 
in terms of the notion of parallel composition found in process algebras such as CCS 
[Mil80] and CSP [Hoa85]. In this context, parallel activity is modelled by imposing 
synchronisation on events common between components (on binded provided and re­
quired interfaces from each) while allowing potentially concurrent execution of all other 
events.
Further difficulty arises when considering concurrency at the level of individual com­
ponents. This is the case of events co-occurring on distinct interfaces of a component. 
It became apparent that existing formal approaches to the specification and analysis of 
components could not adequately incorporate this notion of concurrency as a property
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expressed within the formalism.
The interleaving interpretation of parallel behaviour, as well as corresponding parallel 
constructs in UML2.0 sequence diagrams, MSCs and LSCs, in existing formalisms for 
components, with the exception of [KF04b, KF02] which consider true-concurrency, 
enforces that only a single event may occur at a time. Such an interpretation cannot 
faithfully distinguish between concurrency and nondeterminism and does not seem to 
be powerful enough for component-based design where the communication activities 
run in parallel and can change arbitrary many variables at the same time.
In this sense a non-interleaving model which incorporates at least the notion of true- 
concurrency found in partial order models such as event structures [NPW81, Win88], 
is needed for expressing concurrency at the level of individual components. Further, in 
a component setting it would be appropriate to model explicitly the case that events 
occur at exactly the same time, which amounts to our understanding of simultaneity. 
This case is not excluded in true-concurrency but is not modelled explicitly either.
Considering that even if a component is to be implemented on a single processor ma­
chine there are options such as multi-threading to allow for servicing multiple requests 
in parallel, we would argue that simultaneity is a useful abstraction and it would be 
desirable to model it explicitly within a formal framework for components.
A formal model that encompasses the above, and also provides a formal underpin­
ning to UML diagrams concerned with specification aspects, would allow for a formal 
framework which uses a significant subset of UML, e.g. components, sequence dia­
grams, (protocol) state machines, composite structure diagrams, state diagrams, for 
the specification and analysis of component-based software.
The usual UML notation such as class diagrams, object diagrams, state diagrams and 
so on, could then be used to model the implementation aspects of components (assum­
ing an object-oriented approach), thus making use of the full power of UML and the 
popularity it enjoys among software practitioners today.
C hapter 3
A Formal Language for 
C om ponents
In the previous chapter, we have seen common approaches to component-based de­
velopment and graphical representations of components. In this chapter, we give a 
formal definition of a component that captures both its static characteristics (struc­
ture) and dynamics (behaviour). Initially, the view we take of a component is as liberal 
as possible in that we consider all possible behaviours on its interfaces. However, in 
component-based design we are interested in modelling the intended behaviour of a 
component only. For this purpose, we describe a formal specification technique that 
uses UML 2.0 for constraining the behaviour of a component.
UML 2.0 sequence diagrams provide a graphical notation, with a rich set of features, 
which is concerned with the interactions between entities of the system. Our interest 
in sequence diagrams lies with specifying the behaviour of a component at its inter­
faces. We treat a subset of their features, those deemed useful for capturing component 
interactions, and describe a formal construction that unfolds a sequence diagram into 
component vectors. In doing so, we give a concrete formal semantics for these features 
using a vector language. We also add two features that are not covered in UML 2.0 se­
quence diagrams: the concept of a location, borrowed from LSCs, and a new construct 
which allows to specify the simultaneous observation of several events.
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3.1 Form alisation o f a C om ponent
In this section we formalise the concept of a component within our framework. Below, 
we state the assumptions that encapsulate the approach taken to the formalisation of 
a component.
We have seen in Chapter 2 that the main driver behind the component-based way of 
working in software development is the reuse of previously constructed components. 
A component is considered as an autonomous unit within a system, which provides 
services to other components and requires services from other components of the system. 
It has different provided interfaces through which subsets of its offered services are 
made available to other components, and different required interfaces through which it 
requests services from other components.
This view of a component is reflected in the way components are understood and 
pictured in UML2.0 [OMG04] and the Koala component model [vOvdLKMOO], which 
underlie current approaches to industrial software design. It allows for a modular 
architecture that facilitates replacement and adaptation of components in different 
reuse contexts, by connecting them together via provided and required interfaces. The 
challenge lies with capturing the dependencies of a component in such a way that it 
can be treated as independently as possible. This is where our formal description of a 
component, in terms of its interactions via its interfaces, comes into play.
A component in our approach may have multiple provided interfaces through which 
it makes its services available and multiple required interfaces through which it issues 
requests to other components in order to deliver its offered services. A provided in­
terface may be related to more than one required interfaces. For instance, in response 
to a call to an operation on one of its provided interfaces the component may make 
calls to operations (on interfaces provided by other components) through its required 
interfaces.
The description of the behaviour of a component at its interfaces in our approach 
evolves around the primitive notion of an event which is something that occurs on 
a component interface. An event is defined in the ODC [Oxf96] as something that
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happens in a computer system. In our study of components we are concerned with one 
additional aspect. An event in this thesis is understood as something that happens 
which one can choose to regard as indivisible. This does not imply that we forbid 
events from having some internal detailed structure - and such structure could well 
be analysed at a lower level of abstraction. At that more detailed level of abstraction 
though, what was originally an event is no longer a single event, but several. Therefore, 
this more abstract view of events we take does not seriously affect our explanations.
Furthermore, by viewing events as having no detailed structure, we may expect events 
to be localised, in the sense that an event occurs in a small area and within a small 
period of time. This means that it is appropriate to consider their occurrence as 
instantaneous.
To sum up, in viewing the events of a component-based system, rather than being 
focused on the detailed structure of an event we are more interested in how an event 
influences other events; how the occurrence of an event causally depends on the (pre­
vious) occurrences of other events. This view has been proposed in [Lam78] and is 
characteristic of the understanding of events in others (e.g. time ordering in [Win88], 
causal dependency in [KFLO+00, KFOOb], causality in [BroOO, Bro04]). It is mani­
fested in the behavioural presentation model [Shi88] that is used in the event-oriented 
description of component behaviour, given in Chapter 6.
It may be instructive to note that this view of events is also consistent with the way 
events are considered in UML. An event in the specification document of UML 2.0 
[OMG04] is defined as, and we quote, "the specification of a significant occurrence 
that has a location in time and space and can cause the execution of an associated 
behaviour. In the context of state diagrams, an event is an occurrence that can trigger 
a transition". The specification aspect gives us the freedom to work at a high level 
of abstraction in which it is still possible to capture the conceptual causal ordering 
between occurrences of events. The second part of the definition shall prove useful 
when we consider automata for components, in Chapter 7, and especially with regard 
to their transition structure.
The treatment of events as instantaneous allows to consider that the occurrence of any
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event is at a single precise time; within a time slice. This implies that occurrences of 
events in the system do not blur into one another, and can be judged for simultaneity. 
Our formal model of a component would be classified as branching-time in the categori­
sation of concurrency models given in [NSW94]. Time as such is not modelled in our 
formal framework but it is understood to progress with reference to a global conceptual 
clock and at the same rate for all components in the system. This notion of time is 
referred to as Newtonian time in [SchOO].
The fact that components are put together by connecting (wiring in UML dialect) a 
required interface of one to a provided interface of the other implies that an event issued 
by the required interface must be one that is understood by the provided interface, 
and can be serviced at the time it takes place. For example, an operation on the 
provided interface might be called, which is available but not ready at the time of the 
call because some other operation must have been called first. So there is a specific 
sequence of events a component can engage in through one of its interfaces. Further, 
a component is connected to different components through different interfaces. Some 
services provided to or required from other components are independent of each other 
and so can be performed concurrently.
This is reflected in our approach by considering that events occur sequentially on a 
single interface while they may occur concurrently on distinct interfaces of a component. 
Hence, events associated with a particular interface only occur one at a time whereas 
events from different interfaces may occur at the same time. This allows to consider 
concurrency at the level of individual components so long as the events in question 
engage distinct interfaces of the component.
Finally, an additional issue has to do with the mode of communication. In synchronous 
communication the sender is blocked until the recipient responds. In asynchronous com­
munication the sender is free to engage in other activities until a response is received. 
Our formal model for components can cope with the synchronous case in a straight­
forward manner. It can also cope with asynchronous communication, but under the 
condition that the interface(s) on which the response is expected are not involved in the 
subsequent behaviour (until the asynchronous call has been completed). This condition
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is required to ensure that an unfortunate situation of simultaneous events on a single 
interface is always avoided.
Further, both zero-delay and delayed communication can be considered within our 
framework. In the case of delayed communication however, we make the further as­
sumption that events sent are experienced (received) in the same order at the receiving 
end. We will have more to say about this when we consider the composition of com­
ponents in Chapter 5.
These assumptions underlie the component notion in our formal framework for the 
specification and analysis of components. A component in our approach is considered 
in terms of a component signature, which serves to identify the component, and a 
component language, which can be used to model its behaviour. We describe each in 
the following sections.
3.1 .1  C om pon en t S ign atu re
A component at the specification level can be seen as a software entity that provides 
services to other components or the environment and, possibly, requires services (which 
can be viewed as its ’pre-condition’) from other components in order to deliver those 
promised (viewed as its ’post-condition’). The offered services are made available via 
a set of provided interfaces while the reciprocal obligations are to be satisfied via a set 
of required interfaces.
We have seen that graphically a component is often rendered as a square box with a 
number of provided and required interfaces in UML2.0 [OMG04] or with a number of 
input and output ports in Koala [vOvdLKMOO]. Figure 3.1 depicts a component using 
the notation of UML2.0 which was described in Chapter 2.
il
«com ponent»
Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of a component
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To formalise such a picture, and in light of the contractual use of components [Mey92, 
Szy97, DW99, HCOl, Rau02], the static semantics of a component is captured in terms 
of two disjoint sets of interfaces. Those the component requires and those the compo­
nent provides. Furthermore, the static semantics specifies for each interface the set of 
operations it supports. Let I  be the set of names for interfaces and Op be the set of 
operations associated with interfaces in I, both sets remaining fixed throughout this 
study.
D efin ition  3.1.1. We define a component signature to be a tuple E  = (P ,R ,fi) where
• P  C I  is a set of provided interfaces
• R Ç I  is a set of required interfaces
• P : P  U R  p(Op); hence, fi{i) is the set of operations associated with interface 
i of the component
and we require that P  D R =  0. Define I s  = P  U R  and O ps  =  /^(O-
By p(Op) we denote the power set of Op, i.e. the set of all subsets of Op.
These sets and this function comprise the static characteristics of a software component. 
They serve to identify a component. Hence, the signature of a component can be con­
sidered as its static specification. For simplicity, and at the level of abstraction that our 
component model shall be considered, we refer to events that may occur on an interface 
as operation calls. However, these could be understood in more general terms as input 
actions (on provided interfaces), used to model calls to operations/ procedures/ methods 
as well as the return locations or responses of such calls, and as output actions (on re­
quired interfaces) which are used to model operation/procedure/method calls made by 
the component and exceptions that may arise during execution. In this sense, the no­
tion of a component signature resembles the alphabet structure of interface automata 
[dHOlb].
For instance, in an object-oriented approach, a component may comprise several classes 
which might call operations/methods of other components, react to events generated
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I
I
by other components and the environment, accept calls from other components, or !
throw exceptions that can be handled by other components or the environment. These j
are the kinds of events that would occur on the interfaces of a component within our '
component model. Hence, they may be, largely, understood as operation calls made at j
and by the component while offering services to other components and the environment. |
E xam ple  3.1.1. Consider the component A of Figure 3.1. It has two provided inter- jI
faces i l  and i2, hence Pa =  {z1, î2}. It has one required interface i3, hence Ra = {»3}. j
Thus, its set of interfaces is given by =  {zl,i2,z3}. Also, Pa H R a = 0. Assume \
that the component A accepts calls to operations a l,a2 ,a3 ,a4  on its provided interface j
i l ,  and 61,62 on i2 and can make calls to operations cl,c2, c3 through its required in- i
terface z3. This information is given in terms of the function as defined in Definition j
3.1.1. In this case we have,
Pa {H) — {al, o2, a3, a4}
,0,1 (z2) =  {61,62}
^ a («3) =  {cl, c2, c3}
The set of all operations associated with the component is given by Op^ as defined in 
Definition 3.1.1. In this case we have
O vS a  =  U “ 3 j Û 4 , bi,  6 2 , C l ,  C 2, e g }
The signature of component A  is given by E a — (Pa ^Ra i Pa ) where
• Pa = {i l ,i2}
• R a = { z 3 }
• Pa : Pa U-Ra p(O ps^) is given by PA{i^), pA{i^) and pA iis) as above.
It can be seen from the example that in addition to the information conveyed by the 
graphical representation of the component in Figure 3.1, the corresponding component 
signature specifies the set of operations associated with each of its interfaces.
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3.1 .2  C om pon en t L anguage
The formal description of a software component includes a dynamic part, which de­
scribes the behaviour of the component in question. In addition to the static specifi­
cation of a component we are also interested in how it will be behave on its interfaces. 
This is the dynamic specification and it is captured in our framework using component 
vectors.
Initially, the view we take of the dynamic characteristics of a component is as unre­
stricted Eis possible. In any behaviour of the system, each interface of the component 
will experience a sequence of events (e.g. operation calls made at or from that inter­
face). The idea is that the behaviour of the component as a whole can be described 
by assigning such a sequence to each interface of the component. For this purpose, we 
introduce the notion of component vectors in our model.
D efin ition  3.1.2. Suppose that S  is a component signature. We define Vs to be the 
set of all functions p.: I s  such that for each i 6 Is^vfJ) G P{i)*. We shall refer
to elements of Vs as component vectors.
By P(i)* we denote the set of finite sequences over fi(i). A function v of the definition is 
a tuple of sequences since it maps each interface of the component to a finite sequence of 
events (e.g. operation calls) that have occurred on that interface. It has one coordinate 
for each interface of the component. During execution, an interface i of the component 
will experience a number of different sequences of events formed over its corresponding 
set P(i). For example, consider a prefix of a given sequence. These different sequences 
are captured by different v. Thus, each different function v associates at least one 
interface with a sequence of events that does not appear in any other v. The set of 
all such possible functions v_ comprises the set Vs and we refer to them as component 
vectors.
Mathematically, the set Vs  is the cartesian product of the sets P{i)*, for each i G Is -  
Component vectors are n-tuples of sequences where each coordinate corresponds to an 
interface (hence n is the number of component interfaces) and contains a finite sequence 
of events (e.g. operation calls, exceptions) that may occur on that interface. The set
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Vs of all such vectors formed over a component signature S  comprises the set of all 
possible behaviours for the component associated with 27.
The set of component vectors Vs  is central to our formalism so let us take a closer look 
on what these vectors look like and how they are formed.
For a component w ith n  interfaces we have component vectors of the form
E X j0(Za)* X ... X /3(z„)*
where
v {h ) =  îEi G /3(ii)* 
v ii^ )  =  *2 G /3(z2)*
~  ^  P i f n )
It is important to note that, for example, æi is one sequence out of all possible sequences 
formed over /0(zi)*. That is to say, each coordinate contains a finite sequence of events 
out of all possible sequences that may be formed over the alphabet (set of events) 
associated with the corresponding interface.
E xam ple 3.1.2. Consider the component A  of Example 3.1.1. We have seen that its 
signature is given by E a = [Pa ,R a ,Pa ) where Pa  =  {z l,z 2 } , R a =  {*3} and Pa is 
given by
Pa {H)  =  { ( il, <%2, a3, a4}
^a (^2) =  {61 ,62}
/?a (»3) =  { c l ,c 2 ,c 3 }
The component vectors associated with component A are formed over its corresponding 
signature E a - They will have the form of triples where each coordinate corresponds to 
an interface of component A. By Definition 3.1.2, we have v{il) G Pa { H Y , u(z2) G 
PA{i'^y and v{i3) G PA{i3)*. We may write (n(zl), w(z2),ii(z3)) fo rv  G Vs^, effectively 
assigning each coordinate of the triples to a particular interface of the component A. 
In what follows we use A to denote the empty sequence.
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Now, (ala2,61,clc2) is a component vector in v{il) = ala2 G Pa{H)*,
v{i2) =  61 G ^a(*2)* and v{iS) =  clc2 G It describes behaviour of the com­
ponent in which a call to operation al, followed by a2, has occurred on interface il ,  a 
call to operation 61 has occurred on interface i2 and a call to operation cl, followed by 
c2, has occurred on interface z3.
Another component vector is (ala3a4,61, clc2) for which p fil)  =  ala3a4 G Pa{H)*,
i.e. contains a different sequence of operation calls on interface i l  fas compared to 
[ala2,bl,clc2)).
Examples of component vectors for component A with signature S a include,
(al, 6162, A), (a2a4,62, c3), (A, A, A), (ala3a4,6162, cl), (A, 6261, cl), (a la2,616161, cl) 
Compare with the following vectors which are not component vectors of component A, 
(ala2,61, A, cl), (al62,61, c2), (ala2a5,62, clc2)
Each component vector is built up by coordinatewise concatenation, starting with the 
empty vector. The empty vector assigns the empty sequence, denoted by A, to each 
interface of the component. When an event (or, as we will see, a set of simultaneously 
occurring events) occurs on an interface, it appears on the coordinate that corresponds 
to that interface. Hence, for a component with, say, three interfaces, we have component 
vectors of the form p =  (vi,V2 ,V3 ) where each coordinate Vi, i = 1 ,.. .  ,3 is given by
Vi =  <
V , V € P{i)
A , otherwise
We assume that the P{i), for each i G Is , are necessarily distinct, i.e. operation 
names are unique on interfaces. This allows us to associate each occurrence of an event 
(operation call) with a particular interface and can be achieved by simply prefixing 
each operation by the name of the interface it is defined on (effectively making the sets 
P{i), each z G 7s, distinct). This is a subtle technical difference between the component 
vectors in our approach and the behaviour vectors in [Shi97], where common events on 
distinct coordinates are allowed at the cost of a synchronisation constraint similar to 
the synchronisation parallel operator, ’||’, found in CSP [Hoa85].
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If an event is associated with more than one coordinate of a behaviour vector, then 
it appears on each of these coordinates when it occurs. On the contrary, we do not 
allow common events across different coordinates in component vectors. This allows to 
consider concurrency between (non-common) events on distinct coordinates and thus 
on different interfaces of the component, as will be shown in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2).
We give a formal definition of concatenation on component vectors later (cf Definition 
4.1.1). For the moment, it suffices to understand that component vectors are built up 
by coordinatewise concatenation of sequences. For example,
(æ i ,æ 2 ,æ 3 ) . (p i ,2 /2 ,2 /3 )  =  (æiyi,æ22/2,a?3P3)
In fact, they are built up by coordinatewise concatenation with a specific kind of com­
ponent vectors, the so-called column vectors (cf Definition 4.2.6) denoting single event 
occurrences on component interfaces. Column vectors are essentially component vec­
tors such that each of their coordinates is either the empty sequence or a single event 
(a sequence of length 1). For example, e =  {a, A, A) describes the occurrence of event 
a on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate.
We postpone the formal definition of column vectors until Section 4.2 (cf Definition 
4.2.6) because the set of component vectors has to meet certain requirements before 
we can state (with confidence) that what takes a component vector and extends it to 
another (its successor(s)) is the occurrence of the event(s) appearing in an appropriate 
column vector.
Note that column vectors may have more than one non-empty coordinate in which 
case we talk about simultaneous events. These are events that occur at exactly the 
same time. For example, the column vector £ =  (a. A, c) describes the simultaneous 
occurrence of event a on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate and event c 
on the interface corresponding to the th ird coordinate. We will have more to say about 
this when we consider a behavioural presentation for a component in Chapter 6, since 
we will then be in a better position to give a formal notion of simultaneity.
E xam p le  3.1.3. Consider the component A of Examples 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Initially, 
nothing has happened, so we have the empty vector (A, A, A). Then, suppose that a l  G
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/9a(î1) happens. It appears on the corresponding (the first) coordinate and we have 
a component vector (al,A , A). Next, suppose that cl G PA{iz) happens (denoted hy 
(A, A, cl)/. This is recorded in the set Vs^ in another component vector (al, A, cl) 
which is obtained by coordinatewise concatenation as
(al, A, A).(A, A, cl) =  (al, A, cl)
Then suppose that a2 G Pa{H-) happens (denoted by (a2, A,A)/. The fragment of be­
haviour of the component in which all three operation calls have happened is recorded 
in yet another component vector (ala2. A, cl) which is obtained by coordinatewise con­
catenation as
(al, A, cl).(a2, A, A) =  (ala2, A, cl) 
and so on for subsequent operation calls on the interfaces of component A.
It is important to note that a component vector provides an ordering between operation 
calls on a particular interface, but not between different interfaces of the component. 
For example, the vector (a la 2,A, cl) tells us that a l followed by a2 have happened on 
the interface corresponding to the first coordinate and cl has happened on the interface 
corresponding to the third coordinate. In order to infer the ordering between a l,a2  
and cl, which we note occurs on a different interface, we need to look at what other 
vectors have been obtained for the component. In our example, the presence of vector 
(al. A, cl), from which (a la 2. A, cl) was obtained, tells us that c l occurs before a2 . 
As will be discussed in Chapter 4, this is given by considering the coordinate-wise 
prefix ordering (cf Definition 4.1.1) between vectors, which determines that (al. A, cl) 
describes an earlier part of behaviour than (ala2. A, cl) and consequently, a2 can only 
happen after cl has. This shall become more clear in Chapter 4 where we consider the 
order theoretic properties of component vectors.
It can be seen from the definition of Vs, and perhaps has been highlighted through 
the examples, that the set of component vectors Vs  is potentially infinite - it may 
contain infinitely many component vectors. Note that the sequences appearing in the 
component vectors themselves though, may contain repetitions but are always finite.
So far, we have defined a component signature (Definition 3.1.1) and the associated set 
of component vectors (Definition 3.1.2) formed over this signature. The vectors in Vs
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describe all possible behaviours of a component, given its set of interfaces and the set 
of operations (events) that each interface supports.
However, when describing component behaviour we are mostly interested in what the 
component is intended to do. Component-based design is concerned w ith interconnect­
ing pre-fabricated components to provide some specific overall system functionality, 
and for this purpose it is crucial to have a description of the expected behaviour of 
each component before the system is developed, executed and tested as a whole.
Components are developed under (often differing) assumptions about the context in 
which they will be placed. For instance, a component may be expecting certain signals 
to arrive consecutively while another is generating them concurrently. Or, more gen­
erally, a component may assume that calls to interface operations occur in a specific 
order and it may behave as desired only when this order is respected. It is the purpose 
of component-based design to document such assumptions and describe the behaviour 
of the component in contexts which satisfy those assumptions.
Within our component model this amounts to restricting to an appropriate subset of 
Vs comprising component vectors that describe intended or permitted behaviour only.
D efin ition  3.1.3. A component c is a pair (i7, V), where
• E  is the signature of c,
• V  Ç Vs is the component language of c.
Thus, a component consists of the static structure described by a signature S  together 
w ith a ’language’ V  of component vectors, formed over E. Intuitively, the idea is that 
the component language indicates possible constraints on the order in which several 
operations of the component can or should be called.
It might be noteworthy, that there are a number of ways to restrict the ü(é) to allowed 
sequences of operation calls. In [BRF03] a finite state machine is attached to each 
component interface, in which case the allowed sequences are essentially given by the 
language accepted by the machine. [Mos04] advocates the use of sequence diagrams, 
LSCs [DHOla] in particular, for obtaining the component language based on the partial
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order induced by a sequence diagram, effectively building on earlier work in [KF04b, 
KF04a] on formalising the interactions that appear on sequence diagrams. Alternative 
options could be the use of regular expressions or simply a textual description (use 
cases) of intended behaviour.
3.2 From U M L to th e  C om ponent Language
In this section we describe a way to restrict to an appropriate subset V  of all pos­
sible component vectors Vs  associated w ith a component c — {E ,V ). The approach 
we advocate uses UML2.0 sequence diagrams (with a non-interleaving semantics for 
par, a new interaction fragment sim  for simultaneous events, together w ith a flavour 
of LSCs) for specifying the allowed sequences of events on component interfaces within 
the context of a given scenario. The idea is to capture the observed behaviours at each 
location (graphical position) in a sequence diagram by mapping them onto component 
vectors. The sequences appearing on the coordinates of the resulting set of compo­
nent vectors reflect the valid sequences of communication acts (events on component 
interfaces) described in the sequence diagram. As a result, the obtained set of com­
ponent vectors captures the intended behaviour of the component and is precisely the 
component language V  of Definition 3.1.3.
3.2.1 Sequence d iagram s in  U M L
Sequence diagrams in UML are used to describe the interactions between entities of 
the system. An interaction is understood as a unit of behaviour that focuses on the 
observable exchange of information between the participating entities. Interactions are 
a common mechanism for modelling systems and are often used in design where the 
precise inter-process communication must be set up according to specified protocols.
In a nutshell, a sequence diagram displays participating instances as lifelines running 
down the page and their interactions over time are represented as messages drawn as 
horizontal arrows between lifelines. Sequence diagrams are useful for showing which
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instances communicate with which others and what messages trigger those communi­
cations.
Sequence diagrams in UML 2.0 [OMG04] have been considerably revised in relation 
to those of UML 1.x [OMG03b]. They have been extended to include features from 
MSCs [IT96] and, to a lesser extent, from LSCs [DHOla] and as a result they are 
more expressive and fundamentally better structured. In this section, we outline the 
basic additional features of sequence diagrams in UML 2.0. The presentation has been 
restricted to those constructs that need to be considered in describing interactions 
between components. A detailed description of sequence diagrams in UML can be 
found in [OMG04].
One of the major changes has to do with the introduction of sub-interactions called 
interaction fragments which can be combined using interaction operators. Interaction 
fragments may comprise one or more operands (compartments) depending on the corre­
sponding interaction operator. The semantics of the resulting sub-interaction depends 
upon the operator and is described informally in the UML 2.0 superstructure specifi­
cation document [OMG04].
Below, we describe briefly the meaning of the interaction operators used in our ap­
proach, as given in UML 2.0. A more concrete behavioural semantics (of the subset) of 
the interaction operators in terms of a vector language is subsequently given in Sections
3.2.3 - 3.2.7. Before we go on to describe the basic interaction operators from UML 2.0 
used in our approach, we introduce the concept of a location.
The graphical positions which are associated with event occurrences along the lifeline 
of an instance in a sequence diagram are of particular significance, especially when the 
diagram is considered in a formal setting. In the remaining sections of this chapter, we 
will be concerned with a rigorous approach to extracting the observable behaviours of 
a component during its correct participation in an interaction described in a sequence 
diagram. The various event occurrences along the corresponding lifeline is what gives 
rise to these observable behaviours. In order to formally describe this, we borrow the 
concept of a location from LSCs [DHOla] which is missing in UML sequence diagrams 
but is useful semantically. Locations are the points along a lifeline of an instance which
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correspond to the occurrence of some event.
In other words, locations are associated with the sending and receiving of messages in 
the diagram. In our approach, locations are also associated with the start and the end 
of interaction fragments. We will also find it useful to consider that an instance has at 
least two locations (as done in [KF05]); an initial location, corresponding to the start 
of the diagram, and a final location, corresponding to the end of the diagram.
The locations along a particular lifeline and within an interaction operand are ordered 
top-down. Thus, the order of execution is determined by the partial order induced 
among these locations. Note that locations within a sim  interaction fragment and 
locations from different operands of an a lt or p a r  fragment are not ordered in any 
way. Not surprisingly, these are the most challenging cases in mapping locations onto 
component vectors. We will show how such locations are handled in the sequel (Sections
3.2.3 - 3.2.6).
A lterna tives
The a lt interaction operator designates that the interaction fragment represents a choice 
of behaviour. It may have multiple operands, each offering a different choice, but at 
most one of them will execute. The operand that does execute must have a guard 
expression that evaluates to true at this point in the interaction. Effectively, this means 
that the event occurrences from different operands of an a lt are mutually exclusive.
There are two variations of the a lt interaction operator, namely option and break.
The op t interaction operator has only one operand and designates that the interaction 
fragment represents a choice of behaviour where either the sole operand executes or 
nothing happens. It is semantically equivalent to an a lt interaction fragment with two 
operands where one operand is non-empty and the other is empty.
The b reak  interaction operator also has only one operand and designates that the 
interaction fragment represents a choice of behaviour where either the sole operand ex­
ecutes or the remainder of the sequence diagram (or the enclosing interaction fragment, 
if any) executes. In other words, it models an alternative sequence of events that is 
executed instead of the whole of the rest of the diagram.
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The interaction fragments resulting from the above operators can be used to model if., 
then .. else or switch constructs.
P ara lle l
The p a r  interaction operator designates that the interaction fragment represents the 
parallel execution of the behaviours from the different operands. In short, the resulting 
p a r interaction fragment models concurrent processing.
The UML 2.0 specification document does not give a behavioural semantics for the p a r 
interaction operator. It hints (p.497, [OMG04]) towards a parallel merge of behaviours 
where it is perceived that event occurrences from different operands may come in any 
order in the resulting execution sequence, while events within the same operand retain 
their order. It also states however that this interleaving semantics is different from a 
semantics where it is perceived that events may occur at exactly the same time.
It has been recognised that the interleaving perception of parallelism does not cater for 
the case where events occur at exactly the same time. In other words, only one event is 
allowed to occur at a time. We feel that such an interpretation is not powerful enough 
to capture concurrent processing, where the communicating activities run in parallel. 
A more natural way to model concurrent processing is to consider that the events may 
occur at any order or at exactly the same time (simultaneously).
Our interpretation considers unordered events of a p a r interaction fragment as being 
observable in any order including simultaneity. This is in line w ith the view taken in 
[KWOl] which considers simultaneous regions as an interpretation of coregions in LSCs 
[DHOla], the LSC counterpart of the UML 2.0 p a r  interaction fragment. It is also 
closer to the thinking found in [KF04b] which gives a true-concurrent interpretation to 
par, though this work does not consider the simultaneous case explicitly.
In any case, the fact that UML perhaps hints towards an interleaving semantics for 
p a r  does not affect the actual graphical notation for p a r and can be understood as a 
semantic variation point.
In our approach, and throughout this study, we shall be concerned w ith representing 
concurrency explicitly and thus depart from the interleaving approach which essentially
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reduces concurrency to nondeterminism, as postulated for example in [NSW94, WN95]. 
It is sometimes the case that inconsistencies or pathological behaviours in a component 
setting arise as a result of an unfortunate interplay between concurrency and nondeter­
minism. Thus, we opt for a non-interleaving representation of the parallellism between 
the behaviours from different operands in a p a r  interaction fragment.
We return to this discussion when we consider parallel locations in Section 3.2.5. Fur­
ther, a formal treatment of concurrency and simultaneity within our overall approach is 
given in Chapter 4 in terms of the order-theoretic properties of a component language, 
in Chapter 6 in terms of the associated event-based model, in Chapter 7 in terms of a 
state-based model and the corresponding automata. We will see that our formal ap­
proach is expressive enough to capture nondeterminism, concurrency and simultaneity 
as distinct phenomena.
Sequencing
The seq interaction operator designates that the interaction fragment represents a weak 
sequencing between the behaviours of the operands. This implies that:
1. the ordering of event occurrences within each of the operands is maintained
2. event occurrences on different lifelines from different operands may come in any 
order
3. event occurrences on the same lifeline from different operands are ordered such 
that an event occurrence of the first operand comes before that of the second 
operand, and so on.
The resulting seq interaction fragment is the default for sequence diagrams, i.e. all 
event occurrences that are not in some other interaction fragment are considered to 
be in seq. For example, all event occurrences in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.3 
(Section 3.2.3) are considered as being in a seq interaction fragment and we do not 
need to denote this explicitly in the diagram.
A notion of strict sequencing is also included in UML 2.0. The interaction operator 
s tr ic t designates that the ordering of event occurrences is maintained throughout the 
interaction fragment and not only on a single lifeline.
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Note that, as stated in the UML 2.0 specification document [OMG04], weak sequencing 
reduces to strict sequencing when the operands apply to a single lifeline (to only one 
participating instance). In our approach, we are interested in obtaining the ’language 
part’ of a component and therefore will be focusing on a single lifeline (the one corre­
sponding to the component in question). Thus, the distinction between seq and s tr ic t 
is irrelevant in our case.
Also note that weak sequencing reduces to parallel when event occurrences on different 
lifelines from different operands are involved. It is noteworthy that the interpretation we 
gave to the p a r  interaction operator is precisely that of point (2) of the seq operator. 
This offers an alternative way of understanding the semantics of the p a r  operator 
discussed earlier. The proposed semantics says that what applies to the sequence 
diagram as a whole (i.e. that event occurrences on different lifelines from different 
operands are effectively unordered) also applies to a single lifeline within a p a r operator 
(i.e. that event occurrences along the same lifeline from different operands in a p a r  are 
effectively unordered).
S im u ltane ity
At this point, we add a new concept which allows to specify the simultaneous observa­
tion of events. For this purpose, we introduce a new interaction operator in a sequence 
diagram, the so-called sim.
The sim  interaction operator designates that the interaction fragment represents the 
simultaneous occurrence of all events appearing in its operand (it has a unique operand).
In other words, it models events that have to happen at the same time. This is one of 
the cases {simultaneity) considered in our interpretation of concurrent events which was 
discussed earlier. The difference is that the events must occur at exactly the same time 
in sim, as opposed to may occur at the same time, which is the interpretation of the 
p a r  fragment. As a result of occurring at the same time, events in a sim  interaction 
fragment stand in exactly the same relationship to all other events in the diagram^.
 ^We will see how this can be formally described by considering a pre-order relation between causally 
related events, a conflict relation between mutually exclusive events, and the generated equivalence 
relation in Chapter 6.
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In this sense, a simultaneous region in our approach reminds of the critical region in 
UML 2.0 (although in a c ritica l fragment the event occurrences are strictly ordered 
instead of simultaneous) as the behaviours of the region cannot be interleaved by other 
event occurrences. Effectively, this means that the sim  interaction fragment is treated 
atomically by the enclosing fragment - whether this is some other interaction fragment 
or the whole diagram.
An example of a sim  interaction fragment can be seen in Figure 3.7 (Section 3.2.6). 
The events el and dl occur at exactly the same time, following the occurrence of event 
al. We will see how this situation is handled in mapping locations onto component 
vectors in Section 3.2.6.
3.2.2  S equence diagram s for com p on en ts
Before we start mapping locations onto component vectors we explain the context in 
which we want to use UML sequence diagrams. Our primary motivation is to restrict to 
an appropriate subset V  of component vectors from Vs, for a component with signature 
E, which describes the intended behaviour of the component.
A sequence diagram describes global system behaviour as well as what is required of 
individual components for their correct participation in the interaction. In our ap­
proach we shall be concerned with the latter aspect since we are interested in obtaining 
the vector language part of a component (recall Definition 3.1.3) from a sequence dia­
gram. The embedding of individual components into their environment is described in 
sequence diagrams by the corresponding lifelines (and associated constructs appearing 
along a lifeline, e.g. interaction fragments). Therefore, we will be focusing on a single 
lifeline rather than considering all lifelines in the diagram.
Of course, in practice a component will appear in several sequence diagrams. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that there is only one sequence diagram for each component 
c. This can be done because Interaction Overview Diagrams in UML 2.0 [OMG04] 
generate a single sequence diagram. (Similarly, this can be achieved in MSCs through 
the use of hierarchical MSCs (hMSCs) [IT96].)
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We first formalise the interaction described in a sequence diagram. We will find the 
signature of a UML 2,0 sequence diagram given in [KF05] of great use in what follows, 
although we will be concerned with a single lifeline of the diagram rather than the 
diagram as a whole.
D efinition 3.2.1. Given a sequence diagram and a component c participating in the 
interaction with signature E  = {P,R, 13), the component lifeline is formally given by the 
tuple
Cline = (c, Loc, Iq, Ops, SE , RE , Path)
where
• c is a component identifier
• Lac is a set of locations on the lifeline corresponding to c
• Iq € Lac is the initial location
• Ops is the set of all operations defined on the interfaces of component c, i.e. 
Ops = UiG/s
• S E  Ç Lac X  P{i), i ^  R  is the set of send events of component c, experienced at 
its required interfaces
• R E  Ç p(i) X  Loc, i E. P  is the set of receive events of component c, experienced 
at its provided interfaces
• Path is a given set of well-formed path terms for the diagram (we will have more 
to say about Path when we define the function scope below)
Further, we define two auxilliary functions and associated conditions over Cline. The 
first has to do with the timing of locations along a component lifeline and the second 
with the scope of a location. To anticipate, these functions will come to fruition when 
we map each location onto component vectors in subsequent sections (Sections 3.2.3- 
3.2.8).
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We need to determine the relative graphical position of a location along a component 
lifeline Cline. We do this by defining an injective function
tim e : Loc -> Wo
which associates each location with a natural number according to its position along 
the lifeline in the diagram, and is assumed given.
There are certain conditions on this function that formulate our intuitive requirements 
with respect to timing of locations:
1. the initial location has associated time value 0:
time{lo) = 0,Iq € Loc
2. since tim e  is injective, all locations along a component lifeline have necessarily 
different associated time values:
V/1,/2 6 Loc : h  ^  I2 => time{li) ^  time{l2 )
The function time  gives a notion of precedence between locations, which allows us to 
move top-down the diagram along the lifeline in question (cf Definition 3.2.2). We 
may talk about the previous location V of location I when I and V satisfy time{l') — 
time{l) — 1. Similarly, for the next location of I.
Note that time  here does not necessarily mean occurrence time (though within a seq 
interaction fragment it does), but rather refers to an implicit visual time value accord­
ing to the layout of the diagram. That is to say, locations with diflferent visual time 
values may still have the same occurrence times, if they belong to a p a r  or sim  interac­
tion fragment (concurrent or simultaneous locations), or mutually exclusive occurrence 
times, if they belong to an a lt interaction fragment (alternative locations). We will see 
how such locations are treated in the sequel (see Sections 3.2.3-3.2.6).
In the previous section, we saw various interaction fragments that may appear in a 
sequence diagram and have an effect on the way the corresponding locations are ordered 
(or unordered in some cases like within a p a r interaction fragment). Consequently, it
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is important to know in which part of the diagram (in what interaction fragment, if 
any) a location belongs to. Then, we may treat it accordingly as will be described in 
Sections 3.2.3-3.2.8. Drawing upon concepts introduced in [KF04b] we may talk about 
the scope  of a location by defining a function,
scope : Loc —> Path
which associates each location along a component lifeline Cline with a path term. The 
path term identifies the various compartments of a sequence diagram. We do not define 
here the grammar for generating path terms. It suffices to understand that path terms 
are encoded in such a way that it is possible to distinguish between a location that is:
• inside the main diagram (i.e. does not belong to any interaction fragment). Here 
a path term has the form a.name where a  is a path term, possibly the empty 
term e, and name is the name of the sequence diagram, given after the keyword 
sd on the top left corner of the diagram. For example, the function scope for the 
location in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.3 returns scope{li) = mov.
• marking the start of an interaction fragment. Here a path term has the form:
— a.alt{n) for an interaction fragment alt with n € A/’+ operands, where J\f'^
denotes the set of natural numbers excluding zero
— a.par{n) for an interaction fragment par with n  G operands
— a.sim  for an interaction fragment sim  (sim has no operands, or only one
operand)
For example, the scope of location li in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4 is given 
by scope(^i) =  chc.alt{2). The location I2 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.6 
has scope(^ 2) =  pvl.par{2). Similarly, location I2 in the sequence diagram of 
Figure 3.7 has scope{l2 ) = sm lt.sim .
• inside an operand of an interaction fragment. Here a path term has the form:
— o:.a/t(Ti)tjfc where k = l..n  indicates that the location is within the k-th  
operand of an alt interaction fragment with n  operands
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-  a.par{n)^k where k = l..n  indicates that the location is within the k-th  
operand of a p a r  interaction fragment with n operands
— a.sim ^l indicates that the location is within the first (and only) operand of 
a sim  interaction fragment
(Note that we still need a path term for this case because we will find it 
useful to be able to distinguish between the locations marking the start /end 
of a sim  interaction fragment and the locations found within it.)
For example, location I2 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4 has scope{l2 ) =  
chc.alt{2)^l, since it appears within the 1st operand of the a lt fragment. Simi­
larly, location Z4 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.6 has scope{li) = prl.par{2)^2. 
Location Z3 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.7 has scope{ls) = sm lt.sim ^l. 
This path term form also allows us to identify a location that is inside an operand 
of an interaction fragment which in turn is inside an operand of another inter­
action fragment. For example, location Z7 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.8 
has scope{l'j) = nchc.alt{2 )'^ 2 .alt{2 )^l.
• marking the end of an interaction fragment. Here a path term has the form:
-  a.alt{n) for an interaction fragment a lt with n 6 Af'^ operands
— Oi.par{n) for an interaction fragment p a r with n  G A f^  operands
— a.sim  for an interaction fragment sim  
For example, location I q  in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4 marks the end of
the a lt interaction fragment and has scope(Zg) =  chc.alt{2 ).
• marking the end of the sequence diagram. Here a path term has the form a.name. 
For example, location I7 in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4 marks the end of 
the diagram and has scope{l7 ) — chc.
These two additional functions, scope and time, together w ith Definition 3.2.1 is what 
we need in order to formally capture what is described in a sequence diagram.
It may be worth pointing out that UML sequence diagrams can model both synchronous 
and asynchronous messages. Since both modes of communication can be supported in
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our formal approach, we do not distinguish between synchronous and asynchronous 
messages in our sequence diagrams in this section. Thus, we use closed non-filled 
arrowheads on messages, as an alternative graphical notation that does not commit to 
synchronous or asynchronous messages but denotes a message that can be either. A 
sequence diagram describing the interactions of a particular component would either 
have open arrowheads (for asynchronous messages) or closed filled arrowheads (for 
synchronous messages), as prescribed in UML2.0 [OMG04].
In what follows, we define some auxilliary subsets of the set of locations Loc which 
will prove useful in providing a construction that gives a component language for each 
component participating in the interaction described in a sequence diagram.
We may talk about locations marking the start of an interaction fragment by defining 
a subset of Loc for each of the three kinds of interaction fragment we are considering.
Locstart-ait — {Z € Loc | scope{l) = a.alt{n)}
Locstart-par =  {Z G Loc | scope{l) — cc.par{n)}
LoCÿfd,.-i_gij,i "(Z G Loc I scope(l) — oi.szTn.}
Dually, and by making use of the path term marking the end locations of an interaction 
fragment we may define.
LoCend-alt =  {Z G Loc | scope(l) = a.alt{n)}
L o C e n d - p a r  =  {Z € Loc \ scope{l) — a.par{n)}
LoCend-sim =  {Z G Loc | scope{l) = a.sim ]
We may also isolate the locations that are associated with an event occurrence (whether 
being at the receiving end or at the sending end is irrelevant at this stage). Such 
locations comprise the set
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Loce =  {Z G Loc I e G Ops : (Z, e) G 5JSZ V (e, Z) G iîÆ?}
We may take this a bit further, and define locations appearing within an interaction 
fragment. Since such locations will not be marking the start or end of the fragment 
they will be necessarily associated w ith some event occurrence and thus will be subsets 
of LoCe- So we may determine locations belonging to a p a r  interaction fragment with 
n  operands as follows.
Locpar =  {Z G LoCe \ scope{l) = a.par{n)fik, k = l..n}
Similarly, for locations belonging to an a lt interaction fragment we have,
Locait =  {Z G Loce | scope{l) — a.alt{n)^k, k = l..n}
Similarly, for locations belonging to a sim  interaction fragment we have,
Locsim =  {Z G Locç I scope{l) = a.sim {n)^l}
Now, the set of locations involved in some event occurrence, but not belonging to any 
interaction fragment (this essentially comes down to saying that these belong to a seq 
interaction fragment), may be obtained as follows.
LoCggq — {Z G L oCq I Z 0 LoCpo/p U LoCgim U L ocany
In the remaining sections, we describe how interactions specified in a sequence diagram 
are translated into component languages. This involves unfolding the diagram into 
component vectors. The basic idea is to map all locations along the lifeline correspond­
ing to the component in question onto (a set of) component vectors. This is done by 
introducing a function vecjmap from the set of locations to the powerset of component 
vectors Fc. The component vectors resulting from this mapping capture the observable 
behaviours at each point in the diagram.
Each component vector provides a snapshot of what events have already occurred on 
the component's interfaces. Starting from the top of the diagram and subsequently
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moving downwards, we obtain snapshots of the complete behaviour pattern the com­
ponent is intended to follow. The corresponding component vectors form a subset of 
all component vectors in Vs, where E  is the component signature, and describe the 
intended behaviour of the component.
For readability, we introduce the function vecjmap incrementally.
3.2 .3  S eq u en tia l loca tion s
We start by considering how we can move down a sequence diagram, from one location 
to the next along the component lifeline in question, whilst mapping each location to 
(a set of) component vectors.
The component vectors associated w ith each location are obtained from the vectors 
associated with the immediately preceding location, by concatenating the event (if any) 
corresponding to the location being considered w ith the sequence of events appearing 
on the appropriate coordinate of the component vectors of the immediately preceding 
location. The initial location of a component lifeline is mapped onto the empty vector
A s '
There are some cases however, in which this central idea does not apply. In particular, 
the end location of a p a r  interaction fragment as well as the end location of an alt 
interaction fragment need to be treated differently. This is because we have to take 
into account the various execution sequences that may arise when encountering these 
interaction fragments. Furthermore, the first location of each operand of an a lt or p a r 
interaction fragment has to be considered in relation to the start location of the alt or 
p a r  fragment rather than its immediately preceding location. This is due to the fact 
that the visual time does not correspond to the occurrence time for the locations of 
these interaction fragments. We will see exactly how these special cases are addressed 
in the following sections.
At this stage it suffices to understand that the aforementioned cases are excluded from 
the basic definition for moving down the sequence diagram. In other words, we want 
to exclude the following locations:
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* the end location of an a lt interaction fragment with n  operands,
X i  = {I E Loc\scope{l) =  a.alt{n)}
• the end location of a p a r  interaction fragment with n  operands.
X 2 — {I ^  Loc\scope{l) = a.par{n)}
the first location of each operand in an a lt interaction fragment w ith n  operands,
=  {h  G Loc, 1 < k  < n  \ scope{lk) = a.alt{n)'^k A time{lk) =  time{l') +  1 A 
A{scope{l*) = a.alt{n)^{k — 1) V scope{l') = a.alt{n))}
In further explanation of the notation, Z* is the first location of the fc-th operand 
if the previous location, V, is a-location of the (fc — 1) operand or the start location 
of the fragment.
the first location of each operand in a p a r interaction fragment w ith n operands,
^2 =  {Ift G Loc, 1 < k  < n  \ scope{lft) — a.par{n)^k A time{lk) — time{l') +  1 A 
A{scope{l') — a.par{n)^{k — 1) V scope{l') = a.par{n))}
Let Z  denote the union of the sets X i ,X 2 ,Y i ,Y 2 , hence
Z  =  X i  U X 2 C Y\\JY2  
Then, we may capture the rest of the locations along a lifeline in the set,
Loc' = Loc \  Z
We may now give a basic definition that describes how all the rest locations along a 
lifeline are mapped onto component vectors,
I y  I is used to denote the cardinality of the set Y .
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D efinition 3.2.2. Suppose that S  is the signature of a component c represented in a 
sequence diagram by a lifeline Cline = {c, Loc, I q ,  Ops, SE , RE , Path). We define an 
injective function,
vecjmap : Loc' —)■
given by
• vec-map{lo) —
• vecjmap{l) = •••) where m = \vecjmap{ï)\ and Ï G Loc such that
time{l) =  time{l) — 1 and for each j ,  1 < j  < m,
)
where n is the number of interfaces of c and each coordinate is given by
’ ( ( ( '  e )  e  g E  V  (e ,  f )  e  B Æ ) A e  e  ;8 ( i)
1 vp , otherwise
where 1 < i  < n .
It can be seen that each location I is mapped onto a set of component vectors. The 
cardinality of the set is that of the set of component vectors associated with its previous 
location. This might seem somewhat counter-intuitive at this stage, but is necessary 
because the previous location might have been mapped onto more than one vector. 
This will be the case when any of the locations preceding I is the end location of a par 
or an alt interaction fragment. As will be described in the following section, locations 
within a par potentially execute in parallel while locations within an alt are mutually 
exclusive, thus generating a different execution sequence per operand. The notation 
used in the definition above is further explained in Figure 3.2.
Definition 3.2.2 works for (and in fact was motivated from) locations appearing in a 
seq interaction fragment. That is to say, it works for all locations along a lifeline that 
are not in an alt or par or sim  fragment. However, it turns out that it can be applied 
to all locations along a lifeline except for the four cases discussed earlier. It is useful for 
locations of sim  and some of par and alt as will be described shortly. For this reason.
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the k - th  (out o f  m ) 
com ponent vector  
corresponding to 
lo ca tion /
k -th  e lem ent ofvec_map(l)
location  be ing  considered
the i - th  (out o f  n) 
coordinate o f  the k -th  
com ponent vector _  
corresponding to 
location /
the k -th  (out o f  m ) 
com ponent vector  
corresp. to loca tion /
the i - t h  coordinate
Figure 3.2: Notation for component vectors associated location I
we defer from associating it exclusively w ith seq (since that would be considerably 
limiting its applicability).
We demonstrate how sequence diagrams are mapped onto component vectors with a 
small example.
E xam ple 3.2.1. Consider a component B  which interacts with component A  (through 
interfaces q  € Pb o,nd 22 G R b ) o>nd component D (through interface 23 € R b ) in 
order to perform a certain task. Its signature is given by E b  =  (Pb , R b ,Pb ) where 
Pb  = { Û } ,  R b  =  {i2 ,h }  and let ^B ih )  — { a l,a 2}, /3 b (2 2 ) =  {a3} and P s ib )  ~  {dl}.
We demostrate how the locations appearing along its lifeline in the sequence diagram 
of Figure 3.3, are mapped onto component vectors. We write {x ,y ,z) fo rv  € Vsb w/f/t 
12(21) =  X, v{i2 ) = V o,nd v{h) ~  z. In other words, the first coordinate corresponds to 
interface ii, the second to 22 and the third to 23.
Iq is the initial location and by definition is mapped onto A s b ' '^^ns, vecjmap{lo) = 
(A, A, A).
The next location visited is location li, since time{l{) = time{lo) +  1. By Definition
3.2.2 we have for this location, vecjmap{li) = It is mapped onto a single component 
vector since m  of the definition ism  = \vecjmap{lQ)\ =  1 since Iq is such that time{lQ) =
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Figure 3.3: Example UML 2.0 sequence diagram
time{li) — 1. The component vector is given by
mi =
where each coordinate is given by
•  V h ^  —  a l  =  a l since (al, / i )  G R E b  A a l  G P b { h )
• ^ 1  ^ = vioz ~  ^  (al, fi) G R E b but a l  ^  P sih )
• /^ig =  ■y/og =  ^  amce (ol,Zi) G R E b but a l  ^  pB{h)
Hence, vecjmap{li) = = (al,A ,A ).
The next location along the lifeline of component B  is I2 (since time{l2 ) = tim e{li)-^l). 
By applying Definition 3.2.2, we have for this location vecjmap{l2 ) =  since m  is 
m  = \vecjmap{li)\ — 1 and l\ is such that time{li) — time{l2 ) — 1. The component 
vector U12 is given by
where each coordinate is given by
v i2^  — vi^^.a2 =  ala2 s in ce  (a2,Z2) G R E b  A a2 g /0b(û)
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• Ufgg =  =  A since (a2 , Z2) E R E b  but a2 ^  P s ih )
• i>/2g =  "Ufig =  A 5mce (&2, 2^) G R E b but a2 ^  /0b(*3)
/fence, vec.m ap ik) = {vi^^, ) =  (ala2, A, A).
The next location along the lifeline of component B  is fg (since time{lz) — time{l2 ) + l). 
By applying Definition 3.2.2, we have for this location vecjmap{lz) =  since m  of 
the definition is m  — \vecjmap{l2 )\ =  1 and I2 is such that time{l2 ) =  time{lz) — 1. 
The component vector is given by
where each coordinate is given by
• = a la 2 since (Zg, dl) G S E b but d l ^  Pb {h )
• u/g^  =  Ui22 ~  ^  since (Zg,dl) G S E b  but d l ^  /?b(«2)
• Dfgg =  D(2g d l =  d l since (Zg, dl) G A  dl G PB{h)
Hence, vecjmap{k) =  (î^ isi > ) ~  (al&2, A ,dl).
The next location along the lifeline of component B  is Z4 (since time{l^) =  time[l4) ^ l ) .  
By applying Definition 3.2.2, we have for this location vecjmap[l^) — since m  is 
m  — |uec_map(Zg)| =  1 and Zg is such that time(ls) =  time{U) — 1. The component 
vector Vi^  is given by
where each coordinate is given by
• =  n/g^  =  a la 2 since (Z^ , a3) G S E b  but a3 ^  P s ih )
• =  vi^^.aZ — a3 since (Z4,a3) G SE b  A a3 G pB{h)
• ~  d l since {U,a3) G but a3 0 P sih )
Hence, vecjmap{U) = j 5^ /^4g) =  (ala2, a3, dl).
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3 .2 .4  A ltern a tiv e  loca tion s
In this section, we extend Definition 3.2.2 to address locations that mark the end of an 
a lt fragment, i.e. I G X i, and the first location of each operand in an a lt fragment, i.e.
I E Yi. We motive these extensions as follows.
An a lt interaction fragment in a sequence diagram represents choice of behaviour, the 
choice being between the behaviours described by each of its operands. Recall that at 
most one of the operands executes [OMG04], However, the set of execution sequences of 
the choice is the union of the execution sequences of the operands. Thus, at the end of 
an a lt fragment with n operands in a diagram there are n different behaviours, one for 
each operand. Each of these behaviours or execution sequences arises as a continuation 
of the start location of the alt fragment.
For this reason, it is important to be able to identify the start location. We have 
already seen that this can be done by using function scope and the corresponding path 
term, i.e. I is the start location of an a lt interaction fragment with n operands iff 
scope(l) ~  a.alt(n). This use of function scope allows us to determine when we come 
across an a lt fragment along a lifeline Cline in a sequence diagram.
At the end location of an a lt we need to capture the fact that there are n alternative 
scenarios the component in question may have enegaged in. We do that by associating 
the end location with n component vectors corresponding to the last location of each 
operand. A prerequisite for this idea is that we can determine whether a location is 
the end location of an a lt fragment. In a fashion similar to that for the start location, 
we make use of function scope, i.e. I is the end location of an a lt interaction fragment
with n  operands iff scope(l) = a.alt{n).
For example, once location li is reached in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4, com­
ponent B  has a choice between moving to Zg or Z4. The decision on which one to do is 
based on evaluation of the condition guarding each operand of the a lt fragment. We 
shall not be concerned w ith conditions in our approach since they are considered part of 
the internal processing of the component rather than an event occurring on component 
interfaces. The outcome of the evaluation of the related condition determines which 
event will occur next, and this is what is being modelled in our approach. Another
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possibility is that the choice is resolved by the environment. In our example, the choice 
is resolved by component A  which either does a l  (forcing B  to reach location Zg) or a2 
(forcing B  to reach location Z 4 ) .
Firstly, there is a need to identify the first location of each operand in an alt. This is 
done by the combined use of functions tim e  and scope as follows. Z is the location of the 
A:-th operand in an alt interaction fragment w ith n operands iff time{l) =  time{I) +  1 
where I is such that scopeil) =  a.alt{n)'^{k — 1) V scopeij) = a.alt(n). Informally, this 
says that I is the first location of the A:-th operand if its previous location Z (given by 
function time) belongs to the previous operand (given by function scope) or is the start 
location of the alt fragment (identified again using function scope).
Secondly, we need to capture the fact that the component vectors associated w ith the 
first location of each operand in an alt fragment are obtained based on those of the 
start location of alt. Put formally,
Definition 3.2.3. Let c be a component, with signature E  = [P,R ,P), represented in a 
sequence diagram by a lifeline Cline = {c, Loc, Iq , Op's, SE , R E , Path) and let I G Loc 
be the first location of the k-th operand of an alt interaction fragment with n operands 
on Cline. Then, vecjmap{l) = where m  =  |^;ec_map(Z)| and Z G Loc
such that scope{l) = oc.alt{n) in which case, for each j ,  j  =  l.,m ,
= {v jl\v ll\...,v j^J )
where n is the number of interfaces of c and each coordinate is given by
(1) f 6 , ((Z, e) G S E  V (e, Z) G R E ) A e G P{i)
\ , otherwise
where 1 < i < n .
This definition applies to locations I E Y \ with respect to the discussion prior to Defi­
nition 3.2,2.
Note that the only difference with respect to Definition 3.2.2 is that in an a lt interaction 
fragment the component vectors associated with the first location of each operand are 
considered in relation to the start location of the alt fragment instead of its preceding
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location. (The first location of the first operand is still considered in relation to its 
preceding location, but only because this happens to be the start location (of the alt 
interaction fragment).)
Once the choice has been resolved, execution continues within the chosen operand. 
When the last location of the operand is reached, execution continues with the end 
location of the a lt fragment. In the sequence diagram of Figure 3.4, if, say, Zg is chosen, 
then Zg is visited and then I q . If on the other hand, Z4 is chosen after Zi, then Z5 is visited 
and then I q . Hence, at the end location I q we need to capture both alternative scenarios 
component B  may have participated in before reaching location I q . These alternative 
scenarios are given by the component vectors associated w ith the last location in each 
operand, i.e. Zg and Z5 in our example. This is because the component vectors at Zg 
and Z5 comprise the events that have occurred on component interfaces in each of the 
alternative scenarios.
Thus, the component vectors associated w ith an end location of an a lt fragment with 
n  operands are precisely those of the last location of each of the n  operands. This is 
formally put in the following definition.
D efin ition  3.2.4. Let c be a component, with signature E  =  (P, R,P), represented in a 
sequence diagram by a lifeline Cline = (c, Loc, Iq, Ops, SE , R E , Path) and let I E Loc 
be the end location of an a lt interaction fragment with n operands (i.e. scope[l) =
a.altin)). Then, the component vectors associated with I are given by
n
vecjmap{l) =  [J  vecjmap{lif) 
k—l
where 4 , each k, is such that scope(lk) — a.alt(n)^k A timeifji) — time{I) — 1 where
I E Loc is such that scope{l) = a.alt{n)f^{k +  1) V scope(l) = a.altin)
This definition applies to location Z E X \  with respect to the discussion prior to Defi­
nition 3.2.2.
In further explanation of the definition, the last location of each operand is identified 
by the combination of functions tim e  and scope. Function tim e  gives the next location, 
Z, of Ik, each k, and function scope determines whether this next location belongs to the
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next operand. The case scope{l) = a.alt{n) is included to cater for the last location of 
the last operand (whose next location is the end of the fragment itself).
Note that there might be some duplication (duplicate component vectors between last 
location per operand and end location of alt), but there is good reason for it. The 
component vectors of the last location per operand feed into the resulting component 
language V  (cf Definition 3.2.7) while the component vectors of the end location are 
used for obtaining the component vectors associated with the location below it (the 
one visited next).
We demonstrate how the locations appearing within an a lt fragment along a component 
lifeline in a sequence diagram are mapped onto component vectors by means of a small 
example.
E xam ple 3.2.2. We show how the locations appearing along the lifeline of component 
B  in the sequence diagram of Figure 3-4, are mapped onto component vectors.
sd chc
alt
12
13»
^4l4
»15
Figure 3.4: Example of an a lt interaction fragment in a UML 2.0 sequence diagram
The diagram conveys that component B  interacts with component A  (through interfaces 
il G Pb  and i^ G R b )  and component D (through interface i^ € R b ) in order to
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perform a certain task. Assume that its signature is given by E b ~  {Pb j R b ,Pb ) where 
Pb  =  {%i}, R b = {*2>«3} and ^B {h) — {al, a2}, Pb {h ) =  {a3} and P s ih )  = {dl}.
Again, we write (re, y, z) for u G Vsb niith u(zi) =  x, v(i2 ) = y and yfiz) — z, effectively 
using the first coordinate for recording events occurring on interface ii, the second for 
22 and the third for 23.
Iq is the initial location and by definition is mapped onto A s b ' 'Rl^as, vecjmap{lQ) = 
(A, A, A).
The next location visited is location l\. This location marks the beginning of an alt 
fragment with 2 operands, since scope{li) = chc.alt{2). Nevertheless, we still have 
that li G Loc' and thus its associated component vectors can be obtained following the
construction given in Definition 3.2.2. It is not hard to see that we get vecjmap{li) —
(A, A, A) which is vecjmap{lo) since no event is associated with with li. Hence,
vecjmap{l{) =  %  =  =  (A, A, A)
The next location considered (not necessarily the one visited next, as explained before) is 
I2 . This is the first location of the 1st operand since time{l2 ) = time{li)-\-l/\scope{li) = 
chc.alt{2) while scope{l2 ) = chc.alt{2)^l. This may be expressed more succinctly by 
saying that I2 E Yi. Thus, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 
3.2.3 as follows.
vec-map{l2 ) — 2^ 3 m =  \vec.map{li)\ ~  1 and scope(li) =  chc.alt{2 ). The
component vector is given by
where
• =  a l  since (a i,l2) E R E b  A a l E ^B{h)
• vi^^  = vij^  ^ = A since (ai, 2^) E R E b but a l 0 /0s(^ 2)
• — A since (01,^2) E R E b  but a l 0 pBiis)
Hence, vec-mapih) = =  (al,A ,A ).
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The next location visited is I3 (this is compulsory if I2 was visited since time{l3 ) = 
time{l2 ) +  1 and l2 ,h  belong to the same operand). This location belongs to Lac’ and 
thus its component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 as before (in Example 3.2.1). 
Hence,
vecjm ap ik) =  %  =  =  (a l,A ,d l)
The next location considered is I4 (since timeij.^) = timeil^) + 1). This is the first loca­
tion of the 2nd operand of alt, since time{U) = time{l3 ) 4-1 A scope{l3 ) =  chc.alt{2)'^\ 
while scope{l4 ) = chc.alt{2)^2. This may be expressed more succinctly by saying that it 
belongs to Yi, i.e. I4 € Yi. Thus, the component vectors associated with it are given by 
Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
vecjmap{l4 ) =  since m  =  \vecjmap{li)\ ~  1 and scope(li) = chc.alt{2). The 
component vector Vi^  is given by
where
• ^(4^  =  "y/ii '<^ 2 =  a2 since (og, I4 ) € R E b  A a2 €
• î /^42 =  =  A since {0 2 , h )  € R E b but a2  ^  /3g(%2)
• f(4g =  ■y/ig =  A since {0 2 , U) G R E b but a2  0  Pb{h)
Hence, vec.map{U) = {vi^^,vi^^,vi^^) = (a2,A,A).
The next location visited is I5 (this is compulsory if I4 was visited since time{l^) = 
time{l4)  +  1 and 1 ,^1  ^ belong to the same operand). This location belongs to Loc' and 
thus its component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 as before (in Example 3.2.1). 
Hence,
vec-mapik) = îUs = ) =  («2, a3, A)
The next location considered is location Iq . This is the end location of the alt fragment,
since scope{lQ) = chc.alt{2). Thus, the component vectors associated with le are given 
by Definition 3.2.4 follows.
vecjmap{le) = vecjmap{lz) \J vecjmap{h)
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where I3 is the last location of the 1 st operand (since scope(Z3) =  chc.alt{2 )'^\/\time{l3 ) = 
timeQi) — 1 and scope{l4 ) = chc.alt{2 )]ji2 ) and Z5 is the last location of the second 
operand (identified using similar reasoning). Hence,
vecjmap{le) =  =  {(al, A ,dl), (a2,a3, A)}
The component vector — (a l,A ,d l) describes the behaviour of component B  in 
case the scenario in the first operand of a lt is executed while vector  ^ =  (a2, o3, A) 
describes the behaviour resulting from execution of the scenario in the 2 nd operand.
It might worth pointing out here that we have not mentioned yet what component 
vectors go into forming the component language V  of the component in question. We 
deliberately postpone this until Section 3.2.8.
3 .2 .5  P ara lle l loca tion s
In this section, we extend Definition 3.2.2 to address locations that mark the end of a 
p a r  fragment, i.e. I G X 2 , and the first location of each operand in a p a r fragment, 
i.e I G Y2 . We motive these extensions and give an account of our formal semantics for 
the p a r interaction fragment in UML 2.0.
A p a r interaction fragment in a sequence diagram represents parallelism between the 
behaviours of its operands. The UML 2.0 specification document [OMG04] hints to­
wards an interleaving semantics, in the sense that the event occurrences of the different 
operands can be interleaved in any way as long as the ordering imposed by each operand 
as such is preserved. In a certain important sense, this interpretation bears no signif­
icance in the UML notation for p a r  and can be understood as a semantic variation 
point. Note that a formal behavioural semantics is not laid out in the UML specifi­
cation document. We opt for a non-interleaving or true concurrent semantics for p a r  
since it seems a more natural way of thinking about concurrency, on different interfaces 
of a component. The further abstraction that this semantics provides allows us to also 
express simultaneity, in the sense of events occurring at exactly the same time.
Simplifying somewhat, instead of considering that locations from different operands are 
reached in either order, which one would find in an interleaving approach, we consider
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three cases: a) one location is reached first, b) the other location is reached first and 
c) both locations are reached at exactly the same time. Another way of expressing 
this is by saying that locations from different operands are reached in no particular 
order.^ We return to this different perception of parallelism and give a proper account 
of the distinction based on the formal treatment of concurrency within our approach, 
in terms of an independence relation in Chapter 4 where we consider the order theoretic 
properties of component languages and in terms of pre-order and conflict relations in 
Chapter 6 where we consider behavioural presentations for components.
At this stage it suffices to understand that at the end of a p a r interaction fragment 
we must have considered all three cases for each location. For example, once location 
Zs is reached in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.6, we must have considered the case 
where I3 was reached first, the case where I4 was reached first, and the case where I3 
and I4 were reached at exactly the same time.
Recall that events in our model are understood to occur sequentially on a single inter­
face. Concurrent events may only engage distinct interfaces of the component. This 
is reflected in our formal treatment of p a r  by imposing the following condition on its 
locations. For all Zi.Zg E Locpar and el 6 fl{ij),e2 G 1 < < n, we have
( ( e l ,  Zi) G R E V  (Zi, e l )  e  SE)) A  ( ( e 2 ,  Zg) G R E V  (Zg, e 2 )  G SE)) => j  ^  k
Effectively, this says that events (either receive events or send events) associated with 
locations in a p a r  interaction fragment belong to different interfaces of the component.
Since the event occurrences of different operands are independent of each other, the 
resulting behaviours of each operand arise as continuations of the start location of the 
p a r fragment (in a fashion similar to the alt fragment). Consequently, it is important 
to be able to identify the start location of a p a r  fragment. This is done in our approach 
using function scope and the appropriate path term, i.e. Z is the start location of a p a r 
fragment with n  operands iff scope{l) — a.par{n).
There is also a need to identify the first location of each operand. Similarly to the 
a lt fragment, this is done by use of functions tim e and scope as follows. Z is the first
*It might be instructive to look at the discussion of Section 4.3.2 with respect to this interpretation.
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location of the k-th  operand in a par interaction fragment with n operands iff time{l) = 
time[l) 4- 1 where I is such that scope{l) = a.par{n)^{k — 1) V scope[l) = a.par{n}.
Additionally, we need to capture the fact that the component vectors associated with 
the first location of each operand in a par fragment are obtained based on those of the 
start location of the fragment. Put formally.
D efinition 3.2.5. Let c be a component, with signature E  =  {F,R,/3), represented in a 
sequence diagram by a lifeline Cline = {c,Loc,lQ ,O p^,SE ,R E ,P ath) and let I 6 Loc
he the first location of the k-th operand of a par interaction fragment with n operands
on Cline. Then, vecjmap{l) =  where m  = \vec-map{l)\ and I G Loc
such that scope{l) = a.par{n) in which case, for each j ,  j  = l..m ,
where n is the number of interfaces of c and each coordinate is given by
(j) [ , ((/, e) e S E  V (e, /) G RE ) A e G /3{i)
I- ~  S[ J otherwise
where i =  l.,n .
This definition applies to locations I G Yg with respect to the discussion prior to Defi­
nition 3.2.2. It is essentially an adaptation of Definition 3.2.3 for par.
All locations that appear in a par fragment, other than the first location of each 
operand or the end location of the fragment, belong to the set Loc' and their associated 
component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2.
We now turn our attention to the end location of a par interaction fragment. The 
component vectors associated with the end location I of a par are of particular impor­
tance since, as we will see, vecjmap{l) is what actually feeds into the corresponding 
component language V  from the whole par fragment (cf Definition 3.2.7).
In what follows, we describe the three cases that need to be considered for each location 
appearing within a par fragment so as to reflect the fact that the event occurrences 
appearing in different operands are effectively unordered (in parallel). For each location
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in p a r excluding those of the last operand (since they will have already been considered 
in relation to all locations of the preceding operands), we need to compute the three 
cases mentioned above. We formulate each of them below.
For each location I G LoCpar such that scope{l) ^  a.par{n)^n determine,
• vec-map{iy = vecjmap{l).
This gives the component vectors associated with Z, when I is reached first.
• vecjm ap iiy^ = Ui=r vecjmap{Is) where
X  = {Î G LoCpar I scope{I) = oc.par{n)jj, {k -h 1) < j  < n}
This gives the component vectors associated with I when all other locations I of 
the succeeding operands are reached first (before reaching I).
• vec-map{iy^^ = U | VZ ; scope{I) =  a.par{n)^j, {k - f  1) < j  < n}
where 1 < j  < m and m  = |vec_map(Z)| where Z is such that scope{î) =  a.par(n). 
This gives the component vectors associated with location Z of the fc-th operand 
when it is reached at exactly the same time w ith another location Z from a different 
(and succeeding) operand. The superscript j  runs through the m  component 
vectors associated with location Z, where m  is as before (Definition 3.2.2).
The operation U on component vectors gives their least upper bound and is for­
mally defined in Chapter 4 (cf Definition 4.1.3) where we study the order theoretic 
properties of component vectors. For the purpose of computing vecjmap{iy^^ it 
suffices to understand that, given two component vectors and tks resulting 
component vector U Ug is obtained by comparing their coordinates pairwise 
and keeping the one whose sequence is of greater length. This is demonstrated in 
Example 3.2.3 below.
By considering the above three cases, each location Z in a par fragment is mapped onto 
three (sets of) component vectors, vecjm ap{iy, vecjmap{iy^ and vecjmap{iy^^. Now 
the end location of par is associated with the component vectors (including all three 
cases) corresponding to each location appearing within the fragment. This is formally 
put in the following definition.
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D efin ition  3.2.6. Let c be a component, with signature S  = (P ,R ,P ), represented in a 
sequence diagram by a lifeline Cline = {c,Loc ,lo ,O p^,SE ,R E ,P a th ) and let I G Loc 
be the end location of a p a r  interaction fragment with n operands. Then, the component 
vectors associated with I are given by,
\y\
vecjmap{l) =  (J  vecjmap{lrY
r—l
where Y  ~  {I E LoCpar | scope{l) — a.par{n)^k, 1 < k < {n — 1)} and x = I, I I ,  I I I .
Note that we do not consider locations of the last operand in the definition because 
they will have already been considered in going through the preceding n — 1 operands. 
This definition is an extension of Definiton 3.2.2 that applies to locations Z G %g.
In further explanation of the notation we have included Figure 3.5.
/ runs through case I, case  II . case  IIIthe union o f  all lYIcom ponent vectors 
associated  w ith loc  
o f  the first (n -1 )  oi
o f  par(n) via cases I, II, HI i = l
/ \
a t io n s---------- I  J vec_map( I )
perands
lun s through all locations  
o f  the first (n -1 )  operand; 
o f  par(n)
Figure 3.5: Notation for component vectors of the end location of p a r
E xam p le  3.2.3. We demonstrate how the locations appearing along the lifeline of 
component B  in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.6 are mapped onto component vectors.
Consider a component B  which, in response to an event a l from component A, requires 
services from components D and E  concurrently by generating events d l and el on the 
respective interfaces, as shown in the interaction described by the sequence diagram in 
Figure 3.6. Let E b  be the signature of component B  given by E b =  {Pb ,R b ,Pb ) where 
Pb  = {n}, R b  = and /?b(«i) =  {^1}, =  {dl} and ^B ih )  = {el}. We
write {x ,y ,z) for component vectors in Vsg where x = v{ii), y — ^(«g) and z = ^(23). 
In other words, the first coordinate of the component vectors corresponds to the interface 
ii, the second to ig and the third to 23.
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sd pri
p a r /
13» -CH
Figure 3.6: Example of a p a r  interaction fragment in a UML 2.0 sequence diagram
I q  is the initial location and by Definition 3.2.2 is mapped onto . Thus, vec-map{lo) = 
(A,A,A).
The next location reached is location l\ since time{l{) = time{lo) +  1. This location 
belongs to Loc' and thus by Definition 3.2.2 we have,
vecjmap{li) = vii = K q , ) =  («1, A, A)
The next location reached is location I2 (since time{l2 ) = tim e(li) + 1). This location 
marks the beginning of the p a r fragment with 2  operands, since scope{l2 ) =  prl.par{2 ). 
Nevertheless, it belongs to Loc' and thus by applying Definition 3.2.2, we have
vecjmapih) =  %  =  = M ,A ,A )
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained 
before) is I3 . This is the first location of the 1st operand since time{l2,) =  time{l2 ) +
1 A scope{l2 ) = prl.par{2) while scope{lf) = prl.par{2)'^1. This may be expressed more 
succinctly by saying that Z2 G Thus, its associated component vectors are given by 
Definition 3.2.5 as follows.
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vecjmap{lz) = ^3  since m = |vec_map(^2)| — 1 and scope{J,2 ) — prl.par{2). The 
component vector is given by
where
• =  i;/2i “  since (l3 ,d l)  G SE b  but d l ^  P sih )
•  =  vi^^.dl = d l since {h ,d l) e S E b  A d i e P s ih )
• = Vi2g =  A since {h^dl) e SE b hut d l 0 P sih )
Hence, vec-map{h) =  = (a l,d l,A ).
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained 
before) is Z4. This is the first location of the 2nd operand, since time{l^) = time{l^) +  
lAscope(Z3) =  prl.par{2)^1 while scope{l4 ) = prl.par{2)^2. This may be expressed more 
succinctly by saying that I4 € Y2 . Thus, its associated component vectors are given by 
Definition 3.2.5 as follows.
vec-map{l4 ) = vi^ since m  — \vecjmap{l2 )\ =  1 and scope{l2 ) — prl.par{2). The 
component vector is given by
where
• = vi^^  = a l  since (?4,e l)  G SE b  but el 0  PBih)
• î((42 =  %2 “  ^  (^ 4, el) G S E b  but el ^  pB ih)
• '(((43 =  %3 .el =  el since (^ , el) G SE b  A el G pB{h)
Hence, vecjm ap ik) = =  (a l,A ,e l).
The next location considered is location I5 . This is the end location of the p a r fragment,
i.e. I5 G X 2 , since scopeif^) = prl.par{2). Thus, the component vectors associated with 
it are given by Definition 3.2.6 as follows.
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First, we determine the three cases for each location appearing within the two operands 
of par, i. e. all I such that I E Locpar ■ fn  fact, we have seen that we do not need 
to consider locations of the last operand of par. So, in our example it suffices to 
determine the three cases for location h  only, that is, vec-mapil^Y, vec-map{lzy^ and 
vecjmap{lzY^^ .
• vec-map{l3 Y  =  vecjmap{lY) =  (a l,d l, A)
• vec-map{l3 Y^ — vecjmap(l4 ) = (al, A ,el)
since I4 is the only location appearing in the succeeding operands, which in our 
example is only one, the 2 nd operand of the par fragment
•  vec^mapihY^^ ~  V.I&U
since m  = |t;ec_map(^ 2 )| = 1 where I2 is the start location 0/ par, and I4 is the 
only location such that scope{l4 ) = prl.par{2)'^2. The corresponding component 
vector 2113,14 given by
^ 3,(4 =  1^ (3 ^ ^ 4  = (^1, ^1, A) U (al, A, el) =  (al, dl, el)
Hence, vecjmapil^Y^^ =  (al, dl, el)
We may now obtain the component vectors associated with the end location Is of par 
by applying Definition 3.2.6.
vecjmap{ls) — vecjmap{lzY  U vecjmap{lzY^ U vecjmap{l3 Y^^
— {(al, dl, A), (al, A, el), (al, dl, el)}
since I3 is the only location appearing in an operand which is not the last operand of 
the p a r  fragment.
Thus, the component vectors associated with the locations of the p a r  fragment in the 
sequence diagram of Figure 3.6 are,
(al, A, A), (al, d l, A), (al, A, el), (al, dl, el)
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Notice that in terms of event occurrences within the p a r fragment the second vector 
captures the case that event d l occurs first, the third vector the case where event el 
occurs first, and the fourth vector the case that events el and d l occur at exactly the 
same time. This reflects the fact that locations Ufis are unordered in the sequence 
diagram of Figure 3.6 .
A more interesting p a r  interaction fragment is addressed in the case study described in 
Section 3.3. A p a r fragment which contains an a lt fragment within one of its operands 
is addressed in Appendix A.
3 .2 .6  S im u ltan eou s loca tion s
In this section, we describe how we go about mapping locations appearing in a sim  
interaction fragment onto component vectors. A sim  fragment represents the simulta­
neous occurrence of all events appearing in it. Recall that sim  has a unique operand, 
the fragment itself. The intuition is that events in a sim  have to happen at the same 
time.
Further, events in our model can only occur sequentially on a single interface. Concur­
rent or simultaneous events necessarily engage distinct interfaces of the component. In 
similar fashion to par, this is reflected in our formal treatment of sim  by imposing the 
following condition on its locations. For all h , l 2 E Locsim and el E p{ij),e2  E P{ik), 
1 < .7) we have
((el, h) e R E W  {h ,e l)  E SE)) A ((e2, h ) e R E \ /  (Z2, e2) E SE)) j  ^  k
Effectively, this says that events (either receive events or send events) associated with 
locations in a sim  interaction fragment belong to different interfaces of the component.
It turns out that simultaneous locations can be handled with what has been presented 
so far about the function vecjmap, so no further extensions to Definition 3.2.2 are 
required. We justify this position and explain how simultaneity is captured, in the 
remaining of this section.
The start location of sim  is identified by function scope (as before). That is, location 
I is the start location of a sim  interaction fragment iff scope(l) = a.sim.
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The behaviours, captured by component vectors in our approach, corresponding to 
locations within a sim fragment are treated atomically (all at once) and cannot be 
interleaved by behaviours corresponding to other locations. However, the component 
vectors associated with each location in sim can be obtained by applying Definition
3.2.2, as if they were in the main fragment of the sequence diagram.
The fact that the sim fragment is treated atomically by the enclosing fragment (or the 
sequence diagram as a whole) is captured as follows. Each location within a sim is 
mapped onto (a set of) component vectors following the construction given in Definition
3.2.2. This implies that the end location of the fragment will be mapped onto (a set 
of) component vectors in which all event occurrences associated w ith locations within 
sim appear. The fact that these event occurrences are simultaneous is captured by 
ignoring all component vectors associated with these locations and keeping only the 
vectors associated with the end location of the sim fragment.
We illustrate the idea by means of a small example.
Example 3.2.4. Consider a component B  which, in response to receiving event al from 
component A, requires services from components D and E  simultaneously by generating 
events d l and el on their respective interfaces at the same time. The interaction is 
described in the sequence diagram of Figure 3.7.
Let Eb be the signature of component B  given by Eb ~  {P b,R b,P b) where Pb = {h } , 
Rb  =  {^ 2,^3} and pB{h) — {al}, Pb{}2 ) = {d l} and PB{h) = {el}. We write {x ,y ,z)  
for component vectors in Vs^ where x = v fii) , y = 2l{i2 ) and z = ^(«3). In other words, 
the first coordinate of the component vectors corresponds to the interface ii, the second 
to 22 and the third to 23.
fo is the initial location and by Definition 3.2.2 is mapped onto . Thus, vecjmap{lo) =  
(A, A, A).
The next location reached is location l± since time{li) = time[l{f) +  1. This location 
belongs to Loc' and thus by Definition 3.2.2 we have, vecjmap{l\) =  (al. A, A).
The next location reached is location I2 (since time{l2 ) = time{l\) A-l)- This location 
marks the beginning of the sim fragment, since scope{l2 ) =  sm lt.sim . Nevertheless, it
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Figure 3.7: Example of a sim  interactioii fragment in a UML 2.0 sequence diagram
belongs to Loc' and thus by applying Definition 3.2.2, we have
vec.m ap ih) =  %  =  {vi^ ,^ ) =  (al, A, A)
The next location considered (but not the next one to be reached, at least not on its own)
is li, since time{lz) =  time{l2 ) +  1. This location belongs to Loc' and its corresponding 
component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2. It is not hard to see that this gives
vecjmap{h) = ) =  (a l,d l,A )
The next location considered is l^ (since time{l/C) ~  time{lz) +  Ij. This location also 
belongs to Loc' and is treated as such by Definition 3.2.2. Thus, we have
vecjmap{l4 ) = Vi^  since m  = \vecjmap{l^)\ = 1 where time{h) ~  time{l4() — 1. The 
component vector is given by
where
== =  a l  since {U,el) G SE b  but e l 0 pB ih )
vu =  Vu = d l since (^ 4, el) E S E b  but e l 0 f is ih )
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• î^ / 4 3  =  el =  el since {I4 , el) e  SE b  A el € fin ih )
Hence, vecjmap{U) = , vi^^) = {a l,d l,e l) .
The next location considered is I5 . This location marks the end of the sim  fragment
since scope{lf,) = sm lt.sim . Nevertheless, it still belongs to Loc' and thus its associated 
component vectors are also given by Definition 3.2.2 as follows.
vecjmap{l^) = Vi^  since m  = \vecjmap{l4 )\ = 1 where time{l4)  — time{l^) — 1. The 
component vector is given by
where
• =  a l  since e G OpZg such that (^ 5,e) G SE b  V (e, (5) G R E b
• vi^^  = =  d l since ^  e G Op-Sg such that {h,e) G SE b  V (e, Z5) G R E b
• vi^^  =  v^^ =  e l since ^  e G such that {h,e) G SE b  V {e,l^) G R E b
Hence, vec-map{k) = = (a l,d l ,e l) .
Note that this is the same as vecjmap{l^ but this was expected since no event is asso­
ciated with location I5 .
As prescribed earlier, what we keep from the whole sim fragment is the component 
vectors associated with its end location only. That is, vecjmap{lz) in our example.
Effectively, we are throwing away the component vectors associated with locations ap­
pearing within the sim fragment, i.e. vecjmap{lz) and vec-mapiU). We shall see how 
this is enforced in Section 3.2.8 where we define the set of component vectors associated 
with a component lifeline as a whole.
In this way, the behaviours associated with the sim fragment in Figure 3.7 are,
(al, A, A), (a l,cü ,e l)
The first component vector corresponds to the start location o/sim and the second to its 
end location. It can be seen that what takes us from one to the other is the simultaneous 
occurrence of events e l and dl.
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The interested reader might care to compare the component vectors resulting from con­
sidering the p a r  fragment in Example 3.2.3 and the component vectors resulting from 
considering the sim  fragment in the example given above. The comparison provides 
useful insights on how the relationships between events manifest themselves in the or­
der structure of the corresponding component language. This is discussed in detail in 
the next chapter (Section 4.3).
3.2.7 N ested locations
It is often the case in a sequence diagram that interaction fragments are used within 
some operand of another interaction fragment in order to capture more complex aspects 
of behaviour. We refer to locations appearing in such parts of a sequence diagram as 
nested locations.
In our approach nested locations are treated inside-out. That is, locations are first 
mapped onto component vectors based on the interaction fragment that contains them, 
and then based on the enclosing fragment. By enclosing fragment we refer to the 
interaction fragment that immediately contains another interaction fragment in one of 
its operands. By simply addressing nested locations inside-out, there is no need for 
further extensions to the formal construction described so far.
The idea may be best illustrated through an example. In the following we show how 
locations of an a lt fragment (nested fragment) appearing within an operand of another 
alt fragment (enclosing fragment) are mapped onto component vectors.
E xam p le  3.2.5. Consider a component B  which participates in the interaction de­
scribed in the UML 2.0 sequence diagram of Figure 3.8 in order to achieve a certain task. 
Let S b be the signature of component B  given by S b  — ( j^ ,  Ag,/3g), where Pb  ~  {n}; 
R b =  {*2) *3} and fiB ih) = {al,a2 , a3}, fiB ih) = {a4} and fiB{h) = {dl,d2}.
We write {x ,y ,z) for component vectors in where x = v{ii), y = ^(*2) and z = 
y{is). In other words, the first coordinate of the component vectors corresponds to the 
interface ii, the second to *2 and the third to is.
lo is the initial location and by Definition 3.2.2 is mapped onto . Thus, vecjmap{lo) = 
(A, A, A).
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Figure 3.8: Example of an a lt fragment within another a lt fragment
The next location reached is location l\ since time{l\) = timeÇlo) +  1. This location 
belongs to Loc' and thus by Definition 3.2.2 we have,
vecjm ap ik) = 2lii = M i . , ) =  M ,A ,A )
The next location reached is location l2 - This location marks the beginning of an a lt 
fragment with 2 operands, since scope{l2 ) = nchc.alt{2). Nevertheless, we still have 
that I2 6 Loc' and thus its associated component vectors can be obtained following the 
construction given in Definition 3.2.2. It is not hard to see that we get vecjrnap{l2 ) =
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(al, A, A) which is vecjmap{li) since no event is associated with 1%. Hence,
vecjmap(l2 ) =  %  =  (vi^^, vi^^, ) =  (al, A, A)
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, since I5 may 
also be reached directly from I2 as explained before) is 1^ . This is the first location 
of the 1st operand since time{li) = time{l2 ) +  1 A scope{l^) = nchc.alt{2)\\l while 
scope{l2 ) = nchc.alt{2). This may be expressed more succinctly by saying that Zg E Yi. 
Thus, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
vec-map{l^) =  2I13 since m  =  |uec_map(/2)| =  1 and scope(Z2) =  nchc.alt{2). The 
component vector vi^ is given by
Ba =  ) /^33 )
where
• vig^  =  vi^ j^  .a2 =  ala2  since (a2, Zg) e R E b  A a2 € Pb{h)
• =  u/22 =  A since (a2,Zg) G R E b  but a2  0 /?b(*2}
• =  Ufgg =  A since (a2,Zg) E R E b but a2  ^  ^B{h)
Hence, vecjmap{h) = (% j, > ^^33) =  (a la 2,A,A).
The next location reached (and this is compulsory if l^ was visited, since time{l4 ) =  
time{ls) +  1 and Zg, Z4 belong to the same operand) is I4 . This location belongs to Loc' 
and thus Us component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 as before (in Example 
3.2.1). Hence,
vecjmapiU) = = (u^^, , vi^  ^) = (ala2. A, cZl)
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained
before) is Z5. This is the first location of the 2nd operand, since time{l^) =  time{l4 } +
1 A  scope{l4)  = nchc.alt{2)^l while scopefl^) = nchc.alt{2)^2. This may he expressed
more succinctly by saying that Z5 E l i .  Thus, its associated component vectors are given
by Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
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vecjmap{l^) = since m  = \vecjmap{l2 )\ =  1 and scope{l2 ) = nchc.alt{2). The 
component vector vi^ is given by
m3 =
where
•  =  vi^^.aS = alaS since (a3,Zg) E R E b  A a3 E P s ih )
• vi^  ^ — Ufgg =  A since (a3,Zg) E R E b  but a3 0 P s ih )
• vi^  ^ = v/2g =  A since (a3,ls) E R E b but a3 0 Pb {h )
Hence, vecjmap{k) = = (ala3,A,A).
The next location reached (and this is compulsory since Z5 was visited and time{le) = 
time{l^) +  1 and Zg, Zg belong to the same operand) is Iq . This location marks the 
beginning of a new alt fragment with 2 operands, since scope{lQ) = nchc.alt{2)]ji2.alt{2). 
Nevertheless, we still have that Iq E Loc' and thus its associated component vectors can 
be obtained following the construction given in Definition 3.2.2. It is not hard to see 
that we get
vecjmap(lQ) = vi^ = {viq^ ,viq^ ,viqJ  = (ala3,A ,A)
w h i c h  i s  v e c j m a p i l o )  s i n c e  n o  e v e n t  i s  a s s o c a i t e d  w i t h  w i t h  Iq. H e n c e ,  v e c j m a p { l Q )  =  
(ala3, A, A).
Note that Iq is the start location for the nested alt fragment. This is important in 
determining the component vectors for the first location of each operand of the nested 
alt fragment.
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained be­
fore) is Z7. This is the first location of the 1 st operand of the nested alt since time{l'j) = 
time{lQ) +  1 A scope(lQ) = nchc.alt{2)^2.alt{2) while scope{l’j) =  nchc.alt{2)^2.alt{2)^l. 
This may be expressed more succinctly by saying that I7 E Yi. Thus, its associated 
component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
ve c jm a p { l j )  =  since m  =  \vecjmap{lQ)\ =  1 and scope{lo) =  nchc.a lt{2)^ l.a lt{2) .  
The component vector is given by
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where
• = viq^  = alaS since (Z?, a4) E S E b  but a4 ^  PB{h)
• %2 ~  '(^ 4 =  a4 since (Z?,a4) E SE b  A a4 E /3sM)
• %3 =  =  A smce (Z?,a4) E -SÆZb Z>uZ a4 0 pB{k)
Hence, vecjmap{h) = =  (ala3,a4,A ).
The next location considered is Zg. This is the first location of the 2 nd operand of 
the nested a lt since tim e{h) = time{l7 ) +  1 A scope{lr) = ncZic.aZt(2)(12.aZt(2)i|l while 
scope{ls) — nchc.alt{2)^2.alt{2)^2. This may be expressed more succinctly by saying 
that Zg E Fi- Thus, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.3 as 
follows.
vec jm ap{k)  = viq since m  =  |tiec_map(Z6)| =  1 and scope{lQ) =  nc/ic.aZt(2)p.aZt(2). 
The component vector Vj^  is given by
ms =
where
• =  viq^  = alaS since (Zg,d2) E SE b but d2 0 /?b(«i)
•  ms2 =  = A  since (Zg,cZ2) E SE b  hut d2 ^  PB{h)
• ^/s3 =  ms^‘d2 =  cZ2 since (Zg, cZ2) E SE b  A cZ2 E fiB (k)
Hence, vecjmap{k) = = {alaS,A ,d 2 ).
Note that the component vectors o/Zy,Zg were computed based on those of Iq since Iq is 
the start location of the nested a lt.
The next location considered is location Zg. This is the end location of the nested a lt
fragment, since scope (Zg) = nchc.alt(2^2.alt{2). Thus, the component vectors associ­
ated with Zg are given by Definition 3.2.4 as follows.
vecjmap{k) = vecjmap{l7 ) U vecjmap{k)
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where I7 is the last location of the 1 st operand (since time{l7 ) — time{lQ) — lAscope{k) =  
nchc.alt{2)^2.alt{2)'^2 while scope{l7 ) = nchc.alt{2 )^2 .alt(2 )^l) and Zg is the last loca­
tion of the 2nd operand (identified using similar reasoning). Hence,
vecjmap{h) =  =  {(ala3,a4, A), (ala3, A, d2)}
The component vector (ala3, a4, A) describes the behaviour of component B  in case 
the scenario in the first operand of the nested a lt is executed while vector (a la3, A, d2 ) 
describes the behaviour resulting from execution of its 2 nd operand.
The next location considered is location Iiq. This is the end location of the enclosing
a lt fragment, since scopeilio) — nchc.alt{2). Thus, the component vectors associated 
with Zio are given by Definition 3.2.4 follows.
vecjmap{lio) = vecjmap{l4 ) U vecjmapilg)
where Z4 is the last location of the 1st operand (since scope(l4 ) = nchc.alt{2)^l A 
time{l4 ) =  time{lo) — 1 while scope^k) = nchc.alt(2)^2) and Zg is the last location 
of the 2nd operand (identified using similar reasoning). Hence,
vecjmap{lio) =  =  {(ala2, A ,dl), (ala3, a4, A), (alaS, A, d2)}
The component vector (alo2, A, cZl) describes the behaviour of component B  in case the 
scenario in the first operand of the enclosing a lt is executed. The component vectors 
(ala3, a4, A) and {alaS, A, cZ2) describe behaviour of the component in case the scenario 
in the second operand of the enclosing a lt is executed. Further, the vector (ala3,a4, A) 
describes behaviour of B  in case the 1st operand of the nested a lt is executed while 
vector (ola3, A, d2 ) describes behaviour of the component in case the scenario in the 
2 nd operand of the nested a lt is executed.
A more interesting example of translating nested locations into component vectors, 
which demonstrates the case where an a lt fragment is within an operand of a p a r  
fragment, is included in Appendix A.
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3 .2 .8  O b ta in in g  th e  c o m p o n e n t la n g u a g e
So far we have seen how locations along a lifeline in a sequence diagram can be mapped 
onto component vectors. We have addressed locations appearing in the main diagram 
(which amounts to the seq interaction fragment), in an a lt, in a p a r  and in a sim  
interaction fragment. We have also considered nested locations. The corresponding 
component vectors capture the observable behaviours at each point in the diagram. 
They provide a snapshot of component behaviour in that they show what events have 
occurred on the component’s interfaces, starting from the top of the diagram and 
subsequently moving downwards. The component language V  (of Definition 3.1.3) of a 
component c can thus be obtained in a straightforward manner by taking the union of 
all component vectors associated w ith a location along the corresponding lifeline. This 
is done once the final location corresponding to the end of the diagram is reached (i.e. 
location I E Loc such that scope{l) =  a.name).
The only locations that do not adhere to this rationale are locations within a p a r or a 
sim  interaction fragment. We have already seen that the events associated with these 
locations are not ordered in any way (including simultaneity). This is captured in the 
vector mapping of the end location of these two fragments. The vectors associated with 
the end locations of p a r  and sim  capture the observable behaviours of the component 
while it engages in the interactions described within them and this is what we want to 
include in the resulting component language. Note that the rest of the locations are 
also mapped onto component vectors but this is only for recording the occurrence of the 
associated events, which is necessary for the vector mapping of subsequent locations.
Thus, in obtaining the component language we include all vectors associated with a 
location along the corresponding lifeline, except for those appearing within a p a r or 
a sim  fragment, for which we only include the vectors of their end locations. This is 
formally put in the following definition.
D efin ition  3.2.7. Let S  be the signature of a component c represented in a sequence 
diagram by a lifeline Cline. Then, its corresponding component language V  is given by
V  = {vec^map{l) 11 E Loc \  {LoCsim U Locpar)}
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This says that the component language V  comprises the sets vecjmap{l) for each lo­
cation I along Cline, providing the location is not within a p a r  or a sim  interaction 
fragment.
Based on the postulate of the definition and the formal construction given for vecjmap 
it may be shown that the resulting set F  is a well-defined subset of the set of all possible 
component vectors Vs, formed over a signature E.
P ro p o s itio n  3.2.1. The set V  obtained following the construction given in Definition
3.2.7 is a well-defined subset of Vs.
Proof.
By Definition 3.2.7, V  comprises sets vecjmap{l), for all I E Loc \  {Locgim U LoCpar)- 
We need to show that these sets are subsets of Vs- We have seen that
Loc = Loc' U X i  U X 2 U Fi U I 2 
We examine each case separately.
• If / E Loc', then the vector mapping is given by Definition 3.2.2 in which the 
function vecjmap is defined from Loc' to the powerset of Vs- Thus, it maps a 
location I E Loc' onto a subset of Vs-
• ÏÎ I & X i, then the vector mapping is given by Definition 3.2.4 in which case 
the vectors associated with I are given by the union of the vectors returned by 
vecjmap for the last location from each operand. These vectors are obtained by 
applying Definition 3.2.2, hence they are component vectors. Thus, vecjmap{l), 
Z E %i, is a subset of Vs-
• If Z E Fi, then the vector mapping is given by Definition 3.2.3 in which vecjmap of 
Definition 3.2.2 is used but applied each time to the start location of a lt instead of 
the previous location. Thus, the vectors returned are component vectors. Hence, 
vecjmap{l), Z E Fi, is a subset of Vs-
• If Z E F2, then the vector mapping is given by Definition 3.2.5 in which case we 
come to the same conclusion using similar reasoning to the case Z E  Fi above.
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* If Z E %2, then the vector mapping is given by Definition 3.2.6 in which case 
the vectors associated w ith Z are given by the union of the vectors returned by 
vecjmap for each location within the p a r  fragment, and for each of the three 
cases, i.e. I, I I  and I I I .  In cases I  and I I ,  the locations are mapped onto 
vectors using Definition 3.2.2 and Definition 3.2.5 (for the first location of each 
operand). Thus, in either case the returned vectors are component vectors. In 
case I I I ,  the U of two component vectors is computed coordinate-wise and is 
also a component vector. Hence, the vectors returned by case I I I  are component 
vectors. It follows that vecjmap{l), Z E is a subset of Vs-
Thus, vecjmap{l), for all Z E Loc is a subset of Vs- It follows that V  of Definition 3.2.7 
is a well-defined subset of Vs as required. □
We have given a formal construction that uses UML2.0 sequence diagrams for obtaining 
the component language which describes the intended behaviour of the component on 
its interfaces. In a component language there are vectors which are maximal in the 
sense that they do not describe earlier behaviour than any other vector in the language. 
We characterise maximal component vectors in Chapter 4 where we study the order 
theoretic properties of a component language.
For now, it suffices to understand that these are precisely the component vectors asso­
ciated with the location in the sequence diagram which is one before the final location^ 
(i.e. the location Z E Loc for which time{l) ~  time{lfin) — 1, where Ifin E Loc is such 
that scope{lfin) =  a.name).
The component is not expected to engage only once in the interaction described in a 
sequence diagram, even if this is an lOD in UML2.0 [OMG04] notation or an hMSC in 
MSC notation [IT96]. However, it is the case that each time it engages in the interaction 
it does so from the beginning of the diagram. In other words, the sequence of events
^Technically, the component vectors associated with the final location in a sequence diagram are 
the same as those of its previous location. We have chosen though to associate the final location 
with obtaining the component language as a whole, by application of Definition 3.2.7, and thus to 
avoid confusion we consider the component vectors corresponding to its previous location as being the 
maximal component vectors.
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(exchanges) described in a sequence diagram must be completed to the end before the 
interaction can be repeated. In this sense, maximal component vectors are particularly 
useful in identifying the point in which the whole interaction can be repeated.
W ith every repetition of the interaction, the resulting component vectors will be essen­
tially the same as the component vectors of the previous one, w ith the difference that 
the sequences on their coordinates will be prefixed by the sequences of the maximal 
component vectors corresponding to the previous iteration. This capitalises on the fact 
that an interaction (or scenario) described in a sequence diagram can only be restarted 
from the beginning, and its execution effectively repeats the sequences of events initially 
extracted following our formal construction.
In further explanation, the Ib-th iteration will result in component vectors whose se­
quences are prefixed by the sequences of the maximal component vectors (in V) repeated 
{k — 1) times. This implies that it is appropriate to consider the component language 
V, obtained following the construction given in this chapter, as describing a pattern 
of behaviour of the component which may be repeated arbitrary many times. Conse­
quently, our analysis and reasoning can be confined within this pattern of behaviour 
that the component is expected to exhibit whilst making its services available to other 
components and the environment.
3.3 Illustration  by exam ple
In this section, we illustrate our approach to obtaining the vector language part of 
a component from sequence diagrams by means of an example case study from the 
telecommunications industry. Sequence diagrams, in particular MSCs, are widely 
used in telecommunications for describing communication protocols [MTJ03, BBJ'^0 2 , 
Mit05].
Figure 3.9 is an anonymised example from a Motorola case study [BBJ+02]. It depicts 
a UML 2.0 sequence diagram that describes traffic channel allocation and activation 
between various components for a telecommunication protocol. Notice that communica­
tion is asynchronous in this protocol. This is represented by the use of open arrowheads
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on messages. Component A  has delegated the task of determining what resource to 
allocate to component B.
sd sdia
par
Figure 3.9: UML 2.0 case study example
We are interested in obtaining the component language V  for component B. The 
signature of B  is given by B b  = {Pb ,R b ,Pb ) where
• Pb  =  {« l,*4 ,*6j*8}
• R b  = {*2, 3^, ^5,4}
• is given by
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— {o l}, 0 B{i2 ) =  {a2}, =  {dl} ,  ^b {h ) =  {d2},
^B (h)  =  {el}, Pb {h ) = {e2}, =  { /I} , M k )  = {/2}
We write {x\,X 2 )Xz,X4„x^,Xq,X'i,x^) for component vectors in where Xk =  V.{ik)j 
k = 1 , 8. In other words, the first coordinate of the component vectors corresponds 
to the interface ii, the second to Z2 and so on.
Iq is the initial location and by definition is mapped onto A ^ b • Thus,
vec-map{lo) = (A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A)
The next location visited is location h  since time{li) = time{lo) +  1. This location 
belongs to Lad and by Definition 3.2,2 we have, vecjmap{li) = vi^. It is mapped onto 
a single component vector since m of the definition is m =  |vec_map(/o)| =  1 where Iq 
is such that tim e{k) = time{li) — 1. The component vector Vi^  is given by
where each coordinate is given by
• .al =  a l since (al, li) e R E b  A a l  G p{ii
• =  A since (al, I
• ^  since (al, I
• = viq^  = A since {al,l
• — A since (a l,/
• ^  since (al, I
• =  l^or =  ^  since (al, I
• =  (^og =  ^  since (al, I
€ R E b  but a l  0 ^ b { } 2  
G R E b  but a l  ^  pB{k  
G but a l  ^  Pb{U 
G but a l 0 /3b(Î5 
G iî£ j^g but a l ^  0B{k  
G R E b  but a l ^  ^B {k  
G R E b  but a l ^  /3b («8
Hence, vecjmap{li) = (al, A, A, A, A, A, A, A).
The next location reached is location /g (since tim e(l2 ) = time{li) +  1). This lo­
cation marks the beginning of the p a r fragment with 3 operands, since scope{l2 ) =
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sdia.par{S). Nevertheless, it belongs to Lac' and thus by applying Definition 3.2.2, we 
have vecjmap{l2 ) ~  U12 ' It is mapped onto a single component vector since m  of the 
definition is m =  \vecjmap{li)\ =  1 and li is such that time{li) = time{l2 ) — 1. The 
component vector is given by
1 ^ 2  ( V h - y  ) ) ' ^ h s  ) ^ ( 3 3  ) )
where each coordinate is given by
• VI2 = ■y/i =  a l  since no event is associated with location I2
Î^22 =  %2
=  %3
=  /^l4
Vh, —
VI2,
Hence, vecjmap{l2 ) = (al, A, A, A, A, A, A, A).
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained 
before) is (3. This is the first location of the 1st operand of p a r  since timeilz) =  
time{l2 ) +  1 A scope(f2) =  sdia.par{3) while scope{ls) =  sdia.par{3)^1. Thus, its 
associated component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
vec-map{l^) — since m  =  j'yec_map(^2)i — 1 and scope{l2 ) = sdia.par{3). The 
component vector Vi  ^ is given by
IÜ3 (% i J %2 > (^33 ) ^^ 84 > (^35 ) I > /^3g )
where each coordinate is given by
• =  a l since (/s,d l) € S E b  but dl  0  ^g(%i)
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• =  vi2  ^ = A since (Isjdl) € SEb  but dl ^
• =  ■y/23‘^ 1 ~  cH since ((3,^1) € SE b  A d i  e  /3b (is)
• = vi2  ^ = A since (^ 3,^ 1) 6 S E b  but dl 0  ^ b {h )
• =  A since (^ 3,^ 1) e S E b but dl 0 /3g(is)
• =  A since (is,dl) € 5 .E?b but d l ^  /3B(ie)
• =  -y/27 =  A since (/s,dl) € S E b  but d l 0 /9B(i7)
• v/3g =  Df2g =  ^  since (is,dl) € 5A?b but d l ^  ^ b {h )
Hence, vecjmapil^) — (al, A, dl, A, A, A, A, A).
The next location considered is Z4 (since time{l4 ) =  time(/3) +  l). This location belongs
to Loc' and is treated as such by Definition 3.2.2. Thus, we have
vecjmap{l4 ) = since m =  |vec_map(Z3)| =  1 where time{l2 ) = time{l4 ) — 1. The
component vector is given by
I Ü 4  =  i'^Uy » .  ^ ( 4 3  ,  ^ ( 4 4  ,  ^ f 4g  ,  ^ i 4g  > ^ ! 4 ,  ,  ^ / 4g  )
where each coordinate is given by
• ^i4j =  1^(3^  =  a l  since (d2, Z4) £ R E b  but d2 0  P s ih )
• =  A since (d2, Z4) £ R E b  but d2 ^  PB{h)
• ^(4g =  "Ufgg =  d l since (d2, Z4) G i2£?B but d2 0  PB{h)
• = Vi2^.d2  = d2 since (d2,Z4) G R E b  A d2 G Pb{h)
• ^(4g =  =  A since (d2,^4) G R E b  but d2 0 pB{h)
• ^  since (d2,?4) G R E b  but d2 0 /3B(ie)
• t^ ?4y =  =  A since (d2,Z4) G iîA?B but d2 0 /3b(*7)
•  v /4 8  =  — A  s i n c e  ( d 2 , Z 4 ) G  R E b  b u t  d 2  ^  /3 b ( i s )
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Hence, vec-map{U) — (al, A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A).
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained 
before) is Z5. This is the first location of the 2nd operand since time{l^) =  timeiU) + 1 A 
scope{l4 ) = 5dza.par(3)[jl whereas scope{l^) =  sdia.par{3)\\2. This may be expressed 
more succinctly by saying that I5 6 Y2 . Thus, its associated component vectors are 
given by Definition 3.2.5 as follows.
vecjmap{l^) =  since m  =  |uec_map(Z2)| =  1 and scope{l2 ) =  sdia.par{Z). The
component vector pi  ^ is given by
ms = , ms2 » ms, , ^ (54, ms, , ms, , msr, ms, )
where each coordinate is given by
• vi,^ =  = a l since (Zs,el) G S E b  but e l ^  pB(ii)
• vi,^ = = A since (Z5, el) G SE b  but e l ^  ^ 5 (^2)
• ms, =  ■^«23 =  ^  shice (Zs,el) G SE b  but el 0 PB{h)
• vi,^ = =  A since (Zs,el) G SE b  but el 0 Pb{h)
• ms, — %g .el =  el since (Zs,el) G SE b  A el G ^5 (25)
• vi,^ =  vi2  ^ = A since (Z5, el) G SE b  but el 0 Pb{h)
• vi,^ =  u/27 =  A since (Z5, el) G SE b  but el 0 /3b(27)
• <^53 =  m2, =  ^  since (Z5, el) G 5A?b but el 0 /0b(«8)
Hence, vecjmap[l{) =  (al, A, A, A, el, A, A, A).
The next location considered is Iq (since time{lo) =  time{ls) + l). This location belongs 
to Lad  and is treated as such by Definition 3.2.2. Thus, we have
vecjmap{lQ) — Pi  ^ since m  =  |vec_map(Z5)| =  1 where time{ls) — timeilo) — 1. The
component vector pi^ is given by
ms =  imsy, m^2 > m^ ,, m^  ^> , m^,, )
where each coordinate is given by
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• = vi,^ =  a l  since (e2,Ze) G R E b but e2 0  /?b(2i)
• %2 =  ms2 =  ^  since (e2,Ze) G R E b  but e2 0
• ■î^ /63 =  =  A since (e2, Ze) G but e2 0 /Sb(*3)
• vi,^ — vi,^ = A since (e2, I q )  G R E b  but e2 0  Pb{h)
• v/gg =  Dfgg =  el since (e2,Ze) G R E b  but e2 0 /0b(«5)
• mo, = .e2 =  e2 since (e2,Ze) G RE b  A e2 G P b M
• moj = ■y/57 =  A since (e2,Ze) G iî^^B but e2 0 Pb M
• V/Cg =  Z^sg =  ^  since (e2,Ze) G R E b  but e2 0 )0b(î8)
Hence, vecjmap{lQ) = (ol. A, A, A ,el,e2, A, A).
The next location considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as explained
before) is Z7. This is the first location of the 3rd operand since time{l’j) = time{lQ) + 1 A
scope{lQ) = scZîa.par(3)(j2 whereas scope(Z%) =  sdia.par(3)}j3, This may be expressed 
more succinctly by saying that Z? G Tg. Thus, its associated component vectors are 
given by Definition 3.2,5 as follows.
vecjmap{h) — pi  ^ since m  =  |'uec_map(Z2)| =  1 and scope(l2 ) ~  sdia.par{3). The 
component vector Pi^  is given by
1^ 7 “  iVhy > j ) ^^4 j 5 m7j} "*^f7g )
where each coordinate is given by
•  vi7  ^ =  m^ y ~  s in c e  ( Z r , / 1 )  G 5Æ?b b u t  f l  0  /? b ( « i )
•  2 /fyg =  =  A  s in c e  ( Z t , / 1 )  G 5A ?b b u t  f l  0  p B i h )
•  î^ / 7 3  =  =  A  s in c e  ( Z y . / l )  G <SÆ?b b u t  / I  0  P s i k )
^ ^ 4  =  Z^2 4  =  A  s in c e  (Z7 , / I )  G 5 E b  b u t  / I  0  P b M  
m7,  =  m2, =  A  s in c e  (Z7 , / l )  G 5jE?b b u t  f l  0  /3 b ( î s )
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• = V i 2^  = A since (Zy^ /l) G S E b  but /I 0 P b M
• vi.^^ = v i 2j ' f ^  =  /I since (Zy,/1) G S E b  A  f  I  € 5^ (27)
• %8 = 'Wisg = A since (Z7, /I) G but f l  0 /3g(2g)
Hence, vecjmap{k) =  (al. A, A, A, A ,, A, /  I, A).
The next location considered is Zg (since time{lQ) =  time{l'j)-{-l). This location belongs 
to L o d  and is treated as such by Definition 3.2.2. Thus, we have
vecjmap[l%) — Pi  ^ since m  = |-yec_map(Z7)| =  1 where time{lf) = time{ld) -  1. The 
component vector pi^ is given by
mis = (may, ms2 , ma, , ma^, ma, , ma, , ma, , ma, ) 
where each coordinate is given by
• may = m^ y =  «1 since (/2,Zg) G RE b  but /2  0  P s ik )
• ma^  =  m^  ^~  A since (/2 , Zg) G but /2  0  /3g (22)
• 2^ /83 =  %3 =  A since (/2,Zg) G R E b  but /2  0  /^^(Zs)
• ma^  ~  mr^ =  A since (/2,Zg) G R E b  but /2  0  105(24)
• m», = mr, = A since (/2,Zg) G but /2  0  /3g (25)
• 2^ i8e mj, = A since (/2 , Zg) G iî£?g but /2  0  /3g(26)
• =  vi,^ = f l  since ( / 2 ,Zg) G R E b  but / 2  0  ;0g (27)
• (^83 =  m7, - f ‘2, = /2  since (/2,Zg) G R E b  A /2  G /3g (2g)
Hence, vec.map{ls) = (al. A, A, A, A, A , / I , / 2).
The next location considered is location Zg. This is the end location of the p a r  fragment,
i.e. Zg G %2, since scope(Zg) — s d i a . p a r { 3) . Thus, the component vectors associated 
with it are given by Definition 3.2.6 as follows.
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First, we determine the three cases vec-map{lY, vec-map{iy^ and vecjmap{lY^^ de­
scribed in Section 3.2.5, for each location I appearing within the first two operands of 
par. These are and Iq.
We start by determining the three cases for location Z3, that is, vec jm ap{ky , vecjmap{lQy^ 
and vecjmap{ky^^.
• v e c j m a p { h y  — v e c . m a p { k )  = (a l, A ,dl, A, A, A, A, A)
• v e c j m a p { lQ y ^  =  vec jmap{ lQ)  U vec jmap{ lQ)  U v e c j m a p { l j )  U v e c j m a p { l s )
since h  are the locations appearing in the succeeding operands which, in
the case of the sequence diagram of Figure 3.9, are the 2nd and 3rd operand of 
the p a r  fragment. Thus, we have
v e c j m a p { k y ^  =  ve c jm ap{ lQ)  U v e c j m a p { l o )  U v e c j m a p { k )  U v e c j m a p { l s )
~  {(al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A), (al. A, A, A, el, e2. A, A),
(al. A, A, A, A ,, A, f l ,  A), (a l. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  f2 )}
•  vec.map{ky^^ =  32^ 3,(g U U Ëfg.Zy U
since m =  |t;ec_map(Z2)i =  1 where I2 is the start location of par, and h ,lQ ,h ,h  
are the locations of the succeeding operands of the p a r fragment, excluding the 
last operand. The corresponding component vectors are given by,
-  V4a,h =  ^3  LI ms =  N )  A, A, A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A)
Hence, =  (al, A, dl, A, el. A, A, A)
-  ms,Is = m s ^ m s  = A, dl, a , a ,  a , a , a )  U (al. A, a , a , el, e2. A, A)
Hence, = (al, A, dl. A, e l,e 2. A, A)
-  ms,i7 - m s ^ m 7 = ( » i , a , d i , a , a , a , a , a )  u ( a i , a , a , a , a , , a , / i ,A )
Hence, =  (al, A ,dl, A, A, A ,/I ,  A)
~ m3 ,la ~  m3 Id 3hg =  (al. A, dl, A, A, A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A, A, / I ,  /2 )
Hence, =  (al, A ,dl, A, A, A ,/ l , / 2 )
Hence,
vecjm ap ihy^^ — {(al, A, dl, A, el. A, A, A), (al. A, dl. A, el, e2. A, A),
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(al, A, dl. A, A, A, f l ,  A), (al. A, dl. A, A, A, / l ,  / 2)}
Next we determine the three cases for location I4, that is, v e c j m a p i k Y , v e c j tn a p { l4y ^  
and v e c j m a p i k y ^ ^ .
• vec^mapiUy — vecjmap{l4 ) =  (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A)
• vec-map{l4 y ^  = vecjmap{k) U vecjmap{lQ) U vecjmap{k) U vecjmapils)
since h , l Q , l 7, l 8 are the locations appearing in the succeeding operands, which in 
the case of the sequence diagram of Figure 3.9 are the 2nd and 3rd operand of 
the par fragment. Thus, we have
vecjmap{l4 y ^  = vec-mapild) U vecjmap{lo) U vecjmap{l7 ) U vecjmap{ls)
=  {(al. A, A, A, el, A, A, A), (al. A, A, A, el, e2 . A, A),
(al. A, A, A, A, A, f l .  A), (al. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  /2)}
Notice that the set v e c - m a p { l 4y ^  is exactly the same as the set v e c - m a p { l 2, y ^ . 
This is indeed the case, because they are locations of the same operand (the first) 
of par.
• vecjmap{l4 y^^  =
since m  = |î;ec_map(/2)| =  1 where I2 is the start location of par, and h,lQ,l7 , h  
are the locations of the succeeding operands of the par fragment. The corre­
sponding component vectors are obtained in exactly the same way as done for 
location Z3 above, and we get
-  =  %  U =  (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A)
Hence, =  (al, A ,d l,d2 ,e l, A, A, A)
-  UiaM =  12/4 LI 22/o =  (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, el, e2 , A, A)
Hence, =  (al. A, dl, d2, el, e2, A, A)
-  32^4 ,(7 =  12^4 LI 22^7 =  (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A ,, A, f l ,  A)
Hence, =  (al. A, dl, d2, A, A, f l ,  A)
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-  =  Uu U 22/8 =  (“I» 1^» ^2, A, A, A, A) U (al, A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  f 2 )
Hence, Ë/^ ,/g =  (al, A,dl,d2, A, A , / l , / 2 )
Thus,
v e c - m a p i l i Y ^ ^  =  {(al, A,dl,d2, el. A, A, A), (al, A ,dl,d2,el,e2, A, A),
(al. A, dl, d2. A, A, / I ,  A), (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, f l ,  f 2 ) }
We continue by determining the three cases for location Iq, that is, vec-map{lQY, 
vecjmap{lQY^ and vecjmap{lQY^^.
• vecjmap{lQY ~  vec-map{h) = (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A)
• vecjmap{lQY^ = vecjmap{l7 ) U %ec_map(Zg)
since Iq is a location of the 2nd operand and thus locations Z?,Zg are the only 
locations appearing in the succeeding operands which, in the case of the sequence 
diagram of Figure 3.9, is only the 3rd operand of the par fragment. Thus, we 
have
vec-map{lQY^ =  vecjmap{h) U ?/ec_map(Zg)
=  {(al. A, A, A, A, A, f l .  A), (al. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  / 2)}
•  vec-mapikY^^ =  % ,/y  U % ,/g
since m =  |t;ec_map(Z2)| =  1 where I2 is the start location of par, and Z7,/g are 
the locations of the succeeding operands of the par fragment. The corresponding 
component vectors are given by,
-  22/s,/7 =  22/5 LI 22/7 =  (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A ,, A, f l .  A)
Hence, =  (al. A, A, A, el. A, f l ,  A)
-  22/5,is =  22/5 LI =  (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  f2)
Hence, = (al. A, A, A ,el, A ,/ l , / 2 )
Hence,
vec-mapikY^^ = {(al. A, A, A, el. A, f l .  A), (al, A, A, A, el. A, f l ,  /2)}
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We continue by determining the three cases for location Iq , that is, vecjmap{lQY, 
vecjmap{lQY^ and vecjmap{lQY^^.
• vecjmapilQY =  vecjmap{lQ) = (a l, A, A, A, el, e2, A, A)
•  vecjmap{lQY^ =  vec-map{l7) Uvecjmap{l8)
since are the locations appearing in the succeeding operands which, in the 
case of the sequence diagram of Figure 3.9, is only the 3rd operand of the par 
fragment. Thus, we have
vec-map{lQY^ — vecjmap{l7 ) U vecjmapik)
= {(al. A, A, A, A, A, f l .  A), (al, A, A, A, A, A, / I ,  / 2)}
Notice that the set vecjmap{lQY^ is exactly the same as the set vecjmapilQY^' 
This is indeed the case, because they are locations of the same operand (the 
second) of par.
• vecjmapihY^^  =
since m  =  |i;ec_map(Z2)| =  1 where k  is the start location of par, and Z%, Zg are 
the locations of the succeeding operands, only the 3rd operand here, of the par 
fragment. The corresponding component vectors are given by,
-  VisM =  mi, U 22/7 =  A, el, e2. A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A ,, A, / I ,  A)
Hence, &i/g^ /y =  (al. A, A, A, el, e2, f l ,  A)
-  22/6,is = 22/6 LI 12/8 =  A, A, el, e2. A, A) U (al. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  f2)
Hence, 22/6,/g =  (al. A, A, A, el, e 2 , / I , / 2)
Hence,
vec-mapikY^^ — {(al. A, A, A, el, e2, f l ,  A), (al, A, A, A, el, e2, f l ,  f 2 )
As explained in Section 3.2.5, there is no need to determine the three cases for locations 
of the last operand, i.e. Z% and Zg.
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Therefore, the next location considered is location Iq. This is the end location of the 
p a r fragment and therefore its associated component vectors are obtained by applying 
Definition 3.2.6. Thus,
vecjmapik) = vecjmap{kY U vecjmapikY U vecjmap{kY U vecjmapikY 
where x runs through the three cases for each location, i.e. x = I, I I ,  I I I .  Hence,
vec-map{lQ ) =  ^ ^ }
~  {(al. A, dl. A, A, A, A, A), (al. A, A, A, el. A, A, A),
(al. A, A, A, A, A, f l .  A), (al. A, A, A, A, A, f l ,  / 2),
(a l. A, dl. A, el. A, A, A), (al, A, dl, A, el, e2. A, A),
(al, A, dl. A, A, A, f l .  A), (al, A, dl, A, A, A, f l ,  / 2),
(al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A), (al, A, dl, d2 , el, A, A, A),
(al. A, dl, d2, el, e2, A, A), (al. A, dl, d2, A, A, f l .  A),
(al. A, dl, d2. A, A, f l ,  f2),  (al. A, A, A, el. A, / I ,  A),
(al, A, A, A, el. A, f l ,  f2),  (al. A, A, A, el, e2, / I ,  A), 
(a l,A ,A ,A ,e l,e 2 ,/ l ,/2 )}
The next location to be reached is Zio (since tZme(Zio) =  time{ÎQ) +  1). This location 
belongs to Lod and thus the corresponding component vectors are given by Definition
3.2.2 as follows.
vec.map{ho) =
since m  = [?;ec_map(/9)| =  17 and Zg is the location such that timeilg) =  time{lio). 
The component vector is given by
Îiiîô =  (" S , - " ' 1  > "1103 ’ ’'K  > 4^3 ' ■ " w , . ^ h l  )
where each coordinate is given by
• =  a l  since (Zio,a2) G S B b but a2 0 Pb (h )
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i
• .a2 =  a2 since (Zio,a2) 6 SE b  A a2 e Pb M
• =  d l since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 ^  pB(k)
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G S E b  but o2 0 Pb {h )
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G S E b  but a2 0  P s ik )
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  psiie)
•  =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  P b M
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  pBiis)
Hence,
=  (’'S .  ■ ’' i i  - ^ h i  - ”h l  ’ ”l i l  ' " 2 ,  - «'lio, > " 2 ,  ) =  (“ ! ' “2, d l, A, A, A, A, A)
The rest of the component vectors associated with location Zio are computed in similar 
fashion. Here, we have only included the case for .
The component vector is given by
=  (4 2 . ' 42 , ' 42 , ’ 42 , -42 ,  ■ 42 , ■42 ,  - 42» )
where each coordinate is given by
• =  a l  since (Zio,a2) G SEb  but a2 0  /3g(z‘i)
• =  t;/^.a2 =  a2 since (Zio,a2) G S E b  A a2 g pB(k)
• ^ho, ~  since (Zio,a2) G SEb but a2 ^  pB(is)
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G S E b  but a2 0  P b { h )
• =  el since (Zio, a2) G SE b  but a2 0  PB{h)
• =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  Pb{h)
•  =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  P b M
• y/^ =  y}J^  =  A since (Zio,a2) G SE b  but a2 0  P b M
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Hence,
4 2  =  (4 2 . ■ 4 .2. - 4 .2, > 42 , ,  4 .2, - 4 .2, ■ 4 .2, ■ 4 .2,  ) =  (“ i> “2, a , a , e i, a ,  a .  a )
Following the same process for the rest of the vectors, location Zio is mapped onto the 
following set of component vectors,
vec.map{ho) =
=  {(al, o2, dl, A, A, A, A, A), (a l, a2, A, A, el. A, A, A),
(al, a2. A, A, A, A, / I ,  A), (al, a2, A, A, A, A, f l ,  f 2 ),
(al, a2, dl, A, el, A, A, A), (al, a2, dl. A, el, e2. A, A),
(al, a2, dl. A, A, A, f l .  A), (al, o2, dl. A, A, A, f l ,  /2),
(al, a2, dl, d2. A, A, A, A), (al, a2, dl, d2, el. A, A, A),
(al, a2, dl, d2, el, e2, A, A), (al, a2, dl, d2, A, A, f l ,  A),
(al, a2, dl, d2, A, A, f l ,  f 2 ), (a l, a2. A, A, el, A, / I ,  A),
(al, a2. A, A, el. A, f l ,  f2), (al, a2. A, A, el, e2, f l .  A),
(al, a2. A, A, el, e2, f l ,  /2)}
Finally, we may now obtain the component language of component B. By applying 
Definition 3.2.7 as described in Section 3.2 we have.
Vb — vec-map{lo) U vec.map(h) U vecjmapik) U vecjmapih) U vec-map{lio) 
=  {(A, A, A, A, A, A, A, A), (al. A, A, A, A, A, A, A),
(al. A, dl. A, A, A, A, A), (a l, A, A, A, el. A, A, A),
(al. A, A, A, A, A, / I ,  A), (al, A, A, A, A, A, / I ,  /2),
(al. A, dl, A, el. A, A, A), (al. A, dl. A, el, e2. A, A),
(al. A, dl. A, A, A, / I ,  A), (al. A, dl, A, A, A, f l ,  f 2 ),
(al. A, dl, d2. A, A, A, A), (a l, A, dl, d2, el. A, A, A),
(al. A, dl, d2, el, e2. A, A), (al. A, dl, d2. A, A, f l .  A),
(al. A, dl, d2. A, A, f l ,  f2) ,  (al. A, A, A, el. A, f l .  A),
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(al, A, A, A, el, A, f l ,  /2 ), (al. A, A, A, el, e2, / I ,  A),
(al, A, A, A ,e l ,e 2 ,/ l , /2 )}
The formal description of the component B  is thus given by the pair (Sg, Vg) where Sg 
describes the structure of the component in terms of its provided and required interfaces 
together with the set of events associated with each, while its language Vg comprises 
component vectors which describe the observable behaviours of the component on its 
interfaces within the context of its scenario-based specification given in terms of the 
UML sequence diagram of Figure 3.9.
3,4 C oncluding note
We have seen that a component in our approach has multiple provided interfaces 
through which it offers its services and multiple required interfaces through which it 
requires services from other components. This is in line w ith the view of components 
taken in mainstream software engineering approaches such as UML [OMG04] and also 
Koala [vOvdLKMOO].
In this chapter, we have presented a formal model of components in which a component 
is associated with a) a signature, which describes its interfaces and b) a language 
defined over this signature, which describes its intended behaviour. The component 
signature defines the interfaces the component provides and requires as well as their 
associated operations. The language part of a component comprises vectors where each 
coordinate corresponds to an interface and contains a finite sequence of operation calls 
(more generally, events) that may be experienced on that interface.
This vector language-based description of component behaviour allows to consider con­
currency at the level of individual components. We can model concurrent and si­
multaneous event occurrences on interfaces of the same component. An underlying 
assumption of this model is that events occur sequentially on a single interface (one 
at a time). Concurrent and simultaneous event occurrences can only engage distinct 
interfaces of the component.
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Naturally, in component-based development we are interested in the intended or allowed 
sequences of operation calls on component interfaces. As a result, our goal is to restrict 
to an appropriate subset of component vectors which describe the intended behaviour 
only. This subset comprises the corresponding component language.
Among various options for obtaining the component language, we opted for using a 
scenario-based specification since this underlines pragmatic and industrially accepted 
approaches to software specification. We first described the idea of obtaining a compo­
nent language from scenarios in [MS04a]. The use of LSCs for describing component 
behaviour was proposed in [Mos04] and this included an early attempt to translate 
scenarios into component vectors.
The approach we advocate here is concerned with scenario-based specifications given 
in terms of UML2.0 sequence diagrams. We considered their basic features such as 
sequencing, alternative and parallel interaction fragments. We also addressed the case 
of an interaction fragment enclosing another interaction fragment within one of its 
operands. These features also appear in MSCs and LSCs and hence our approach 
applies equally well across scenario description languages (SDLs).
This part of the UML notation, concerned with scenario-based specification within the 
modelling language, was given a more concrete semantics in terms of a vector language. 
We proposed the use of an additional interaction fragment for capturing simultaneous 
event occurrences. Simultaneity was considered, as one possible case, in the semantics 
of the parallel interaction fragment par. The semantics of the sim  fragment though 
is different in that it says the associated events have to occur simultaneously. The 
difference between events appearing in a p a r  and a sim  fragment can be understood 
as the distinction between may and must happen concurrently.
The component language was obtained by mapping each point in the diagram onto 
(a set of) component vectors. The idea is that the corresponding component vectors 
describe the observable behaviours of the component during the interaction given in 
the sequence diagram. The collection of these ’snapshots’ of behaviour describes the 
complete behaviour of the component as the first is taken at the top of the diagram 
and the rest whilst moving downwards.
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Of course, a component will engage a (possibly infinite) number of times in the in­
teraction (or scenario) described in a sequence diagram. Such repetitions concern the 
interaction as a whole, hence they can only occur when the end of the diagram has 
been reached and can only start at the beginning of the diagram. This means that it 
is appropriate to view the obtained component language V  as describing a pattern of 
behaviour that can be repeated arbitrary many times.
The benefit of using UML 2.0 sequence diagrams for obtaining the component language 
is that it brings our formal model closer to pragmatic and industrially accepted engi­
neering practices. In the same context, the fact that our model comes equipped with 
extra information about component interfaces, in terms of the component’s observable 
behaviours, offers interesting perspectives w ith respect to system verification. We will 
see how the additional information about interfaces in a component language can be 1
used to uncover inconsistencies in scenario-based specifications in the following chapter ;
(Chapter 4).
The idea of using a language of vectors to describe component behaviour originates 
in [SPOl] where components are understood as abstract boxes with input and output 
communication points. It was extended here to address components as software en­
tities with provided and required interfaces, as given by the corresponding signature :
(Definition 3.1.1), to reflect the contractual use of components in UML and more con­
ventional approaches to component-based software engineering discussed in Chapter 2.
Nevertheless, the formal translation of scenarios into component vectors described in 
this chapter, perhaps with moderate adjustments such as the unique operation names 
on interfaces, can be seen as a specification language on top of the vector language 
considered in [SPOl].
Finally, to anticipate, the need for keeping all vectors in the resulting component lan­
guage (instead of keeping only the ones corresponding to the final location of the se­
quence diagram) stems from the fact that the set of component vectors can be turned 
into a partially ordered set, where the ordering relation is given by coordinate-wise 
prefix ordering. It is this order structure of the component language that allows us to 
determine the ordering relation between events on different interfaces of a component.
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Note that a component vector in isolation specifies an ordering among events on the 
same interface only. For the ordering relation between events occurring on different 
interfaces, we need the rest of the component vectors too. The order structure and 
related properties of a component language are discussed in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Properties o f a Com ponent 
Language
We have seen that the formal description of a component in our approach consists of a 
signature S  and a component language V  which is an appropriate subset of all possible 
component vectors formed over E. The subset V  for a component was determined 
using UML2.0 sequence diagrams. This description of a component contains additional 
information about the observable behaviours on component interfaces.
In this chapter, we examine the order structure of a component language as a means 
of determining the ordering between events occurring on different interfaces of the 
component. This is based on the order theoretic properties of its component vectors. 
A component language can be equipped w ith an ordering relation, given by coordinate- 
wise prefix ordering of component vectors, which turns it into a partially ordered set. 
We describe how sequential, mutually exclusive, concurrent and simultaneous event 
occurrences on component interfaces manifest themselves in the order structure of the 
corresponding component language.
By exploiting this order structure, we identify properties of a component language 
which allow us to determine a particular class of components, the so-called well-behaved 
components. Based on consequences of well-behavedness, we may relate our component 
model to a more general theory of non-interleaving representation of behaviour [Shi97].
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This lays the foundations for a behavioural model including both an event-oriented and 
a state-oriented description of a component, which is discussed in subsequent chapters.
Furthermore, in checking a component language against these properties we may un­
cover potential instances of pathological behaviour. That is, behaviour not intended 
but emerging from the complex interplay between calls to operations on component 
interfaces.
We demonstrate these ideas by means of an extended example taken from the consumer 
electronics industry.
It should be noted that the properties that lead to the characterisation of well-behaved 
components take up on ideas found in M. W. Shields’ study [Shi88, Shi97] of the order 
theoretic properties of vector languages formed by behaviour vectors. These vectors 
are closely related to component vectors, as described in Section 3.1.2. In [MSKF03] 
we described the adaptation of this work in the more general setting provided by com­
ponent languages and were also concerned with applying the formalism in obtaining 
a description of a component in terms of its observable behaviours. The relevance 
of these order theoretic properties in identifying missing behaviours in component- 
based design was highlighted in performing the case study appearing in [MSKF03]. In 
this chapter we outline these developments to the theory and stress its application to 
component-based software design. Further, we show that missing behaviours in the 
initial specification may refer to race conditions, a common semantic inconsistency in 
scenario-based notations and UML sequence diagrams, which were used in Chapter 3 
for obtaining component languages.
4.1 Order T heoretic P rop erties
In this section we present the basic properties of component vectors in terms of prefix 
ordering, greatest lower and least upper bounds and a right-cancellation operator. We 
have seen that component vectors are essentially tuples of sequences. We may thus 
define operations on component vectors in terms of well-known operations on sequences.
If X and y are sequences we write x.y  for the concatenation of x and y. As is well known,
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this operation is associative w ith identity A, where A denotes the empty sequence. We 
also have a partial order on sequences given by æ < ?/ if and only if there exists z such 
that x.z = y (x can be extended to y), and this partial order has a bottom element 
A. It is also well known that concatenation is cancellative, so that if æ < j/ then the 
sequence z such that x.z = y is unique. We denote it hy y /x .  In what follows, we lift 
these concepts to component vectors.
D efin ition  4.1.1. Let c — {E ,V ) be a component and let p,v  be component vectors in 
V Ç Vs. We define,
• u.v to be the unique vector yp such that w{i) = u{i).v(i), for each i £ I s  (concate­
nation)
• u < v  if and only if u{i) < v{i), for each i 6 I s  (prefix ordering)
Recall that u. denotes a component vector while u{i) denotes the sequence of the i- 
th  coordinate of u (and corresponds to the sequence of events on interface i of the 
component).
Under these operations the set of component vectors Vs  is a monoid^ with binary 
operation and identity As> where is the unique vector with A^ii)  — A, for each 
i £ I s ‘ In other words, the component vector A s  assigns the empty sequence to each 
interface of a component with signature E. The set of all possible component vectors 
Vs  is also a partially ordered set (poset) with ordering relation ’< ’ and bottom element 
Ajj. These claims can be formally established with the following proposition. The proof 
picks up on the technique used in [Shi97] for behaviour vectors and is done by arguing 
CO ordinate-wise.
P ro p o s itio n  4.1.1. The set of all possible vectors Vs formed over a signature E  is
1 . a monoid with binary operation ’ and identity As-
2 . a poset with partial order ’< ’ and bottom element A ^ .
‘Recall that a monoid is a semigroup with identity.
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Proof.
For (1), it suffices to show that Vs  is closed under and that is associative. 
We argue coordinate-wise. Let u , v £ V s  and i G Is-  Since u{i),v{i) G P{i)* we have 
(%& y)(Z) G P{i)*. Hence, u.v G Vsy proving that Vs  is closed under Now, for asso­
ciativity, if V s , then for each i G Is we have
{u.{v.w))(i) = y,{i).{v.w)(i) = {u{i).v{i)).w(i) -  {u.v){i).w{i) = {{u.v).w){i)
Since {u.{v.w)){i) =  {{'LL.v).m.){i), for all i G Is, we have that u.{v.w) = {u.v).w, so 
is associative.
For (2), we need to show reflexivity, antisymmetry and transitivity of ’< ’. Again, we 
argue coordinate-wise. Let u , v ,w £  Vs- Since u,{i) < u{i), for all i G Is, we have 
u < u, giving reflexivity. If îi < ü and p < u, then u{i) < p.{i), for all i £ Is ,  &nd 
vij) < m(Z), for all i G Is, so we deduce that u{i) = p{i), for all i £ I s ,  which implies 
that u. = V, proving antisymmetry. Finally, iî u < v and v < w, then u{i) < p(i), for 
all i G Is, and p{i) < î4l(0) foi" all i G Is, so u.(i) < pi{i), for all i G Is, which in turn 
implies that u < w ,  proving transitivity. □
We note that a component language V Ç Vs is not a monoid in general as it is not 
closed under unless it contains the empty vector A^.  We will see in Section 4.2 that 
this is the case for discrete component languages.
In Chapter 3 we described a formal specification technique that uses UML for constrain­
ing the behaviour of a component. In particular, we used UML2.0 sequence diagrams 
to restrict to an appropriate subset V of Vs, its component language, which captures 
constraints on the order in which events should occur on its interfaces. It was pointed 
out that a component is normally expected to engage more than once in the interac­
tion given by a sequence diagram. To address this issue we introduced the notion of 
maximal component vectors and talked about a component language as a pattern of 
behaviour for a component.
Having defined prefix ordering and concatenation on component vectors, we may now 
characterise maximal component vectors in a component language.
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D efin ition  4.1.2. Let V  he a component language. A component vector v £ V  is a 
maximal component vector in V  if there is no other vector u £ V  such that p<u.-
We shall write m xm l iV ) for the set of all maximal component vectors in V. Put 
formally,
m xm l(V)  =  {y e Vj £ V { u ^  v) : v < u }
This definition reflects the fact that there are component vectors in V  which do not 
represent earlier behaviour than any other vector in V. Considering that a component 
language is a partially ordered set, the maximal component vectors are the upper 
bounds in (V, <) [DP90].
With regard to the issue of repeating the interaction described in a sequence diagram, 
maximal component vectors serve to identify the point in which repetition may occur. 
In this sense, each coordinate of a maximal component vector can be seen as a recursive 
sequential CSP process description such as that used to specify controlled components 
in [ST04]. Another way to understand maximal component vectors is to view their 
coordinates as regular expressions of the form 22(2)*, where v G m xm l{V)  and denotes 
the repetition operator in regular languages, as used for example in the behaviour 
protocols of [PV02].
It transpires that the k-th. repetition of the behaviour prescribed in a sequence diagram 
results in component vectors whose coordinates comprise sequences prefixed by the 
sequences 22(*)» each i £ I s ,  of the maximal component vectors, repeated [k — 
1) times. This reinforces the idea that analysis and reasoning about the observable 
behaviour of a component can be sufiiciently performed at the level of the corresponding 
component language, i.e. within a finite set of behaviours.
Now based on the order theoretic properties of component vectors in F  Ç V^, we may 
introduce two further operations on a component language. These operations will 
be used in defining one of the properties, discreteness, that charecterise well-behaved 
components. This will be discussed in Section 4.2. In addition, they are central to mod­
elling concurrency between events on component interfaces and this will be described 
in Section 4.3.
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D efin ition 4.1.3. Let u and v be component vectors i n V  Ç Vs, then
1 . u H v i s  defined to be the vector w which satisfies w(i) = m in(u(i), v(i)), for each
i £ Is
2 . pU p is defined (if max{p{i),p{i)) exists, each i) to be the vector pi which satisfies 
w{i) = max{u{i),p{i)), for each i £ Is
where pj{i)fU{i),p.{i) denote the i-th coordinate of vector pi,u,p, respectively.
Note that these operations are computed coordinate-wise within our mathematical 
framework. For example, consider two component vectors u ,p  where p =  [Ajbyb^jA) 
and p =  {ay,by,A). To compute their least upper bound we apply (2) of Definition
4.1.3 and we get
u U v  = (A,6162, id) U {ay,by,A) = (« i,6162, A) = pi
Indeed, for the first coordinate (for « =  1) we have u(i) =  A,v{i)  =  Oy, hence w(i) =  Oy. 
For the second coordinate (for i = 2), we haven(2) =  6162,12(2) =  61, hence222(2) =  6162. 
For the third coordinate (for i = 3), 2^ (3) =  A,22(3) =  A, hence 222(3) =  A.
Thus, 222 =  (tti,6162, A). To compute the greatest lower bound of p  and p we apply (1) 
of Definition 4.1.3 and we get
221122= (A, 6162, A) n {ay, b y ,  A) — {A, b y ,  A) = w 
in a similar fashion.
In addition, and based on the observation that \ i x , y , z  a-ce sequences such that x ,y  < z  
then either x < y or y < x, we may infer for component vectors that if 22,22 < 222, each 
i, then u{i),p{i) < w{i) so u{i) < p(i) or 22(0 ^  22(0> Gach i. Now we may observe that 
if 22, 22,222 G V  such that 22., 22 < 222, then uV\p  and 22 U 22 are both defined. We shall use 
this fact in the sequel without further comment.
In terms of partial orders, the operations of Definition 4.1.3 essentially give the greatest 
lower bound and the least upper bound of 2 2 , 2 2  G F  C  Fs, in the usual sense of lattices 
and domain theory [DP90]. Recall that if {X, <) is a partially ordered set then the least
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upper bound of x i ,X 2 £ X ,  if it exists, is the least element x £ X  such that x i ,X 2 < x. 
We denote it by xi U x 2 . Dually, the greatest lower bound, denoted by fl X2 , is the 
largest element x £ X  such that x < Xi,X2 .
So, u U y of Definition 4.1,3 (2) is the least upper bound of 22, y in F  Ç  V s  and u D 2  is 
the greatest lower bound of u,p  in F  Ç  Vs. Indeed, arguing coordinatewise, we have
x < u , v  Vi G Is , æ(0 < 22(0 >22(0
Vi G Is,æ (i) < min{u{i),v{i))
Vi G Is,æ (i) < (pnv){ i)
Hence, 22 < 22 H 22.
Similarly, we may show that 22 LI 22 is the least upper bound of 22,22 in Vs  (replace '< ’ 
by ’> ’, and ’D’ by ’U’, and m in  by max).
We next consider a right-cancellation operator ’/ ’. Intuitively, if a component vector 
22 describes behaviour which is an initial part of the behaviour described by another 
component vector 22, so that 22 < 22, then vjp'is  the ’continuation’ of 22 that extends it 
to 22- This is formally put in the following definition.
Definition 4.1.4. Let 22,22 6e component vectors in V  Ç V s  with u < v ,  then we define 
v ju  to he the unique component vector z such that p.z = v.
The following result describes the basic interaction between the operations of Definition
4.1.3 and the right-cancellation operator.
Proposition 4.1.2. 7/22,22,222 G Vs such that 22,22 < 222, then {uU p)/p  and 22 /(22  H 22) 
both exist and are equal.
Proof.
We know that 22LJ22 is defined and we have 22 < 22LI 22 by definition of U. Hence, (22LI 22)/22 
is defined. Similarly, we know that 22 H 22 is defined and we have that 22 LI 22 < 22 by 
definition of fl. Hence, 22 /(22  LI 22) is defined.
Now we shall prove that they are also equal. Let i £ Is-  Since 22,22 < 221, we have that 
22(0 < v{i) or 22(0 < 22(0-
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If u(i) < v(i), then (u /(u n v )( i ) )  =  {uju){i) = A -  {vfv){i) = {{uUv)/v){i).
lfv{ i)  < u{i), then {u /{unv)){ i)  = {ujv){i) = {{pU v)fp){i).
Thus, in either case we have that (22/ ( 22LI y))(%) =  {{p\-i v) jv){i), each i, which implies 
that (22/(22 n y)) =  ((22 U v)/v). □
Note that the hypothesis of the proposition is symmetric on 22 and v and thus, we would 
also have {pU y)/p  =  22/(22 LI 22)- The proof of this result first appeared in [SM04a] and 
we include it here as this proposition will be useful in establishing the relation between 
the notion of independence (cf Definition 4.3.1) and order theoretic properties such 
as the ’<]’ relation (cf Definition 4.2.5). This will be further discussed in Chapter 7
when we consider a class of automata in which concurrency is addressed as an explicit
structural property.
4.2 W ell-behaved C om ponents
In this section, we use the mathematical properties of component vectors to identify 
a particular class of components, the so-called well-behaved components. Essentially, 
these are components whose language has the normality property. As we shall see in 
what follows, there are two aspects to normality; discreteness and local left-closure. 
Well-behavedness of the corresponding component reflects the fact that certain guar­
antees that accrue from discreteness and local left-closure of its component language 
are ’embedded’ in its behaviour.
Apart from the theoretical motivation, discreteness and local left-closure can have prac­
tical benefits with regard to component-based design, as shown in [MSKF03, MKS05]. 
The idea is that in checking a component language against these conditions it is possible 
to identify missing behaviours - either undesirable or, simply, unthought.
The behaviour of a component captures assumptions about the order in which its op­
erations can be called on its provided interfaces, and the order in which the component 
calls external operations through its required interfaces. Some services of a component 
may only be callable in certain situations. For instance, an initialisation service must
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be called before other services become available. When a component is to be placed 
in a particular context, it is checked that the context satisfies these assumptions. On 
this evidence, the component is then expected to behave in predictable ways. Con­
sequently, missing behaviours in the specification of a component may cause certain 
inconsistencies and as a result the system may exhibit pathological behaviour.
We illustrate how discreteness and local left-closure can be used to identify missing 
behaviours through an example case study in Section 4.4. These properties build on 
the order theoretic properties of component vectors presented in Section 4.1.
A key property of the sets of component vectors Vs  is that they possibly contain discrete 
subsets. Before defining discreteness, we also need to define consistent completeness.
Definition 4.2.1. We shall say that V  C Vs is consistently complete if and only if
• A s  G V
• whenever u , v ,w £  V  and u ,v< yp , then n U v G F .
In short, the notion of consistent completeness for a poset says that whenever two of its 
elements are less or equal than a third in the set, their least upper bound exists and is 
in the poset. Notice we have already seen that if 22,222 G F  such that 22(%),22(Z) < 2il{i), 
each i, then u{i) < v(i) or ?;(z) < u(i), each i. Hence, max(u(i),v(i))  exists, each i, 
which means that we already have that 22 U u exists. The point of Definition 4.2.1 
is that, in addition, 22 LI 22 belongs to F . Now we may impose the first constraint on 
component languages.
Definition 4.2.2. Let c =  (E, F ) be a component, then V  will be said to be discrete if 
and only if. A s  G F  and whenever 22,22,222 G F  such that 22,22 < 222 then
• 22 LI 22 G F
• 22 n 22 G F
I f  the component language F  is discrete, then we shall say that component c is discrete.
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Note that the statement n LI u G V is understood as asserting that u U ^  is defined.
The definition of discreteness incorporates the notion of consistent completeness. The 
definition refers to component vectors in the language V of a component which have 
at least two distinct predecessors and says that both the least upper bound and the 
greatest lower bound of these predecessors must exist and also belong to its component 
language V. In short, such vectors together with their predecessors must constitute 
finite lattices.
The justification for this constraint is as follows. The notion of discreteness derives from 
consideration of the construction described in Chapter 6. This construction allows us to 
translate a component language into an object called behavioural presentation [Shi88]. 
Behavioural presentations are order theoretic structures which generalise the event 
structures model [NPW81] in allowing time ordering of events to be a pre-order rather 
than a partial order, thereby allowing the representation of simultaneity as well as 
concurrency. Previous studies [Shi88, Shi97] uncovered a property which appeared to 
characterise the behaviour of discrete systems. This property determines a subclass of 
behavioural presentations, namely those that are discrete (cf Definition 6.2.5). Discrete 
behavioural presentations are described in Chapter 6, where we also show that discrete 
component languages can be associated w ith discrete behavioural presentations.
In fact, by requiring the discreteness property of a component language we constrain 
component behaviour in such a way that it can be guaranteed that: i) there are no 
infinite ascending or descending chains of occurrences of events, with respect to time 
ordering, which would give rise to Zeno type paradoxes, ii) there are no ’gaps’ in the 
time continuum and iii) there is an initial point where nothing has happened. Exactly 
how i), ii) and iii) relate to the notion of discreteness shall become more clear when we 
discuss a behavioural presentation for a component in Chapter 6.
We also want to ensure that the behavioural presentation for a component contains one 
occurrence for each call to an operation on one of its interfaces. This can be guaranteed 
by a property called local left-closure, which we may justify as follows. Suppose that u 
is a component vector describing some behaviour. If i G I s ,  then 2i{i) is the sequence 
of operation calls made at or from interface i during the course of this behaviour. If
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there is a sequence x such that x < u(i), then there must be an ’earlier part’ of u, in
which precisely the sequence x has taken place, at interface i.
Definition 4.2.3. Suppose that c =  (17, V) is a component. We shall say that V  is
locally left-closed if and only if, whenever ^ G y  and i €  I s  a.nd x G P{i)* such that
A < X < u(î), then there exists u G y  such that y_<u and v(i) =  x.
D efin ition  4.2.4. Suppose that c = (U, V) is a component. Its component language V  
will he said to be normal if and only if it is locally left-closed and discrete.
We also say that c is well-behaved, if V  is normal.
Less formally, local left-closure says that whenever there exists a sequence of calls to 
operations (at an interface i) which is strictly less than that contained in a component 
vector at that interface, this sequence must be present at a coordinate of some other 
component vector which precedes the aforementioned one. The name of this property, 
local left-closure, comes from the very fact that locally, at the i-th. coordinate of k,, the 
sequence u(i) is a prefix of u{i) that also belongs to the component language V.
To anticipate, local left-closure guarantees that component vectors in V  decompose 
into products of vectors, each of which has at most one operation call (event) per coor­
dinate, These are the column vectors mentioned in Section 3.1.2 and will be formally 
defined below (cf Definition 4.2.6). It may be worth noting that column vectors corre­
spond to (possibly simultaneous) event occurrences in the corresponding behavioural 
presentation and become particularly important when we attempt to establish a re­
lation between the vector languages of components and automata. This is the main 
theme of Chapter 7 and we return to this discussion there.
Effectively, the local left-closure property is intended to resolve ambiguities that may 
arise from not having enough points to describe the course of the behaviour in question; 
not the start or the end, but the ’gaps’ in between. In order to provide a precise 
description of a discrete behaviour we require that every occurrence of an event is 
’recorded’ in the vector language of the component. This implies the presence of a 
distinct prime element in V  for each simultaneity class of occurrences, and for each 
appropriate interface. We shall be concerned with primes in Chapter 6 as they play
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a central role in associating component languages with behavioural presentations. For 
the moment it suffices to understand that, in this context, the notion of prime refers to 
component vectors which have a unique other vector immediately beneath them. Such 
ordering among vectors in the component language V of a component is based on the 
relation ’<* which we define next.
Definition 4.2.5. Suppose that c — {S, V) is a component and u , v £  V. We shall say 
that y  covers u in V , and we write u^vU. if
1 . u <  y  and u ^ u
2. I f  zÇ iV  such that u < z <  u, then z = u \ / z  — y
Subscript V’s will be om itted when the language is clear from context.
Intuitively, the relation provides an ordering among elements of V, in which one 
is ’immediately beneath’ the other, allowing no other vector in V  to exist in between 
them.
The following lemma relates the ’<’ relation to greatest lower and least upper bounds in 
V. This result will prove useful in identifying the complete primes in the poset (V, <), 
when it comes to associating a component language with a behavioural presentation in 
Chapter 6. The need for this result was identified in [SM04b] but was not proven. We 
include the proof here.
L em m a 4.2.1. Suppose that V  is normal and that u,Ui,U2,y,yi,y2  G V, then
1. I fu <  each k, and Uj 7^  V2, then y_i □ ^2 =  u
2 . I f u_k< U.) eac/i k, and % ^  y2> U ^2 =  Ë
Proof.
For (1), let yi =  (1^2. Since V  is discrete, y i e V  and u< W .<H k,  each k. If u < yw,
then as each k , we would have yi = yj. = y2  ^ ^  contradiction. Hence, 2^  = 11-
For (2), let w. — U.i\2 u2 . Since V  is discrete, and %  < tu < u, each k. If w <  y,
then as <1 Ë, each k, we would have u.i — M = U2 , a contradiction. Hence, w = y
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which completes the proof. □
We now examine the structure of behaviours in a well-behaved component. The nor­
mality property imposes that the component language proceeds in discrete steps during 
which any event occurrences on its interfaces are captured in its component language. 
It turns out that each of the steps is such that, during the step, each interface has 
experienced at most one event (e.g. operation call). This motivates the following 
definition.
D efin ition  4 .2.6. Suppose that c = (S, y )  is a component, then we define 
E s  = { s . ^ V s  \  {:4^} l i e  I s  |e(î)l < 1}
where for any sequence x, jæ| denotes the length of x.
We also define =  £7^  U {4 g}.
We shall refer to elements of E s  as column vectors.
Intuitively, column vectors represent events occurring on component interfaces. They 
are a specific kind of component vectors in that each of their coordinates is either the 
empty sequence or a single event. In fact, e G E s  represents a simultaneity class of 
events. A simultaneity class of events is to be understood as a set of simultaneously 
occurring events. If there is a unique i such that e(i) > A (more simply, if g has a unique 
non-empty coordinate), then the column vector represents a single event. Otherwise, it 
represents a simultaneity class of events; precisely those events e(z) w ith e(«) > A. Such 
vectors correspond to simultaneity classes of event occurrences in the corresponding 
behavioural presentation. We return to this discussion when we describe a construction 
that maps component languages into behavioural presentations in Chapter 6. The 
following lemma asserts that behaviours in a normal (i.e. discrete and locally left- 
closed) component language proceed in such simultaneity classes.
L em m a 4.2.2. Suppose that c = (17, y )  is a component, V  is normal and let u £ V  
with u ^ A s;, then there exists u G y  and e G E s  such that y  — y.e and y< u.
Proof.
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Since, < u, the set Y  = { y e V  : A < y < u }  is non-empty (it contains A^)- It is 
also finite, and hence contains a maximal element u, which is such that Thus, we 
have shown that there exists y £ V  such that y< u.  We still need to show u =  y.e.
Since we have y{i) < u(i), some i G Is-  We shall assume that \u{i)\ — |t;(%)| > 1 
and reach a contradiction. Let z 6 P{i)* \  {A} and e G fi{i) such that u(i) =  y{i).z.e. 
By local left-closure of V, there exists i y € V  such that w < u  and w{i) = y{i).z.
Since 21 < u, we have that îü U is defined. Let y f  — w.Uy. Since V  is discrete, we 
have u/ G V, and also y  < yf.  But we now have y{i) < y{i).z = w(i) — giving
y  < yi'. Also, we now have w!{i) ~  w{i) < y{i).z < y{i).z.e = yfi), giving yy' < y. 
Thus, y< w !< U .)  giving the required contradiction (since y<u)- O
It might be instructive at this point to refer back to Section 3.1.2 where we first talked 
about component vectors as being built up by coordinatewise concatenation and revisit 
Example 3.1.3 in connection to this lemma.
The following result relates the relation with the right-cancellation operator.
Proposition 4.2.1. Suppose that c = { E , V )  is a component, V  is normal and let 
u , y G V .  I f u <y ,  then y /u  G E s-
Proof.
Since we have y j u ^  A^-  We want to show that y J y G Es-  If y f u  ^  Es ,  then 
for some i G I s ,  vfi) = u{i).wi.W2, where > A. By local left-closure, (and take
u{i).wi as x) there exists u; G V such that w <  y  and w{i) = y,{i).wi.
Let ^  = u U  20- Since V  is discrete we have z e V, and also < ^. But now 
yfi) < yfi).wi = 2o(i) = z(i) and hence, u < z. Also, z{i) = 2ü(i) = 2i(i)-oJi < 
y,(i).Wi.W2 =  v(i) and hence, z < y .  This implies that 2L< z < y ,  which is a contradic­
tion (since i;). □
To anticipate further, these results allow us to define a transition structure on a compo­
nent language V  when it comes to associating components with automata in Chapter 
7.
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4.3 R elation s betw een  E vents in  a C om ponent Language
So far, we have seen that a component vector provides a snapshot of behaviour in 
which the component has experienced the events appearing on the vector’s coordinates. 
Component vectors can be seen to be built up from the empty vector by a series of 
concatenations with column vectors which represent events. In a component language 
we only keep those vectors corresponding to events that we expect the component to 
engage in during the course of its intended behaviour. Such events were identified using 
UML sequence diagrams in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) and we saw that they may occur 
sequentially, concurrently, simultaneously or may be mutually exclusive.
In this section, we describe how the various relationships between events occurring on 
component interfaces manifest themselves in the order structure of the corresponding 
component language. It transpires that the relationships between events occurring 
on different interfaces of components are determined based on what other component 
vectors appear in the language. We show that by exploiting the basic order theo­
retic properties of component vectors we may talk about events occurring in sequence, 
concurrently, simultaneously, or being in conflict.
4 .3 .1  E ven ts in  seq u en ce
The prefix ordering among component vectors can be viewed as an ordering on partial 
executions, where each component vector corresponds to that portion of behaviour in 
which the component has already engaged in the events appearing on its coordinates. 
This can be expressed more succinctly by saying that u < y  in a component language 
means that u is an earlier part of behaviour leading to y.
If in addition the component language is normal, then we can say more than that. 
In particular, we have seen (Proposition 4.2.1) that whenever y  covers ^ i n a  normal 
component language, then what takes u and ’stretches it up’ to u is a column vector 
representing the occurrence of an event (or, more precisely, a simultaneity class of 
events). This allows us to model causally related events. That is, occurrence of one 
event depends on the previous occurrence of the other. It is in this sense that we talk
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about events occurring in sequence (one after the other).
Suppose that the component has experienced a series of events and the resulting be­
haviour is described by a component vector y =  (a i,A ,c i,A ) . Then, occurrence of 
=  {A, bi, A, A) followed by occurrence of = (u2. A, A, di) can be modelled by
• first, concatenating vector u with and
• then, concatenating the resulting vector y  with e^.
In terms of our mathematical framework this amounts to operations u.e^ = y  and then 
ll-§.2 = In-
Considering the Hasse diagram for the order structure of the corresponding component 
language V, where lines between vectors denote an ordering relation in which the 
topmost vector is greater than the lower one, this would result in the portion of the 
diagram shown in Figure 4.1.
(ala2,bl,cl,dl)
(al,bl,cl, A)
(al, A,cl, A)
Figure 4.1: Event 61 followed by simultaneous events a2 ,d l
It is important to make the observation that the actual ordering between events appear­
ing in different coordinates of a component vector is determined by context - by what 
other vectors are included in the language. In other words, the relationship between 
component vectors and associated order theoretic structures is very much dependent
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on what other vectors are in the set V  (unlike the behaviour vectors in [Shi79, Shi97] 
where this relationship is independent of context).
For instance, in component vector u =  (ai, 61, ci, A) we may immediately derive that 
event a l has happened on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate, event 61 
has happened on the interface corresponding to the second coordinate and event cl has 
happened on the interface corresponding to the third. To determine the relationship 
between these events however, we need the rest of the language.
Assume that V  is given by the set
V = {(A, A, A, A), (ai. A, ci, A), (ai, 61, ci, A), (a ia2 , 61, ci, di)}
Notice that adding in (A, A, A, A) is essential and in this case suffices for making V  
discrete and locally left-closed. Now the presence of u =  (ai. A, ci. A) for which u< y, 
tells us that event 61 on the interface corresponding to the second coordinate occurs 
only after both a l and cl have taken place. Further, the presence of Asex ~  (- ;^ A) 
for which Asex ^ dictates that a l on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate 
and cl on the interface corresponding to the third coordinate occurred simultaneously.
Now suppose that the intended behaviour of the component prescribed that a l must 
occur before cl. This is captured in the corresponding component language by adding 
in the vector (ai. A, A, A). In the resulting language
V  = {(A, A, A, A), (ai. A, A, A), (ai. A, ci. A), (ai, 61, ci. A), (a ia 2, 61, ci, di)}
which continues to be normal. The presence oîw  = (ai, A, A, A) for which dictates 
that a l  on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate occurs strictly before cl 
does on the interface corresponding to the third coordinate.
4 .3 .2  C oncurrent even ts
The way component vectors are formed (as tuples of sequences) bears some relevance to 
the interleaving operator ’| | |’ of CSP [Hoa85j. The semantics of ’process P i interleave 
process P2’ in CSP, denoted by P 1IHP2, says that concurrent execution of Pi and P2 
requires no synchronisation. In the case of common events (i.e. both processes are able
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to perform the same event), only one of the processes will engage in any particular 
occurrence of a common event.
Distinct coordinates in a component vector seem to adhere to something like the ’| | |’ 
operator in the sense that they execute independently of each other. The difference is 
that on concurrent events (and if these can be understood as the equivalent of common 
events between processes in CSP) we do not assert that only one of the coordinates 
engages in it. Each corresponding interface experiences its share of the concurrent 
events, i.e. the event in its alphabet /3{i). Hence, the component as a whole experiences 
both events, and the ordering is irrelevant. This reflects the fact that concurrent events 
are in no way constrained to happen in any particular order, including simultaneity. In 
the resulting behaviour, after both events have taken place, we say that the two events 
are concurrent.
Our approach draws upon the concept of Mazurkiewicz traces [Maz77] where the or­
dering of concurrent events is considered subjective and thus is not distinguished, in 
contrast to CSP trace theory where it is assumed that observations are sequential in 
nature leading to the interpretation that concurrent events occur in either order.
For systems that exhibit concurrency, different external observers may disagree on the 
ordering of concurrent events. This may be seen more clearly in Einstein’s famous 
thought-experiment^ involving two trains travelling at constant speed in opposite di­
rections along a pair of parallel tracks. Observers Oi and O2 are sitting in the middle 
of each train. A third observer O3 is sitting on the embankment. At a given moment, 
the two observers on the trains are on a line at right angles to the third observer. At 
that moment, two bolts of lightning strike on either end of the first train in such a 
way that O3 sees them strike at exactly the same time. Observer Oi travelling towards 
the light coming from the strike on the front end of the train he is on, sees that light 
before he sees the light of the strike on the rear end of the train. Observer O2 travelling 
towards the light coming from the strike on the rear end, sees that light before she sees 
the light coming from the strike on the front end.
^This thought-experiment was given by A. Einstein in [Ein21] to demonstrate the non-objectivity 
of contemporaneity in relativistic mechanics. It has been considered in view of concurrency in [Shi97] 
and our description of the experiment here is based on that.
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Now from the point of view of observer Oi there are three distinct behaviours of the 
’’system”. One is when nothing has happened yet, another when he has seen the 
lightning bolt from the front end of the train, and another when he has seen both 
lightning bolts. Likewise, observer O2 has seen a behaviour in which nothing has 
happened yet, a behaviour where she has seen the lightning strike on the rear end and 
a behaviour where she has seen both lightning bolts. Prom the point of view of observer 
O3 there are only two distinct behaviours. One is when nothing has happened yet and 
the other is when both have. Thus, all four distinct behaviours can be observed for 
the same system; nothing has happened, one event has happened, the other event has 
happened, and both events have happened.
The point to be made here is that observations on systems exhibiting concurrency 
largely depend on the relative position of the observer or the actual timing of execu­
tion. Such differences are non-objective and do not allow to infer the actual ordering 
between the events. On this basis, any particular ordering between concurrent events 
is irrelevant. On the contrary, the ordering between causally related events is objective 
(independent of the observer) and should be distinguished.
Returning to the treatment of concurrency within our component model, this takes up 
on Mazurkiewicz trace languages [Maz77, Maz88], which introduce additional structure 
into formal languages in order to describe non-sequential behaviour. The additional 
structure is given in terms of an independence relation, over action symbols (understood 
as events here), which describes potential concurrency.
Let A  denote a (finite) set. A concurrent alphabet is an ordered pair (A, i) where 
L Ç A X A  satisfies:
• aib bia (symmetry)
• aib => a ^ b  (irreflexivity)
Symmetry requires that concurrency is always mutual while irreflexivity prohibits an 
event being concurrent with itself.
Component vectors are essentially tuples of sequences, as discussed before. Thus, we 
find it useful to consider the extension of the relation i to sequences, based on [Maz77].
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Given a concurrent alphabet {A, t), a relation =1“'' can be defined on A* by
X y <=> 3w, V Ç: A*, 3a, 6 G A such that ot6 A x  = uahv A y  = ubav
Let = i be the reflexive, transitive closure of By definition, is an equivalence 
relation on A*. We denote the equivalence class of æ G A* by < æ >i. The set of 
equivalence classes of A with independence relation l is denoted by A* =  {< æ |æ G 
A*}. Any subset L of A* is a Mazurkiewicz trace language.
Thus, the independence relation t on A gives rise to an equivalence relation = t on 
sequences formed over A. We make use of this construction in terms of sequences formed 
over the sets of events I3{i), for each i G Is , associated with component interfaces.
Intuitively, the equivalence relation on sequences of events says that any two consecutive 
events are allowed to permute, providing they are independent. Note that when the 
independence relation is empty in the sets P{i), all % G is ,  no two events can be 
permuted in the corresponding sequences P{i)*, which amounts to our understanding 
of sequential systems (e.g. as described by processes in CSP [Hoa85]).
The equivalence relation on Op^ equates all, and only those, sequences from P{i)*, 
for each i G Is , which differ in the order of concurrent events. Drawing upon the 
extension of the independence relation l to behaviour vectors in [Shi97], the notion of 
independence between events in Mazurkiewicz traces can be readily interpreted into 
component vectors in our approach.
D efin ition  4.3.1. For u , y e V  Ç Vs, we define
u ind y  4=^ Vz G Lg : u.{i) > A => y{i) = A 
I f u ind y, then we will say that u and y  are independent.
The intuition is that the behaviours described by u and y  may occur independently. 
In the case of column vectors, independence captures the fact that events appearing 
in one vector may occur independently of those appearing in the other. If in addition 
they occur consecutively, then they are concurrent. Thus, whenever two consecutive 
events permute, their corresponding column vectors commute, i.e. £1.^ 2 =  ê2*âi, and 
the resulting behaviours are concurrent. In fact, {Es,  ind) is a concurrent alphabet.
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For example, suppose that a component with 3 interfaces has experienced a fragment of 
behaviour described by u =  (ai. A, A) and after that may engage in and £2 concur­
rently, where =  (A, di, A) and £3 =  (A, A, ei). This is in fact the intended behaviour 
of component B, as described in Figure 3.6 of Example 3.2.3 (in Section 3.2.5). We 
make the observation that ind  £2 and consequently,
£ i.£2 =  (A, dl, A).(A, A, el) =  (A, d l,e l)  =  (A, A, el).(A, dl, A) =  eg.e^
Thus, we have w.e  ^.£2 = w = ^.£2.£1. Indeed,
H £1 — (^1) A, A).(A, dl, A) =  ((%!, dl. A) =  2L1
and
111 .£2 =  (»ij A).(A, A, el) =  (a i,d l, el) =  w.
We also have that
31 £2 — (dl. A; A).(A; A, el) =  (<21, A, el) = 2L2
and
H2-£i — («1, A, el).(A ,dl, A) =  (a l,d l,e l)  = w
In the resulting behaviour 2iL the events d l and el are concurrent. The situation is 
depicted in Figure 4.2.
(al, dl, el) = w
/  \  
y^= (al, dl. A) (al, A, el) =y^\  /
(al. A, A) =u
Figure 4.2: Concurrent events d l and el
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Note that if the events were not concurrent, then we would have the lower part of the 
diamond shape in the diagram but not the upper half. The upper half is obtained 
only when the column vectors corresponding to the events in question commute (that 
is to say, equivalently, that they are independent) and represent events that occur 
consecutively. Both these requirements have to be met for the events to be concurrent. 
This is then reflected in the order structure of the corresponding component language 
by the presence of the vector forming the upper half of the diamond. This vector is the 
resulting common behaviour, after the concurrent events have taken place. If either 
of these two requirements is violated, then the component would never exhibit the 
common behaviour described by yy. The point to be made here is that independence 
alone does not guarantee concurrency. (The case of non-independence is more obvious.)
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the component as a whole experiences both events (on each 
appropriate interface) and the ordering is irrelevant. The corresponding concatenations 
result in a unique component vector (sitting on the top of the diamond) in which both 
events have occurred in no particular order. The incomparable component vectors in 
the middle of the diamond (i.e. 211, 112) represent behaviour arising during concurrent 
execution. These two vectors are bounded above by the vector in which both concurrent 
events appear (i.e. w). In terms of the order theoretic properties of component vectors 
discussed in Section 4.1, this vector is their least upper bound. In the example of Figure
4.2, we have
Ëi U 2I3 =  (ai, dl, A) U {ai. A, ei) =  (ai, di, ei) =  w
Their greatest lower bound (sitting at the bottom of the diamond) is the vector in which 
none of the concurrent events have occurred but are both available. In our example, 
we have
Hi n i>3 =  (ai, dl. A) n {ai,A, ei) =  (ai, A,A) = u
We shall see that this non-interleaving representation of concurrent behaviour manifests 
itself in the structure of the associated automata for components, described in Chapter 
7.
The fundamental difference in expressing concurrency should now be apparent. By 
departing from classic CSP concurrency, we are able to consider concurrency within a
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single component. In CSP, and related process algebras, concurrency arises through 
composition. Here we have not yet been concerned with composing sequences from 
different components’ interfaces, though this may also produce concurrency. We are 
simply describing the case that interfaces of the same component engage in concurrent 
events, a phenomeonon common in reactive systems for example. We shall see how 
component vectors are composed within our framework in Chapter 5. The notion of 
composition of component vectors from different components will then be discussed in 
view of the synchronisation parallel operator || of CSP [Hoa85].
We will also see how concurrency in individual components is carried through to the 
composite component, as an explicit structural property of the associated automata, 
in Chapter 7.
In what follows, we again discuss concurrent events in connection to the context of the 
corresponding component language. Consider the component language
V  =  {(yl. A, yl), (ai, yl, yl), (ai, d i, yl), (ai. A, e i), (a i, di, ei)}
It can be easily checked that V  is discrete and locally left-closed. Its order structure 
is (in part) depicted in Figure 4.2. We have that u < v i  and ü < 222- Also, v 1 < 2£ and 
V2 < w. We have seen that the events d l on the second interface and el on the third 
are concurrent.
Now consider the component language,
V = {(yl, yl, yl), (ai, yl, A), (ai, di, ei)}
In this language, which is also discrete and locally left-closed, the events d l on the 
second interface and el on the third are simultaneous rather than concurrent. This is 
because the component vector w = (a l, dl, el) in which both events have taken place 
is obtained directly from u =  (al, A, A) in which neither of the events have occurred 
yet. Hence, what takes u and stretches it up to w Is the column vector e =  (A, dl, el) 
in which d l and el are simultaneous event occurrences. This case can be understood 
as cutting through the diamond of Figure 4.2.
Next, consider the component language
V  =  {(A, A, A), (ai, A, A), (a i,d i, A), (ai, A ,ei)}
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In this language, which is also discrete and locally left-closed, the events dl and el are 
neither concurrent nor simultaneous. The component in this case, after doing a l  on 
the interface corresponding to the first coordinate, has a choice between doing dl on 
the second coordinate or e l on the third. This case can be understood as having only 
the lower half of the diamond in Figure 4.2, and brings about the issue of alternative 
events and mutual exclusion. This is discussed in the following section,
4.3 .3  E ven ts in  conflict
Based on the prefix ordering between component vectors in the set Vs, we may also 
model events which are in conflict. That is, events which are mutually exclusive in that 
occurrence of one excludes occurrence of the other.
In discussing concurrent events, we saw that the two incomparable component vectors 
in the middle of the diamond represent concurrent behaviour. The fact that the two 
incomparable vectors are in the middle of the diamond implies that they are bounded 
above in the set (by the component vector sitting on top of the diamond).
Whenever this latter requirement does not hold we may talk about events in conflict. 
In terms of pictures and associated Hasse diagrams, we are essentially getting rid of 
the upper part of the diamond and keeping the lower part, the branches of which 
represent a choice between performing one or the other event. In effect, this amounts 
to ensuring that the behaviours they represent is not (an early) part of the same 
behaviour. Therefore, in what follows we examine when two component vectors are 
not bounded above in a component language.
Let’s first consider the case where the column vectors in question are not independent. 
Then, they do not agree on the non-empty coordinates corresponding to the same 
interfaces. This entails that there is no causality between the two and at the same time 
it is not possible for both of them to occur (since they engage the same interfaces of 
the component).
For example, the events represented by =  (ai. A, A) and = (a2. A, A) could both 
be available (or possible to occur) when the component has already engaged in the
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behaviour described by a component vector, say, u. In other words, after u the compo­
nent may engage in either or £2- Note that it cannot do both since a l, a2 (al a2) 
are events of the same interface (the one corresponding to the first coordinate). Con­
sidering the Hasse diagram for the order structure of the corresponding component 
language, this situation would result in the fragment of the diagram shown in Figure
4.3.
y^= (al.bl, A) (a2,bl, A)
(A , bl, A) = u
Figure 4.3: Events a l and a2 are in conflict
In further explanation, =  (ai, 61, A) is the behaviour resulting from occurrence of 
e_i while — (a2, 61, A) is the behaviour resulting from occurrrence of £2, after y. In 
terms of our mathematical framework, we have y.ei =  and n .£2 =  ^2 but only one 
of these behaviours may take place during an execution of the component in question. 
A client (e.g. another component) expecting y_i may be disappointed.
We now turn our attention to events whose corresponding column vectors are inde­
pendent. This case is a bit more subtle. In principle, independent column vectors 
represent events which are in no way related to each other. For example, consider 
the events given by =  (ai,A , A) and = (A, A, ci). If they are both offered after 
the component has engaged in behaviour described by y, then they represent a choice 
between doing a l  on the interface corresponding to the first coordinate and event cl on 
the interface corresponding to the third coordinate. Unless they are bounded above!
To ensure that the two independent events are not bounded above, effectively, they are 
not part of a subsequent common behaviour, they must not occur consecutively. In 
other words, the event succeeding £1 must not be £2 and, dually, the event succeeding
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£2 (on the other branch) must not be e^. Otherwise, they lead to a common behaviour 
w which inadvertently bounds yi and y_2 (forcing them to be concurrent as discussed 
before).
The situation is depicted in Figure 4.4(i) where the events a l and cl are in conflict. 
Compare with Figure 4.4(ii) where the events a l  and cl are concurrent.
( ) ( ) (a l,b l,c l)  =w
y, = (al.bl, A) (A ,bl,cl) =y^ Vj= (al,bl, A) (A ,bl,cl) =y^
(A ,bl, A) =u (A ,bl, A) =u
(Ï) riii
Figure 4.4: Events a l and cl are concurrent in (ii) but not in (i)
This should become more clear with the formal treatment of conflicting events within 
the context of the behavioural model for components presented in Chapter 6.
4.4 Illustration  by exam ple
We illustrate our approach to formally describing a component by means of an ex­
tended example inspired from component-based software used in consumer electronics 
products. The example comprises software components supporting a TV platform (see 
Figure 4.5) and is actually an extended version of the real-life example presented in 
[vO03]. We shall use it as a running example to illustrate our formal approach through­
out the thesis.
We will be concerned with the MENU functionality of a TV set and in particular, 
the task of tuning the TV to a given frequency. Figure 4.5 depicts the component
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o— « c o m p o n e n t»
CTuner
« c o m p o n e n t»
CMenu
« c o m p o n e n t»
CVideo
« c o m p o n e n t»
CAudio
« c o m p o n e n t»  ^  
CAudioDriver
« c o m p o n e n t»
CTunerDriver
« c o m p o n e n t»  ^  
CVideoDriver
Figure 4.5: Component specification architecture for a TV platform
specification architecture using UML with regard to the tuning task. The stereotype 
< < component> >  is used to describe component specifications and the UML 2.0 ’ball 
and socket’ notation is used for matching provides/ requires interfaces from different 
components. The component architecture of Figure 4.5 comprises a set of application- 
level components together with their structural relationships and behavioural depen­
dencies.
For the moment, we will be focusing on the MANUAL STORE option of the MENU 
functionality of a TV set. Figure 4.6 depicts a sketch of the screen displayed to the user 
with regard to the MANUAL STORE option of the TV. At the user level, the MANUAL 
STORE menu items are highlighted in turn by an ’arrow down’ event which takes 
place through the TV remote control. Once an item is highlighted, its functionality is 
activated by an ’arrow right’ or ’arrow left’ event, again via the TV remote control.
The Search option allows the user to initiate a frequency search to detect the signal of 
a TV channel. Once a signal is found, the corresponding frequency value (e.g. 451) 
is displayed next to the Search option. The Fine Tune menu item provides the user 
with the option of adjusting the frequency value of a channel to optimise the signal
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MANUAL STORE
Search ► 451
Fine Tune
Figure 4.6: The MANUAL STORE menu at the user level
reception. The Fine Tune value is initially set to 0 and the user can increment it by 
one via an ’arrow right’ event or decrement it by one via an ’arrow left’ event. These 
functionalities are made available to the user by the CMenu component.
The MANUAL STORE options are provided by the interaction of the CMenu and 
CTuner components of Figure 4.5 . We isolate these components in Figure 4.7 , where 
names for the interfaces are also included.
ISearchFre ISpeakerO----
O----
IDetectSignal
-------------- ( O----
IDetectSignalIFineTune
IScreenlAntenna
« c o m p o n e n t»
CMenu « c o m p o n e n t»   ^
CTuner
Figure 4.7: Component specification architecture
The CMenu component establishes communication with users via its provided interfaces 
ISearchFre and IFineTune. The ISearchFre interface has operations highlightSItemQ 
and startSearchQ. Calls to these operations shall be denoted by a l ,a 2 respectively, 
for abbreviation. The IFineTune interface has operations highlightFItemQy increment- 
FreQ and decrementFreQ, abbreviated by 61,62 and 63 respectively. A user requests to 
search the available frequency for a program via the ISearchFre interface. The CMenu 
component cannot satisfy the requested operation itself and requires a component pro­
viding the IDetectSignal interface to conduct the frequency search on its behalf. This
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is done by invocation of an operation detectSignalQ (abbreviated by cl) on its required 
interface IDetectSignal, which is implemented by the CTuner component.
In what follows, we apply the formalism presented in Section 3.1 to model the CMenu 
component. Its signature is given by E m  = [Pm ^Rm  ^^ m ) where R m  = { I  Detect Signal] 
is the set of required interfaces and Pm  = {ISearchFre., IF ineTune]  is the set of pro­
vided interfaces of CMenu. Consequently, the complete set of interfaces is given by the 
set Isj^ = {ISearchFre, IF ineTune, ID etec tSignal] and of course. Pm  H R m  ~  0-
The function j3 as defined in Definition 3.1.1 provides the set of operations associated 
with each interface. In this case we have,
PM{IS^O'f'chFre) =  { a l,a 2}
PMilRi-neTune) = {61,62,63}
Pm {I Detect Signal) =  {cl}
Suppose that a component developer considers the expected behaviour of CMenu ful­
filling the following:
• The Fine Tune option should be highlighted before the user can change the default 
fine tune value.
The Search option should be highlighted before the user can request a frequency 
search.
Once the user requests a search (which corresponds to invoking operation a2 on 
interface ISearchFre) the CMenu component requires a service from the CTuner 
component (calling operation cl on interface IDetectSignal).
An occurrence of an operation call a2 on ISearchFre should be followed immedi­
ately by an operation call cl on IDetectSignal, and nothing should be allowed to 
happen in between.
Such informal description of behaviour for a component is often accompanied by se­
quence diagrams that describe the series of interactions the component should perform 
for its correct participation in fulfilling the specific task.
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Given the informal description of behaviour for the CMenu component, we have the 
UML sequence diagram of Figure 4.8, which describes the allowed sequence of events 
on its interfaces with respect to the task of tuning. Notice that the mode of communi­
cation is synchronous within a TV platrform and this is represented by the use of filled 
arrowheads in the diagram.
sd freq
CTunerCMenu
alt
alt
Figure 4.8: The CMenu component performing the tuning task
By unfolding the sequence diagram into component vectors, following the formal con­
struction described in Section 3.2, we may obtain the set of behaviours that indicate 
the intended behaviour of the CMenu component, i.e. its component language. To 
avoid overelaborating the example, we do not give the details of the unfolding here - it 
can be easily checked against the material and examples of Section 3.2.
If we write (a;,y, z) for the function v of Definition 3.1.2 with v{ISearchFre) = x,
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n{IF ineTune) — y and v{I Detect Signal) =  z we obtain the following set of component 
vectors which comprise the component language of CMenu.
Vm  = {(A, A, A), (al, A, A), (al, 61, A), (a la 2. A, A), (a la 2, A, cl), (al, 6162, A),
(al, 6163, A), (a la2 ,61, cl), (a la2 ,6162, cl), (a la2 ,6163, cl)}
Hence, the CMenu component is given by cm =  (Dm ^Vm ) (recall Definition 3.1.3) 
where Dm  = {Pm , R m ,Pm ) is the component signature and Vm  is a subset of all com­
ponent vectors, Vj:^, formed over Dm -
We now turn our attention to well-behavedness of the CMenu component. This en­
tails considering the normality property in its component language. In what follows 
we examine discreteness and local left-closure of the CMenu component and illustrate 
why these properties are important in component design. The idea is that, from an 
initial set of component intended behaviours provided by the component designer(s), 
our proposed formal framework can determine whether this set is complete or on the 
contrary possible (and potentially faulty) scenarios have been omitted. In our frame­
work, we can determine this by checking whether the component is well-hehaved which 
corresponds to checking the properties of discreteness and local left-closure of the cor­
responding component language. Again, the advantages in doing so are that we may 
identify missing behaviours (either undesirable or simply unthought).
We start by considering the order structure of the elements in the set Vm  of CMenu. 
This is depicted in the Hasse diagram of Figure 4.9.
It can be seen in Figure 4.9 that vectors (ala2, 6162, cl), (a la 2 ,6163, cl), (al, 6162, A) 
and (al, 6163, A) are the maximal component vectors, in the sense that they do not 
describe earlier behaviour than any other vector in Vm- Likewise, vector (A, A, A) 
is the minimal component vector representing behaviour of the component in which 
nothing has happened.
This implies that after reaching one of the maximal behaviours, say (a la2 ,6162, cl), 
the component can only continue by repeating the specific task from the beginning.
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(ala2, blb3, cl) (ala2 , blb2 , cl)
(ala2, bl, cl)
(al,blb3, A) (al,blb2, A) (ala2, A, cl)
(al, bl, A) (ala2. A, A)
(al. A, A)
(A. A. A)
Figure 4.9: Order structure of Vm , as given by the designer
In such a case, its intended behaviour is again given by the vectors in its component 
language Vm , but this time instead of starting from (A, A, A) each coordinate will be 
prefixed by the corresponding sequence appearing in the maximal component vector 
visited in the previous iteration. In this sense, the component language is providing a 
pattern of behaviour which the component must follow at all times.
Now based on Figure 4.9, we examine the discreteness property of the CMenu com­
ponent. In order to do so, we concentrate on component vectors in Vm  with at least 
two distinct incomparable predecessors. They, together with their predecessors should 
constitute (finite) lattices, according to Definition 4.2.2 of discreteness. In other words, 
whenever two component vectors are less or equal than a third, also in V, their least 
upper bound must exist and belong to the set and their greatest lower bound must also 
be in the set.
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By careful examination of Figure 4.9 it can be seen that the discreteness property is 
violated in the component language of CMenu. In particular, vectors (al,61,A) and 
(alo2, A, A) are less or equal than (a la2 ,61, cl). This implies that:
• their greatest lower bound must be in the set; their greatest lower bound is
(al, 61, A) n (a la 2 , A, A) =  (al, A, A).
• their least upper bound should belong to the set; their least upper bound is given 
by (al, 61, A) U (ala2. A, A) =  (ala2, 61, A).
The vector (al. A, A) is in the set Vm , but the vector (a la2 ,61, A) is not. Thus, accord­
ing to our mathematical framework this vector should be added in order to make the 
component language Vm , and consequently the CMenu component, discrete. By adding 
in vector (a la2 ,61, A) we get the following set Vm- Its order structure is depicted in 
the diagram of Figure 4.10,
Vm  = {(A, A ,A ),(al, A, A), (al, 61, A), (ala2, A ,A ),(ala2, A, cl), (a l, 6162, A),
(al, 6163, A), (a la2 ,61, cl), (a la 2 ,6162, cl), (a la2 ,6163, cl), (a la 2 ,61, A)}
As can be seen in the Hasse diagram of Figure 4.10, the process of checking against 
discreteness has indicated potential concurrency between two pairs of events:
• a2 and 61
• 61 and cl
The first case amounts to the user pressing the ’arrow down’ and the ’arrow right’ 
buttons of the TV remote control together (concurrently). W ithin reason, this is some­
thing a user would not be expected to do. The CMenu component can in principle 
accept both events concurrently (since they engage distinct interfaces) but should not 
do so. To adhere to the behaviour prescribed by the component designer, it should 
deal with a2 first (including calling cl on CTuner) and then deal with 61.
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(ala2, blb3, cl) (ala2, blb2, cl)
(ala2, bl, cl) %
(al, blb3. A) (al, blb2. A) (ala2,bl, A)X s X s
X  s
X  s
X  s
(ala2. A, cl)
(a l.b l, A) (ala2. A, A)
(al, A, A)
(A. A, Al
Figure 4.10: Order structure of Vm , as given by the model
The second case is more subtle and does not involve any expectations of the user. It 
says that the user might request to fine tune the reception of a signal (and this is 
legitimate since it is requested after a2) at the same time that CMenu is still managing 
its own dependencies on CTuner (requesting a frequency search via cl). This does not 
meet the product requirement that says that an event a2 must be followed by event 
cl and nothing must be allowed to happen in between. Thus, the component vector 
(ala2,61. A) can be regarded as describing an instance of pathological behaviour.
Note that this requirement is not guaranteed in the behaviour arising from the interac­
tion described in the sequence diagram of Figure 4.8 because there is no way to enforce 
that the user (represented by the human icon in the diagram) is aware that cl has 
occurred before issuing 61. This is because the sending of cl and the sending of 61 
originate in different component lifelines and thus involve different components. This 
situation is often referred to as a race condition.
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In any case, perhaps even more so in the second, our formal model is issuing a warning 
to the component designer(s). The diagram of Figure 4.10 says that in the course of ex­
hibiting the intended behaviour, described by vectors (a la2 ,6162, cl) and (a la 2 ,6163, cl), 
the CMenu component might exhibit the potentially undesirable behaviour described 
by vector (a la2 ,61, A). In case this vector is indeed undesirable, some refinement of the 
component design is required in order to ensure that (a la2 ,6162, cl) and (a la2 ,6163, cl) 
can only be reached through vector (a la 2. A, A) excluding any path that would involve 
vector (ala2,61,A). If on the contrary vector (ala2,61,A) represents reasonable be­
haviour and such a sequence of calls to operations should be allowed, then our model 
is detecting it and serves as a designer’s aid in finding the complete set of allowed 
behaviours of the component.
Now based on Figure 4.10, we examine whether the discreteness property holds. That 
this is so, is best illustrated diagrammatically. By inspection, we have the case depicted 
as a Basse diagram in Figure 4.11, in which each subgraph below a given node exhibits 
the characteristic structure of a lattice. Notice the familiar lozenge shapes.
(ala2, bl, cl)
(ala2, A, cl)(ala2, b l, A)
(ala2, A , A)(a l,b l, A)
(al. A. A)
Figure 4.11: Discreteness of CMenu component
It might be worth noting that the example shows the interrelationship between concur­
rency and discreteness. These concepts are closely related and one cannot be considered 
w ithout the other.
For local left-closure, we concentrate on those vectors in Vm  which have at least one
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coordinate containing a sequence of length greater than one and examine their prede­
cessors. Figure 4.12 demonstrates that for each vector in Vm  with at least two events 
in one of its coordinates there is some other vector in Vm  which has either the same 
sequence of events, at that specific coordinate, or the same reduced by one event. This 
implies that the CMenu component is locally left-closed.
(ala2, blb2, cl) (ala2, blb3, cl)
(ala2, bl, cl)
(ala2, A, cl)
(ala2, A , A)
(al, A, A)
(A. A, A)
(ala2, bl, cl)
(ala2, bl. A)
(ala2. A, A)
(al. A, A)
(A. A, A)
(al, blb2. A)
(a l,b l, A)
(al, a ; A)
(A. A. A)
(al, blb3. A)
(a l,b l. A)
(al. A, A)
(A. A. A)
Figure 4.12: Local left-closure of CMenu component
Having established both discreteness and local left-closure for the CMenu component, 
we may now say it is well-behaved.
In this extended example, we formalised a component and established discreteness and 
local left-closure to make it well-behaved. Obviously, a component designer would not 
be working at such a level of detail. The examples show how the theory does indeed 
locate potential design errors. Ultimately, we would like to hide it under design rules /  
guidelines which would automatically flag up such cases.
In practice sometimes it might be the case that the latency of messages (sensoring 
events) from the remote control is substantially larger than the latency between com­
ponents embedded in a TV platform. So in our case study, CMenu has plenty of time 
to issue cl before the user can issue bl through the remote control. However, this is not
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reflected in the sequence diagram of Figure 4.8 and not included in the speciflcation. 
Such implicit assumptions based on an existing product or system can cause incon­
sistencies when the component in question is placed in a different context where the 
assumptions are no longer valid. For instance, consider reusing the CMenu component 
in a different conflguration for a new product with upgraded functionality in which it 
no longer receives the flne tune request directly through the remote control.
Ideally, feedback should be passed back to the component designer(s) and this feedback 
should be given again in the form of UML diagrams. For instance. Figure 4.13 shows a 
sequence diagram indicating the potential pitfalls of the initial description of behaviour 
for the CMenu component that were identifled in the analysis of its behaviour within 
our formal framework.
sd notfreq
CMenu CTuner
iieg
alt
Figure 4.13: Forbidden behaviour of the CMenu
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We use the neg interaction fragment from UML 2.0 [OMG04] which specifies a forbid­
den or disallowed sequence of events. The first operand of the a lt fragment refers to 
the case of 61 occurring before cl while the second operand describes the case where 
cl and 61 occur concurrently (after a2).
A similar situation appeared in the case study of Section 3.3 which was concerned with 
the sequence diagram for a resource allocation telecommunications protocol, although 
we used the race-free version of Figure 3.9 in that case to demonstrate how the com­
ponent language can be obtained in the first place. It became apparent in our case 
studies that it is important to explore the consequences of design decisions and resolve 
race conditions or at least document any implicit assumptions at the specification level 
as they often give rise to pathological behaviour.
We have seen that normality, and in particular checking against discreteness, removes 
inconsistencies that arise as a result of race conditions. In what follows we discuss this 
connection in more detail.
A race condition in a sequence diagram is possible between ordered locations along a 
particular component lifeline when one location associated with a send event is followed 
by a location associated w ith a receive event, and the two events involve different 
components with which the component in question interacts (and thus they engage 
distinct interfaces).
In terms of the formalisation of a UML2.0 sequence diagram given in Section 3.2, we 
may say that two locations I, I' with time{l) = time[V) — 1 are in a race condition if 
there exist (f,el) 6  S E  and (e2,/') G R E  where el 6  i' E and e2 G p2 {i”),
i” G /sa, for components ci =  (S i,Ui),C2 “  (%2,k 2)(ci ^  C2 ^  c = (S ,y ))  appearing 
in the diagram.
The fact that (/, el) G S E  means that there is a column vector e G E ^  such that 
§_{{') =  el and e(i) =  A,i G / s  \  {%'}. Similarly, the fact that (e2, V) G R E  means that 
there is a column vector e' G E ^  such that = e2 and ^( i )  =  A, i G 7s \  {i"Y  This 
implies that e inde '  and since they are associated with consecutive locations they 
also occur consecutively. So, the events they represent are concurrent.
This means that the resulting behaviours are bounded above by the vector n for which
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V = u.e .^  = u.e'.e. This gives rise to a diamond in the order structure of the corre­
sponding component language V (Section 4.3.2).
In the sequence diagram, the locations associated with e, e' are ordered and hence the 
diagram specifies a causal ordering between e,e' and therefore captures one ordering 
explicitly, but does not exclude that e, e' happen in the reverse order or simultaneously. 
As a result, it captures one scenario explicitly but allows for inherent scenarios that are 
possible due to the inherent causal orderings which are not specified in the diagram.
Discreteness requires that whenever two component vectors are bounded above in the 
language, then their least upper bound and greatest lower bound must be in it. This 
implies that the column vectors used in building up the two component vectors are 
independent and commute and thus the events they represent are concurrent. In this 
way, all possible orderings between the events they represent are considered in the 
corresponding discrete component language.
It can be seen from the sequence diagram of Figure 4.8 and the analysis in our case study 
that the nondeterministic choice between 61 and a2 is the source of the race condition 
between 61 and cl. The events 61, a2 lead to the same behaviour (a la 2 ,61, cl) and thus 
there is no way to impose in the sequence diagram that cl occurs immediately after 
a2 and nothing is allowed to happen in between (which is the product requirement) 
because 61 can potentially happen concurrently with both of them.
In considering discreteness of a component language in our formal framework, we un­
cover inherent orderings among component vectors. The behaviours these vectors de­
scribe, give rise to inherent scenarios that are not specified in the sequence diagram 
but are possible. Such inherent scenarios are the cause of pathological behaviour either 
at the present configuration or when the component is placed in a different configu­
ration and ’carries’ these inherent scenarios with it while its correct participation in 
the new configuration is only checked against the explicit scenarios specified in the 
accompanying scenario-based specification.
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4.5 C oncluding note
In this chapter, we presented the basic properties of a component language. These were 
given in terms of the order theoretic properties of component vectors. We also exam­
ined how the various relationships between events (calls to operations) on component 
interfaces manifest themselves in the order structure of the corresponding component 
language. A key observation was that the ordering between events on different compo­
nent interfaces is determined by what other vectors are in the language - it is dependent 
on context. Hence, a component language comes equipped with an order structure that 
indicates possible constraints on the order in which operations of the component can 
or should be called.
For instance, consider the component language,
Vi = {(A, A), {a, A), (A, 6), (a, h)}
which is discrete and locally left-closed. The events a, b in Vi are concurrent (the 
component vectors form a diamond). Next, consider the component language,
V2 =  {(A .A ),(a,6)}
which is discrete and locally left-closed. The events a, b in V2 are simultaneous. Finally, 
consider the component language
14 =  {(A, A), (a, A), (A, t)}
which is discrete and locally left-closed. The events a, 6 in V3 are mutually exclusive. 
It can be seen that it is possible within our framework to formally capture phenomena 
such as nondeterminism and concurrency, as well as simultaneity, on interfaces of the 
same component.
Further, by exploiting the basic order theoretic properties of component vectors, we 
identified two additional properties, discreteness and local left-closure, which determine 
the so-called well-behaved components. This allowed for a straightforward representa­
tion of every event occurrence on a component interface. It is also noteworthy that 
well-behavedness is preserved under composition of components. This will be discussed 
in the next chapter (Chapter 5).
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Discreteness and local left-closure can have practical benefits for component-based de­
sign in that they determine whether the set of behaviours is complete or on the con­
trary possible, and potentially pathological, behaviours have been omitted. Missing 
behaviours may be the result of inherent scenarios in sequence diagrams that are hidden 
under race conditions for example, or behind implicit assumptions based on embedding 
the component in a particular environment, which may no longer be valid when the 
component is placed in a slightly different configuration.
Such inconsistencies can be avoided in well-behaved components and this was was 
demonstrated in Section 4.4 where we also hinted towards providing component de­
signer (s) with feedback on pathological behaviours, that often go unnoticed under hu­
man inspections, in the form of UML sequence diagrams.
Apart from identifying missing behaviours, well-behavedness has as a consequence that 
the component language can be associated with:
• a discrete behavioural presentation, which provides an event-based model for 
component behaviour (see Chapter 6 for this association)
• a class of automata, the so-called E-automata, which provide a state-based model 
for component behaviour (see Chapter 7 for this association).
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Chapter 5
C om position o f C om ponents
The main interest in the study of components has to do with understanding the conse­
quences of putting components together to form a system or provide some (additional) 
functionality within a system. Current component technologies such as the OMG’s 
CORBA Component Model [OMG02], Microsoft’s COM /  .NET [Cor] and Sun’s EJB 
[Mic03] support the rapid assembly of systems from pre-fabricated components. How­
ever, there is little, if any, support for reasoning about the resulting system until its 
parts have been combined, executed and tested as a whole. A prerequisite for the pre­
dictable assembly of component-based systems is the ability to formally reason about 
the behaviour of the composite based on properties of the individual components. In 
this chapter, we are primarily concerned with this issue.
We start by giving a formal notion of composition of components. The basic idea is that 
composition can only take place if a required interface of one component can be matched 
to a provided interface of another. This implies certain conditions on the corresponding 
signatures and component languages. In the previous chapter, we considered constraints 
on a component language that characterised well-behaved components. In this chapter, 
we examine the effect of composition on the participating components with respect to 
well-behavedness, which amounts to preservation of discreteness and local left-closure 
in component languages under composition.
Our study of composition of components is outlined in [MS03] while [MS04b] contains 
the complete proofs and establishes the algebraic properties of composition; it is com­
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mutative and associative. Apart from the mathematical development that establishes 
discreteness of the resulting composite component language, we also advocated the use 
of Hasse diagrams as a diagrammatic representation of well-behavedness. This was 
used in performing the case study appearing in [MS04b] and suggests a more intuitive 
way of checking against discreteness and local left-closure in component languages.
In this chapter we outline this work and propose extensions to the theory underlying 
component composition. In particular, we extend the notion of consistent signatures to 
allow for more than strict interface typing (Lemma 5.1.1) and show that we can omit the 
third compatibility condition given in [MS04b] by way of considering the more general 
interaction between consistency, composition and least upper bounds of component 
vectors (Lemma 5.3.3). We also discuss the use of structure diagrams in UML2.0 
[OMG04] as a graphical notation for the formal notion of component composition in 
our approach. We demonstrate the ideas through the extended example of Chapter 4,
5.1 Form alisation o f C om ponent C om position
Components are put together by connecting (binding in Koala terminology or wiring 
in UML dialect) provided interfaces of one component with required interfaces of the 
other(s). A prerequisite is that, for a pair of connected interfaces, the requests issued 
through the required interface are accepted by the provided interface.
In our approach, this comes down to checking whether the component vectors of each 
component agree on the respective coordinates corresponding to the connected inter­
faces. The idea is that, if component ci provides interface i and component C2 requires 
interface i, then a behaviour of ci and a behaviour of C2 (as described by the corre­
sponding component vectors) can only be composed if their restrictions to interface i 
are the same.
This notion of composition builds on the well-known concept of parallel composition 
found in process algebras such as CCS [Mil80] and CSP [Hoa85]. In particular, the way 
the sequences (one from each component) associated w ith the connected interface i are 
combined is reminiscent of the interface parallel operator described in [SchOO], which
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requires synchronisation only on those events appearing in a common interface between 
processes.
The difference is that synchronisation in our framework is slightly more complex. An 
event (operation call) associated with the required interface of one component must 
also be associated with the provided interface of the other. Communication between 
the two involves the occurrence of this event on the required interface of one component 
(experienced as malting an operation call or sending a signal) and the occurrence of the 
same event on the provided interface of the other component (experienced as accepting 
an operation call or receiving a signal). In order to put two components together, we 
require that such synchronised event occurrences respect the ordering prescribed in the 
sequence of events corresponding to the connected interface.
This notion of composition covers models w ith zero delay communication like the 
STATEMATE tool [HP96] from i-Logix. In this case, the send and receive events 
must be simultaneous, in the sense of simultaneity considered in our formal framework. 
For delayed communication (synchronous or asynchronous) where the send and receive 
events are not considered simultaneous, we need to make the assumption that the send 
events are received in the same order, in addition to the usual condition that the send 
event precedes the corresponding receive event.
In a fashion similar to the formalisation of a single component, we study the static 
characteristics (structure) of the resulting composite component and its dynamics (be­
haviour). In what follows, we describe how signatures and languages of individual 
components are composed within our formal framework.
5.1.1  C om posin g  sign atu res
We have seen (Definition 3.1.1) that a component is identified by a signature which 
comprises its sets of provided and required interfaces and also specifies the set of events 
associated with each interface. Components are composed by connecting interfaces 
that are required by one component with interfaces provided by another. In addition, 
the respective sets of events must be the same. This leads to a notion of consistency 
between the corresponding signatures.
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D efin ition  5.1.1. Suppose that Ej, = E^ = (Pz^RziPz) OLve signatures. We
say that E^  ^ and E^ are consistent, and we write 1 Z’a, if and only if
• Pj n  Pa =  0
• Pi n Pg — 0
• Vi G Is,, n  Is„ : /?i(i) =  Pzii)
Suppose that Ci =  (T i^, Vi),C2 =  (172, are components. Then, c\ and C2 are consis­
tent, and we write c% j. C2, if Ej^  and E^ are consistent.
This is used to determine component interfaces that are eligible for composition. Con­
sistency requires that connected interfaces can only be interfaces provided by one com­
ponent and required by the other. In mathematical terms.
Is,, n is„ = (Pi n Pa) u (Pi n Pa)
Further, consistency ensures that the component developers do not change the compo­
nent interface at configuration time to suit only one implementation. This is expressed 
in (3) of Definition 5.1.1 which imposes strict interface typing - the set of operations 
on each interface must be the same.
However, an interface can be required or provided by more than one component. For 
instance, both a European frequency-based television and a USA frequency-based tele­
vision front end can be connected to both a high-end and an economical tuner so long 
as the tuners support the same interface. W ith strict interface typing, a tuner provid­
ing the new high-end interface cannot be connected to a front end requiring the old 
economical interface - without adding glue code.
To address such situations, which appear to be a common design pattern in CE products 
[vO02a], it would be desirable to consider connections between interfaces even when 
their sets of operations are not exactly the same. It turns out that this is possible, 
providing that the provided interface contains at least all the functions of the required 
interface. This is established in the following lemma.
Before giving the lemma, we define what is meant by a decomposition of a signature.
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D efin ition  5.1.2. Suppose that E  — (P, R, j3) is a signature. We say that E ' =  (P% R',l3') 
is a decomposition of E  if E ' is a signature and I s  ^  IS ' and O ps =  Ops'-
Thus, a decomposition of a signature is associated with the same set of operations but 
has a different set of interfaces. We may now give the lemma which allows to consider 
connections between interfaces even when their sets of operations, as given by the initial 
signatures, are not the same.
L em m a 5.1.1. Suppose that E^ . = (P i,P i,/? i)  and E^ =  {PzfRrzj^z) are signatures
which satisfy (1 ) and (2 ) of Definition 5.1.1 but Pi{i) /  Pzii), some i e I s ,  H Is,,- I f
the set of operations associated with i by the signature in which Us a provided interface 
contains at least all the operations in the set of operations assocaited with i by the 
signature in which i is a required interface, then there is a decomposition E ' of the 
signature providing i such that E ’ is consistent with the signature requiring interface i.
Proof.
Let i G Is i  n Isg. W ithout loss of generality, suppose that i G Pi H P 2- We have
,92% C A W .
For i\ 0 Is i  U I s 2» define P^ =  P i U {n}, P'l =  P i and /3[ ; P{ U R[ such
that Pi(i) = /3 2 {i) and Pi{h) = Pi{i) \  A(%)-
Let E[ — (P[,R[,P[). Before we show that E[ X we need to show that E[ is a 
signature.
• Since ii 0 we have i\ 0 P i and hence, P{ n  R[ ~  (Pi U {%i}) D P i =  0
• We have =  P( U P^ and hence, 7^  ^ =  U {%i}. This implies that
U  =  ( U  Æ « ) u Æ ( n )
=  ( O p s A ( A ( 0 \ f tW ) ) u ^ i ( i i )
=  o p s .
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Thus, E[ = {Pi, P[) is a signature, by Definition 3.1.1, which is a decomposition of 
E , = iP „ R „ p ,) .
It remains to show that E[, are consistent. We have,
• P[ n  P2 =  {P\ U {î'i}) n  P2 =  0 by the fact that i\ 0  Zsi U and hence i\ 0  P2
• P'l n  P 2 =  n  P 2 =  0 by consistency of , E^
• Vi G Zg^  n  Zsg : ^\{i) = by definition of above
Hence, by Definition 5.1.1 we have 4- ^2 which completes the proof. □
It can be seen that the above lemma allows for some fiexibility, with regard to (3) of 
Definition 5.1.1, for determining component interfaces that are eligible for composition. 
It says that if the provided interface contains at least all the operations of the required 
interface, then we can obtain a decomposition of the signature providing the interface 
such that it is consistent with the signature requiring the interface. The signature that 
arises as the decomposition, introduces a new provided interface which is assigned the 
superfluous operations of the old provided interface (in relation to those of the required 
interface in the initial signatures).
We are now set to consider the static characteristics of the resulting composite com­
ponent. These are given in terms of the composition of the corresponding (consistent) 
signatures.
D efin ition  5.1.3. Suppose that Ey. = (P i,P i,/? i)  and E^ = {Pz-,RziPz) are consistent 
signatures. Define Ej. ^  E^ = E  where,
.  P  =  (P aU P 2)\(P .U P 2)
• R  = (P i U Rz)\{Pi U P2)
•  P{i) =  /3j{i) wherever z G Z^^, j  =  1 , 2  (recall that I s j  =  Pj U  R j  by Definition
3.1.1)
The composite of two signatures, as given by the above definition, is shown to be itself 
a signature in the following lemma.
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L em m a 5.1.2. Suppose that are consistent signatures, then 0  E^ is a sig­
nature.
Proof.
We first prove that is a well defined function. Since I s  Ç I s ,  U I s „, it suffices to 
show that if z G I s ,  H Is„ then /3i(«) =  which is precisely point (3) of Definition
5.1.1. Finally, we note that
p n R  = {{P^\JP^)\{R^uR^))  n  ( ( P i U P 2 ) \ ( P i U P 2 ) )  =  0 
which completes the proof. □
It can be seen that the composite signature E,^  0  E^ is formed from the signatures 
of the individual components by eliminating all interfaces participating in the ensuing 
communication. In effect, the composite signature internalises all connected interfaces. 
Its provided interfaces then are those remaining provided interfaces of each component 
and its required interfaces are those remaining required interfaces of each component.
5 .1 .2  C om posin g  com p on en t vectors
Up to this point we have been concerned with the static characteristics of the resulting 
composite. We now turn our attention to the dynamic characteristics of the composite.
In composing signatures we required (Definition 5.1.1) that the respective sets of op­
erations associated w ith the common interface are the same, or according to Lemma
5.1.1 the provided interface contains at least all operations of the required interface. In 
composing component vectors, we also want to ensure that the respective sequences of 
operation calls on the common interface are the same. The idea behind this requirement 
is the following.
In any behaviour of the composite system, each component Cj, j  = 1,2, will have 
engaged in a piece of behaviour described by Vj. If i is an interface common to both ci 
and C2, then it will be a provided interface of one and a required interface of the other. 
W ithout loss of generality, suppose that it is a required interface of ci and a provided 
interface of C2. Then, z;i(z) represents the sequence of calls to operations made from ci
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to C2 through interface i, which is precisely the sequence of operation calls This
leads to a notion of consistency among component vectors, which determines pairs of 
component vectors (one from each component) that can be composed.
X A Y  is used to denote the symmetric difference of the sets X ,Y  and is defined to be
( x \ y )  u ( y \ x ) .
D efin ition  5.1.4. Let =  (Z7i, 1^) and c  ^ — (27g, %;) be components and suppose that 
S i 4- ^ 2. We say that € Vx and E Y i are consistent, and we write % 4- M2, Âf
^1 L^SlCl/Sg U.2 ClfSg
where if f  is a function, f  [x denotes the restriction of function f  to the set X , in 
which case we define,
Ml 0  M2 ^  (Ml U ^ )  A/s2 
where Mi U Ma * satisfies
(Ml Um2)(0 =  
which is well defined z/mi 4- M2-
Ml (2) , i e l s x  
M2(i) , Î G Z22
Recall that component vectors were defined to be functions (see Definition 3.1.2), and 
thus Ml h r , nisa vector obtained from Mi E Vî by removing all the coordinates
except those that correspond to interfaces of ci that are connected to interfaces of C2. 
Similarly, for MaUs.n/^,, and C2-
It might be worth mentioning that if / i ,/2  are functions with f i : A i —^ B i and /2  : 
A 2 -y B 2 , then, in general, / i  U/2  is a relation such that / i  U/2 Ç (Ai U A2) x (jBi 11^ 2) 
given by (a, b) E / i  U /2  <=> fi(a )  =  6 V / 2(a) =  6. Also, if /iUiDA2=  /zLAinAz (which 
in the notation of Definition 5.1.4 is f i  i  f 2 )i then f i  U j^ i s a  function. Consequently, 
in the case of component vectors, Mi © M2 is always a function since it is only defined 
for component vectors Mi,M2 which agree on common coordinates, i.e. for i G Is i  n /sg .
Furthermore, it is a consequence of the above definition that if i7i, are signatures 
such that i7i 4. 172, and Mi E Vi and u^ E V ^  such that Mi 4- M2, then Mi © Mg E
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The following remark is also a consequence of Definition 5.1,4 and will be used in the 
sequel, specifically with reference to Lemma 5.3.1. It says that if a component vector 
in one language describes earlier behaviour than a vector in the same language, and 
this is also the case for their consistent counterparts in the other language, then the 
composite component vectors resulting from the composition of the consistent pairs 
preserve this ordering in the composite language.
R em a rk  5.1.1. I f Cx =  {Ex,Vx),C2 = are consistent components andwijMi €
Vi and M2, M2 E V2 such that
1. Ml -I M2 and Mi i  M2
2. Ml < Ml and M2 ^  M2
then, Ml © M2 < Mi © M2 •
Proof.
Let i G Z s i \ Z 2 2 - Then, by Definition 5.1.4 ( m i© M 2 ) ( 0  — M i( 0  and (M i® M 2 )(0  =  M i(0 -  
Since Mi < Mi we can deduce that (mi © M 2 )(0  ^  (Mi © M 2 )(0 -
Similarly, when z G isz \  Zsi we have (mi © M2)(0 =  M2 and (mi © M2)(0 =  M2(0- 
Since M2 < M2, we conclude that (mi © M2)(*) ^  (Mi ©M2)(*)*
Hence, it follows that Mi © M2 ^  Mi © M2- O
Now, we can give a formal definition of composition of components.
D efin ition  5.1.5. Suppose that Cx = and ~  (L'a, are consistent compo­
nents. Then, we define Ci © Ca =  (L, V) where,
• L  =  Sx © La
•  y  =  Vi ©  1 4  where V i ©  1^ 2 =  {m  E k ^ j^ M i E Vi, 3m2 E : Mi 4- M2 A m  =  Mi ©  M2 }
Thus, the signature L  of the composite is given by Definition 5.1.3 and the language 
of the composite consists of component vectors formed over L, which comprise vectors 
(from each component language) that are consistent (Definition 5.1.4).
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It is straightforward to show that Ci © Ca =  (L, V) is a component whenever ci, C2 are 
consistent components.
R em ark  5.1.2. Suppose that c% =  (S i,F i)  and C2 =  (L'2, k^) are consistent compo­
nents. Then, in the notation of Definition 5.1.5, ci © C2 =  {S ,V )  is a component.
Proof.
L  is a sort by Lemma 5.1.2 and V  Ç Vs holds by definition. Hence, ci © C2 is a 
component by Definition 3.1.3. □
5.1.3 Algebraic properties of composition
We have seen that the operation of composition in our approach takes two components 
and produces a composite component. In the component-oriented paradigm to soft­
ware engineering, systems are constructed by putting together a number of pre-built 
components. This means that the resulting composite needs to be further composed 
with other components or other composites. To ensure that this is done in a principled 
way, the operation of composition has to satisfy certain properties.
In this section, we are concerned with the algebraic properties of composition. In 
particular, we show that the operation © is commutative and associative.
The following lemma establishes commutativity.
L em m a 5.1.3. Suppose that ci,C2 are components, then c\ 4- C2 if and only if C2 4- ci> 
and in either case ci © C2 =  C2 © c i .
Proof.
Definitions 5.1.1, 5.1.3, 5.1.4, 5.1.5 are all symmetric on L^, E^. Thus, Ex 4- ^2  implies 
La 4- L i in which case L i © Lg =  La © L i. By Definition 5.1.1, the definitions are all 
symmetric on c i, C2 and thus the result also applies to Ci, C2. □
We now turn our attention to associativity. First we establish conditions under which 
(ci © C2) © C3 and Cl © (c2 © C3) are defined. Then we show that they are equal.
We start with a lemma that describes the basic interaction between ’4-' and ’©’.
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L em m a 5.1.4. Suppose that ci,C2,Cs are components such that Cj 4- Ck when j  k. 
Then, ci |  (c2 © cg) and (ci © C2) I  C3.
Proof.
If the first claim ci 4- (c2 © cg) were true, then by interchanging the roles of the Cj 
we would have cg 4- (ci © C2). By Lemma 5.1.3 then, we have (ci © C2) 4- cg which is 
our second claim. Thus, it suffices to prove our first claim. Let c =  {E ,V )  =  Cg © Cg. 
Checking against Definition 5.1.1 for consistency of ci 4- c we have,
P iC P  =  P in ((P 2 U P g )\(P 2 U P 3 ))
Ç Pi n (P2 u Pg)
= (Pi n P2) u (Pi n Pg)
=  0
which is precisely the point of (1) of Definition 5.1.1. In similar fashion.
Pi DP = Pi n ((P2 U Pg) \  (P2 U Pg))
Ç Pi n ( P 2  U P g )
= (Pi n P2) u (Pi n Pg)
which is precisely the point of (2) of Definition 5.1.1. Finally, suppose that i € I s ,  H Is-  
We have two cases; either i G I s ,  fMs„ in which case fis,{i) =  — P sW i oi'
i G I s ,  n  Jug in which case fis,{i) — — Psi'i)- We have proved that Li 4- L.
Hence, 4- (L^ © Lg). Now Definition 5.1.1 gives Ci |  (ca © Cg) which completes the 
proof. □
R em a rk  5.1.3. Suppose that L i, L^, Lg are signatures such that E j 4- Ek when j  ^  k, 
then I s ,  n H Is^ ~  0
Proof.
Suppose that i G I s ,  ^  Is„- Without loss of generality, and in view of Definition 5.1.1, 
we may assume that i G Pi D Pa. Now, z ^ Pg as Lg 4- Lg, and z ^ Z^ as Li 4- Lg.
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Similarly, if we assume that z E P i H Z^, we may deduce that z 0  Pg and z ^  Z^. Hence, 
z 0  Z^g, which completes the proof. □
Associativity of 0  on components can now be considered in terms of the corresponding 
signatures and component languages. The following lemma is concerned with the signa­
tures part while Proposition 5.1.1 is concerned with the languages part and establishes 
associativity of © on components by bringing everything together.
L em m a 5.1.5. Suppose that L i, La, Lg are signatures such that Ej 4- E^ when j  ^  k, 
then
(Li © La) © Lg =  (P, P , /?) =  L i © (La © Lg)
where
• P  — (Pi U Pa U Pg) \  (P i U Pa U Pg)
• R  = (P i U Pa U Pg) \  (Pi U Pa U Pg)
• P : P u  R - y  p{Ops) is given by fi{i) =  fij{i), whenever j  E Is j 
Proof.
Since Ej I  Ef., j  k, we have that (Lj © La) 4- Lg is defined by Lemma 5.1.4. Thus, 
in view of Definition 5.1.3, (L i © La) © Lg is defined. Also, again since the signa­
tures are pairwise consistent, we have by Definition 5.1.1 that whenever
z E Is j  n  Zxfc, so p  is well defined.
Let E"  =  L i © La and E' =  E" © Lg. We must show that E ' = (P% P%/9') =  {P,R,/3).
First we show that P  = P'.
Suppose that z E P '. Then, z G (P" U Pg) \  {R" U Pg) which means that z G P" U Pg 
and z 0  P" U Pg. We consider two cases: z G P" and z G Zg.
• If z G P", then we have z G Pi U Pa and z 0 P i U Pg. Since we also have z 0 Pg, we 
may deduce that z G (Pi U Pa) \  (P i U Pa U Pg) Ç  P. This implies that P" Ç  P.
• If z G Pg, then z 0 Pg. Hence, z G Zg \  Pg. Since i ^  R" U Pg we may deduce that
z G Pg \  (P" U Pg) =  Pg \  (P i U Pa U Pg) Ç  P. This implies that Pg Ç P.
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We have shown that P' Ç P.
Conversely, suppose that i E P. Then, i G ((Pi U Pg) U Pg) \  ((P i U Pg) U Pg) which 
means that z G P" U Pg =  Pi U U Pg and z 0 P i U Pg U Pg. Again, we consider two 
cases: z G P ” and z G Zg.
• If z G P", then z G P " U Pg. Since z ^  P i U Pa U Pg =  P^' U Pg, we may deduce 
that z G {P” U Pg) \  {R" U Pg) . But (P" U Pg) \  {R!' U Pg) =  P ‘. Hence, z G P '. 
This implies that P" Ç P '.
• if z G Pg, then z 0 Pg. Hence, z G Zg \  Pg. Since z 0 P" U Pg, we may deduce that 
z G Pg \  (P" U Pg) =  (Pg \  (P i U Pa U Pg)) Ç P'. Hence, z G P '. This implies 
that Pg Ç P'.
We have now shown that in both cases, z G P \  Hence, P Ç. P '. We have also seen 
that P' Ç P. Thus, P  =  P '. Similarly, and exchanging the roles of P  and P , we have 
R  = R'.
Finally, we note that P{i) = whenever z G Isj-  Thus, we have shown that
(Li © La) © Lg =  {P,R, (3) = (La © Lg) © L i (the right part by interchanging the roles 
of the Ej).  From Lemma 5.1.3 it can be concluded that (La © Lg) © Li =  L i © (La © Lg). 
Thus, we now have the claim of the lemma, (L i © Lg) © Lg =  (P, P , fi) = E^®  (Lg © Lg). 
□
P ro p o s itio n  5.1.1. Suppose that ci,C2,cs are components such that Cj c/. when 
j  ^  k, then (ci © Cg) © Cg and Ci © (cg © Cg) are both defined and equal.
Proof.
Both are defined by Lemma 5.1.4. Let c =  (L ,V ) =  Ci ©Cg, c =  c © eg and let 
c' = (L ', V )  =  Ca © Cg, c' =  Cl © c'. We must show that c — c'. We have Ê =  S' 
by Lemma 5.1.5. Hence, we must show that V  = V '.
Let M E y , then there exists Uj E V j , j  =  1, 2,3 such that
Ml 4- M2 
(Ml ©M2) 4-Mg
V = (Ml ©M2) ©Mg
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We shall prove that
M2 i  Mg
Ml i  (M2 © M g )  
M =  Ml ©  (M2 ©  Mg)
Suppose that i G Is,, Then i 0 I s , ,  by Remark 5.1.3. Thus, we now have
that i G I s ,  \  I s ,  Q {Is, \ I s , ) C  {Is, \ I s , )  = I s ,I ^ I s ,  = Is-  Hence, z G n Is^ 
and now, M2(0  =  (M i © M 2)(*)- Since (m i ©  M2) i  Mg and z G Is^  and z G Zx we have 
Mg(0  — (Mi ©  M2) ( 0 - Hence, M2(*) =  Mg(*) and we have proved that M2 4 Mg-
Let z G I s ,  n  Is>- As Zs  ^nZg/ =  Zsj n  (Zsg AZsg), either z G I s ,  C I s ,  or z G I s ,  H Is^- 
In the first case, (m2 ©Mg)(0 — M2(0 =  Mi(*), and in the second, (m2 ©Mg)(0 — Mg(%) =  
(Ml © M2)(*) =  Mi(0- Hence, we have shown that Mi 4- (M2 © Mg)-
Finally, ((Mi ©Ma) ©Mg)(^) and (Mi © (M2 © Mg))(%) are both equal to Uj{i) where j  is 
the unique number such that z E I s  j (j is unique by Remark 5.1.3). Thus, we have 
shown that V  =  V ' which completes the proof. □
Therefore, we have shown that the operation © of composition of components is com­
mutative and associative. This means that the composite of two components can be 
further composed w ith other components or other composites to form a larger system.
5.2 V isualising C om position  w ith  UM L
In this section, we hint towards the use of UML notation for a diagrammatic descrip­
tion of component composition. Specifically, UML2.0 contains composite structure dia­
grams which can be useful for visualising the underlying formal concepts of component 
composition.
Figure 5.1 depicts the composition of the CMenu and CTuner components of the 
case study given in Section 4.4 using the notation of structure diagrams in UML 2.0 
[OMG04]. We make use of the connector concept in UML 2.0 (see section 8.3.2, pp. 
160-163 in the UML 2.0 specification document [OMG04]).
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Figure 5.1: Composition of CMenu and CTuner
An assembly connector between two components in UML defines that one component 
provides the services that the other component requires. The UML 2.0 specification 
imposes the constraint that an assembly connector can only be defined from a required 
interface to a provided interface. This constraint is formally captured in our model by 
the definition of consistent signatures, Definition 5.1.1, which dictates that connected 
interfaces belong to the set = {P  ^n  Rz) U {P^ f] R^).
The semantics of the assembly connector, given in the UML 2.0 specification, is that 
signals (operation requests or events) originate in a required interface, travel along an 
instance of the connector and are delivered to a provided interface. In our component 
model the dynamics of composition (Definition 5.1.4) formalises that and further, im­
poses that the sequence of operation calls experienced at the required interface is the
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same as that experienced on the provided interface. Moreover, the definition entails 
that the ordering of events is preserved on the target interface, something which is 
also in the spirit of the UML assembly connector which is seen as simply providing the 
connection between the two.
The assembly connector is represented using the ’ball and socket’ notation (see interface 
IDetectSignal in Figure 5.1).
We also use another kind of connector in the structure diagram of Figure 5.1. A 
delegation connector in UML 2.0 is a connector that links the external contract of a 
component (as defined by its interfaces) to the internal realisation of that behaviour 
by the component’s parts; it simply represents the forwarding of signals (operation 
requests or events). In our case, the delegation connector is used at the composite 
component level so that its ’parts’ become the constituent components.
The UML 2.0 specification restricts the use of the delegation connector to interfaces of 
the same kind. A further constraint is that the target interface of the connector must 
support a signature compatible subset of operations of the source interface. In fact, 
both constraints are formally put in Definition 5.1.3 which gives the construction for 
the composite component’s signature. Recall that the composite signature 0  is 
formed from the signatures of the constituent components by eliminating all interfaces 
participating in communication (assembly connector(s) can be used for those). The idea 
is that we may use delegation connectors for the interfaces of the composite signature.
The semantics of the delegation connector, given in UML 2.0 (pp.160-161 in [OMG04]), 
is that behaviour which is available on a component may not actually be realised by that 
component itself, but by another component within it. The essence of this description of 
the semantics can be formally captured by Definition 5.1.4. In particular, the definition 
says that behaviour of the composite, on non-connected interfaces, comprises behaviour 
from each of the constituent components - depending on which component the interface 
in question belongs to. Therefore, we propose the use of the UML delegation connector 
for representing the non-connected interfaces of the constituent components at the 
composite component level,
A delegation connector in UML 2.0 is represented by an open arrow which is stereotyped
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by <<delegate>>. The direction of the arrow^ is from the interface of the composite 
towards that of the constituent component in the case of provided interfaces (see, for 
example, interface ISearchFre in Figure 5.1) and from the interface of the constituent 
component towards that of the composite in the case of a delegation connector between 
required interfaces (see interface IDetectSignal in Figure 5.1).
5.3 W ell-behavedness o f th e C om posite C om ponent
Based on Definition 5.1.3 and Definition 5.1.5 we have formally defined a notion of 
composition of components, which is associative and commutative. Essentially, the sig­
nature of the resulting system is defined to be the composite of the components’ signa­
tures. The dynamics of the system reflect the fact that a behaviour involves behaviours 
from each of the components and that these must agree on connected interfaces.
In Section 4.2 we considered constraints on the vector language of a single component 
that ensure it is well-behaved. Discreteness guarantees that only a finite number of 
events may occur within finite time, and ensures that there is an initial point in time 
in which nothing has happened. Local left-closure guarantees that every occurrence of 
an event (e.g. call to an operation) at an interface of the component is recorded in its 
component language, i.e. there is a component vector in V  to describe it.
In this section, we concentrate on the effect of composition on well-behaved components. 
In particular, we are interested in preservation of discreteness and local left-closure in 
the composite component.
We have seen (Definition 5.1.4) that the notion of consistency among component vec­
tors identifies pairs of vectors (one from each component language) which agree on 
the coordinate corresponding to the connected interfaces of the two components. We 
have also seen that discreteness and local left-closure are constraints imposed on the 
order structure of a component language and thus are also dependent on context - on 
what other vectors are in the language. Therefore, the notion of consistency among
^This is not entirely clear in the UML specification document [OMG04] but can be reasonably 
derived from its consistent use throughout the document.
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pairs of component vectors is not adequate for the treatment of such properties under 
composition of component languages.
This is because, given two consistent component vectors, there is no way to guarantee 
that all other vectors which describe earlier behaviour than these vectors, in the respec­
tive components, also have a consistent counterpart in the other component language 
(i.e. can be matched under consistency).
It transpires that we need a notion of step by step consistency across the component 
languages involved. This leads to the notion of compatibility between components 
which is defined next. It provides a somewhat stronger condition than consistency 
among pairs of component vectors, effectively lifting the notion to the language level, 
and incorporates the usual consistency among signatures.
D efin ition 5.3.1. Suppose thatc^ = (X i^, Vi) andc^ =  ( ^ 2, components. Then, 
they are compatible if and only if
1 . Cl and C2 are consistent
2 . I f  ^1 G V\ and V2 G V2 such that Ui 4- Vji then
(a) I f Ui G Vi such that % < V.i then 3 u.2 G V2 such that U2 ^  312 Mi i  M2
(b) I f U.2 G V2 such that U2  < y _2 then G Vi such that % < Vi and % 4- M2
(c) / / u  G Vi © V2 and u < V i ® V 2 ^Mi G Vi and M2 G such that Mi 4- M2? 
Ml <  Ml, M2 <  M2? n^d M =  Ml © M2
Note that the definition of compatibility given in [MS04b] includes an additional con­
dition relating pairwise consistent component vectors and their least upper bounds. 
Subsequent analysis has shown that this can be included in a more general treatment 
of the interrelation between the composition operators 4-, © and least upper and greatest 
lower bounds (cf Lemma 5.3.2).
Now we are set to consider whether the composite component obtained by combining 
compatible components, following the construction given in Definition 5.1.5, is well- 
behaved. It can be readily shown that the composite ci © cg is locally left-closed
whenever ci and C2 are locally left-closed and compatible components.
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L em m a 5.3.1. I f ci and C2 are compatible components which are locally left-closed, 
then Cl © C2 is locally left-closed.
Proof.
Let V G V i ©  V2  and let i G A J s g  and let yl <  x  <  v{ i ) ,  then M — Mi ©  M2  for 
Ml G Vi  and Mg G 1/2- W ithout loss of generality let i G I sA ^ s^  so that m (0  =  M i(0 -  
By local left-closure of ci, there exists Mi G V i such that Mi <  Mi and Mi(0 —
By Definition 5.3.1 (2b), there exists M2 G V2 such that M2 < M2 and Mi 4- M2- Thus 
Ml ©  M2 <  Ml ©  M2 =  M, by Remark 5.1.1. So we have Mi ©  M2 G V i ©  V2 and Mi ©  M2 <  M 
and (Ml © M2)(0 — ^ (since i G Is ^ \Is^ )  which means precisely that c% © C2 is locally 
left-closed. □
In order to prove that the composite component is well-behaved, we must further show 
that it is discrete. The proof of discreteness for the composite component language is 
more involved and we introduce it in two steps (Lemma 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.3). The 
following lemma describes the interaction between I, © and least upper and greatest 
lower bounds in a component language. We state the lemma for least upper bounds, 
for readability, but the result also applies to greatest lower bounds.
L em m a 5.3.2. Suppose that are consistent signatures and that 311,211 G Vi and
M2 jM2  G V2 such that
•  Ml 4- M2 ayid Ml 4'  M2
• Ml LI Ml G Vi and M2 LI M2 G V2
then,
1 . (Ml U M l) 4- (M2 LI M2)
2 . (m i ©  M2) LI (mi ©  M2) G V i ©  V2
S. (Ml ©  M2) U (Ml ©  M2) =  (Mi U M l) ©  (M2 LI M2)
Proof.
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Let i G Jsi n Jsg- Since Mi I  M2 Mi 4- M2 ; we have u_i{i) =  y^ii) and Mi(*) =  M2 (*); 
and so
(Ml LI Mi)(%) =  max{ui{ i) ,vi{i ))
=  max{u2 {i),y2 {i))
= (M2LIM2)(*)
Thus, (mi LI Ml) 4- (M2 LJ M2 ); establishing (1).
Suppose, next, that i G Jsi \  Isg . Then, (mi © M2 )(*’) =  Mi(*) and (mi © M2)(0 =  
Mi(0- Now, Ml LI Ml G Vi which implies that max(Mi(0;Mi(0) i s  defined and hence, 
max ((Ml © M2)(0;(Mi © M2 )(*)) is defined. This also holds when i G i s 2 \  / s i ,  by 
symmetry. It follows that (m i ©M2 ) LI (mi ©M2 ) €  V i ©  establishing (2).
Finally, if i G / s i  \  ; then
((Ml ©M2 ) LI (Ml ©M2))(0 =  max((Mi ©M2)(0; (Mi ©M2)(0)
=  max (mi (0; Ml («))
=  (Mi LImi)(*)
=  ((Ml U Ml) © (M2 LI M2))(0
and similarly when i G /sg \  -^ Ei • It follows that
(Ml © M2 ) LI (Ml © M2 ) =  (Ml U Ml) © (M2 LI M2 ) 
establishing (3), which completes the proof. □
The proof is similar for the interaction between 4-, © and greatest lower bounds (replace 
n by U and max by m in).
The lemma postulates that the least upper bounds of component vectors which have 
a consistent counterpart in the other component’s language, are themselves consistent 
(point of (1) of the lemma) and that the least upper bound of the composite component 
vectors is defined in the composite component language ((2) of the lemma) and is equal 
to the composite of the least upper bound of the component vectors from each individual 
component language ((3) of the lemma).
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The following lemma relates to discreteness of the composite component. It establishes 
that whenever two component vectors in a composite component language describe an 
earlier part of behaviour than a third vector, also in the language, then their least upper 
bound and greatest lower bound are defined and belong to the composite language.
L em m a 5.3.3. Suppose that Ci =  (Ili,V i) and cg =  (S2JV2) are compatible well- 
behaved components and M? M> G K  © Vj such that u,y<w_,  then
1 . mUmG Vi © V2
2. M n  M G Vi © V2
Proof.
We begin by proving point ( 1) of the lemma. Since m G V i©  V2, by definition (Definition 
5 .1,5), there exist mLi G Vi and w.2 G V2 such that i  WL2 a-nd ML =  2Mi © 2M2- Since 
u G Vi © V2 and M < Mi — MLi © ML2; by 2(c) of Definition 5 .3.1 there exist Mi € Vi and 
M2 G V2 such that Mi i  M2; Mi <  MLi,M2 <  ML2 Eind M =  Mi © M2- Similarly, there exist 
Ml E Vi and M2 G V2 such that Mi i  M2, Mi <  Mix,M2 ^  ML2 &nd m =  Mi © M2-
Since Mi,Mi < MLi, and mLi G V l and c is well-behaved (and thus, also discrete), we can 
deduce that Mi LImi E Vi, by Definition 4.2.2. Similarly, we can deduce that M2LIM2 E V2.
So we have shown that Mi i  M2,Mi i  M2 and Mi LI Mi E Vf,M2 LI M2 G V2. Thus, by (2) of 
Lemma 5.3.2 we can deduce that (m i ©M2) LI (mi ©M2) E Vi © V2. Hence, m U m E Vi  © V2, 
establishing (1).
Next, we prove point (2) of the lemma. Since M, M E Vl © V2, by definition there exist 
Ml,Ml G Vl and M2,M2 E V2 such that Mi ©  M2 =  M and Mi ©  M2 =  M- As in the proof 
of point (1) above, by well-behavedness of ci,C2 we may deduce that Mi LImi E V  and
M 2 LI M2 E V2.
Since Mi ©M2 and Mi ©M2 both exist, we must have M i(0  — M2(*) and Mi(%) — M2(0 , for 
each z 6 /s i  n  Thus, mm(Mi(i),Mi(0) =  ”^*»^(m2(0,M2(0), for each z G n is j ,  
which means that (mi riMi)(*) =  (M2 LIm2)(0, for each z G / s i  Hlsa- By Definition 5.1.4 
we may deduce that (mi LImi) -I- (m2 DM2) and hence, (Mi Li Mi) © (M2 LI M2) is defined and
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belongs to Vi © V2 . Now by (3) of Lemma 5.3.2, we have
(Ml n Ml) © (m2 n M2) =  (mi © M2) n (mi © M2)
Thus, (Ml ©M2) LI (Ml © M2) E Vl © V2 and hence mLI m E V. © V2 establishing (2). □
The above results are summarised in the following theorem which is the main result of 
this section.
T heo rem  5.3.1. I f  c\ and C2 are compatible well-behaved components, then c\ © C2 is 
a well-behaved component.
Proof.
Since ci is a well-behaved component, we have G V- Similarly, we have G V^. 
Thus, E V  © 14- Now by Lemma 5.3.3, we may deduce that ci ©C2 is discrete.
By Lemma 5.3.1 it is locally left-closed. Thus, ci © C2 is well-behaved. □
Therefore, we have shown that under certain conditions, captured by the notion of 
compatible components, two well-behaved components can be put together and the 
resulting composite shall also be well-behaved.
In this way, we can establish well-behavedness at the individual component level and 
check for compatibility. If this turns out to be the case, then the composition of the 
components results in a composite component which is guaranteed to be well-behaved. 
Considering that composition in our approach is associative, this allows for building 
well-behaved systems out of well-behaved components.
5.4 Illustration  by exam ple
We illustrate the formal notion of composition in our approach by means of an extended 
example. In particular, we apply the formalism introduced in this chapter to describe 
the composition of the CMenu and CTuner components of our case study considered 
in Section 4.4.
We start by describing the role of CTuner in the context of the overall component 
specification architecture of Figure 4.5. The CTuner component is concerned w ith the
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task of tuning a TV set to a given frequency. When the frequency of the tuner is 
changed it produces noise which might result in undesired artifacts on the TV screen 
and speakers. Therefore, it is a product requirement that the screen and the speakers 
should be blanked (blocked) before the frequency is changed. As soon as the tuner 
is tuned to the new frequency the screen and the speakers can be unblanked. More 
details on the functionality of the tuner can be found in [vO03]. Figure 5.2 shows the 
configuration of components required for this functionality and includes the names for 
the interfaces between participating components. Notice that it is part of the overall 
configuration of Figure 4.5.
IDetectSignal
ISpeaker
IScreen
- i  o —
P  lAntenna
« c o m p o n e n t»  ^ ~ |  
CTuner
« c o m p o n e n t»
CAudio
« c o m p o n e n t»
CVideo
« c o m p o n e n t»
CTunerDriver
« c o m p o n e n t»  ^ ~ |  
CMenu
Figure 5.2; Component specification architecture for the tuning task
We give a formal description of the CTuner component by applying Definition 3.1.3, as 
done in Section 4.4 for the CMenu component.
The CTuner component has one provided interface, IDetectSignal, and three required 
interfaces, ISpeaker, IScreen and lAntenna. Hence, the provided interfaces of CTuner 
are given by the set Pt  = {IDetectSignal} and the required interfaces are given by 
the set R t  = {ISpeake?^, IScreen, lA n tenna}. Thus, the set of interfaces is given by 
~  {IDetectSignal, ISpeaker, IScreen, lA n tenna}. We check that Pt  D R t  = 0-
The function p  as defined in Definition 3.1.1 specifies the set of operations associated 
w ith each interface. In the case of CTuner we have.
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Pt {I DetectSignal) = {cl}
P t{I Speaker) = {dl ,d 2 }
P T { I S c r e e n )  -  { / l , /2 }
Pt {I ■^fitenna) = {pi}
where cl is an abbreviation for operation detectSignalÇ), as in Section 4.4, while dl, f l  
are abbreviations for operation drop{) on ISpeaker and IScreen respectively, d2, f2  for 
restoreQ on ISpeaker and IScreen respectively, and g l for tuneÇ). Recall that operation 
names are unique on interfaces in our formal framework.
Suppose that a component developer considers the intended behaviour of CTuner ful­
filling the following
• Once the CMenu component requests a change of frequency (which corresponds 
to invoking operation cl on IDetectSignal) the CTuner component immediately 
calls both CAudio and CVideo components to blank the screen and speakers, by 
dropping their signal.
• Once both screen and speakers have been blanked, the CTuner component may 
proceed to change the frequency on the CTunerDriver component.
• Once the new signal has been detected and the CTuner is tuned to the new 
frequency, and only then, the CTuner immediately calls both CAudio and CVideo 
to unblank the screen and speakers at the same time, by restoring their signal.
Notice that the requests to CAudio and CVideo for restoring their signal are intended 
to occur at the same time so that picture and sound are restored at once.
This informal description of behaviour of the CTuner component is captured in the 
UML sequence diagram of Figure 5.3 which describes the allowed sequences of events 
on its interfaces. Notice that the mode of communication within a TV platform is 
synchronous and this is represented by the use of filled arrowheads in the diagram. By 
unfolding the sequence diagram into component vectors, following the formal construc­
tion described in Section 3.2, we obtain the set of vectors that indicate the intended
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sd freqT
CMenu CTuner
cl
CAudio CVideo CTunerD
p a r / dl
fl
gl
sim / d2 .
f2
Figure 5.3: The CTuner component performing the tuning task
behaviour of the CTuner component and comprise its corresponding component lan­
guage. To avoid over elaborating the example, we do not give the details of the unfolding 
here. It can be easily checlced against the material and examples of Section 3.2.
If we write {z, w, x, y) for the functions v of Definition 3.1.2 with y[I Detect Signal) — z, 
y{ISpeaker) =  w, y{IScreen) = x  and v{IAn tenna) =  ^ we obtain the following set of 
component vectors for CTuner.
V t = {(A, A, A, A), (cl, A, A, A), (cl, dl, A, A), (cl, A,/I, A), 
(cl,dl,/l. A), (cl,dl,/l,gl), (cl,dld2,/l/2,^ l)}
The component language Vt  is discrete and locally left-closed, so CTuner is a well- 
behaved component. We do not give the proof here. This is left to the interested reader. 
(It follows from similar reasoning to that applied to Vm  of the CMenu component in 
Section 4.4.)
We may now consider the composition of the CTuner and CMenu components. Let 
Cm  = (2m, Vm) denote the CMenu component and ct = (S y ,!^ )  denote the CTuner 
component. The composition of cm , ct involves composing their signatures and their
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component languages. We start by considering their signatures. First, we check whether 
they are consistent against Definition 5.1.1.
The two components must have no provided and no required interfaces in common. 
Indeed, P m  D P t  = 0 and R m  H R t  = 0 . They do have an interface in common, that 
is, IDetectSignal which is a required interface of CMenu and a provided interface of 
CTuner. Hence, we have that = {IDetectSignal} for which we also have
that Pm {I Detect Signal) = {ci} =  P t {IDetectSignal). Thus, in the notation of Def­
inition 5.1.1 we have Sm 4- and the two signatures are consistent. Consequently, 
composition can potentially take place over IDetectSignal (see also Figure 5.1). Having 
established that Sm |  S r  we may now obtain the composite signature S m t =  
following the construction given in Definition 5.1.3.
We have Pm t  = {Pm  U Pt ) \{R m  U R t ) = [ISearchFre, IF ineTune}
Note that IDetectSignal does not appear in P m t, though it is in Pt , because it also 
belongs to R m -
Also, R m t  = {Rm  U R t )\{P m  U Pt ) = { I  Speaker, I  Screen, I  Antenna}
Note that IDetectSignal does not appear in R m t  because it belongs to Pj>.
The function Pm t  on the interfaces of the composite component cm 0  ct satisfies 
pMT{i) — Pk{i) wherever i £ Isf , ,k = M, T .  For instance, in the case of IFineTune, we 
have Pm t {IP ineTune) = PM{IFineTune) = {61,62,63} since IF ineTune £ I s m -
Up to this point we have checked for consistency among the signatures of the two com­
ponents and subsequently defined the signature of the composite component cm 0  ct- 
Now we turn our attention to composing the component vectors from each component. 
Definition 5.1.5 dictates that a composite component vector comprises component vec­
tors from each language so long as these agree on the coordinates corresponding to the 
connected interfaces. The latter requirement is imposed by consistency among vectors 
as given in Definition 5.1.4.
For the component languages of CMenu and CTuner this amounts to checking whether 
the sequence appearing on the third (last) coordinate of the component vectors in Vm is 
the same eis that of the first coordinate of component vectors inVr- In what follows, we
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describe incrementally how the component vectors of the composite language Vm  © Vt  
are obtained.
The CMenu component engages in a number of events before making a call to operation 
cl on CTuner. The resulting behaviours are described by the following set of component 
vectors, in which cl has not occurred yet.
(A, A, A), (al. A, A), (al, 61, A), (ala2. A, A), (al, 6162, A), (a l, 6163, A), (a lo2 ,61, A)
These vectors are consistent with (A, A, A, A) from Vt  of CTuner. Their composition 
with this vector yields the following set of composite component vectors. For example, 
(al, A, A) © (A, A, A, A) =  (al. A, A, A, A).
X  = {(A, A, A, A, A), (al. A, A, A, A), (al, 61, A, A, A), (ala2. A, A, A, A)
(al, 6162, A, A, A), (al, 6163, A, A, A), (a la2 ,61, A, A, A)}
This set reflects the fact that the CTuner component does nothing while CMenu has 
not issued cl. The occurrence of cl on IDetectSignal is recorded in the component 
vector (ala2. A, cl) £ Vm which is the smallest vector in Vm that has cl on its third 
coordinate. This occurrence is recorded in V t by (cl. A, A, A) which is also the smallest 
vector in Vm which contains cl. After this occurrence, CTuner engages in the tuning 
task and performs its part, by blanking CAudio, CVideo, tuning the tuner driver and 
then unblanking CAudio and CVideo. This behaviour is captured by the following set 
of component vectors in Vt -
(cl. A, A, A), (cl, dl. A, A), (cl. A, / I ,  A), (cl, d l, / I ,  A), (cl, dl, f l , g l ) ,  (cl, dld2, /1 /2 , g l)
These vectors are consistent with (ala2. A, cl) from Vm  of CMenu. Their composition 
with this vector yields the following set of composite component vectors. For example, 
(ala2, A, cl) © (cl, dl. A, A) =  (ala2. A, dl. A, A).
Y  =  (ala2. A, A, A, A), (ala2. A, d l. A, A), (ala2. A, A, f l ,  A), (ala2, A, dl, f l .  A), 
(ala2, A, dl, / I ,  gl), (ala2. A, dld2, /1 /2 , gl)}
This set reflects the fact that the CMenu component does nothing while CTuner man­
ages its downstream devices (CAudio and CVideo) in fulfilling the cl request. The oc­
currences of d2 and /2  are recorded in the component vector (c l ,d ld 2 ,/ l /2 ,g l )  £ Vt
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and signify completion of the request, since only then are the speakers and screen set 
to the new frequency.
This allows the CMenu component to engage in its subsequent behaviour described by 
the following set of component vectors in Vm -
(a la2 ,61, cl), (a la2 ,6162, cl), (a la 2 ,6163, cl)
These vectors are consistent with vector (cl, dld2, / l / 2 ,g l )  from Vt  of CTuner. Their 
composition with this vector yields the following set of composite component vectors. 
For example, (ala2,61,cl) © (cl, d ld 2 ,/ l /2 ,g l )  =  (a la 2 ,6 1 ,d ld 2 ,/l/2 ,g l) .
Z =  {(ala2 ,61, dld2, /1 /2 , gl), {ala2,6162, dld2, f l f 2 ,  gl),  (a la2,6163, dld2, f l f 2 , g l ) }
From this point onwards the behaviour of the two components w ith regard to the tuning 
task has been completed and can only be repeated as a whole. Thus, the resulting 
composite component language is given by the union of the sets X,  Y , Z  as,
Vm ^ V t  = {(A, A, A, A, A), (al, A, A, A, A), (al,61. A, A, A), (ala2. A, A, A, A),
(al, 6162, A, A, A), (a l, 6163, A, A, A), (a la 2 ,61, A, A, A),
(ala2. A, dl.  A, A), (ala2. A, A, f l ,  A), (ala2, A, dl,  f l .  A),
(ala2, A, dl, f l ,  gl),  {ala2 . A, dld2, /1 /2 , g l), (a la2 ,61, dld2, /1 /2 , g l), 
(ala2, 6162, dld2, /1 /2 , gl), (a la 2 ,6163, dld2, /1 /2 , gl)}
In order to determine whether the resulting composite component cm 0  or is well- 
behaved, it suffices to check whether the components cm and ct are compatible in the 
sense of Definition 5.3.1. If this is the case, then Theorem 5.3.1 guarantees that cm ® or 
is well-behaved.
We have already seen that Sm i  2 r  and thus cm 4- <^T which means that (1) of 
Definition 5.3.1 is satisfied. We now check (2) of the definition. This involves a check 
between all pairs of consistent vectors considered in obtaining Vm  0  Vt - We give three 
examples here, one from each subset X , Y, Z  that comprise Vm  0  Vt - The rest can be 
checked following similar reasoning.
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Consider the case of V\ = (al, A, A) G Vm  and ^2 — (A, A, A, A) G Vt  for which 
(al,A , A) i  (A, A, A, A).
We have ui = (A, A, A) G Vm such that < v_i. There exists =  (A, A, A, A) G V t 
such that u_2 ^  ^2 and Ui } ^ 2- Thus, condition 2(a) of the definition holds.
We also have that U2 — (A, A, A, A) G Vm such that u.2 ^  U2 - There exists % =  
(A, A, A) G Vm such that < Uj and % } Ug. Thus, condition 2(b) of the definition 
holds.
Finally, let u = (A, A, A, A, A) G Vm © Vp. We have u < y  = (al, A, A, A, A) G Vm © Vr. 
There exists Mi — (A, A, A) G Vm and U2 =  (A, A, A, A) G V t such that i  ^2, «i < îii, 
U.2 ^  U2 and u = Ui ®U2 - Thus, condition 2(c) of the definition holds.
Next consider a case from the set Y . Let vector Vi ~  (ala2. A, cl) G Vm and let 
v_2 = (cl, dl. A, A) G Vr for which u.i } 2^2*
We have Mi =  (ala2, A, A) G Vm  such that Mi < Ëi- There exists M2 =  (A, A, A, A) £ V t
such that M2 ^  U2 and Mi 4- M2* Thus, condition 2(a) of the definition holds.
We also have that M2 =  (A, A, A, A) G Vm such that M2 < U2 - There exists Mi =  
(ala2. A, A) G Vm such that Mi < Mi and Mi i  M2- Thus, condition 2(b) of the definition 
holds.
Finally, let u =  (ala2. A, A, A, A) G Vm © Vt- We have m < M =  (a la l, A, dl. A, A) G 
Vm © Vt- There exists mi =  (ala2. A, A) G Vm and M2 =  (A, A, A, A) G Vr such that 
Ml i  M2) Ml < Ml) M2 ^  M2 and u = Mi ©M2- Thus, condition 2(c) of the definition holds.
Next consider a case from the set Z. Let vector Mi =  (a la2 ,61, cl) G Vm and M2 =  
(cl, dld2, / l / 2 ,g l )  G V t for which mi 4- M2-
We have Mi =  (ala2, A, cl) G Vm such that Mi < Mi- There exists M2 =  (cl, dl, / I ,  g l) G 
Vt  such that M2 ^  M2 and Mi 4- M2- Thus, condition 2(a) of the definition holds.
We also have that M2 =  (cl, dl, / l , g l )  G Vm such that M2 < M2- There exists mi — 
(ala2, A, cl) G Vm such that Mi < Mi and Mi 4- M2- Thus, condition 2(b) of the definition 
holds.
Finally, let m =  (ala2. A, d l , / l ,g l )  G Vm ©  Vr- For this vector we have u <  v =
(a la l, 61, d ld 2 ,/ l /2 ,g l )  G Vm ©  V r -  There exists m i =  (ala2. A, cl) G V m  and M2 =
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( c l jd l , / l ,g l )  G Vt  such that Mi i  Mg, Mi < Mi, Mg ^  Mg and M =  Mi ©Mg- Thus, 
condition 2(c) of the definition holds.
Using similar reasoning for the remaining vectors related by we conclude by Definition
5.3.1 that CM, c r are compatible components. We also have that cm and cy are well- 
behaved. Thus, by Theorem 5.3.1, cm © cr is well-behaved.
5.5 C oncluding note
In this chapter, we presented the notion of composition of components considered in 
our formal framework. Components are composed by connecting a required interface of 
one component to a provided interface of the other. The notion of consistency between 
signatures serves to identify interfaces that are eligible for connection. We also allowed 
for some flexibility on the strict interface typing aspect of consistent signatures (Lemma
5.1.1). The notion of consistency among component vectors from each language deter­
mines which pairs of component vectors are eligible for composition. The composite 
component language brings together all pairs of vectors that have been matched for 
consistency.
In our case study of Section 5.4 it became apparent that not all such pairs result (under 
composition ©) in component vectors that describe intended behaviour only of the 
composite. It appears that in deciding which component vectors (out of the consistent 
ones) should be composed and thus be part of the resulting composite language, we 
need to take into account the order structure of the individual component languages. 
At the moment, this is only done for component vectors from each language that adhere 
to Remark 5.1.1, but this does not cover any pair of consistent vectors. We will have 
more to say about this in the concluding chapter of the thesis.
It was also shown that the operation of compositon on components is associative and 
commutative. Thus, the resulting composite can be further composed with other com­
ponents and composites to form a larger system.
UML structure diagrams were proposed for visualising connected components, provid­
ing these are eligible for composition. This involves a more concrete semantics for the
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assembly connector (in terms of consistency among component vectors) and the delega­
tion connector (in terms of consistency among signatures) used in composite structure 
diagrams.
In Chapter 4 we required certain properties of component languages that lead to the 
characterisation of well-behaved components. W ith the goal of predictable assembly in 
mind; we examined the preservation of well-behavedness under composition. It turned 
out that this is the case so long as the components in question are compatible. The 
compatibility condition effectively requires a step by step consistency among component 
vectors, in the sense that if two vectors are consistent, then all vectors describing earlier 
behaviour in the respective languages also have a consistent counterpart.
The idea behind well-behavedness is that in reasoning about these component properties 
we may identify potentially pathological behaviour. Such behaviour may be the result of 
inconsistencies in sequence diagrams such as a race condition. The preservation of well- 
behavedness under composition offers interesting perspectives with regard to combining 
sequence diagrams (scenarios). Given that the CMenu and CTuner components in our 
case study are well-behaved and compatible, the combination of the respective sequence 
diagrams (Figure 4.8, Figure 5.3) would yield a sequence diagram in which no valid 
(implicit) scenarios, other than what is explicitly described in the diagram, can appear 
along the lifelines of the two components.
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Chapter 6
Event-oriented D escription of 
Com ponent Behaviour
The behaviour of component-based systems often involves a complex interplay of ac­
tion/reaction relationships varying over time. We have argued that a suitable notion 
of behaviour in this context is one that expresses the patterns of actions a component 
can perform.
In this chapter, we associate well-behaved components with behavioural presentations 
which comprise a behavioural model that focuses on describing occurrences of events 
over time. This provides an event-oriented description of component behaviour, which 
is particularly useful for replacement and adaptation in a component setting.
Behavioural presentations are order theoretic structures, and establishing their relation­
ship to component languages effectively builds a bridge between algebraic and order 
theoretic representation of component behaviour. In this way, our formal framework 
can be related to a more general theory of non-interleaving representation of behaviour 
[Shi97].
One of the benefits of using the behavioural presentation model for the description of 
component behaviour is that various temporal relations can be derived from this model 
in such a way that nondeterminism, concurrency and simultaneity can be treated as dis­
tinct phenomena. The temporal relations are used to describe the reactive behaviour of
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a component in terms of the time ordering between calls to operations on its interfaces. 
Whenever this time ordering is respected, we may faithfully expect the component to 
behave in predictable ways.
The relationship between behavioural presentations and component languages builds on 
a key technical result due to M. W. Shields, that first appeared in [Shi92], and underlies 
the relationship between order theoretic objects and language theoretic objects. The 
behavioural presentation model [ShiSB] has been extensively studied in relation to vector 
languages in [Shi97].
In [MSKF03] we have been concerned with an adaptation of this work for component 
languages. This involved the characterisation of primes in component languages and 
a construction for extracting from a component language a quadruple that mirrors a 
behavioural presentation. [MKS05] is an elaboration of this work that stresses the 
relationship between discrete and locally left-closed component languages and discrete 
behavioural presentations. The formal construction was applied to a case study and 
we have shown how the resulting behavioural presentation can be used to model the 
relationship between any pair of events occurring on component interfaces.
Here, we give an outline description of the above and suggest a reworking of the con­
struction that maps a component language onto a quadruple which mirrors a left-closed 
behavioural presentation. This has to do with a minor diflference in defining the oc­
currence function (Definition 6.3.2) and providing the more accessible notion of primal 
vectors (Definition 6.3.1) in component languages. These vectors are then shown to be 
the primes in a component language, based on the analysis in [SM04b] which contains 
the complete proofs.
We start by outlining the behavioural presentation model and discuss a particular sub­
class of behavioural presentations that describe discrete behaviour. Then, we give the 
formal construction that translates a component language into a behavioural presen­
tation. We illustrate the construction and the resulting event-oriented description of a 
component by means of an extended example.
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6.1 B ehavioural P resen tation s
In this section we give an overview of behavioural presentations, which were introduced 
in [Shi88], focusing on the temporal relations they determine among occurrences of 
events.
Any computer system is associated w ith a set of events. When an event actually 
happens we talk about an occurrence of that event. Therefore, for any system there 
is a corresponding set B  of events and a set O of occurrences of those events. For 
instance, making a call to operation startSearchÇ) on interface ISearchFre of the CMenu 
component in our examples is considered an occurrence of the event ^startSearchÇ) 
operation call’. The occurrence of a call to operation startSearchÇ) causes the CMenu 
component to perform some processing perhaps and when it is ready, in the right state, 
make an operation call to another component (another occurrence of an event) and so 
on.
The behavioural presentation model builds on the idea that a description of the possible 
behaviour of a system may consist of a set of assertions concerning what events have 
occurred during its execution and the relations between them. An assertion will be 
valid relative to some point in the space-time of the system. Therefore, each system 
is associated with a set of points. A  point can be thought of as a “possible world” in 
which certain events have occurred. Each point is identified with the set of occurrences 
of events which have taken place prior to that point. The intuition is that each point 
represents that point in time reached after all occurrences which constitute it have 
taken place.
Events may have multiple occurrences. Two occurrences of the same event are the same 
if they have been preceded by the same sequences of events. Consider the sequences of 
events aabah and aaabab. The second b in the sequence aabab is not the same occurrence 
as the second b in aaabab. They take place in different ’’possible worlds” . We may thus 
refer to events by giving the sequence of which they are the last occurrence.
These concepts underlie the behavioural presentation model which will be used for an 
event-oriented description of component behaviour in our approach. A behavioural
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presentation is defined as follows.
Definition 6.1.1. A behavioural presentation is a quadruple B  — {0 , I I ,E , \ ) ,  where
1 . O is a set of occurrences
2 . n  C p{0 ) is a non-empty set of points
3 . E  is a set of events
4 - X : O E  is the occurrence function
which satisfies UTreir'^ ~  O-
The requirement that \Jnen '^ = O says that every occurrence belongs to some point 
and essentially reflects the fact that we should not be concerned with things that could 
never happen. The function A associates occurrences with events. Therefore, A(o) =  e 
is to be read as ’o is an occurrence of e’.
In order to obtain a precise description of the dynamic characteristics of the component 
in hand, we need to model: i) the order in which the component makes calls to oper­
ations on other components through its required interfaces, and ii) the order in which 
the component receives calls to operations from other components on its provided in­
terfaces. The set of occurrences O in a behavioural presentation determines various 
temporal relations, which can be used to this end.
D efinition 6.1,2. Let B  be a behavioural presentation and suppose that 01,02 € O. 
Define,
• Oi Ü O2 Vtt G H  : 02 G 7T => Oi ^  7T and we say 01,02 are mutually exclusive
• Oi 02 <=> Vtt G iT : O2 G 7T =r^  <?i G 7T and we say 01 has happened no later 
than 02
• oi =  02 (oi —> 02) A (02 —)■ oi) and we say 01,02 occurred simultaneously
•  oi CO 0 2  ~'(oitio2) A (oi 7^ 02) A  (02 7^ 01) and we say 01,02 occurred 
concurrently
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• oi < 02 ■<=> (oi —^ 02) A (02 7A oi) and we say 0 \ happened strictly before 02
Using tlie above temporal relations we can determine the causal and temporal ordering 
amongst calls to operations occurring at the interfaces of a component, and in this way 
describe its observable behaviour.
It can be seen that the temporal relations derived from behavioural presentations are 
based on two fundamental relations: (j and — These relations introduce concepts of 
mutual exclusion and time ordering among events, in a fashion similar to the well- 
known conflict and causal temporal relations in [Win88], [KFLO'^00] and elsewhere. 
The relation —> is a pre-order - that is, a transitive, reflexive relation. If oi ^ 02, then 
if 02 has happened, then so must oi. As for [j, if Oi j| 02, then an occurrence of 02, 
say, means that oi cannot occur, and vice versa. In short, occurrence of one excludes 
future occurrence of the other. It is this relation that allows us to introduce notions 
of nondeterminism into the model. In fact, |j is an independence relation - that is, an 
irreflexive, symmetric relation. Put formally, R  is an independence relation on X  if and 
only if
• Wx,y E X  : xR y yR x  (symmetry)
• Væ,y G X  : xR y ==> x ^ y  (irreflexivity)
Finally, < is a strict pre-order - that is, a transitive and irreflexive relation. The 
following remark, found in [Shi97], gives the basic properties of all temporal relations 
derived from behavioural presentations.
R em a rk  6.1.1. Suppose that B  is behavioural presentation, then
1 . is a pre-order
2 . jj is an independence relation, and whenever oi 02 and o'^  -4 o^, then oijjoj
02 tl 02
3. =  is an equivalence relation
4. CO is an irreflexive and sym m etric relation
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5. < is a strict pre-order
A pre-ordered set is a pair (X, <), where X  is a set and is a relation on the set 
which satisfies;
• Væ G X : x x {reflexivity)
• Væ, y G X :  x y A y  z => x z (transitivity)
Notice that —)> is not required to be antisymmetric (in which case it would become a
partial order). Thus, ï î  x  y  and y  x,  instead o i  x  = y,  we get x = y  which means 
that X and y  are distinct but stand in an equivalence relation. This allows the formal 
treatment of simultaneity, on top of concurrency, in behavioural presentations.
In further explanation of the notation, =  is the equivalence relation generated by the 
pre-order Hence, if o, 01,02 G O and Oi =  02, then
• oi —> o <=> 02 —> o
• O —^ Oi •’Î i" o —^ O2
• o tl oi 4= ^  o H 02
In other words, two occurrences related by =  stand in exactly the same relationship 
to other occurrences. Further, suppose that oi =  02, and assume that we have some 
means of deriving from the system the exact time t at which oi occurred. Then, if 01 is 
in a relationship with the clock occurrence t, then 02 must also be in that relation (and 
vice versa). Thus, 02 must also have occurred at t. The interpretation is that 01,02 are 
simultaneous. Notice that this is not the same as saying that 01,02 are concurrent. oi 
CO 02 says that neither precedes the other and they are not mutually exclusive.
In a certain important sense, simultaneity is a refinement of the notion of concurrency 
in event structures [NPW81, W in88]. It is obtained by considering a pre-order rather 
than a partial order as the causal dependency or time ordering relation. This allows 
the treatment of concurrency in the same way as in event structures. The fact that a
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pre-order is not antisymmetric allows to further derive an equivalence relation which 
can be used to describe events that occur at exactly the same time.
Having simultaneity as well as concurrency, it is possible to be even more precise in 
describing the relationships between events occurring on component interfaces during 
execution of the system. Using the temporal relations of Definition 6.1.2 we may capture 
the relation between all occurrences, as two occurrences are either
1. mutually exclusive
2. ordered in time
3. simultaneous
4. concurrent
5. strictly ordered in time,
and only one of these relations holds for a pair of occurrences [Shi97].
The behavioural presentation model is closely related to the event structures model 
[NPW81]. In fact, behavioural presentations mildly generalise event structures [NPW81] 
in. allowing time ordering of events, given in Definition 6.1.2, to be a pre-order (a re­
flexive and transitive relation) rather than a partial order, thereby allowing the repre­
sentation of simultaneity as well as concurrency.
The connection between behavioural presentations and event structures is further ex­
amined in [Shi97] where it is shown that the relationship between the two involves 
a form of closure, which comes down to a behavioural presentation being left-closed 
and coherent. Left-closed behavioural presentations are discussed later (cf. Definition
6.2.3). To define coherence we shall need a couple of definitions (see [Shi97]).
Let [D, <) be a poset. Define G D to be compatible, denoted by x  t  J/, if and only 
if the set {æ, y} has an upper bound.
A subset X  Ç D is pairwise compatible if and only if for all æ, ?/ G X  we have æ f  Î/-
A poset (D, <) is coherent if and only if every pairwise compatible subset of D has a 
least upper bound.
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Hence, from the order theoretic nature of the behavioural presentation model we may 
infer that B  is coherent when {II, <) is coherent. W ith regard to its relation to the 
event structures model, it turns out that a prime event structure, as defined in [Win88], 
corresponds to a left-closed and coherent behavioural presentation for which co 0 and 
=  is the identity relation in O. Futher details can be found in [Shi97j.
6.2 D iscrete B ehavioural P resentations
Component-based systems are largely conceived of as proceeding in discrete steps. This 
implies that occurrences of events in the system do not blur into one another. In the 
spirit of [Win88], this means that any two events in the system can be seperated by an 
open neighbourhood. The famous Zeno paradoxes^, in which the philosopher seeks to 
demonstrate the impossibility of motion, are examples of a non-discrete representation 
of systems. We shall not be concerned with such descriptions of systems here since 
events in our approach are considered instantaneous.
The behavioural presentation model can be used to describe systems which proceed in 
discrete steps. For this purpose, we shall consider a subclass of behavioural presenta­
tions, namely discrete behavioural presentations [Shi88, Shi97], which are well suited for 
representing discrete behaviour. Before defining discrete behavioural presentations we 
discuss related properties that motivate the definition. We will see that the properties 
that characterise them are related to the properties of well-behaved components.
First, we want to ensure that discrete systems proceed in an orderly way - in discrete 
steps. A step in behavioural presentations is considered in the following terms. Assume 
that the system is in a state where its occurrences of events so far are described by 
7T. An occurrence 0  of some event takes place and this additional occurrence is now 
described by tt'. Thus, we obtain tt' by adding in o, to whatever occurrences were
^[Shi97] considers Zeno’s arrow paradox and the one that concerns Achilles and the tortoise. The 
conclusion drawn there from Zeno’s arguments is not that motion is impossible, but that it is not 
discrete. Note that it is possible to use a behavioural presentation, albeit not a discrete one, to model 
the situations described in Zeno’s paradoxes, as shown in [Shi97j. In this thesis we shall be concerned 
with the subclass of discrete behavioural presentations though.
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already in tt. But if o' is some other occurrence such that 0  = 0 ', then o' must also be
in t t '  (by Definition 6.1.2 of =  and -)). Consequently, in describing what happened in
moving from t t  to t t '  we must add the entire equivalence class of o, denoted by 0 /  =,
and hence t v '  =  t t  U 0 /  =.
Note that while events may re-occur, each occurrence is distinct. Thus, given t t  and o, 
if o happens then o cannot belong to t t .  Hence, tv  H o/ = =  0.
Adopting the notation used in [Shi97], if X  =  0 /  =, we shall write tv tv'  to indicate 
that ( t t ,  X, 7v') is a step and we shall refer to it as a step from tv to tv'  via the occurrences 
in X. The notion of a step proves particularly useful in defining a class of acceptors 
for behavioural presentations. This is done in [Shi97] using asynchronous transition 
systems (ATS) [Shi85].
Second, we want to ensure that a behavioural presentation contains enough points to 
separate events which are strictly ordered or non-simultaneous. This is the repletion 
property and is defined as follows.
D efinition 6.2.1. If B  =  { 0 , I I , E , X )  is a behavioural presentation, then B  will be 
said to be replete iff whenever t T i ,  t t z  G iT  such that Ç  t v ^  and Oi, O2 G t t h  \  t t i ,  then
O2 74  Oi ==> BTTg G : (tTi Ç TTg Ç  TTa) A (Oi G TTg) A (O2 0  7Tg)
In further explanation, suppose that we have points t T i  and tv^ such that t T j  is before 7 T 2 ,  
and 0 1 , 0 2  occurred between t T i  and TTg. Now if 0 2  occurred later than or concurrently 
w ith oi (i.e. 0 2  oi), then the repletion property says that there is a point (another 
possible world) 7Tg, after tT j .  and before tv^, at which it is legitimate to assert that o% 
has happened but 0 2  has not.
The idea of the repletion property perhaps can be best illustrated by the simple example 
given in [Shi97j. In short, a coin is tossed (occurrence c) and then it either lands with 
heads on top (occurrence h) or tails on top (occurrence t). A behavioural presentation 
in this case would give points ttq =  0, =  {c, h}, tv^  — {c,t} and that c < h,c < t and
h ^ t .  However, there is a possible world missing. That is, TTg in which the coin has 
been tossed but not landed yet. That would be TTg =  {c}. Therefore, TTg is in between 
tT q  and (similarly, for t t q  and TTg) and c has happened but h has not (similarly, c
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has happened and t has not). It is situations like this that the repletion property is 
intended to capture. Referring back to discrete component languages (Definition 4.2.2), 
repletion identifies ’gaps’ in the time continuum.
Essentially, a non-replete behavioural presentation will have certain points missing. 
The following definition gives an ordering on subsets of a behavioural presentation and, 
in effect, says that missing points of non-replete behavioural presentations must lie 
under existing points. Intuitively, in passing from a behaviour described in t T i  to a 
longer behaviour in T T a , so that t t i  no elements of t T i  acquire new predecessors.
In the sense of the following definition, tti <
D efin ition  6.2.2. Suppose that B  =  (O, iT, E, A) is a behavioural presentation and that 
X ,Y  Ç O, then we define X  < Y  if and only if
• X  Ç Y
•  Vo G y, y  o' G X : o ^  o' => o £  X
R em ark  6.2.1. The relation is a partial order on p (0 ).
Proof. Reflexivity and antisymmetry of < follow from reflexivity and antisymmetry of 
Ç. Now suppose that X ,Y ,Z  Ç O with X  < Y  and Y  < Z. Then, we may deduce
that X  Ç Z. Let o G X and o' £ Z  such that o' —)■ o. It suffices to show that o' £ X .
We have that o £ Y  as X Ç y . Since Y  < Z, we may deduce that o' £ Y . So, we have 
0 G X and o' £ Y  with o' —> o. Since X  < Y, we can conclude that o' £ X .  Hence, we 
have shown that < is also transitive, which completes the proof. □
The fact that ’< ’ is a partial order on p{0)  can be exploited to formalise the notion 
that the set of behaviours has no ’gaps’ in it. The potential gaps are those points given 
by subsets X  Ç O such that X  <  t t ,  some n £ II. We accordingly define left-closed 
behavioural presentations as those containing all such points.
D efin ition  6.2.3. A behavioural presentation B  = {0 ,II ,E ,X ) is left-closed if and 
only if
Vtt G  iI,V X  G  p{0) : X  < 7T => X  G 77
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Informally, a left-closed behavioural presentation is a behavioural presentation in which 
any set of occurrences that could be describing an ’earlier’ portion of behaviour is itself 
a behaviour.
We saw that the repletion property identifies missing points. Left-closure ensures that 
these are included in IT so that a left-closed behavioural presentation is replete. It 
includes all ’reasonble’ points. Consider the situation described earlier, where tTi and 
TTa are such that tTi < tTs and there are occurrences Oi, O2 G TTg \  tTi such that 0 2  7^  oi. 
Repletion says that there must be a point TTg, with tTj Ç TTg Ç TTg, in which 01 has 
occurred, so Oi E TTg, but not 02, so O2 ^  TTg . Now, left closure says that a candidate 
for TTg is the smallest point containing both tTj and oi. Since 02 ?4 oi, we may deduce 
that this point needs to have tt  ^ U {oi} as a subset and contain all its predecessors. In 
fact, such a set can be defined as follows.
D efin ition  6.2.4. Suppose that B  = {0 ,II ,E ,X ) is left-closed, then we define, for 
0 ^ 0 ,
\ .o =  {o' E O : -4  0}
The sets 4- o turn out to be the complete primes in the poset {II, <) as shown in [Shi97]. 
This builds on an early result in [Shi92] (see Theorem 2.1 in [Shi92]) which allows to 
build a left-closed behavioural presentation from a prime algebraic and consistently 
complete poset together with a function that maps its prime elements onto the set of 
events in the corresponding behavioural presentation.
This result is significant in the construction described in the following section (Section
6.3) for associating well-behaved components with discrete behavioural presentations, 
and in particular in showing that a component language gives rise to a left-closed be­
havioural presentation (cf Proposition 6.3.4, and consequently also Proposition 6.3.1). 
It might be worth pointing out that the basic properties of discrete behavioural presen­
tations, namely consistent completeness and prime algebraicity, depend almost solely 
on left-closure. Evidence on this can be found in the following section.
Bringing together all above concepts we may now consider a subclass of behavioural 
presentations which is well-suited for describing the behaviour of discrete systems. This 
inspires the notion of discrete behavioural presentations as we define next.
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D efin ition 6.2.5. A behavioural presentation B  = {0 , I I ,E,X)  will he said to he dis­
crete if and only if, for every n E. I I  we have,
1. The set of equivalence classes of the elements of n is finite
2. I f X  < TT, then X  € I I
Point (1) of the above definition asserts that only a finite number of occurrences may 
take place within finite time. In mathematical terms, Vtt G  iT : [tt/  =  | < g o .  It relates 
to finiteness and with regard to Definition 4.2.2 of discrete component languages, it 
excludes infinite ascending and descending chains of occurrences of events. By exam­
ining Definition 6.2.1 it can be seen that a non-replete behavioural presentation may 
have some points missing. Definition 6.2.3 says that such points must lie under existing 
points. Point (2) of the above definition then, guarantees inclusion of those points and 
thus ensures that there will be no points missing. With regard to Definition 4.2.2 of 
discrete components, this ensures that there are no ’gaps’ in the time continuum.
Note that point (2) essentially refiects Definition 6.2.3 so that a discrete behavioural 
presentation is one that is left-closed and additionally satisfies the finitary condition 
(point (1) of Definition 6.2.5). Finally, note that since 0 < t t ,  for all t t  G  iT it follows, 
again from point (2) of Definition 6.2.5, that discrete behavioural presentations have 
bottom elements. This is the initial point in which nothing has happened yet, in the 
sense of discrete component languages (Definition 4.2.2).
To clarify the terminology used, and avoid confusion, discreteness and local left-closure 
in a component language are defined as two seperate properties whereas discreteness in 
behavioural presentations includes the notion of left-closed behavioural presentations. 
Hence, a component language can be discrete but not locally left-closed (in which case 
it is not normal and the corresponding component is not well-behaved); a discrete 
behavioural presentation is always left-closed.
The obvious connotations of the naming are intentional. We will see that the normality 
property of component languages manifests itself in discrete behavioural presentations.
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6.3 From C om ponent Languages to  B ehavioural P resen ­
tation s
In this section, we relate (the language part of) a component, described in Chap­
ter 3, to a behavioural presentation, thereby building a bridge between algebraic and 
order-theoretic representation of component behaviour. In particular, we describe a 
construction that translates the language of a well-behaved component into a discrete 
behavioural presentation.
The translation builds on the result discussed earlier (with regard to Definition 6.2.4) 
which says that a prime algebraic and consistently complete poset gives rise to a left- 
closed behavioural presentation whose set of occurrences is the set of prime elements of 
the poset. This key idea appeared in [Shi92] and underlines the relationship between 
language-theoretic objects (such as vector languages) and order-theoretic objects (such 
as behavioural presentations).
A component language together with coordinate-wise prefix ordering is a poset and 
hence we may exploit this relationship in associating components with behavioural 
presentations. Our intention is to obtain an event-oriented description of component 
behaviour in terms of the temporal relations between events on component interfaces.
The presentation of the overall construction has been restricted to the key technical 
results that enable this association. In particular, we describe how a component lan­
guage can be mapped onto a quadruple that mirrors a behavioural presentation and 
then characterise prime elements of a component language. This is illustrated with the 
example of the thesis in Section 6.4, The full development together w ith the complete 
proofs can be found in [SM04b].
We have seen (Section 4.2) that the language of a well-behaved component is discrete 
and locally left-closed. In mapping the language onto a discrete behavioural presenta­
tion the main challenge lies w ith left-closure. The additional finiteness constraint (point 
(1) of Definition 6.2.5) that makes a left-closed behavioural presentation discrete, can 
be guaranteed by discreteness of the component language (Definition 4.2.2).
In the study .of left-closed behavioural presentations in [Shi97], which provides useful
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insights on the subject matter, it is shown that if B  = (O, II, E, A) is a left-closed 
behavioural presentation, then the partially ordered set (il, <) is prime algebraic and 
consistently complete, with the elements of 4- o as primes, where o = {o' E O \ o' o} 
as before.
Let us briefly recall some basic definitions from order theory (see e.g. [DP90]).
An element a; of a partially ordered set is prime if, whenever U Ç X  and x < \ J U  E X ,  
then X < u, for some u e U. The set of all primes of (X, <) will be denoted by Pr{X).
A partially ordered set (X, <) is prime algebraic if whenever x E X , then x = \JU,  
where U = {u E X  : u E Pr{X)  A u  < x}  and | J U denotes the least upper bound of 
the set U. The least upper bound of Î7 Ç X, denoted by |J U, if it exists, is the least 
element x E X  such that u < x, all u e U .
Finally, a partially ordered set (X, <) is consistently complete if whenever U C X  and 
x E X  with u < x, all u E U, then \_\U E X .
Given that we want to start with a component language (which is in effect a partially 
ordered set {V, <)) and end up w ith a left-closed behavioural presentation, we are 
actually interested in working in the opposite direction: what is required of a partially 
ordered set if it is to give rise to a left-closed behavioural presentation.
P ro p o s itio n  6.3.1. Suppose that (X, <) is prime algebraic and consistently complete 
with primes Pr{X)  and that X : Pr{X)  E , then if we define
• O x ^  Pr{X)
• I Ix  = {t^x G X} where Tr^  =  {u G Pr{X)  \ u < x }
• E x  =  E
•  X x  =  X
then B x  — ( O x , I I x , E x , X x )  is a left-closed behavioural presentation.
Proof.
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We have that [Jna^enx “  Oz by definition of IIx , O x, so B x  is a behavioural pre­
sentation. We now need to show it is left-closed.
Suppose that x E X  and U C X  such that U < Tr^ , We shall show that U E IIx- By 
definition of Tr^ , we have that u < x, each u E U. Now, by consistent completeness 
of (X, <), we may deduce that y =  |J 27 is an element of X. It suffices to show that
TTy U .
Suppose that u E TTy. By definition of -Ky, we have that u is prime and u < y = \JU. 
By definition of prime elements in (X, <), we may deduce that u < v, some v e U. But 
now, u E TTy Ç 7 T x , v  E U,u < V  and 27 < s o  u  EU.
Conversely, suppose that u EU.  Then, u < \ J U  = y and u is a prime, so u E iVy. 
Hence, we have shown that TTy = U, so U E I Ix ,  which completes the proof. □
It can be seen that in order to associate components with behavioural presentations we 
need to characterise primes in component languages and prove prime algebraicity and 
consistent completeness.
Before embarking on this, let us first describe a construction that maps a component 
language onto a quadraple { Oy , I I v , Ey , Xy )  which mirrors the behavioural presenta­
tion of Proposition 6.3.1.
The construction is along the lines of that proposed in [MSKF03, MKS05]. The only 
difference is with the way we define the occurrence function. In [MSKF03] it carries 
information about occurrences, events, operations and interfaces explicitly while in this 
text it conveys the information (about interfaces) implicitly. The reason for choosing 
the latter option in this text, is that the mapping onto a component language is then 
slightly more straightforward.
We start by exploiting the basic properties of the associated order theoretic structures. 
Recall that the relation (see Definition 4.2.5) provides an ordering among vectors of 
a component language, in which one covers the other, allowing no other vector to exist 
in between them. For v € V, we define
covy{y) =  {M G y  :
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This set contains all component vectors that are related to 21 by The following 
definition will lead to a characterisation of primes in a component language.
D efin ition 6.3.1. I f c =  is a well-behaved component, then we shall say that
z E  V  is primal if there exists exactly one 2L E V  such that
We shall write prm l(V) for the set of all primal vectors in V. Put formally,
p rm liy )  = {h e V  : \cov{v)\ = 1} 
where, if X  is a set, then \X\ denotes the cardinality of X .
If Ü G p r m l iy ) ,  then we define hase{y) to be the unique element of cov{y). Put formally, 
u = base{v) y  E p r m l i y )  A y E  cov{y}
We pause to make the observation that, given our interest in well-behaved components, 
V  is discrete and thus, the elements of p r m l i y )  are precisely the complete primes of 
the partially ordered set (y, <) in the usual sense of domain theory. We return to this 
issue once we are done with the construction.
In terms of the behaviour of the corresponding component, each primal vector y  G 
p r m l i y )  represents behaviour in which a call to operation (to be more precise, this can 
also be a set of simultaneous events) has occurred, during the course of behaviour since 
that described by hase{y). These are captured by the corresponding column vector 
e, which takes haseiy) and ’stretches it up’ to y. Recall that e E E s  (see Definition 
4.2.6) represents a simultaneity class of events, those events that appear on distinct 
(non-empty) coordinates of e. We accordingly associate primes in V  with simultaneity 
classes of event occurrences, as we define next.
D efin ition 6.3.2. Suppose that c = {E, V) is a well-behaved component and let
Ov = { y ^ V  : yE prmiy ) }
We define a function Ay : Oy —> E s  by Ay(;u) =  £ if u.< y  and y /u  = y-
The set Oy comprises the possible occurrences of events in the behaviour of a compo­
nent. As for the occurrence function, it associates occurrences with the events of which
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they are occurrences; if Ay(o) =  e, then o is the occurrence of an event e, which takes 
place during behaviour described by y  and since that already described by base{y). 
The function Ay conveys information about the last occurrence of an operation call at 
interface i, where i E I s  is such that e{i) ^  A. In effect, we isolate the last call out of 
the sequence of calls to operations on interface i of component vector y. We also need 
to define a set of points.
D efin ition  6.3.3. For y E V ,  we define
'n-v =  { u ^ O v - y < y }
The set 7r„ comprises the set of all occurrences of events during the component behaviour 
described by y. The set of all sets 7r„, for y E V ,  constitutes the set of points Uy,  hence
iTy — { ï ïy  : Ë G y }
Now we may proceed to characterise primes in normal component languages and prove 
prime algebraicity and consistent completeness. Then, using Proposition 6.3.1 we may 
associate well-behaved components with left-closed behavioural presentations.
First we formally identify primes in a discrete component language as its primal vectors. 
The intuition is the following.
A component vector is primal (Definition 6.3.1) if it has a unique other vector imme­
diately beneath it. Considering the order structure of a component language described 
in Chapter 4, the only case of a vector having more than one other vector immediately 
beneath it is if it sits at the top of a diamond. We have seen that such diamonds arise 
as a result of concurrency and effectively refiect the characteristic structure of a finite 
lattice (e.g. see Figure 4.10).
Now consider the set D =  {æ, y, z, w} equipped with an ordering relation such that 
z < x , z  < y , y  < w  and x < w. The order structure of the partially ordered set {D, <) 
exhibits the characteristic structure of a finite lattice. For the element w sitting at the 
top of the diamond, we have that w < x U y  but w x and w ^  y. Thus, w cannot 
be a prime in (D, <). For the element x sitting in the middle of the diamond, we have
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that X <\_\D  and a; <   ^ so æ is a prime in {D, <) .  Similarly, for y.  Finally, % is the 
least element in {D,<)  and like all least elements cannot be a prime (it is the least 
upper bound of 0 but there is no element in 0 that is related to 2: by <).
Therefore, the notion of primal vectors is understood as an interpretation of primes 
specifically for languages of well-behaved components. This is established in the fol­
lowing proposition.
P ro p o s itio n  6.3.2. Suppose that c =  (X, V) is a well-behaved component and ^ E V  
with A. Then, the following are equivalent:
1 . z is prime
2 . z is primal
3. There exists unique u e V  and unique eE  E s  such that y  <2 . o,nd s. =  24-S 
Proof.
We need to show that (1) (2) and that (2) (3).
• (1) (2)
-  (1) (2)
Assume that 2. is not primal. Since A < z ,  there exists at least one u. ^ V  
such that A<u_<^.  Indeed, the set V =  {y G y  : A < y < z} is non-empty 
(it contains A) and finite, and therefore contains a maximal element u, which 
satisfies the claim of existence of such u e V.
Since z  is not primal, there must exist at least two such vectors U i,2Jl2 G V.  
Hence, lLi,<z, each k. By Lemma 4.2.1 (2), % \Jy,2 — Æ- But now, ^ is prime, 
which implies that z<Uf . ,  some k, which is a contradiction (because Uk<z  
implies that z-£y.f., either k). Therefore, z is primal.
— (2) =>  (1) [Sketch]
We use Lemma 3.2 in [SM04a], which says that whenever V  is discrete and
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z E V  such that Ui,U2 E V,  with z = u^U U2 E V  then either z =  or 
= U.2 , then we may deduce that 2. is prime in V.
Suppose that z = UiUu 2 , with Mi,212, 1^ 1 UM2 G V.  For a contradiction with 
the lemma stated above, assume that z ^ u i ^ ,  each k. As in the proof of (1) 
= >  (2), there exists m.\,'UL2 G V  such that Ufc < MIfc each k. Since z is 
prime, =  W2 — W, say. But now. Mi LI «2 ^  giving the contradiction 
Ml Li M2 < 1 (because we started with Mi LI M2 =  2.)-
Hence, we have shown that ^  = Uf., some k, and now Lemma 3.2 in [SM04a] 
gives that z is prime.
• (2) (3)
-  (2) ^  (3)
This is Lemma 4.2.2, in Section 4.2, Chapter 4.
-  (3) (2)
Suppose that (3) holds. Let Mi,M2 G V  such that Mi,M2 ^  Æ- By similar 
reasoning to that used in (2) = >  (1), we may argue that z =  M^ -Sfc, each k. 
Now, Ml =  M2 follows from the fact that (3) holds, giving that z is primal.
□
E xam p le  6.3.1. Consider the component language of the CMenu component of the 
example of Section f . f ,  and in particular its order structure as given in Figure f.lO. 
The primal vectors in this case are
(A, 61, A), (al. A, A), (A, 6162, A), (A, 6163, A), (ala2. A, A), (ala2, A, cl)
It can be seen that these vectors satisfy (3) of Proposition 6.3.2.
We now come to the main result that will allow us to use a behavioural presentation 
to model the observable behaviour of a component. This is an adaptation of the result 
in [Shi92] for component languages. The full proof is given in a technical report by 
Shields and Moschoyiannis [SM04b].
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P ro p o s itio n  6.3.3. Suppose that c =  (E, V) is a well-behaved component. Then, V  is 
prime algebraic with the primal elements as primes.
Proof. (Sketch)
Let u E V ,  and define Pr{u) =  {z G Pr{V) : z < w}- We show that \JPr{u) = u h y  
proving \JPr{u) < u and then the reverse inequality. See Proposition 4.1 in [SM04a] 
for the complete proof. □
P ro p o s itio n  6.3.4. Suppose that c — [E, V) is a well-behaved component. Then, in 
the notation of Proposition 6.3.1, B y  = {Oy, U y , E y , Xy) where
•  O y  =  p r m liy )
• T l y  = {ttw G O y } ,  where 7Tv = { u e O v : u < y }
•  E y  — E s
• X y  : O y  —> E s  given by X y { y )  = e i f y < y  and y j y  =  y 
is a left-closed behavioural presentation.
Proof.
We need to show that B y  is prime algebraic and consistently complete w ith the primal 
elements as primes.
By Proposition 6.3.3, we have that (y, <) is prime algebraic with the primal elements 
as primes. By discreteness, together with the fact that X  Ç V  and y <  on, sH y E  X  
implies that X  is finite and [J-^ G y, we have that (y, <) is consistently complete. 
Thus, by Proposition 6.3.1, B y  is a left-closed behavioural presentation. □
To sum up, we wanted to obtain a discrete behavioural presentation for a well-behaved 
component. We have seen that a discrete behavioural presentation (Definition 6.2.5) 
is one which is left-closed (condition (2) of the definition) and the set of occurrences 
in each of its points is finite (condition (1)). Discreteness of the component language
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y  of a well-behaved component guarantees the latter. To establish condition (2) it 
turned out (Proposition 6.3.1) that it suffices to characterise primes in (y, <) and prove 
that it is prime algebraic and consistently complete. Primes in a component language 
were characterised in Proposition 6.3.2 using the notion of primal vectors (Definition
6.3.1). Based on this characterisation, Proposition 6.3.3 establishes that (y, <) is prime 
algebraic. Consistent completeness of (y, <) draws upon discreteness of V  as shown in 
Proposition 6.3.4 which establishes that the language y  of a well-behaved component 
gives rise to a left-closed behavioural presentation. This addresses condition (2) of the 
definition of discrete behavioural presentations. Thus, a well-behaved component can 
be associated with a discrete behavioural presentation.
Our preoccupation with locally left-closed component languages and left-closed be­
havioural presentations, which form a large chunk of this connection, can be explained 
more clearly as follows.
The local left-closure property of components (Definition 4.2.3) takes up on ideas of left- 
closed behavioural presentations and in particular, of the ordering amongst subsets of 
the set of occurrences in a behavioural presentation, given in Definition 6.2.2. Consider 
the component c = {E,V) ,  where I s  = {1,2}, whose component language is given by
y  =  {(A,A), (aa. A), (A,66), (aa,66)}
It can be shown that V  constitutes a finite lattice, so V  is discrete. However, the 
corresponding behavioural presentation would have the counterintuitive property that 
although four operation calls have occurred on component interfaces there are only two 
elements in Oy  to describe them, namely (aa,A) and (A, 66). This is because the two 
primal vectors in V  represent the occurrence of the second of the operation calls on 
each interface. It is for this reason that we require local left-closure of a component 
language - local left-closure of V  in this case would entail the inclusion of vectors (a. A) 
and (A, 6) in V.  W ith regard to the notion of left-closed behavioural presentations, 
occurrence of a in (a. A) and 6 in (A, 6) describe some ’earlier’ fragment of behaviour 
and thus, should be considered seperately as behaviours on their own. Including (a. A) 
for instance, does just that; it describes behaviour in which we have the first occurrence 
of an a on interface 1. Similarly, for (A, 6).
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6.4 Illustration  by exam ple
In this section, we apply the formal construction introduced in this chapter to obtain 
an event-oriented description of the CMenu component of the case study considered in 
Sections 4.4, 5.4.
Recall that the formal description of the CMenu component is given by cm =  (Sm , Vm ) 
where Em  = {Pm , R m ,Pm ) is the component signature and Vm  is the component 
language which comprises the following component vectors.
Ym — {(A, A, A), (al, A, A), (al, 61, A), (ala2. A, A), (al, 6162, A), (a l, 6163, A), 
(ala2. A, cl), (a la2 ,61, A), (a la2 ,61, cl), (a la2 ,6162, cl), (a la 2 ,6163, cl)}
The first step is to determine the set cov{y), for each component vector y  G Vm -
cov{A,A,A)  =  0
cov{al, A, A) = {(A, A, A)}
cov(ol,61,A) =  {(al, A, A)}
cov{aia2 ,A,A)  =  {(ai, A, A)}
cov(al,6162. A) =  {(al,61. A)}
con(al, 6163, A) =  {(al, 61, A)}
coî;(ala2. A, cl) =  {(ala2. A, A)}
cou(ala2, 61, A) =  {(al, 61, A), (ala2. A, A)}
cot;(ala2,61, cl) =  { (a la2 ,61, A), (ala2. A, cl)}
cou(ala2,6162, cl) =  {(a la2 ,61, cl)}
cou(ala2,6163, cl) =  { (a la2 ,61, cl)}
We may now identify the primal vectors in Vm - These are vectors whose corresponding 
set cov(y) contains a unique vector. Hence,
p rm liy )  =  {(al, A, A), (al, 61, A), (ala2, A, A), (al, 6162, A), (al, 6163, A),
(ala2, A, cl), (a la2 ,6162, cl), (a la2 ,6163, cl)}
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These vectors describe the behaviour of the CMenu component that arises from each 
occurrence of an event on its interfaces.
Next, the primal vectors are associated with the occurrences of events which refer to 
the last call to an operation during the fragment of behaviour described by each primal 
vector.
01 =  (al, A, A)
0 2  = (al,61, A)
03 =  (ala2. A, A)
04 =  (al,6162. A)
05 =  (al, 6163, A)
06 =  (a la 2. A, cl)
07 — (a la2 ,6162, cl)
0 8  — (a la2 ,6163,cl)
Hence, the set of occurrences is given by
— {c>l) 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, Os}
and comprises all possible occurrences of events in the behaviour of the CMenu com­
ponent resulting from its participation in the tuning task, as described in Sections 4.4,
5.4.
Next, the occurrence function Ay is used to associate each occurrence with the event it 
corresponds to. Hence, Ay^ determines which operation call, and on which interface, 
each occurrence refers to.
— (al. A, A)
V m(o2) =  (A, 61, A)
V m(o3) =  (a2. A, A)
~  (A, 62, A)
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(^5) — (A, 63, A)
~  (A, A,cl)
= (A, 62, A)
=  (A, 63, A)
Notice that returns the column vector representing the event associated with 
each occurrence, or in other words, with each primal vector in Vm - The occurrence 
function is to be read in conjunction with the corresponding occurrence or primal vec­
tor given earlier. For instance, Xy^ior) = (A,62, A), which can also be written as 
Ay^ ((a la2 ,6162, cl)) =  (A, 62, A), says that the primal vector (a la2 ,6162, cl) describes 
the occurrence of a call to operation 62 on interface IFineTune. Effectively, this infor­
mation is conveyed by its association with y = (A, 62, A) G E^j^ which identifies 62 as 
the last operation call (event) in the fragment of behaviour described by (a la2 ,6162, cl).
It might be worth pointing out that the example demonstrates that the same event 
may be associated with different occurrences. Consider Xvj^{oj) again, which implies 
that 0 7  is the occurrence of call to operation 62 on IFineTune. This is also the case 
for Ay^(o^) which is also associated with 62 since Ay^(o^) =  (A, 62, A). However, in 
Xyj^iojf) the call to operation 62 is associated with 0 4  =  (al, 6162, A) which means that 
0 4  refers to occurrence of 62 on IFineTune when a l and 61 have taken place earlier 
whereas in Ay)^(oy) the event 62 is associated with 0 7  =  (a la2 ,6162, cl) and thus refers 
to occurrence of 62 on IFineTune but only after the component has experienced calls 
to operations al, a2 ,61 and cl. In terms of what we saw in describing behavioural 
presentations (Section 6.1), these two occurrences of (A, 62, A) take place in different 
"possible worlds”.
Now based on Definition 6.3.3, we may obtain the set of occurrences of calls to opera­
tions that have taken place during the fragment of behaviour described by each vector 
in Vm -
7r(A,A,A) =  0
■^(ol,A,A) — {c>l}
7r(û i ,6i ,A )  =  { 0 1 , 0 2 }
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7r(ûla2,A,A) =  { 0 1 , 0 3 }
7i‘( û i , 6162,A ) =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 4 }
7î ( a l , 6163,A ) =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 5 }
? ^ (a lo 2 ,A ,c l )  —  { 0 1 , 0 3 , 0 5 }
7l ( û l o 2 ,61,A) =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 }
^ '( a l o 2 ,61, c l )  =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 5 }
7l '( o lo 2 ,61&2 , c l )  =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 5 , 0 7 }
7>’( a l a 2 ,6l 63,c l )  =  { 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 5 , 0 3 }
For instance, 7r(gia2,A,ci) =  { 0 1 , 0 3 , 0 5 }  contains occurrence of call to operation a l on 
interface ISearcliFre (i.e. oi), occurrence of call to operation a2 on interface ISearchFre 
(i.e. 0 3 )  and occurrence of call to operation cl on interface IDetectSignal (i.e. 0 5 ) .  
These three event occurrences comprise the fragment of behaviour of the component 
described by the component vector (a la2,A, cl) G Vm- The union of the above sets 
comprise the set of points Uvm-
Referring back to Definition 6.1.1, we have constructed the sets Ovm R vm the
CMenu component. The quadruple Ovm ? R vm > where
E sm  == (al, A, A), (A, 61, A), (a2. A, A), (A, 62, A), (A, 63, A), (A, A, cl)
and X v m  : - 4 - E s ^  is as given earlier, is a behavioural presentation for Vm and in
particular, a discrete behavioural presentation since CMenu is well-behaved.
The relationships between any pair of occurrences in Oy^ are given in Table 6.1 using 
the temporal relations of Definition 6.1.2.
Consider for example the relation between 0 3  and 0 5 .  Occurrence 0 5  refers to operation 
cl on IDetectSignal, but only when calls to operations ai and then 02 on ISearchFre 
have preceded it. Occurrence of a call to operation a2 on ISearchPi’e after a l has 
occurred on the same interface is precisely occurrence 0 3 .  Thus, 0 3  strictly precedes 0 5  
since a l and a2 must have occurred at interface ISearchFre (this is 0 3 )  before cl can 
occur at interface IDetectSignal (this is 0 5 ) .
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Table 6.1: Ordering on occurrences of events of the CMenu component
for 07:for oi: for 0 2 : for 0 3 : for 0 4 : for 0 5 : for 0 6  :
Oi < C>2 0 2  H 0 3 0 3  d 0 4 0 4  d 0 5 0 5  d 0 6 0 6  <  O7
oi <  0 3 0 2  <  0 4 03  d 0 5 0 4  d 0 6 0 5  d 0 7 06  <  Og
oi <  0 4 0 2  <  0 5 0 3  <  0 6 0 4  d 07 0 5  d Og
Ol <  0 5 0 2  D 0 0 0 3  < 0 7 0 4  d Og
Oi < 06 0 2  # 0 7 0 3  <  Og
O l <  O7 02 d Og
O l <  Og
07 H Os
A behavioural model of the CMenu component can be seen in Figure 6.1 which depicts 
the temporal relations among occurrences of events, as these are experienced by the 
component on its interfaces. Relations between events are given along both dimen­
sions, horizontal and vertical, of the graph. Arrows between occurrences indicate time 
ordering. Time is understood, as usual, to progress top-down the page and thus arrows 
may appear only on the vertical dimension.
o?* # •og
Figure 6.1: Behavioural presentation model for the CMenu component
The behaviour of the CMenu component at its interfaces, its observable behaviour, is 
dominated by the relation. This is mostly due to the fact that the CMenu component
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establishes communication with the user, through its provided interfaces IFineTune 
and ISearchFre. The user makes a number of (conscious) choices in interacting with 
the Manual Store option of the TV menu. These choices are interpreted by the CMenu 
component specification as determining a particular behaviour /  response (essentially, 
a path along the diagram of Figure 4.10) out of all the possible behaviours the CMenu 
component is intended to exhibit. Therefore, all possible choices are made available 
to the user nondeterministically and only when the user makes specific choices is the 
behaviour of the component confined to a particular response.
6.5 C oncluding note
In this chapter, we considered a behavioural presentation to model the behaviour of a 
component at its interfaces. By defining a construction that maps all legal component 
behaviours onto a behavioural presentation - specifically, a discrete behavioural pre­
sentation - our formal description of a component is given in terms of the relationships 
between event occurrences on component interfaces.
At the centre of this formal construction is the notion of prime elements in a partially 
ordered set. We characterised primes in a component language in terms of the notion of 
primal vectors which are component vectors having a unique other vector immediately 
beneath them. Such vectors represent the occurrences of events on the interfaces of a 
component.
Behavioural presentations describe behaviour in terms of patterns of occurrences of 
events over time. This allows for a precise description of the relationships between 
events occurring on component interfaces. The resulting event-oriented description of 
behaviour of a component is particularly useful in determining whether the ordering of 
its event occurrences is respected when it is placed in a new context.
We have seen (Chapter 4) that the ordering between event occurrences on different 
interfaces of a component is determined by what vectors are in its component language. 
This is also manifested in the order theoretic structure of the associated behavioural 
presentation.
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Consider the component language,
Vi =  {(A, A), (a, A), (A, 6), (a, 6)}
Its primal vectors are (a, A), (A, 6) for which Ay^(oi) =  (a. A) and Ay^(o2) =  (A, 6). 
The set (Hi, <) of the resulting behavioural presentation comprises four points; ttq =  0 
when nothing has happened, tti =  {oi} when oi has occurred but not 02, 7T2 =  {02} 
when 02 has occurred but not 01, and 773 =  {01,02} when both have. We have that 
7Ti < 7T3 and 7T2 < 7T3 and oi, 02 are concurrent (oi co 02).
Next, consider the component language
y2 =  {(A,A),(a,6)}
which has one primal vector (a, b) with Ay, (o) =  (a, b). The set (II2, <) of the resulting 
behavioural presentation comprises two points; ttq =  0 when nothing has happened, 
7Ti =  {0} when o has occurred. This is a simultaneity class of events (as given by 
e =  (a ,6) G E-s^) describing that a and b occurred simultaneously.
Finally, consider the component language
Vs =  {(A, A), (a, A), (A, 6)}
which has two primal vectors with Ay^(oi) =  (a. A) and A 1^(02) =  (A, 6) respectively. 
The set (II3, <) comprises three points; 7To =  0 when nothing has happened, 7ti =  {01} 
when Ol has occurred but not 02, and 7T2 =  {02} when 02 has occurred but not oi. We 
have TTQ < 7Ti and 7To < 7T2 and 01,02 are mutually exclusive (oi jj 02).
Chapter 7
State-oriented D escription of 
Com ponent Behaviour
In the previous chapter we have seen a description of component behaviour that focuses 
on the patterns of occurrences of events which a component can perform. Component 
behaviour can additionally be viewed from a different angle, in terms of change of state 
resulting from events occurring on the interfaces of a component.
In this chapter, we associate the formal description of a component in our approach with 
a class of automata, the so-called S-automata. This builds on consequences of local 
left-closure and discreteness in component languages. We have seen that concurrency 
in component languages is modelled explicitly in the form of independence between 
(consecutive) column vectors. In order to reflect this representation of concurrency in 
the state-based description of component behaviour, we have to look beyond transition 
systems which identify concurrency with nondeterministic interleaving of events.
A more suitable model for our purposes is that of asynchronous transition systems 
(ATS) [Shi85, Bed88] where transitions are thought of as occurrences of events which 
bear a relation of independence. The idea is that if two independent events can occur 
one immediately after the other, then they should be able to occur with their order 
interchanged. This leads to ’lozenge shapes’ in an ATS, which reflect, as we will see, 
the diamonds in the order structure of the corresponding component language (Section
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4.3.2).
Apart from concurrency, we also required discreteness (this property is also related to 
concurrency (Section 4.3.2)) and local left-closure of component languages in our char­
acterisation of well-behaved components (Chapter 4). Consequently, we are interested 
in a class of automata that determine well-behaved components only. This requires an 
elaboration of ATSs which results in X-automata.
The automata-based formalism described in this chapter builds on previous work on es­
tablishing a connection between vector languages, behavioural presentations and ATSs, 
found in [Shi97]. The adaptation of this work in [SM04a] for component languages 
shows that, based on consequences of discreteness and local left-closure, we may derive 
a transition relation that may be exploited in associating components w ith X-automata 
which are an elaboration of ATS [Shi88]. This development is outlined in [MSK05] in 
which we have also included early ideas on using the resulting concurrent automata to 
formally underpin UML state diagrams.
In this chapter we outline the development of an automata-theoretic framework for 
components, based on this work, and discuss how these automata-theoretic objects can 
be used to give a formal semantics to compound transitions in UML and subsequently 
represent concurrency explicitly in UML state diagrams, using existing UML notation.
In particular, we start by describing how a X-automaton can be derived from a well- 
behaved component. Also, as a result of embedding the necessary conditions in its 
transition structure, a X-automaton from intial state determines a well-behaved com­
ponent. We make connections to UML2.0 concepts that allow us to use notation from 
UML state diagrams for a graphical representation of a X-automaton. Furthermore, 
we outline how X-automata are composed and examine composition of components in 
relation to automata. The ideas are illustrated by means of an example.
7.1 A u tom ata  for W ell-B ehaved C om ponents
In this section we associate components in our approach with X-automata. In particu­
lar, we describe how a X-automaton can be derived from the language of a well-behaved
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component. Our study of automata for components is outlined in [MSK05] which also 
contains early attempts in establishing a relation to UML state diagrams.
We begin by defining E-machines, essentially a type of transition system, which will be 
refined into a X-automaton. The study of the local left-closure property provides the 
starting point. It is a consequence of local left-closure that whenever two component 
vectors a, M are such that u < y  and u < Mi < M for no component vector w, then 
y  = u.e where e is a vector each of whose coordinates is either a single event or 
the empty sequence. We may accordingly associate each component w ith a transition 
system having vectors such as e as labels on transitions.
A few words are in order to place this observation within the formal framework for 
components described so far. In a normal component language V  (Definition 4.2.4), a 
vector z extends a vector a to a vector m if M =  M-Æ and there is no other vector in V  
that lies strictly between u and y. The latter requirement can be expressed by saying 
that y  covers y, in the sense of Definition 4.2.5. The ’continuation’ ^  which extends y
to y  is defined using the right-cancellation operator of Definition 4.1.4. We have seen
(Proposition 4.2.1) that in a normal component language such continuations turn out 
to be column vectors from E s  (Definition 4.2.6). This gives a transition relation which 
leads to the definition of the so-called X-machines.
D efinition 7.1.1. Let E  be a signature. Then, we define a E-machine to be a pair 
M  = (Q, y )  where
• Q is a set of states
• yC  Q X E s  X Q is the transition relation, and we write q y -  q' for [q,y,q') G>- 
which satisfies:
1 . q y - qi Aq y^' q2 A e <  s! ^  y = e' Aqi — q2
2. q y -  q' Aq y -  q' ^  e = e'
We also define a rooted E-machine to be a pair M* = {M,q) where M  = [Q, y )  is a 
E-machine and q E Q.
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We will write q y -  to denote that there exists q' E Q such that q y -q '.
Condition (2) of the definition imposes that there is a unique transition between any- 
given pair of states. Note that condition (1) includes the case that e =  e' in which 
case the condition can be rewritten as q y -  q\ A q y -  q2 => Qi = Q2 which is the usual 
deterministic condition one tends to find in transition systems. The motivation behind 
condition (1) is twofold; first, it guarantees unambiguity and second, it relates to the 
point of (3) and (4) of the subsequent definition of X-automata (cf Definition 7.1,5) 
which deal with the issue of reconstructing the language of a well-behaved component 
(given a X-automaton). This is further discussed in Section 7.2.
Rooted X-machines, essentially X-machines with initial states, determine languages 
of vectors. This is based on the construction given in the following definition, which 
introduces component vectors on transitions. Effectively, these are component vectors 
formed by repeatedly concatenating column vectors y  that appear on transitions along 
a contiguous path through the graph of the machine from the initial state. In this 
sense, they are reminiscent of action sequences in transition systems. We shall refer to 
them as execution vectors. A 27-machine determines a set of such vectors and this set 
comprises the vector language generated by the machine.
D efin ition  7.1.2. Suppose that M  =  (Q, >-) is a E-machine and q E Q- Define 
q -4^ q' if
1. q = q' and y  = A s
2. IL = G E s , such that q — q y -  q', some q E Q 
We also define V{M,  g) =  {m G Vs : E Q,q — q'}.
The execution vectors of a 27-machine can be understood as describing sequences of 
individual transitions. To be more precise, an execution vector describes the sequence 
of the transitions e out of which it is formed. In this sense, an execution vector can be 
understood as a compound transition in UML state diagrams [OMG04]. This will be 
further discussed in the sequel.
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Point (1) of Definition 7.1.2 refers to internal transitions, in UML dialect [OMG04]. 
Not surprisingly, these become significant when we consider composition of the corre­
sponding automata (Section 7.3).
Point (2) of Definition 7.1.2 says that, for every compound transition, there is always a 
state which leads to its target state via a simple transition given by a column vector, and 
that state is reachable from its source state (through some other compound transition). 
It can be seen that this may involve decomposition of a component vector into a series 
of concatenations with column vectors from E s , as shown in [SM04a]. This is further 
exploited in showing that the vector language of the corresponding 27-automaton is lo­
cally left-closed (cf Lemma 7.2.1), as part of establishing that a 27-automaton generates 
the language of a well-behaved component.
Before introducing 27-automata we describe how a 27-machine can be derived from a 
well-behaved component (i.e. from a normal component language). This is done by 
taking component vectors in V  as states and defining the transition relation in a way 
that reflects the observation that behaviours may be seen to be built up from the empty 
vector by repeatedly concatenating column vectors to it (Section 3.1.2). In fact, this 
takes up on the ideas presented prior to defining 27-machines. It is put formally in the 
following definition.
D efin ition  7.1.3. Suppose that c = (27, V) is a well-behaved component, then we define 
Me — (V, ^ y )  where
M y y  22. u < y A v J u  = e 
We also define M* =  {Me, As )
The subscript V  will be dropped when the language is clear from context.
Note that y / u  € E s ,  whenever by Proposition 4.2.1 so the definition makes sense.
This construction gives a 27-machine as shown in the following proposition. Moreover, it 
can be shown that the vector language generated by Me from initial state As determines 
the same component c =  (S, V)  using the execution vectors of Definition 7.1.2. In our 
notation this is expressed as V{M^) = V.
P ro p o s itio n  7.1.1. Suppose that c =  (27, U) is a well-behaved component, then
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1 . Me =  (y, >-) is a E-machine
2 . V { M f )  = y
Proof.
For (1), we check the conditions of Definition 7.1.1.
For Definition 7.1.1(1), if u y ^ V i ,  then by Definition 7.1.3 we have and =  M-Ê-
Similarly, if u. 2I2 , we have m <* M2 and M2 =  Since y < e', we have Mi =  <
y-y' = y.2 - Hence, M < Mi < M2- As w < M2, we must have Mi =  M2- This implies that 
u.e = u.e'. Hence, we must have e — é .
For Definition 7.1.1(2), if æ ^ and x y -  then by Definition 7.1.3 we have x.e = 
y =  M-e' and thus, e =  y /x  =  y'.
For (2), see proof of Proposition 5.2 in [Shi05]. □
We are now set to refine 27-machines to 27-automata. We have seen that a well-behaved 
component can be turned into a 27-machine. This construction provides a (primitive) 
state-based description of a component, but does not have the appropriate depth of 
expressiveness to deal with local left-closure and discreteness, and consequently also 
concurrency, in the related machines. These are central aspects of our formal approach 
to the analysis of component behaviour and therefore, we would like a class of automata 
that generate only discrete and locally left-closed component languages. The transition 
structure of a 27-machine needs to be constrained accordingly.
The required constraints are presented in this section and further motivated by the 
development in the next section (Section 7.2) which is concerned with ensuring that 27- 
automata only generate languages of well-behaved components. Futhermore, we have 
seen that concurrency is intrinsic to the discreteness property of component languages. 
In order to express concurrency explicitly in this context, where the same events may 
sometimes be concurrent and sometimes not, we will need to consider independence 
between component vectors (Definition 4.3.1) and determine its relationship to the 
transition structure of 27-machines (cf Definition 7.1.4). This results in additional 
constraints on 27-machines, leading to the definition of 27-automata.
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Independence between component vectors captures the fact that the behaviours de­
scribed by each vector are not causally related or mutually exclusive and can take 
place independently. Effectively, the independence relation implies that behaviours 
which may occur concurrently engage distinct interfaces of the component in question. 
In short, u ind y  means that y, y  describe behaviour of the component in which un­
ordered events occurred on different interfaces of the component. It is important to 
note that independence is a prerequisite for concurrency, but independence alone does 
not guarantee concurrency - there is the additional requirement that the column vectors 
in question occur consecutively. This was also discussed in Section 4.3.2. The follow­
ing definition takes into account both requirements for concurrency and formulates the 
property in terms of the transition structure of 27-machines.
D efin ition  7.1.4. Suppose that M  =  (Q, >-) is a E-machine, then we define a relation 
C Q  X E s  X E s , and we write for (g,ei, eg) G , by
Ml eg Ml ind  eg A (3gi, ^2, q' & Q - q q i A q  Q2 q')
We shall, as usual, drop the superscript M  when it is clear from context.
The relation defines local concurrency. This should become clear in the example 
below which also highlights the subtle difference between ind and .
E xam p le  7.1.1. Consider the well-behaved component of Figure-7.1 which does b's 
on its one port and a's on the other. Discreteness is clear from the familiar diamond 
shape which shows it to be a (finite, distributive) lattice while local left-closure is clear 
by inspection.
In the machine derived from the well-behaved component of Figure-7.1 , we have, for 
example, (A, A) (A, a) (6, a) and also that (b,a) (66, a) yA><^ ) (66, an)
and (6, a) (6, aa).
The column vectors (6, A) and (A, a) representing occurrences of 6 ’s and a ’s, respec­
tively, are independent. However, we do not have {A, a) I ( a , A )  (^, A) whereas we do 
have (A, a) I[b,a) (^ > A). It is only at state (b,a) that the minimal requirements for I ^  
are met. Hence, (6, A) and (A,a) are concurrent at state (6, a) but not at state (A, A).
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(bb, aaa)
(bb, aa )/ \
(b, aa ) (bb, a )\ /
(b,a)
( A , a )
(A. A)
Figure 7.1: A well-behaved component, w ith two interfaces
It might also be worth noting that, with regard to Definition 7.1.2, u. = (bb,aa) is an 
execution vector of the corresponding machine taking it from state q = {A, a) to state 
q' =  (66, aaa). In the notation of the definition, {A, a) — (66, aaa).
The minimal requirement for concurrency at state ç € Q is depicted in Figure 7.2, 
Both independent transitions must be enabled at state g, and both must occur between 
states q and q' in no particular order. It can be seen that Iq defines local concurrency 
in the sense that column vectors , §,2 are concurrent at state q of the machine.
q
- 2
Figure 7.2: Concurrent transitions e^, 62
We may now refine Z"-machines to J7-automata, taking into account both relations 
necessary to express concurrency as a structural property.
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D efin ition  7.1.5. Let S  be a signature. A U-automaton M  is a E-machine M  = 
(Q, X) satisfying
1 . I f e_i 62 and q qi then q X-z q2 q, some q2 ^  Q
2 . I f  qi >--1 q and q2 q and qi ^  q2 , then ind  £2 cmd there exists q Ç: Q such 
that q qi and q y-^ q2
3- If u , v ^  Vs and q — -  q", then 3q' G Q such that q q' q' —>■- q"
4 . ^  e 1,63 G E s  s.t. q and ^  G V(M,q)  with 61,^2 < then e i l^ § 2
We also define a rooted E-automaton to be a rooted E-machine M* = {M,q) where 
M  is a E-automaton.
Note that by Definition 7.1.4 and (1) of Definition 7.1.5 we have that Iq is symmetric 
and irreflexive. Symmetricity reflects the fact that concurrency is always mutual while 
irreflexivity prohibits considering an event as being concurrent with itself.
Condition (1) is characteristic of automata for non-interleaving representation of be­
haviour and is sometimes called the lozenge rule [Shi85, Shi97, NSW94]. Effectively, it 
says that if two independent events have occurred consecutively between states q and g, 
then they have happened in no particular order. In other words, it should be possible 
for them to have occurred w ith their order interchanged. This is depicted in Figure
7.3.
9i q.
A
V
= > q
S2
Figure 7.3: Condition (1) of Definition 7.1.5
Condition (2) relates to discreteness of the generated language. A few words are in 
order to explain this further. Discreteness requires that elements bounded above in the
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vector language have their least upper bound and greatest lower bound in it. As will 
be discussed in the following section (Section 7.2), this is the case when the generated 
language satisfies the lower diamond property (cf Definition 7.2.1). Informally, this 
property says that whenever we have the upper half of a diamond, then we have the 
whole diamond. The condition is illustrated in Figure 7.4. It can be seen that it results 
in lozenges in the graph of the automaton.
2^
q
%
Figure 7.4: Condition (2) of Definition 7.1.5
Condition (3) excludes the possibility that an execution vector may be produced in 
two different ways from sequences of individual transitions. In other words, when the 
first part of an execution vector takes us from its source state to an intermediate state, 
then the remaining part takes us from that state to the (execution vector’s) target 
state. Dually, we may state the same for the second part of the execution vector. In 
fact, the only case that an execution vector can be produced in two different ways 
by sequences of individual transitions, is if the sequences differ only in the order of 
concurrent transitions. This is the point of condition (4). Condition (3) is depicted in 
Figure 7.5.
y.v q’*. y.v
" \
A = >
Figure 7.5: Condition (3) of Definition 7.1.5
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Condition (4) says that if two distinct transitions can start off the same behaviour from 
q, i.e. be part of the same execution vector from q, then they must do so concurrently. 
The motivation for this condition is not hard to see. Given a component vector u 
which describes behaviour of the component at state q, the two distinct transitions 
§1 , &2 essentially provide two different ways, say 2Li,V2 , of extending to a behaviour 
described by x. In other words, u.Vi =  x and u.V2 = 31- But this implies that Vi and v_2 
describe the same behaviour. Since, is a prefix of Vi, ^  of and Çi, ^ 2  a-re distinct 
(and e.i ^  62 A eg ^  by condition (1) of 17-machines), we can not have =  Vÿ in 
general. This will only be the case if e^, eg are concurrent. This is the point of condition
(4).
As a further note on Definition 7.1.5, it can be seen that condition (3) is a global rather 
than a local property. This makes checking against it difficult. [Shi05] establishes the 
following for this purpose. Let M  =  (Q, y )  be a 17-machine and let V  Ç Vs. If (a) 
there exists an onto function (f) : V  Q such that <p{u) y~ (f){v) iff &) =  ü-ê and, (b) if 
u ^ y e V  and u.< y, ( u ^ y ) ,  then there exists g e E s  such that y.y G V  and u.e < y, 
then M  satisfies condition (3) of Definition 7.1.5.
In further explanation of the move from 17-machines to 17-automata we note the follow­
ing. In [SM04a] we started from a component c, constructed its corresponding discrete 
behavioural presentation, as described in Chapter 6, and from that extracted a transi­
tion system and an independence relation l forming an ATS (7, along the lines of the 
construction described in [Shi97]. Transitions of C  were labelled by A : A —)■ Es ,  where 
A  is an alphabet of actions of the system, and the independence relation was defined in 
the usual sense to give a concurrent alphabet {Es,  ind). The asynchronous transition 
system C accepts a Mazurkiewicz trace language C{C,q) from any of its states q and 
this language has an order structure corresponding to discreteness. The trace language 
C{C,q) can be related to Vs  by extending the function A to a monotonie function 
A* : C{C,q) —^ Vs- Thus, we get an asynchronous transition system together with a 
labelling function that extends to a mapping into a component language. This early 
version of 17-automata can be found in [SM04a].
The drawback to this approach is that in general the function A* is not injective, and
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thus we can not induce discreteness of the component language generated by a 17- 
automaton. In addressing this issue, subsequent analysis in [Shi05, MSK05] allowed 
for a significant part of the construction to be shortcut, mainly through the notion of 
17-machines, as described early in this section (see Definition 7.1.1). The main findings 
of this analysis suggested including conditions (2)-(4) of Definition 7.1.5 which were 
embedded in the structure of the corresponding 17-automata.
This, perhaps, raises then the question as to whether such conditions are consistent 
with our intuitive requirements. If such requirements can be expressed in the context 
of a popular modelling language such as UML, then the answer is promising, as outlined 
in the following section.
7.1 .1  UML state diagrams for 17-automata
Execution vectors in our formal framework can be understood as compound transitions 
in UML. A compound transition in UML2.0 (see pp. 623-633 in [OMG04]) is used to 
represent a path of one or more transitions along the graph of a state diagram. It 
may include a join which is used to merge several transitions emanating from states in 
different orthogonal regions or a fork which is used to split an incoming transition to 
two or more transitions term inating on different orthogonal regions (see pp. 590-596 
in [OMG04]). Orthogonal regions are different compartments of a composite state in 
UML state diagrams (see pp. 600-615 in [OMG04]) and they are used to represent 
concurrent states, by placing them in different regions.
Condition (3) of Definition 7.1.5 says that a compound transition can not be the result 
of different sequences of individual transitions. Recall that sequences which differ in 
the order of independent, consecutive events are not considered to be different in our 
formal framework, as discussed in Section 4.3.2.
Condition (2) says that if a compound transition starts off with a fork, in other words, 
if the head of a compound transition is a fork, then the fork leads to orthogonal regions. 
Further, condition (2) says that if the tail of a compound transition is a join, then the 
join is the result of exiting orthogonal regions.
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Condition (4) is concerned w ith the formalisation of the case where the head of a com­
pound transition is a fork targeting orthogonal regions of a composite state. Similarly, 
for the tail of a compound transition (apply condition (4) to the conclusion of condition 
(2)).
The only problem with establishing a straightforward relation between compound tran­
sitions in UML2.0 and conditions (2)-(4) of U-automata in our formal framework, is 
that the semantics of compound transitions as given in the UML 2.0 specification doc­
ument does not allow triggers on transitions entering a join or emanating from a fork 
(pp. 623-625 in [OMG04]). Note that this is irrespective of whether they are part of a 
compound transition or not.
The interpretation of UML compound transitions in our automata framework for com­
ponents requires that transitions of a fork or a join can be labelled by an event, as done 
for example in the STATEMATE semantics of joins and forks (pp. 302-3 in [HN96]) 
in statecharts [Har87]. However, in this semantics the trigger of the fork or join is 
the conjunction of the triggers (events) of the individual transitions. This is achieved 
by simultaneity in our framework, which is modelled using column vectors with more 
than one non-empty coordinate. We shall see such a case in our example in Section
7.4. Here, we are concerned w ith a graphical representation of concurrent transitions 
since this would provide a state diagram-like notation for L7-automata. Orthogonal 
regions are used in UML for concurrent states and thus this comes down to a formal 
interpretation of entering/exiting orthogonal regions in UML.
The available constructs in the standard UML notation for state diagrams [OMG04] 
suggest that it is appropriate to use of a fork for entering the orthogonal regions followed 
by the use of a join for exiting them. This is depicted in the state diagram of Figure 
7.6, where orthogonal regions, together with a fork and a join, are used to represent 
that £ i,ê2 concurrent transitions.
The composite state S 2  in the state diagram of Figure 7.6 has two orthogonal regions, 
one containing state S3 and the other S4, which can be visited concurrently. We make 
use of the fact that the head of a compound transition (in this case the compound tran­
sition involves êi, 62) may be a fork targeted to orthogonal regions (p.626 in [OMG04]).
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S 2 \  1
S 3 84
\ /
S 5
Figure 7.6: UML notation for concurrent transitions in a i7-automaton
Note that the transitions of the fork are entering the composite state S2 explicitly, 
rather than by default, in UML dialect (p. 606 in [OMG04]).
Similarly, we make use of the fact that the tail of a compound transition in UML may 
be a join originating from orthogonal regions. Again, transitions of the join exit the 
composite state explicitly.
Therefore, we may represent diamonds in a component language, or lozenge shapes in 
a Z'-automaton, by a fork followed by a join in UML state diagrams. The semantics in 
this case is given in terms of the component language used in our formal framework. It 
says that either of the transitions of the fork construct can be taken and this determines 
the transition taken on the corresponding join construct. This reflects the fact that 
transitions appearing on a fork at state q are related by Iq in our formal framework 
and ensures that execution of the corresponding automaton goes round the lozenge of 
the underlying asychronous transition system.
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7.2 Prom A u tom ata  to  C om ponent Languages
In this section we describe how the vector language generated by a rooted 17-automaton 
corresponds to the language of a well-behaved component. In other words, given a 
signature U, we want to ensure that a 17-automaton generates a discrete and locally 
left-closed component language over 17. This would allow designers to draw a state 
diagram for the usage protocol of a component and if this diagram adheres to the 
semantics prescribed earlier, it will correspond to a well-behaved component.
We have seen (Definition 7.1.2) that the vector language of a 17-automaton comprises 
component vectors formed over 17, and these are built up by (a series of) concatenations 
with column vectors from that appear on transitions of the automaton. Therefore, 
the execution vectors of a 17-automaton decompose into products of column vectors. 
This can be exploited in showing that the vector language of a rooted 17-automaton is 
locally left-closed.
L em m a 7.2.1. I f  M  = (Q,y)  is a E-automaton and q Ç: Q, then V{M,q)  is locally 
left-closed.
Proof.
Let V 6 V{M,q)  and i ^  I s  aud suppose that A < u <  v{p). Then, we have column 
vectors 61, 63,..., E E s  such that y_ =  ei...e„ and q >--1 qi...qn-i Qn- Let v^ . = 
61...6,., then w,. G V{M,q),  for all r, and A < v^{i) < ... < — v{i)^
Since V j + i { i )  =  2L j { i )  o r  2l j + i { i )  =  % ( % ) - e ,  e E O p s ,  then V j { i )  =  -u, some j.  Since 
2l j  < Hi by transitivity, there exists V j { i )  < v { i ) ,  some j ,  and V j { i )  =  u, which means 
that V{M,q)  is locally left-closed by Definition 4.2.3. □
Next we turn our attention to discreteness of the vector language generated by a rooted 
17-automaton, which is relatively more difficult to deal with. The analysis in [Shi05] 
shows that this is possible under the condition that whenever the structure of the 
automaton exhibits the upper half of a lozenge, then it exhibits the whole lozenge. In 
what follows we outline this development.
Recall (Definition 4.2.2) that discreteness requires that elements bounded above in 
a component language have their least upper bound and greatest lower bound in it.
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We have seen that the order structure of a discrete component language exhibits the 
characteristic structure of a lattice. Therefore, discreteness of the generated language 
comes down to considering conditions under which partially ordered sets are (finite) 
lattices.
Suppose that (X,  <x)  is a partially ordered set. If x, y G X ,  then we define x Ll% y (if 
it exists) to be the necessarily unique element of X  which satisfies,
Vz G X , x , y  <x  z ^  x U x  y <x  z
Dually, we may also define x U% y to be the necessarily unique element of X  which 
satisfies,
Vz G X , x ,  y > x  z  ^  x H x  y > x  ^
A subset U Ç X  is a sublattice of X  i f xUxy ,  s^Cxy € U, for all x , y  G U. Consequently, 
and by lifting these concepts to the partially ordered set of component vectors in 
our formal framework, we may say that V is a discrete subset of Vs precisely when 
4. w =  {2; G V v <  u} is a sublattice of Vs, for all w € V. (Recall that Vs equipped with 
the ordering relation of Definition 4.1.1 (coordinate-wise prefix ordering) is a partially 
ordered set.)
In this way, the requirements for establishing discreteness have been narrowed down to 
considering conditions under which |  u, for all u E V, is a sublattice of Vs- [ShiOS] has 
shown that the required condition is a Church-Rosser type property which says that 
the presence of the upper half of a diamond infers the formation of the whole diamond. 
This ’downward proliferation of diamonds’ can be formulated in terms of component 
vectors and languages as follows.
D efin ition 7.2.1. V  will be said to have the lower diamond property (LDP) if and 
only if
Vu, Vf X G V , u ^ v A u < x A v < x  => x = u U v A u r i v
This property manifests itself in the structure of 17-automata, in terms of states and 
transitions (see Definition 7.1.5(2)-(4)) and results in lozenge shapes in the graph of 
the automaton.
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So far we have seen that V is a discrete subset of Vs when i  u =  {u E V : u < u} is 
a sublattice of Us, for all ü  E  U, and this is the case when V  has the LDP. Therefore, 
discreteness of the language comes down to proving that it has the LDP. This is done 
in the following lemma (the proof given here is an elaboration of the proof appearing 
in [ShiOS] ).
L em m a 7.2.2. If  M  = {Q,y)  is a E-automaton and q ^  Q, then V{M,q)  has the 
LDP.
Proof.
Suppose that u , v , x  G V (M, q) such that u. v and it, u < We must show that 
u U u =  æ and u □ ^  G U(M, q).
By Proposition 4.2.1 it follows that x / u  =  G E s  and u-% =  x. Hence, u < w.e^. 
Therefore, there exists qu^q G Q such that q qu and q g, where q is the
unique state such that q — q.
By Definition 7.1.5 (3), qu q- If it is not the case that g, then we may find
w with A < w < & u  such that g„ — q' -4 -/— g, q' G Q. But now, u < u.w < u.e^, a
contradiction (because Hence, there exists q^ such that g -4 - g^ g.
Similarly, for v, there exists such that x = v.e^ and g„ such that g — g^ X"- g.
We consider two cases:
C ase 1 ! qu qv'
By Definition 7.1.5 (4), Iq hence, % n =  A and by Definition 7.1.5 (1), there 
exists g G Q such that g g„ and g g„.
We first prove that u U u =  a;. We again have two cases:
1. Byfi) > A, then Cyfi) = A and we have ;g(z) =  2^ (i) =  lt(0-%(0- Hence, x{i) — 
2l{i) = max{u{i),v{i)).
2. %(%) =  A, then e^ (%) > A, v{i) < y,{i) -  Hence, x{i) =  u{i) = max{u{i)fU{i))‘
Since x{i) = max{iL{i)iV{i))i all i G I s i  we have =  3^  U 32.
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Now we prove that uUv  G V[M,  q). Let w = uHv.  Since u , v < x G  Vs,  by Proposition 
4.1.2 we have
u/{u n v )  = {uU v) / 2i  = x / v  =
It follows that u/w = e^f hence u = w-Êv- We now have q g„ and q g^. By
Definition 7.1.5 (3), g -4— g. Hence, w G V(M,q) ,  which means that V(M,q)  has the 
LDP in Case 1.
Case 2 : q^ = g»- We have g  ^ g and g„ =  g„ g. By Definition 7.1.1 (1), 
-IL ~  -H’ We also have, u.e^ =  u.e^. It follows that u = v, a contradiction. So, this 
case can never arise.
Thus, we have shown that V{M,  q) has the LDP in any case. □
In summary, we have seen that the language V (M, g) generated by a rooted 17-automaton 
is locally left-closed by Lemma 7.2.1, and discrete by Lemma 7,2.2 together w ith the 
reasoning prior to the definition of the LDP. Thus, it has been shown that (E, V (M, g)) 
is a well-behaved component.
Finally, it might be worth making a note of an interesting issue that comes to the fore if 
we consider the construction described in Section 7.1 for the well-behaved component 
(S,U (M , g)) =  c. From this component we may derive a 17-automaton [Me, A s), 
following Derfinition 7.1.3, and this automaton in turn determines the same component, 
by Proposition 7.1.1. Hence, the same component (S,V’(M, g)) is determined by the 
17-automaton (M, g), following the construction described in this section, and by the 
17-automaton (Me, A^), following the construction of Section 7.1.
The question arises as to the relationship between the automata (M, g) and (Me, As). 
This will not be one of equality, in general. However, the relationship between them is a 
notion close to equality. The two 17-automata may not be identical, but every action of 
one can be ’matched’ by an action of the other. This is the essence of strong bisimulation 
in [Mil89]. This thinking is supported by the fact that, in the similar construction for 
the automata of [SM04a], two 17-automata generate the same component language if 
and only if they are bisimilar (see Definition 10.1 and Proposition 10.3 in [SM04a]).
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7.3 C om posing 17-automata
In this section, we give an account of composition of E-automata. The intention is to 
show that there is a way to put E-automata together and hence the automata-based 
formalism for components described in the previous sections is indeed compositional. 
A full account of composition within the automata-theoretic framework can be found 
in [Shi05].
In a fashion similar to that of composition of components, the key idea is that a com­
ponent vector V represents behaviour of the product MiljMg providing it results from 
behaviours Vj^ of M/., each k ,  which agree on coordinates corresponding to connected 
interfaces. The states of the composite automaton will be pairs of states, one from each 
of the constituent components, as usual. The more interesting part of composition has 
to do with the transition structure of the composite.
Before embarking on this, it should be made clear that in considering the composition 
of automata we find it convenient, albeit unpleasant, to deviate slightly from the notion 
of composition between component vectors. The deviation has to do with the common 
coordinate corresponding to the connected interface in the component vectors of the 
composite. In the case of component composition, this was internalised whereas in 
the case of automata we wish to keep the common coordinate. The reason is that 
the transition structure of the composite automaton is derived from the composition 
of the column vectors on transitions from each automaton. Activity on the common 
coordinate of the column vectors for the composite automaton indicates communication 
and thus change of state for both automata while activity on the rest of the coordinates 
indicates independent behaviour and incurs change of state for either automaton.
Keeping the common coordinate in the composite language comes down to removing 
the restriction to AJsj in defining the operation of composition 0.
Definition 7.3.1. Let = (E^, V^ ) and = (Eg, V^ ) be components and suppose that 
El 4- ^ 2- We say that € K  and E Vz are consistent, and we write Ui 4 Wg, if
—1 n /sg  M2 L /sj n/j)2
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I f  U i 4 M2) we d e f i n e
M i1|M2 =  (mi CU2)
w h e r e  Mi U 3^3 : s a t i s f i e s
(mi u  m2)(0  — Ml (2) , i e l s iU2(i) , i e  Isa
It might be instructive to compare with Definition 5.1.4 of the © operation.
The following definition provides notation for the ’projection’ of vectors of the com­
posite onto vectors of its constituent components. We shall find this notation useful in 
describing the transition relation of the composite automaton.
Definition 7.3.2. S u p p o s e  t h a t Ei a n d  a r e  s i g n a t u r e s  s u c h  t h a t  E ^  4- ^ 2  o ,n d  l e t  
v e c t o r  V E t h e n  w e  d e f i n e  33[/;.] = 3 ; ,  w h e r e  k  =  1, 2 .
This construction reminds of the projections which are used to define the trace se­
mantics of parallel composition in COSY [JL92] and CSP [Hoa85], in the sense that if 
M = MiI|M2> then can be ’recovered’ by restricting v  to I s , , ,  and likewise for u ^ .
Notice that we use || for composition in Definition 7.3.1 to avoid confusion with Defi­
nition 5.1.4. We will have more to say about this issue in the concluding chapter.
The basic idea behind the transition structure of the composite automaton is the fol­
lowing. The transition relation is given by (91,92) X- (91,9 0  if and only if for each k  
either e^^] ^ A s ^  a.nd q k gj, or =  Â S k  Qk =  Qk- This is expressed more 
succinctly cis g/. >->--['=] gj., each k , in the following definition.
D efinition 7.3.3. L e t  M  =  ( Q , y )  b e  a  E - m a c h i n e  a n d  gi , 9 2  E Q, £ E t h e n  w e  
d e f i n e
9i 92 (gi > - - 92) V (& = Ag A 9i = 92)
Using 9 to denote that (91,92) E Qi x Q 2 , and consequently 9^ for 9*, each k , (in 
effect, 9^ restricts 9 to gi or 92), we may write g g' for the transition relation of the 
composite, which is translated in terms of the constituent automata as g^ 9^ ,
each k .
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111 defining the transition relation of the composite we need to take into account two 
possibilities:
i) e(i) A, i 6 in which case e^j^] ^  Gach k, and execution of
the transitions from each automaton involves communication. This means that both 
transitions must be executed simultaneously so that the composite has a transition
(91,92)-
ii) e{i) =  A, alH G fl , in which case there is no communication and execution of 
the transition of one of the constituent automata (the one for which e^;,] 7^ A ^ f , , k =  1  
or k =  2) may occur independently of any transition in the other. Hence, the composite 
automaton has a transition ( 9 1 , 9 2 )  y -  ( 9 1 , 9 2 )  if A; =  1, and ( 9 1 , 9 2 )  y -  ( 9 1 , 9 2 )  if k = 2 .
Note that while ê(z) — A , all i G I s ,  H I s : , , it is still possible for 7^ A ,^^ , each k. For 
example, consider the column vectors = (A, 6, A) and 62 = (A, A, d , A), and suppose 
that the coordinate corresponding to the connected interface is the last coordinate of 
e_i and the first of £2. The coordinate corresponding to the connected interface in each, 
is empty. The two vectors are consistent, i.e. % J, £2, and thus can be composed. Their 
composition gives £ = £1 || £2 = (A, 6, A, A, d, A). We note that £pi = (A, 6, A) 7^ Ag^ 
and £[2] =  (A, A, d, A) 7^  Ag^. In the resulting £ the events b and d are simultaneous 
though this was clearly not the intention prior to composition.
It transpires that in cases where £ ( i )  =  A , for all i G I s ,  H I s „ ,  and £[;t] 7 ^ A s ^ ^  each 
kf composition would force the rest of the events (those appearing on the coordinates 
which correspond to the non-connected interfaces of each) to be simultaneous while 
this clearly need not be the case in general. To exclude such unfortunate situations, an 
additional requirement on the transition structure is that if the are both non-null, 
then they must have some non-empty coordinate in common.
The above concepts are brought together in the formal definition of composition.
D efin ition  7.3.4. Suppose that M \ = (Q i,y )  and M 2 = (Q2, >^ ) are Ek-machines, 
k = \,2  and 4- Eg with E =  Ei © Eg. We define M1HM2 =  (Qi x Q2, >-), where 
yQ  {Qi X Q2 ) X E s  X (Qi X Q2 ) is given by 9 y - g f
f. 9^, each k
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2. I f e{i) = A, all i G I s ,  H 7^=, ihen either e^ jj =  A^^ or e^j =  A^^.
Point (1) of the definition gives the translation of the composite transition relation 
into those of the constituents and includes cases i) and ii) discussed above. Point 
(2) expresses the additional requirement that composition does not force otherwise 
independent column vectors to be necessarily simultaneous. Note that we cannot have 
^ 1] =  A s , and £[2] =  As^ as this would give £ =  A s  which contradicts the definition 
of transitions as column vectors in E s ­
in  order to show that our automata-theoretic framework is compositional, we need to 
establish that the composition (following Definition 7.3.4) of E-automata is itself a 
E-automaton. This involves a notion of compatibility between automata and a rela­
tionship between concurrency in the constituents and that of the composite automaton.
With regard to the discussion prior to Definition 7.3.4, we are concerned with the case 
where communication is involved. In this case, the corresponding components have 
(at least one) connected interfaces. The following definition says that the non-empty 
coordinates of the respective component vectors must agree.
D efin ition  7.3.5. Suppose that E^ and Eg are signatures with E^ 4- and Vi € Vî, 
U2 ^ Vi, then we define
Ml M2 Vz G I s i  n  I s ,  : Mi(0,M2(^) ^ A ^  Mi(%) =  M2(0
Also, we may define the set of events (labels on transitions) of a machine as follows. 
D efin ition  7.3.6. I f M  = (Q,y)  is a E-machine, then define
E{M)  =  {£ G E s  \ 3 q e Q  : q >--}
In the case of column vectors, Definition 7.3.5 says that £j 4)- Ê2 if and only if on all non­
empty common coordinates (which correspond to connected interfaces) and £2 agree. 
Hence, ’4].’ does not cater for cases where, say, £i(z) = AAe^i i )  ^  A, i G I s ,  C l s , -  The 
following definition rectifies this by imposing that if two transitions have at least one 
non-empty common coordinate on which they agree, then this must be the case for all 
their common coordinates.
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D efin ition  7.3.7. Suppose that Ej., Eg are signatures with E^ I  Eg and M \ and M 2 
are Ek-machines, each k. We define M i, M 2 to he compatible, and we write M \ |  M 2 ,
if
V e i  G E ( M i ) ,  V e 2  G E { M 2 ) . e i  4I- Ê2 = >  H i i  §.2
This gives the compatibility condition within our automata-theoretic framework. One 
important consequence of this is that the execution vectors of the composite automa­
ton are precisely those which project on execution vectors of the constituents, i.e. 
( 9 1 ,9 2 )  ( 9i ,  9 2 ) Sk each k.
We have seen that the move from E-machines to E-automata included considering 
local concurrency and this was expressed as a structural property of the resulting E- 
automaton. Therefore, before it can be shown that the composite of E-automata is a E- 
automaton, we need to establish a relationship between concurrency in the constituents 
and that of the composite automaton. Key to the treatment of local concurrency in a 
E-automaton was the independence relation (recall Definition 4.3.1). We address this 
first.
It is relatively straightforward to show that behaviours u and v of the composite au­
tomaton can take place independently if and only if their projections onto the con­
stituent automata are independent.
R em a rk  7.3.1. Suppose that Cj =  (E i, Vi), Cg =  (Eg, Ug) are components with E^ |  Eg 
and c =  Cl © Cg =  (E, V"). Then, for all u, v GV,
u ind V 4=» 2i{k] , each k
Proof.
Suppose that uindp,. We will show that U{k] ind 2L[k]- Let i G l s , C  I s , , then U[fc](0 > A 
which implies that u{i) > A. Since y, ind y, we have y{i) = A which implies that 
H[k]{i) — A. Hence, we have M[ft](0 > A and M[fc](0 =  A, all i G I s ,  C i s , ,  which gives 
M{k] iridy[f.y
Conversely, suppose that M[A] indy^f^^ and let i G Is-  Then, i G Is/,, some k, and we 
have that u{i) > A which implies that M[a;](0 > A. Since 2i{k] all z, we have
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U[/;)(z) =  A which implies that y{i) ~  A. Hence, u{i) > A and y{i) = A, all z, which 
gives u ind y. □
Now we are in a position to define local potential concurrency in the constituent au­
tomata in terms of the translation of the composite transition relation for the con­
stituents (Definition 7.3.3).
D efin ition 7.3.8. Suppose that M  is a E-machine and q G Q and e^, eg G E s- Then, 
we define
Hi Im  ^2 Hi ind  A (3g', q”, q e Q \ q q' A q q" y y -^  q)
The following lemma establishes the relationship between local potential concurrency in 
the constituent automata and local potential concurrency in the composite automaton.
L em m a 7.3.1. Suppose that M i, M 2 are Ek-machines, k = 1,2, and E^ E^ with 
E  =  El © Eg and M  = M1HM2. Then, for all 9 G Qi x Qg and e, /  G E s
e l ^  f_ 4==> B{k] L[ky ^
Proof
Suppose that e l ^  / ,  then by definition eindf_  and there exists 9% 9", 9 G Qi x Q2 
such that 9 y -  gf and 9 X - gf y -  9. So, for each k, ind f_^ ^^  by Remark 7.3.1, and 
9 XX-M 9' and 9 yy-l^^ 9" 9. Hence, by Definition 7.3.8,
Conversely, suppose that each k. Then, ind f_^ ^y by Definition 7.3.8,
and there exist 9{.,9%,9& G Qk such that qk q'j. and qk yy-^>^^  9% %.
Thus, e i n d f j  by Remark 7.3.1, and 9 y y -  (91,92) 9 (9 i,9 ^  (91, 92)-
Since s. A^  ^  f_, v/e have that 9 X- (91,92) smd 9 yf- (91, 92) (91, 92) so that, by
Definition 7.1.4, /  as required. □
Having considered a notion of compatibility among transitions of the constituent au­
tomata and having related concurrency in the constituents to that of the composite, it 
can now be shown that the composite of E-automata is itself a E-automaton.
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7.4 Illustration  by exam ple
In this section we apply the formal construction for associating a component with an 
automaton to obtain a state-oriented description of the CTuner component of the case 
study considered in Sections 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4.
We have seen (Section 5.4) that a formal description of the CTuner component is given 
hy ct = (Et , Vt ) where
• E t  is given by E t  = ( P t i R t i ^ t )  where R t  ~  { I  Speaker,I Screen, I  Antenna}, 
P t  = { I  Detect Signal) and P t ( I  Detect Signal) =  {ci}, P t ( I  Antenna) = {91}, 
!3t(ISpeaker) =  {di, (Z2}, and pT(IScreen) = { / i , / 2}.
• its component language Vt  is given by
Vt  =  {(A ,A ,A ,A ),(cl,A ,A ,A ),(cl,d l, A ,A),(cl, A ,/ l ,  A),
(cl, dl, / I ,  A), (cl, dl, / I ,  gl),  (cl, d ld2 , / 1/ 2, gl)}
The component language Vt  is discrete and locally left-closed (this has been asserted 
in Section 5.4 and can be readily checked against Definition 4.2.2 and Definition 4.2.3) 
and thus the CTuner component is well-behaved.
We may identify component vectors that are related by the covers relation (Definition 
4.2.5) as follows.
(A, A, A, A) <1 (cl. A, A, A)
(cl. A, A, A) < (cl, dl. A, A)
(cl, dl. A, A) < (cl, dl, / I ,  A)
(cl. A, / I ,  A) < (cl, dl, / I ,  A)
(cl, dl, / I ,  A) < (cl, dl, / I ,  gl)
(cl, dl, / I ,  gl) < (cl, d ld2, / 1/ 2 , gl)
It might be worth at this point to pause and make the observation that (cl, dl, / I ,  A) 
is not a primal vector in Vt - Referring back to the material presented in Chapter
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6 (Section 6.4), it would not be associated with an event occurrence. This vector 
describes behaviour of the CTuner component in which cl has happened and then dl 
and f l  happened concurrently. It results from vectors (c l,d l, A, A) and (cl. A, / I ,  A), 
which are primal, and describe each of the concurrent event occurrences. We now 
return to associating the CTuner component with a E-automaton.
Since the CMenu component is well-behaved, the events associated w ith its interfaces 
are represented by the following column vectors (Proposition 4.2.1).
Hi = (cl. A, A, A)
e_2 = (A,dl, A, A)
£3 =  (A, A ,/I ,  A)
£4 =  (A,A,A,gl)
£s =  (A,d2, / 2,A)
We may now define a tuple Mc^ =  (Vt , Xv^) where Vt  x x is defined
by u >-- y  if and only if 3%; E Ur such that u< y  and v ju  = e. Hence, the relation y-Vr 
between component vectors in Vt is given as follows. We drop the subscript Vt from 
now on.
(A, A, A, A) (cl. A, A, A)
(cl. A, A, A) >-^ 2 (c l,d l, A, A)
(cl, A, A, A) y ^  (cl. A ,/I ,  A)
(c l,d l. A, A) X-3 ( c l ,d l , / l ,A )
(cl, A ,/ I ,  A) X 2^ ( c l ,d l , / l ,A )
(c l ,d l , / l ,A )  y ^  ( c l ,d l , / l ,g l )
( c l ,d l , / l ,g l )  ( c l ,d ld 2 ,/ l /2 ,g l )
We still need to show that M qj. is a E-machine. This is done by checking the conditions 
of Definition 7.1.1.
• By examination of the above relations, it can be seen that u y ^  and y  y ^  with 
£ < e' for no w G Vt- Hence, condition (1) of the definition holds.
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• By examination of the above relations, it can be seen that y  y  and u y -  y  
with £ 7^  £' for no 32 E Vt- Hence, condition (2) of the definition holds.
Thus, Mcy =  (Vr,>^yr) is a E-machine.
In order to show further that Mcy is a E-automaton we need to consider local concur­
rency. We start by identifying independent column vectors in . We have,
Blind §2, % md£g, Ciinde^, ^linde^
6g ind £3, £g ind £4
£3 ind £4
According to Definition 7.1.4, the independent transitions e,e' E E s^ that realise the 
potential for concurrency are those that meet the additional requirement that there 
exist yii,Ul2>H ^  Vt  such that u y ^  yji and y  y ^  Wg y -  y.
By examination of the relation on component vectors in Vt given earlier, we 
conclude that this requirement applies only for e =  £g and e' =  £3 since we have 
(cl. A, A, A) >--2 (c l,d l, A, A) and (cl. A, A, A) >--3 (cl. A ,/I ,  A) >--2 (cl, d l , / I ,  A). 
(Take w.i = (c l,d l. A, A), Wg =  (cl. A ,/I ,  A) and y  = ( c l ,d l , / l ,A )  to see the exact 
match to the requirement.) Thus, Cg 7(ci,a,A.A) ^3-
Having determined the ind and Ig relations on transitions of Mc^, we examine whether 
it is a E-automaton by checking the conditions of Definition 7.1.5.
By examination of the yy^  relation on component vectors in Vt given earlier, we 
conclude that condition (1) of the definition is relevant only for £3,63 6 Es^ and 
q — (cl. A, A, A),9i =  (cl, dl. A, A), 9 =  (c l ,d l , / l ,A )  E Vt- In this case we have 
9 >--3 9g : -^2 9, for 9 =  (c l ,A ,/I ,  A) E Vt- Hence, condition (1) of Definition 7.1.5 
holds.
By examination of the yy^  relation on component vectors in Vt given earlier, we 
conclude that condition (2) of the definition is relevant only for £g,£3 E Es^ and 
91 =  (c l,d l. A, A),9g =  (cl. A ,/I ,  A) € Vt- But for these column vectors we have that 
£g inde^  and also 9 >--2 91 and 9 ) -^3 9g for 9 =  (cl. A, A, A) E Vt- Hence, condition 
(2) of Definition 7.1.5 holds.
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For condition (3) we find it easier to check against the associated lemma. We define a 
function (j) : V t  Q t  by 4>{y) = qk, h = 0..6, it € Vt so that
0{(A, A, A,A)) =  90
<ÿ((cl,A, A,A)) =  9i
(^((cl,dl,A,A)) =  92
0((cl, A ,/ l ,  A)) =  93
<^((cl,d l,/l,A )) =  94
(j>{{cl,dljl,gl))  =  95
0 ( (c l ,d ld 2 ,/l /2 ,g l) )  =96
By definition of (j) and the relation >-Vt oii component vectors in Vt given earlier, 
condition (a) of the lemma holds. Condition (b) follows from the component language 
Vt and the relation between its component vectors given earlier. Hence, we may 
deduce that condition (3) of Definition 7.1.5 holds.
By examination of the >-Vr relation on component vectors in Vt given earlier, we 
conclude that condition (4) of the definition is relevant only for eg, £3 G and 
9 =  (cl. A, A, A), æ =  (cl, dl, y i .  A) G Vt - But for these column vectors we have that 
£2 7 ( c i , a , a , A )  63 as explained in identifying local concurrency in Vt prior to checking the 
conditions. Hence, condition (4) of Definition 7.1.5 holds.
Thus, Mcy =  (Vt, ^Vt ) is a E-automaton. It can be represented by the UML state 
diagram shown in Figure 7.7.
Placing (c l,d l. A, A) and (cl. A ,/I ,  A) in different orthogonal regions of a composite 
state in the state diagram of Figure 7.7 indicates that the transitions from (cl. A, A, A) 
to (c l ,d l , / l ,A )  take place in no particular order. This is refiected by the use of a 
fork emanating from (cl. A, A, A), followed by a join targeting ( c l ,d l , / l .  A), for the 
concurrent transitions £2,ê3- This is expressed in terms of the associated E-automaton 
by the fact that £ g , £ 3  are related by Iq, i.e. £ g  7 ( c i , a , a , A )  M 3 .
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S2
( c l . d l d 2 ,  f l f 2 , g l )
( c l ,  A ,  A ,  A )
( A . A . A . A )
( c l ,  A . f l ,  A )
( c l , d l , f l .  A )
( c l ,  d l ,  A ,  A )
( c l , d l , f l , g l )
Figure 7.7: UML state diagram for M r  
7.5 C oncluding note
In this chapter, our formal framework for components was extended w ith an automata- 
based formalism. Components were associated with Z'-automata which draw upon 
well-known concepts of ATS [ShiSS, BedSS], but are particularly tailored to reflect 
properties of the underlying component language.
An extension to ATSs involves the so-called hybrid transition systems in which transi­
tions are associated with multisets of event names (ch. 22 in [Shi97]). The Z-automata 
described in this chapter lie somewhere between the two, in that the underlying asyn­
chronous transition system is equipped with a specialised association of transitions to 
column vectors (in Bs) ,  which may be interpreted as multisets.
The basic idea in associating a component with a Z-automaton is to consider compo­
nent vectors (which provide snapshots of behaviour (Chapter 3)) as states and define 
transitions in a way that captures the fact that component vectors are built up from
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the empty vector by repeatedly concatenating column vectors to it. The resulting 
transition system was then constrained by conditions necessary to express concurrency 
explicitly and ensure that the generated vector language corresponds to a well-behaved 
component. This led to the definition of a Z-automaton for a well-behaved component.
This state-based description of component behaviour can be seen as the usage proto­
col state machine of the associated component. Z-automata model both provides and 
requires assumptions and hence restrict the environment of a component in a fashion 
similar to the interface automata of [dHOlb]. In Z-automata however, concurrency 
is represented as an explicit structural property of the automaton, and this is carried 
through to the structure of the composite automaton (Section 7.3). This allows to cap­
ture anomalies that may arise from the interplay of concurrency and nondeterminism, 
such as race conditions (Section 4.4), which can be tracked down to confusion in general 
net theory [Pet79b].
Furthermore, we considered the use of UML state diagrams for representing Z-automata 
and argued that it is possible to represent concurrency in these diagrams using existing 
UML notation. This involved constructs for compound transitions, forks, joins and or­
thogonal regions. The only variation from the UML specification document [OMG04] 
has to do with allowing labels on transitions of a fork and a join.
In this chapter, we have presented the fundamentals of an automata-theoretic frame­
work for components. More research is needed and we identify some immediate issues 
that require further attention.
We have seen (Section 7.1) that if we start with a well-behaved component c — (S, V), 
then we have constructions
C =  (S,F) M  (Me, As) (S,F(Me,As))
By Proposition 7.1.1, we have that (Z, F(Mc, A^)) =  c, so the component generating 
the Z-automaton and the component determined by that Z-automaton are identical.
We have also seen (Section 7.2) that a rooted Z-automaton (M, q) generates a well- 
behaved component. If we couple this with the above, we now have constructions
(M,g)h^(S,F(M,9))H>(Mc,As)
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Hence, {M,q) and (Me, As) generate the same well-behaved component. The study 
of the automata of [SM04a], which follow exactly the same constructions, offers useful 
insights as to the relationship between the two Z-automata and suggests that they are 
bisimilar, in the sense of strong bisimulation in [Mil89].
The composition of Z-automata, described in Section 7.3, allows two approaches to the 
composition of components in relation to automata: either generate the corresponding 
components and then compose or compose the automata and then generate a compo­
nent from the composite automaton. This offers interesting perspectives with regard to 
the preservation of well-behavedness under composition of components. This is further 
discussed in the concluding chapter of the thesis.
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C hapter 8
Concluding Remarks
The work in this thesis presents a formal framework for the specification of compo­
nents which supports rigorous analysis and reasoning about their interactions and their 
composition. The additional information on the observable behaviours of components 
can be exploited within pragmatic approaches to software engineering in uncovering 
inconsistencies of scenario-based specifications.
In this chapter, we have included some concluding remarks along with a more detailed 
summary of the results of the thesis. We also discuss possible directions for future 
work.
8.1 Sum m ary
It should be recognised that the specification of component-based software requires 
additional behavioural information about component interfaces. This information is 
necessary to analyse and reason about the behaviour of the system and also know what 
to expect when individual components are placed in a different context.
This research work has been motivated by the observation that current approaches to 
component-based software engineering lack a sound theoretical basis to support the en­
gineering task. Graphical descriptive techniques have been extended to include useful 
notation for components at the specification level, but still do not provide designers
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with a standard way of expressing behaviour at component interfaces. Industrial spec­
ifications using mainstream software engineering practices often suffer from inconsis­
tencies that are due to the difficulty of defining concurrent interactions, and especially 
determining their interplay with alternative interactions.
Current formal approaches to the specification and analysis of components are con­
cerned with concurrency arising through composition. This serves the all important 
purpose of interconnecting provided and required interfaces from different components, 
but does not capture concurrency at the interfaces of a single component. In reactive 
systems, upon receiving an event on a provided interface, the component may have to 
respond by generating events concurrently on two of its required interfaces.
We considered a language-based representation of component behaviour in Chapter
3. Each interface is allocated a specific coordinate in the component vectors of the 
language. In this way, at each point during a period of activation, the corresponding 
component vector records the sequences of events that have occurred on all interfaces 
of the component. In other words, each component vector provides a ’snapshot’ of com­
ponent behaviour. The set of component vectors that describe the intended behaviour 
of a component comprise its component language and this was obtained from UML2.0 
sequence diagrams. We addressed their basic features for describing sequential, paral­
lel and alternative behaviour. Furthermore, we introduced a construct for describing 
simultaneous events in a sequence diagram.
This was possible because the study of the order theoretic properties of component 
languages in Chapter 4 shows this language-based model to be expressive enough to 
capture mutually exclusive, concurrent and simultaneous events occurring on different 
interfaces of the same component. Concurrency in component languages, just like in 
vector languages of [Shi97], builds on the notion of concurrency found in independence 
models [Maz88, Shi85], but independence is considered at the vector level rather than 
the event level. This makes it possible to express concurrency at the individual com­
ponent level, and also consider sets of simultaneous events on top of concurrent events 
on distinct component interfaces.
We required discreteness (a property related to finiteness and concurrency) and local
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left-closure (related to ensuring every event occurrence is recorded in a component 
vector) of component languages to guarantee well-behavedness of the corresponding 
component. The order structure of component languages is dependent on context 
- on what other vectors are in the language. This means that missing behaviours 
identified in checking against discreteness and local left-closure have an effect on the 
orderings between events on component interfaces. This ’additional’ behaviour often 
was not intended, in the sense that it only arises as a result of inconsistencies such as 
implicit scenarios due to race conditions. These in turn are the result of an interplay 
between concurrency and nondeterminism, which appears in situations like asymmetric 
confusion in General Net Theory [Pet79b].
Next, attention was confined to the composition of components. We identified con­
ditions, in terms of signatures and languages, that determine component behaviours 
eligible for composition. The assembly and delegation connectors in UML2.0 were dis­
cussed in this respect. Components can then be composed via matching provided and 
required interfaces from each. This notion of composition is reminiscent of the parallel 
composition between processes in process algebras, where the process descriptions can 
be understood as the respective sequences of events from each interface. The compo­
sition of well-behaved components was shown to result in a well-behaved composite 
component, providing the individual components met a compatibility condition which 
takes up on the condition for composing component languages.
Apart from identifying inconsistencies in scenario-based specifications, the discreteness 
and local left-closure properties of component languages allowed us to relate our for­
mal description of component behaviour to a more general theory of non-interleaving 
representation of behaviour, in terms of behavioural presentations and asynchronous 
transition systems. We were concerned with these connections in Chapters 6 and 7.
Discrete and locally left-closed component languages were associated w ith discrete be­
havioural presentations in Chapter 6. This builds on the notion of prime elements 
in posets which were interpreted as primal vectors in component languages. Using 
a behavioural presentation for a well-behaved component allows to use the temporal 
relations derived from this model for the orderings between event occurrences on com­
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ponent interfaces. This means that it is appropriate to talk about true concurrency, 
just like in event structures, and also simultaneity (by considering the equivalence class 
generated by the pre-order and the mutual exclusion relations in behavioural presen­
tations). The difference between the two, in software design terms, can be understood 
as the difference between may and must occur at the same time.
Well-behaved components were associated with 17-automata in Chapter 7. This asso­
ciation builds on consequences of discreteness and local left-closure of the correspond­
ing component languages. 17-automata are an elaboration of asynchronous transition 
systems [Shi85] and inherit the notion of concurrency expressed as consecutive, inde­
pendent transitions that result in lozenge shapes. Their structure bears additional 
conditions that give discreteness and local left-closure of the generated component lan­
guage. UML state diagrams can be used to represent 17-automata and thus express 
concurrency explicitly, providing compound transitions are given a formal behavioural 
semantics in terms of our automata-based formalism. Composition of automata pro­
vides useful insights for component composition and these are further discussed in the 
following section.
Some of the results prior to wirting up the thesis have been published in [MS03], 
[MSKF03], [MS04b], [SM04b], [MS04a], [Mos04] [SM04a], [MSK05], [MKS05].
Finally, we consider the following are valuable contributions of the thesis.
• A powerful formal framework for rigorous analysis and reasoning about compo­
nents that incorporates a range of concurrency theories and considers concurrency 
at both the individual component level and the composition level. It is expressive 
enough to capture concurrency, nondeterminism and simultaneity, and allows for 
reasoning that reveals pathological behaviour arising through the interaction of 
such phenomena.
• The formal framework has been blended with mainstream software engineering 
practices, as exemplified by strong connections to UML. The formal underpin­
ning it provides to UML diagrams concerned with specification aspects, allows to 
handle incomplete or inconsistent industrial specifications and provide feedback 
on pathological behaviours using the same specification technique (UML).
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• As a general observation, this research work establishes a link between formal 
foundational research and pragmatic approaches to software engineering prob­
lems.
8.2 Future D irections
Many future developments of this work are possible. In this section we outline a number 
of the issues that arise.
The fact that we can move between a language-based and a state-oriented description of 
component behaviour within the same formal framework offers interesting perspectives 
with regard to moving swiftly between a scenario-based specification and a state-based 
specification. Moreover, this synthesis of behavioural specifications can be performed in 
a way that handles incomplete partial specifications that contain implicit assumptions, 
typically found in an industrial context.
The formal analysis and reasoning in identifying the complete set of intended behaviours 
should be supported by automated tools, and ideally be performed behind the scenes, 
while feedback is provided in the form of generated counterexamples, possibly after 
executing automatically generated test cases. Feedback provided in the form of coun­
terexamples would help designers explore the consequences of design decisions and 
identify the complete set of intended behaviours of the system.
Below we outline a number of other issues that arise from our work.
A sp ec ts  o f  n on d eterm in ism
In our approach, we have used a component language to describe the behaviour of a 
component. We have seen (Chapter 4) that the relationships between event occurrences 
on different interfaces of a component are captured in the order structure of the corre­
sponding component language. This allows to describe sequential, mutually exclusive, 
concurrent and simultaneous event occurrences on component interfaces.
However, there are limitations with respect to what can be expressed in this language- 
based description of a component. These have to do with nondeterminism between
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event occurrences that refer to a single event and event occurrences that refer to a 
(non-empty) simultaneity class of that event. Situations like this may be represented 
by 6^,62 such that < CQ- ft is not too difficult to see that this can be the case only 
when the two column vectors agree on (at least) one non-empty coordinate but ^2, say, 
has (at least one) more non-empty coordinates than e,i.
For instance, consider the column vectors =  (a, A, A) and = (a. A, c). We note that 
they are not independent. If they are both offered after some behaviour =  {A, b, A), 
then there is a choice between doing a and c simultaneously and a on its own, as shown 
in Figure-8.1.
(a,b,c)
(a,b, A)
(A, b, A)
Figure 8.1: Event a either happens on its own or simultaneously with c
The two occurrences (one is event a on its own, the other is event a simultaneously 
with event c) are in conflict but this cannot be captured in the corresponding com­
ponent language. Additional structure would be required to somehow ensure that 
having done a on its own (i.e. after (a, 6, A)), it is not necessarily the case that c oc­
curs (i.e. (a, 6, A) does not stretch up to (a, 6, c)). This may be seen more clearly if 
we consider that the component language corresponding to Figure-8.1 would contain 
(A, 6, A), (a, 6, A), {a, 6, c) and its order structure does not say more than ”6 is followed 
by a which is followed by c”.
Note that the nondeterministic choice between a on its own and a, c simultaneously 
cannot be expressed irrespective of whether the intended behaviour is that a on its own
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can be followed by c. This would amount to a choice between either doing a and c in 
sequence or simultaneously. The situation is depicted in Figure-8.2.
(a,b,c)
(a,b, A)
(A, b, A)
Figure 8.2: Events a and c either happen in sequence or simultaneously
It might be worth pointing out that irrespective of how the choice is resolved in this case, 
it results in a common behaviour (a, 6, c). This is not unsettling though, in the sense 
of ’forcing’ concurrency, because the column vectors leading to it are not independent 
(and thus there is no potential for concurrency).
Note that situations like the ones described here, are excluded in 17-automata (recall 
Definition 7.1.1(2) and also Definition 7.1.5(3)-(4)). These aspects of nondeterminism 
were beyond the scope of the present thesis and could be analysed in future work.
Future work should examine what additional structure is required in component lan­
guages in order to express these types of mutually exclusive event occurrences within 
our formal framework for components. One possibility could be the adoption of refusal 
sets used in the CSP trace model [BHR84] as a means of enforcing that certain events 
are not offered after certain events, even when the ordering between the corresponding 
component vectors would allow it. This is a subject for further investigation.
O b tain ing  com p on en t languages
The subset of features of sequence diagrams treated in obtaining the component lan­
guage does not include the loop interaction fragment which is a construct for modelling
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iteration. A loop [OMG04] is used in sequence diagrams to capture behaviour that is 
repeatedly executed while a certain condition holds. Its relevance to describing com­
ponent interactions as such may be arguable. Nevertheless, future work could analyse 
an extension to the formal construction for obtaining a component language from a 
sequence diagram to consider the loop construct.
The issue of addressing a loop fragment at an interaction level can be seen in connection 
to addressing iteration of interactions (or scenarios) at the lOD (or hMSC) level. A 
promising solution lies with patterns of behaviour and further encouragement can be 
drawn by [SR02a] which shows that it suffices to consider a loop twice, once for entering 
the loop (condition holds) and once for exiting the loop (condition no longer holds).
A u to m a tio n
It became apparent through the- various examples and case studies that the process 
of translating a component’s participation in a sequence diagram into a component 
language is a tedious task in need of automation. Its highly repetitive nature makes 
this more appealing and future work should make this forthcoming.
Automation of the process can be seen in two phases. One is to assume that the 
sequence diagram is given (i.e. the set of locations and what each corresponds to - 
whether it is a send/receive event, the start/end of an interaction fragment and so 
on). Then, automated support for the formal construction boils down to applying 
the appropriate definition (Definitions 3.2.2 - 3.2.6 from an algorithmic perspective) 
depending on the nature of the location, and this would require reasonable programming 
skills.
More advanced programming skills may be required for the second phase, which in­
volves extracting the necessary information (along the lines of Definition 3.2.1) from a 
digital representation of a sequence diagram drawn using an automated tool. Then, the 
implementation of the first phase could be used as a back end. The effort (and graph­
ics expertise) that goes into this second phase can be (re)used in generating sequence 
diagrams for describing instances of pathological behaviour, whilst checking for well- 
behavedness as exemplified in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4). Ideally, such feedback should
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be passed on to the component designer(s) in the form of a sequence diagram. 
C o m p o s i t io n
In Chapter 5, we described a formal notion of composition of components (@). The 
idea is that if one component requires interface i and the other provides interface 
then a behaviour from one component and a behaviour from the other (as described 
by the respective Component vectors) can only be composed if their restrictions to 
interface i are the same. From the composition of the behaviours the sequence of 
events corresponding to interface i is removed.
In Chapter 7, we associated components with automata and described a formal notion 
of composition of automata (Section 7.3). The transition structure of the automata 
comprises execution vectors and their composition (||) follows the same principle un­
derlying composition of components. The difference however is that in composing the 
execution vectors of automata, we keep the sequence of events corresponding to the 
connected interface, as discussed in Section 7.3.
The composition of automata allows two approaches to the composition of compo­
nents in relation to automata: either generate the corresponding components and then 
compose or compose the automata and then generate a component from the compos­
ite automaton. This offers interesting perspectives with regard to the preservation of 
well-b ehavedness.
If the two approaches can be shown to commute, then we have for the language of the 
composite component that Vî 0  V2 =  F (M ^ ||M ^) (the first approach is considered 
on the left side of the equation). This means that the composite automaton generates 
the language of the composite component, which is well-behaved (by Theorem 5.3.1). 
Thus, preservation of well-b ehavedness in automata composition would then come down 
to imposing conditions on ki,Fg such that the corresponding automata ^ a r e  
compatible (Definition 7.3.5). This would, most likely, require a translation of the 
notion of compatibility between automata (Jj.) for the component languages.
Of course, this development presupposes a uniform notion of composition in terms 
of components (0 ) and corresponding automata (|j). The difference has to do with
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keeping the common coordinate in the composite vectors. Adopting || for composition 
of components seems more appealing from a component-based design perspective, since 
the connected provided interface may contain more operations than those used by the 
corresponding required interface (Lemma 5.1.1). These could be made available to 
some other component, subject to resolving the dependencies, if any, on operations 
already used in the existing connection. A related issue is identified in [RBF04] which 
is concerend w ith parametric component contracts. This is not possible if the connected 
interfaces are internalised by the resulting composite component.
On this evidence, adopting || on component composition seems to be a more promising 
way forward. By comparing Definition 5.1.4 of © and Definition 7.3.1 of ||, it can be 
seen that this boils down to removing the restriction to in defining ©. This is
relatively straightforward but has as a consequence that the composite signature also 
has to accommodate the connected interface. Preliminary analysis in [Shi05] suggests 
adding a set of local interfaces in the signature of a component (Definition 3.1.1).
Definition 8.2.1. We define a component signature to be a tuple U  =  (P, L, R,/9) 
where
• P  Ç I  is a set of provided interfaces
• L C I  is a set of local interfaces
• R  Ç I  is a set of required interfaces
• 0  : P U  LU  R  p{Op); hence, 0{i)  is the set of operations associated with inter­
face i of the component
and we require that P  n L fl R =  0. Define I s  P  U L U R  and O p s  =  Uig/xi
The set L in the definition would be empty initially, prior to composition, but could be
used to keep the connected interfaces of the component after composition. In terms of 
the composite signature, the set of connected interfaces would comprise one interface for 
every matching pair (provided/ required) of interfaces of the constituent components. 
The consequences that such a refinement to the theory might have on existing results on 
preservation of well-behavedness under © composition need to be further investigated.
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A u to m a ta  and  E x ecu ta b le  U M L
The automata for describing component behaviour presented in Chapter 7 were related 
to UML state diagrams. This offered a way of modelling true concurrency in a state 
diagram. The executable subset of UML (xUML) comprises a version of state machines. 
There is no provision for concurrency however. It would be worthwhile to explore 
whether a version of the semantics of actions and events [WKC’*'03], which is the 
main driving force behind executable UML, can be extended to include a treatment 
of concurrency and subsequently be adopted within the transition structure of our 
automata-based formalism.
In fin ite  b ehaviour
We have presented a formal approach to the specification and analysis of components, 
which uses a component language to represent behaviour and reason about component 
interactions. A component language comprises a set of vectors each of whose coordi­
nates corresponds to an interface and contains a finite sequence of events that have 
occurred on that interface. We have used UML sequence diagrams to obtain compo­
nent languages, driven by the fact that scenario-based specifications are the mainstay 
of industrial specifications. In this context, it makes sense to talk about component 
languages as describing patterns of behaviour, which correspond to scenarios the com­
ponent participates in.
However, there are certain classes of properties which include fairness and liveness 
notions such as progress, livelock and term ination, whose formal treatment requires 
consideration of infinite behaviours. For example, fairness and related notions usually 
require that a component makes progress infinitely often. A mathematical framework in 
which fairness notions are expressible as infinitary progress properties has been formu­
lated in [Kwi89], using a non-interleaving model of concurrency to distinguish between 
fairness related to concurrency and fairness of choice. This work has concentrated on 
excluding those infinite behaviours that are not fair, given a fairness property, while all 
finite behaviours are considered fair.
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Future work should investigate how such properties can be discussed within our formal 
framework for components. We will need to extend component languages to consider 
infinite sequences of events on interfaces, by allowing component vector coordinates 
to contain both finite and infinite sequences. We should find the theory on infinitary 
languages developed in [Kwi89] of great use in this venture.
Below we present some preliminary ideas that should make the extension to infinitary 
component languages possible. We start by recalling the basic properties of infinite 
sequences and related concepts from order theory, and then attempt their application 
to the formal description of a component in our approach.
By A* we denote the set of all finite sequences formed over the set A. By A^  we denote 
the set of all infinite sequences formed over the set A. Let A°° = A* \J A^  denote the 
set of all finite and infinite sequences formed over A. For n  € x G A°°, Xn denotes 
the n-th element of the sequence x  if it exists, and A otherwise, where denotes the 
set of natural numbers excluding zero.
It is well known that concatenation on sequences is an operation that takes two se­
quences X and y  and produces a sequence x . y  as a result, starting with sequence x  and 
continuing with sequence y.  If the sequence x  is infinite, then its concatenation with a 
sequence y  yields the sequence x  again. Put formally,
x  G A ^ , y  G A°° ==^ x . y  =  x  G A^
If the sequence x  is finite, then its concatenation with a sequence y  yields the sequence 
x . y  which is infinite (providing that the sequence y  is infinite; otherwise we have con­
catenation of finite sequences, which yields a finite sequence x . y  as already considered 
in our approach). Put formally,
X G A*,y G A ^  x.y G A°°
A prefix order may be defined on A°° and we write æ <00 y for sequences x , y  G A°° if 
2 is a prefix of y.  Put formally,
Væ, y G A°° : x < 0 0  y Vn G AT+ '. n <\x\ ^  Xn = yn
Note that for ail x,  y  G we have x  <qq y  x  =  y  and hence only prefixes of finite 
sequences can be distinguished.
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The set A°° together with the prefix ordering relation <00 forms a complete partial 
order (CPO). Also, since the set A* of finite sequences of A°° is countable, it can be 
deduced that (A°°,<oo) is a domain (see Proposition 3.1.1 in [Kwi89]). Recall that a 
poset (D, <) is a CPO if and only if
(i) D  has a least element
(ii) ii  X  Ç D  and A  is a directed set, then X  has a least upper bound in 
D.
A set X  Ç D is a directed set if and only if it is non-empty and \ /x ,y  G X ,  3z  G X  such 
that X < z  and y <  z. Also, A Ç D is a totally ordered set if for every x , y  G X ,  either 
X < y  or y <  x.
Thus, the set of finite and infinite sequences ordered by <00 is complete, in the 
sense that every directed set X  Ç A°° has a least upper bound in and A°° has a 
least element (the empty sequence A).
Least upper bounds of directed sets of finite seqeunces can be used to describe infinite 
sequences, as done for example in [BroOO] where the set of all (finite and infinite) 
streams is a CPO and least upper bounds of finite streams are used to approximate 
infinite streams. A subset L  of A°° is referred to as infinitary language in [Kwi89] and 
it is prefix closed if its set of prefixes, denoted by P r e f { L )  comprises the language, i.e. 
P r e f { L )  =  L.
In what follows we outline how the above concepts can be applied in our formal de­
scription of a component to obtain an infinitary component language.
By Opg we denote the set of all infinite sequences formed over the set of operations asso­
ciated w ith a component w ith signature S. Let O p^ = Op'^UOp^. By /?(«)" we denote 
the set of all infinite sequences formed over the set of operations 0{i)  corresponding to 
interface i of the component. Similarly, let 0{i)°° =  0{i)* U 0{i)^.
D efin ition  8 .2 .2 . Suppose that H is a signature. Define to be the set of all 
functions y  : I s  such that, for each i G I s ,  we have y{i) G We shall
refer to elements of as 00-vectors.
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Thus, is the set of all component vectors formed over a signature S and these 
vectors contain both finite and infinite sequences. A subset of is an infinitary 
component language. The infinite part of V°° Ç  V ^ , denoted by is given by
=  F"°° n  while the finite part of V°°, denoted by F ^ ,  is given by F ^  =  
n Fe.
We may define concatenation on vectors in by concatenating the finite and infi­
nite sequences appearing on the corresponding coordinates, based on the operation of 
concatenation in A°° discussed above. This is formally put in the following definition 
which is an adoption of the coordinate-wise concatenation on component vectors in Fs 
(Definition 4.1.1) for F ^ .
D efin ition  8.2.3. L e tu ,y  he vectors in V-^. Define u.y to be the unique vector z  6 
such that z{i) = 2i(i).v(i) G 0{i)°°, for each i G Is-
We may also define a prefix ordering between vectors in V-^ and write u. < y  for co- 
vectors u ,yG  Fg° if every coordinate i of it is a prefix of the corresponding coordinate 
of y, in the sense of prefixes in the definition of <oo- This is formally put in the following 
definition.
Dejfinition 8.2.4. Let u ,y  be vectors in Fg°. Define u < y i f  and only if u{i) <oo y{i), 
for each i G I s -
In this way, we have extended prefix ordering onto F ^ .  Based on the observation that 
the set of sequences appearing on a particular coordinate of all co-vectors in a directed 
subset of an infinitary component language is totally ordered with respect to <co, we 
may argue that an infinitary component language forms a complete partially ordered 
set (CPO). This development is outlined below.
If A Ç  is a directed set, then the set of all (finite and infinite) sequences appearing 
on a particular coordinate i of the co-vectors in X ,  given by Xi = {u{i) : u G X } ,  is 
totally ordered. So each of the Xi  has a least upper bound and it is given as follows. 
If Xi = {Mi(%),ii2(^), '"} with 2li(i)  <cx3 U.2 {i) <oo then ^ if
Mn(î) =  M»+i(2) =  ..., and (U Ai)fc =  {un{i))k, if l(M„(0)fel > where A: € A/'+ denotes 
the k-th element of the n-th sequence in X i .
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Thus, every directed subset X  Ç has a least upper bound in given by [JX =  
(U-^i)(0 ) Gach i G I s ,  which is the oo-vector each of whose coordinates is the least 
upper bound of the set of sequences appearing on the corresponding coordinate of the 
rest of the oo-vectors in X .  This shows that together with prefix ordering < on 
oo-vectors forms a CPO.
We would like to use this extension to our framework of components to formally define 
liveness properties. The question arises as to what constitutes an acceptable infinitary 
component language.
From what we have seen, if F  Q Vs (whether it is normal or not), then it defines 
F  Ç F ^  by î; € F  if and only if H where A Ç F  is a directed set. F  F
can be shown to be a closure operation [DP90] in the standard sense of order theory 
or topology. We could therefore consider an acceptable infinitary component language 
to be F , where F  is normal.
On the other hand, we could attempt to deal with normality directly. In our component 
model, events occur on a single component interface sequentially - concurrency is only 
possible on distinct interfaces. We want to ensure that in the infinitary component 
language, each occurrence of an event on a particular interface will be described by 
distinct vectors. We thus require that an infinitary component language is locally 
left-closed, just like a component language in Section 4.2.
D efin ition  8.2.5. An infinitary component language F°° is locally left-closed if and 
only if, whenever y  G V°° and i G I s  o,nd x G 0(i)* such that A <  x <  u{i), then there 
exists y_ G F*” such that y  <  u and y{i)  — x.
Note that we have required the sequence x to be finite in formulating the local left- 
closure property. This is to reflect that x has to be a prefix of u{i) and since only finite 
prefixes can be distinguished, we opted for considering x as being finite. The case that 
it is infinite can be included by simply taking A <  x <  u{i) in which case it will be 
equal to u{i).
It may be shown that if u , y ,w €  then u ,y  < w uf]y, uLi y  G V ^ . So we could 
then define normality directly by analogy with the finite case already considered in our 
formal framework. We could conjecture that:
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(a) If F  Ç Vs is normal, then F  is normal
(b) If V°° Ç  F ^  is normal, then =  V°° D Fs is normal
(c) F o °n F s  =  F°°
This would mean that normal infinitary component languages can be accepted by 17- 
automata, described in Chapter 7, without major changes such as introducing states 
that are visited infinitely often.
Finally, it is worth noting that UML sequence diagrams which we use for obtaining 
a component language cannot express properties such as fairness or liveness. The 
use of liveness constraints in sequence diagrams has been proposed in [CKF04] in the 
form of the OCL template for liveness given in [BKS02]. This expresses necessity, 
interaction patterns that must occur, in terms of a progress becomes possibble clause 
followed by a progress has been made clause. Such properties can be expressed in the 
distributed temporal true-concurrent logic M d t l  [KFOOb, KFOOa] which is interpreted 
over event structures. We have seen that component languages give rise to behavioural 
presentations which are related to event structures as discussed in Chapter 6.
A version of M d t l  could be used as a specification language on top of component lan­
guages in place of or, even better, in combination with, sequence diagrams for enriched 
expressiveness. This is a worthwhile subject for investigation, especially considering 
that the combination of MDTL and OCL-enriched sequence diagrams could be used 
to express properties such as fairness and liveness of components which could then be 
translated into infinitary component languages.
8.3 A fterword
This work is one step closer to a form of "interactive design” which can be seen as a 
game between the tool supporting the formal reasoning (which tries to identify patho­
logical behaviour) and the designer (who tries to prevent this). In this view of software 
engineering, practitioners can focus on development tasks best performed by people 
while the formal framework and accompanying tools can aid them in exploring the
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consequences of design decisions on the set of intended behaviours of the components 
in question.
Formal methods are often frowned upon by practitioners in industry. Apart from ac­
companying powerful tool support, well-grounded formal approaches could be welcomed 
if they were seen to be useful in locating software design errors due to subtle issues 
that human inspections tend to miss. This would liberate practitioners to focus on 
the hard intellectual work of gaining knowledge about the system, obtaining and val­
idating requirements and eventually, with the aid of the formally-based tool, produce 
high-quality specifications that provide compelling evidence that the behaviour of the 
system shall be predictable at all times.
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A ppendix A
N ested  locations in UM L2.0  
sequence diagrams: an exam ple
In Section 3.2.7, we described the inside-out approach to obtaining the component 
vectors associated with nested locations in a UML2.0 sequence diagram. This was 
demonstrated in Example 3.2.5 for a diagram comprising an a lt interaction fragment 
within an operand of another a lt fragment. Here, we demonstrate the inside-out ap­
proach for a mixture of interaction fragments, in particular we consider an a lt fragment 
appearing within an operand of a p a r  fragment. This also involves consideration of 
sequential, parallel and alternative locations from Section 3.2.
Consider a component B  whose intended behaviour within the context of a given sce­
nario is described in the UML 2.0 sequence diagram of Figure A.I. Let S b  be the sig­
nature of component B  given by Bb = {Pb,Rb,Pb),  where Pb = {4}, Rb ~  {*25*3} 
and 0 B{h) =  {al, a2}, pB{h) = {d l ,d 2 ,dZ} and 0 B{h) =  {el,e2}.
We write (æ,y, z) for component vectors in where x = îi(îi), y = 11(22) and z =  
y{i^). In other words, the first coordinate of the component vectors corresponds to 
the interface i i ,  the second to «2 and the th ird to %g. The set of all such y  formed 
over Eb  comprises the set of component vectors . The formal description of the 
component B  is given as c =  (Eg, Fg) where its component language Fg Ç Fs^ should 
comprise those component vectors only from Vsjg that describe intended behaviour of
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the component B .
Our objective is to obtain the component language Vb  from the scenario-based speci­
fication of component B  given in Figure A.I.
sd nchc
par
ly
110
t t t
alt
Figure A.l: Example of an alt fragment within a par fragment
Iq is the initial location of the sequence diagram npa  and by Definition 3.2.2 it is mapped 
onto A e b ' Thus, ve c - m a p { l o )  — (A, A, A).
The next location reached is location h  since =  t ime{ lQ)  -f 1. This location
belongs to L a d  and thus the associated component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 
as follows.
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v e c - m a p { l i )  =  since m  — \ vecjmap{lQ) \  =  1 and t ime{lQ)  — t i m e { l i )  — 1. The 
component vector Vi  ^ is given by
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• =  viq  ^. a l  — a l since (al, l i )  e R E b  A a l  e  jds(n)
• ^/i2 =  ^ since (al,Zi) € R E b  but a l 0  p B { i 2)
• Vh^ =  %3 — A since (al,Zi) G R E b  but a l ^ 0^ 5 (23)
Thus, v e c . m a p { l i )  =  =  (v/i^, ^  (al,A,A).
The next location reached is location I2 (since t i m e { l 2) =  t i m e { l i )  +  1). This location 
marks the beginning of a par interaction fragment with 2  operands, since sco pe{ l2) =  
n p a . p a r { 2). Nevertheless, we still have that I2 G Loc'  and thus its associated component 
vectors can be obtained following the construction given in Definition 3.2.2 as follows.
v e c j m a p { l 2) =  v.i  ^ since m =  |wec_map(/i)| =  1 and t i m e { l i )  =  t i m e { l 2) — 1- The 
component vector v_i^  is given by
^2  =  (% i > ) (^23 )
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• =  a l since no event from /3s(*i) is associated with I2
• =  A since no event from / 3b{12) is associated with I2
• ~  Dfig =  A since no event from / 3b{13) is associated with I2
Thus, v e c ^ m a p i h )  =  ) =  (al. A, A).
Notice that v e c - m a p { l 2) — (al. A, A) which is precisely v e c j m a p { l i )  since no event of 
the component is associated with location I2. This location is simply marking the 
beginning of the par fragment but we need to consider it as it has a role to play in
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mapping the subsequent locations appearing within the par fragment onto component 
vectors.
The next location to be considered is Zg. It is not necessarily the next one to be reached, 
at least not on its own, as explained in Section 3.2.5. This location is the first location 
of the 1st operand of the par fragment since =  time{l2 ) +  1 A scope{l^) =
npa.par{2)^1 while scope{l2 ) = npa.par{2). This may be expressed more succinctly by 
saying that fg € Y2. Thus, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 
3.2.5 as follows.
vecjmapijs) = U12 since m  =  \vecjmap{l2 )\ =  1 and scope{l2 ) = npa.par{2). The 
component vector is given by
where each coordinate is obtained as,
•  = v i 2 ^ =  al  since ((g,dl) G  S B b  but dl ^  / 3 b ( h )
• = %g.dl =  dl since (Zg,dl) G S E b  A dl G  P B { h )
• =  v/23 =  A since {k ,d l)  G S E b  but dl 0  ,0^(23)
Thus, v e c . m a p { h )  =  Ui  ^ =  ~  (a l,d l,A ).
The next location reached is I4 and this is compulsory if I3 was visited, since t i m e { l s )  =  
t i m e { l 4) — 1 and l s , U  belong to the same operand. For this location we have scopeQ,^) =  
n p a . p a r {2)^1.a l t (2) and so it is in par but also marks the beginning of a nested alt 
fragment with 2 operands.
We apply the inside-out approach described in Section 3.2.7, which says that we first 
consider what component vectors are obtained from the fact that is in alt (the con­
tained fragment) and then consider what additional component vectors are associated 
with the location due to the fact it is also in par (the enclosing fragment).
We have that Z4 G L a d  and thus its assocaited component vectors are given by Defini­
tion 3.2.2 as follows.
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ve c j m a p { ld )  =  v_i^  since m  =  |vec_map(^3)| =  1 and t i m e { l z )  =  t i m e { U )  — 1. The 
component vector Vi  ^ is given by
2^ 4 =  , (^43 )
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• =  ■0 3^^  =  a l since no event from P s i h )  is associated with U
•  — dl since no event from P s i h )  is associated with I4
• f^4g =  via  ^ =  A since no event from P s i h )  is associated with U
Thus, v e c - m a p { k )  =  ( /^4i > ) =  (al,d l,A ).
Notice again that v e c j m a p { l 4) — (al, dl. A) which is precisely v e c j m a p { l s )  since no 
event has happened in moving from location Zg to Z4. Hence, location Z4 is not associated 
with any event of the component. It is simply marking the beginning of the contained 
or nested alt and its role is important in determining the component vectors for the 
first location of each operand in the nested alt fragment.
The next location to be considered (not necessarily the next one to be reached, as 
location I7 may also be reached directly after Z4) is Z5. This is the first location of the 
1st operand of alt, since t im e{ l ^ )  =  t i m e { U )  +  1 A sc ope { l5) =  npa.par(2)tjl.aZt(2)tjl 
while sccype{ld) =  n p a .p a r { 2 ) p . . a l t { 2 ) .  This may be expressed more succinctly by saying 
that Zs G Yi. Consequently, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 
3.2.3 as follows.
v e c j m a p { l d )  =  since m =  îi;ec_map(Z4)| =  1 and scope{ ld)  =  n p a . p a r {2)^1.a l t (2). 
The component vector is given by
2^ 5 ~  » (^53 )
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• =  2^ /4^  — al since (Zg,d2) e  S E b  but d2 ^  p B { h )
•  .d2 =  dld2 since (Zs,d2) G S E b  A d2 g p B { h )
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• 2^ /53 =  2^ i43 ^  ^ since (/5,d2) € S E b  but d 2 0  P B ( h )
Thus, vec-mapik) = v_i^  = =  (a l,d ld 2,A).
The next location reached is le and this is compulsory if I5 was visited, since t i m e ( l 5) =  
t i m e ( le )  — 1 and Z5 , Ze belong to the same operand of alt. This location belongs to Loc' 
and hence its component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 as follows.
vecjmap{ lQ)  — v_i^  since m  =  |?;ec_map(Z5)| — 1 and t im e{ l ^)  =  t ime{ lQ)  — 1. The 
component vector is given by
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• ~  =  a l  since (Ze,el) G S E b  but e l ^ P B ( h )
• =  d l d 2  since { k , e l )  G S E b  but e l ^ ^^(23)
• v/gg =  ■y«53-el =  el since (Z6,e l)  G S E b  A el G p B i k )
Thus, v e c j m a p i k )  =  =  (al,d ld2,el).
The next location to be considered is Z7 (which can be reached only directly from 
Z4) This location is the first location the 2nd operand of the alt fragment, since we 
have t ime{ l ' j )  =  t i m e Q e )  +  1 A sc op e{ l j )  — npa.par(2)p.aZt(2)p2 while scopeQe)  =  
npa.par(2)j|l.aZt(2)tll. This may be expressed more succinctly by saying that Z7 G Yi. 
Consequently, its associated component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.3 as follows.
v e c - r a a p { h )  — 2^  ^ since m  =  \ v ec -m a p { l i ) \  =  1 and s c o p e { k )  =  n p a . p a r { 2)'^l.alt{2). 
The component vector is given by
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• = al since {h,e2) G S E b but e2 ^  pB{h)
• vij^ =  — dl since (Z7, e2) G S E b  but e2 0 PBik)
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• %3 “  2Jî4g.e2 =  e2 since (Z7, e2) G S E b A e2 G pB{k)
Thus, VGC-mapik) = 2^ /7 =  ) =  (al, dl, e2).
The next location reached is Zg and this is compulsory if Z7 was visited, since time[k) = 
time[l%) — 1 and Z7, Zg belong to the same operand of alt. This location belongs to Lod  
and hence its component vectors are given by Definition 3.2.2 as follows.
vecjmap{k) = since m  =  |t)ec_map(Z7)| =  1 and t im e ik)  =  time{ls) — 1. The 
component vector is given by
IZ/g i'^hi > ^ h 2 ’ ^^ 83 ) 
where each coordinate is obtained as.
• = a l  since (Zg,d3) G SE b  but dS 0 PB{h)
• = vi^^.dd — dldS since (Zg,d3) G S E b  A d3 G P s i h )
• — e2 since (Zg,d3) G SE b  but d3 ^  PB{k)
Thus, vecjmapih) =  2^ 3 =  (^isi > >^ «83) =  (al, dldS, e2).
The next location considered is Zg (which is reached either directly after Iq was visited
or directly after Zg). This location marks the end of the nested a lt fragment, since
scope(Zg) — npa.par{2)^l.alt{2). Thus, the component vectors associated with Zg are 
given by Definition 3.2.4 as follows.
vec-mapilg) =  22}^  ^ U 22}^  ^ =  vec-map{lQ) U vec-map{ls)
since Iq is the last location of the 1st operand of the nested a lt (because t i m e ( l j )  =  
t i T n e { l Q ) - \ - l A s c o p e { l Q )  = npa.par(2)[|l.aZt(2)(ll while scope(Z7) =  npa.par(2)||l.aZt(2)({2) 
and Zg is the last location of the 2nd operand of the nested a lt (because tZme(Zg) =
t2me(Zg) +  1 A scope(Zg) =  npa.par(2)}jl.aZt(2){j2 while scope(Zg) =  npa.par(2))|l.aZ£(2)).
Thus, vecjmapUd) =  {22fg \22(J^} =  {(al, dld2, el), (al, dld3, e2)}.
Up to this point we have obtained the component vectors associated with Zg, Zi, Z2, Zg and 
have partly considered locations Z4 — Zg. We say partly because we have only addressed
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them as locations of the nested a lt fragment. We still have to address locations I4  — Ig 
as belonging to the enclosing p a r  fragment. Also, note that we have obtained the 
component vectors for locations I2 , Zg but these locations will be considered again in 
computing cases 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 1  for obtaining the vectors of the end location Zn of the p a r  
fragment in view of Definition 3.2.6.
The next location considered is location Ziq. This location is the first location of the 
2nd operand of par, since time(Zio) =  tZme(Zg) +  1 A scope{lio) — npa.par{2)^2 while
scope{lg) = npa.par{2)^l.alt{2). This may be expressed more succinctly by saying that 
that Zio € Y2 .
vecjmap{lio) = Piio since m  — [i;ec_map(Z2)| =  1 and scope{l2 ) = npa.par{2). The 
component vector is given by
lZ/10 — (‘^ hoi ) ^ ho2 ’ )
where each coordinate is obtained as,
• ^hoi =  .(%2 =  ala2 since {a2, ho) 6 R E b  A a2 e  ;0.b(*i)
• ^ho2 — ^  shice (a2,Zio) 6 R E b  but a2 0  PB{h)
• ^hog =  Z^gg =  ^  since (a2,Zio) € REb  but a2  0  ^B{h)
Thus, vecjmap{ha) =  Ü/10 =  ) h^og ) =  (ola2,A,A).
The next location considered is h\- This is the end location of the p a r  fragment since
scope{hi) = npa.par{2). Thus, we apply the construction given in Section 3.2.5 and 
then Definition 3.2.6. This gives the component vectors associated w ith the location h i  
and this is what feeds into the resulting component language Vb from the p a r  fragment.
First, we must compute vec-map{lY ,vecjmap{lY^,vec-map{lY^^ for each location Z =  
h y h J b i h i h i h y h i h o -
We start with Z3.
• vecjmap{h)^ = vecjmap{h) — (a l,d l, A)
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• v e c j m a p { l z Y ^  =  v e c - m a p { l i o )  — (ala2, A, A)
since /lo is the only location in the 2nd operand of par
•  vec-mapikY^^ =  ËZg.Zio
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
%,Zio = { a l y d l , A )  U (ala2,A,A) = (ala2,dl,A)
The cases I, I I ,  I I I  for location U are as follows.
• v e c j m a p i h Y  ~  v e c j m a p i h )  =  (al,dl, A)
• v e c j m a p i U Y ^  ~  v e c j m a p { l i o )  = (ala2, A, A)
since Zio is the only location in the 2nd operand of par
• vec.map{hY^^ =
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
L" A) U (ala2, A, A) = (ala2, dl, A)
It is worth pointing out that location Z4 does not add any new component vectors (as 
compared to those of Z 3 )  to the resulting component language, as we will see when this is 
obtained below, because it marks the beginning of the nested alt but it is not involved 
in any event occurrence as such. In effect, it ’inherits’ the component vectors of its 
immediately preceding location. Its contribution lies with obtaining the component 
vectors associated with the nested alt fragment rather than the enclosing par.
We continue with location Z 5 .
• v e c j m a p i h Y  ~  v e c - m a p { h )  =  (al,dld2, A)
• v e c j m a p { h Y ^  = v e c j m a p { l i o )  =  (ala2. A, A)
since Zio is the only location in the 2nd operand of par
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• vec-map{kY^^ =  %,Zio
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
~  ^  —ho ~  d \ d 2 ,  A) U (al(%2, A, A) =  (nla2, dld2, A)
Next we consider location Iq.
• vecjmap{leY =  vec-mapik) = (a l,d ld 2, el)
• v e c j m a p { l Q Y ^  = vec-map{lio) =  (ala2, A, A)
since Zio is the only location in the 2nd operand of p a r
• vec-mapikY^^ =
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
=  {al,dld2,el)  U  (a la 2 ,A ,A )  =  (a la2 ,  dld2, e l )
The cases I, I I ,  I I I  for location Z% are as follows.
• vecjmap{l'jY =  vecjmap{h) =  (a l,d l,e2 )
• v e c - m a p { h Y ^  =  vecjmap(lio) =  {ala2, A, A)
since Zio is the only location in the 2nd operand of p a r
•  vec-mapihY^  ^ =  Ui7,ho
since Ziq is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
^ 7 ,h o  LI =  {al, dl, e2) U (ala2, A, A) =  (ala2, cZl, e2)
We next consider location Zg.
• vecjmap{lsY =  vec-map{ls) = {al,dld3,e2)
vecjmap{lsY =  vecjmap{lio) = (ola2, A, A)
since Ziq is the only location in the 2nd operand of p a r
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• vec-mapikY^^ =
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vector is given by
^h,ho — ^10 “  dlcZ3, e2) U (ala2, A, A) =  (ala2, cZld3, e2)
We continue w ith location Zg. Recall that this location is the end location of the alt 
fragment with 2 operands and thus has been associated w ith two component vectors 
~  (al,cZlcZ2, el) and =  (al, cZlcZ3, e2).
• vecjmap{lQY = vec-map{lg) = {(al, dllcZ2, el), (al, dldZ, e2)}
• vec-mapilgY^ = vecjmap{lio) = (ala2, A, A)
since Zio is the only location in the 2nd operand of p a r
.  v e c .m a p ( ,k Ÿ "  =
since Zio is the only location of the 2nd operand of par. The corresponding 
component vectors are given by
^  LJ^ho "= (a l,d ld 2 ,e l)  U (ala2. A, A) =  (ala2, cZld2, el)
and
~  LlVfio =  (al,dld3,e2) U (ala2, A, A) =  (ala2, dld3, e2)
Thus, vecjmap{lgY^^ =  fe^9,ho’-S io ^  — {(ala2, dld2, el), (ala2, cZlcZ3, e2)}
Note that we do not apply the cases I, I I ,  I I I  construction to location Zio although it 
is in p a r because it belongs to the last operand of the fragment, i.e. Zio G Locpar but 
scope{l\o) = npa.pa?’(2)[{2.
Now location In  is the end location of par. Thus, the component vectors associated 
with Zii are given by Definition 3.2.6 as follows.
vec-map{lii) = vec-map{hY  U vecjmap{hY  U vecjmap{hY  U vecjmap{lQY U 
Ut;ec_map(Z7)® U vecjmapQsY U vecjmap{lgY y ^  = I  y I I  y H I
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Thus,
vec-map{lii) = { (a l,d l, A), (ala2. A, A), (ala2, dl. A), (a l,d ld2 . A), (ala2, dld2, A), 
(al, dld2, el), (ala2,dld2, el), (al, dl, e2), (ala2, d l, e2),
(al, dld3, e2), (ala2, dldS, e2)}
Having reached the final location Z12 of the diagram, we may obtain the component 
language of B  by applying Definition 3.2.7. The definition says that this is given by 
the union of the component vectors mapped onto all locations of the diagram that are 
not within a p a r  or a sim  interaction fragment. In this case, these are Zo> Zi, Z2 and In. 
Thus, we have
Vb  =  {(A, A, A), (al. A, A), (al, dl. A), (ala2. A, A), (ala2, dl. A), (al, dld2. A), 
(ala2, dld2. A), (al, dld2, el), (ala2, dld2, e2), (al, dl, e2), (ala2, d l, e2), 
(al, dldS, e2), (ala2, dldS, e2)}
The sequence appearing on a coordinate of a component vector in Vb describes the 
ordering of events associated with the interface corresponding to that coordinate. The 
orderings between component vectors describe the relationships between events associ­
ated with different interfaces of the component B.
The order structure of the component language is shown in the Hasse diagram of Figure 
A.2. It can be seen that there are five seperate diamonds (one is relatively prolonged 
and dashed) that indicate concurrency on the interfaces of componenet B.
Starting from bottom left and continuing clock-wise, the first diamond indicates con­
currency between events d l and o2, the next one between d2 and a2, the next between 
el and a2, the next between d3 and a2, and the last one (which is partly dashed and 
prolonged) indicates concurrency between e2 and a2. The dashed lines forming the last 
diamond and leading to the top right one, also indicate an ordering between vectors 
just like the solid ones. We use them to indicate that after the diamond for dl, a2 there 
is a choice between the diamond for d2, a2 (which enables the subsequent diamond for 
el,a2) and the diamond for el,a2  (which enables the subsequent diamond for d3, a2).
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(ala2, dld2, e l) (ala2, dld3,e2)
(aia2,dld2, A)
(ala2, d l .  A) (a l ,d Id2 ,A )
(al, d l.  A)
( a l ,d ld 2 ,e l )  (a la 2 ,d l ,e2 )  (a l ,d ld 3 ,e2 )
(al, d l ,e2 )
(ala2, A , A)
(al. A, A)
(A. A. A)
Figure A.2: The order structure of the component language Vb of component B
This choice is specified in the sequence diagram of Figure A .l using the nested alt 
interaction fragment.
In further explanation, the three adjacent solid-line diamonds reflect the ordering be­
tween the events within the p a r  fragment appearing in the sequence diagram of Figure 
A .l when the scenario described in the 1st operand of the nested a lt is executed. The 
bottom left, the dashed and the top right adjacent diamonds reflect the ordering be­
tween events when the 2nd operand of the nested alt fragment is taken. It might be 
instructive to look back to the sequence diagram and examine the possible sequences 
of executions through the p a r and nested a lt fragments until reaching the end of the 
diagram. These are reflected in the Hasse diagram, with the additional provision of 
concurrency with a2  in each case.
It can also be seen from the Hasse diagram of Figure A.2 that Vb is discrete - its order 
structure exhibits the characteristic structure of a lattice. Any two vectors that are 
bounded above (i.e. are less or equal than another vector) in Vb, have their least upper 
bound and greatest lower bound in Vb- In addition, the empty vector (A, A, A) is in 
the language. The component language Vb is also locally left-closed. By inspection.
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it may be seen that what takes us from one vector to its immediate successor is the 
occurrence of a single event per interface. Hence, the sequences on coordinates of 
component vectors are built up by adding one event at a time. Thus, we may deduce 
that component B  is well-behaved and on this evidence its scenario-based specification 
given in the sequence diagram of Figure A .l does not contain race conditions.
A ppendix B
Index of Terms and Sym bols
111 this appendix we list the most significant terms and symbols used in the thesis 
along with the page numbers on which they first appear. We start with the terms, in 
alphabetical order. Then we give the symbols, also in alphabetical order, starting with 
the English letters used, then the Greek letters and then the mathematical symbols.
T erm s
alternative locations p. 107
assembly connector P- 209
associative p. 207
behaviour protocols p. 56
behavioural presentation P- 229
coherent P- 233
column vector p. 85, p. 165
commutative p. 204
compatible automata p. 277
compatible components P- 212
component P- 1
component language P- 87
component lifeline p. 95
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component signature P- 80
component technologies P 13
component vector P 82
composite component P 203
composite signature P 200
composite structure diagram P 35
composition P 196
compound transition P 266
concatenation P 155
concurrency P 4
concurrent events P 170
consecutive events P 172
consistent component vectors P 202
consistent signatures P 198
consistently complete P 161
coordinate-wise concatenation P 85, p. 155
decomposition P 199
delegation connector P 210
dependencies P 3
diamond P 173
discrete component language P 161
discrete behavioural presentation P 238
dynamic characteristics P 82
Einstein’s thought experiment P 170
empty vector P 84
end location P 97
equivalence class P 235
event P 76
events in conflict P 176
execution vector P 258
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Finite State Machine (FSM) p. 63
first location of each operand p. 108
fork p. 266
greatest lower bound p. 158
Hasse diagram p. 168
high-level MSC p. 45
horizontal communication interfaces p. 17
independent vectors p. 172
inside-out approach p. 125
intended behaviour p. 87
interaction p. 37
interaction fragment p. 89
interaction operator p. 89
Interaction Overview Diagram (lOD) p. 45
interface p. 1
interface automata p. 69
irrefiexivity p. 231
join p. 266
Koala p. 15
last location of each operand p. 107
least upper bound p. 158
left-closed p. 237
lifeline p. 37
Live Sequence Chart (LSC) p. 39
local concurrency p. 262
locally left-closed component language p. 163
location p. 89
lower diamond property p. 270
lozenge rule p. 263
maximal component vectors p. 133, p
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Mazurkiewicz traces p. 171
Message Sequence Chart (MSC) p. 38
mutually exclusive events P- 231
nested locations p. 125
normal component language P* 163
n-tuple P- 82
operand p. 89
orthogonal region p. 266
pair-wise compatible P- 233
parallel construct p. 42
parallel locations P- 113
pathological behaviour P- 3
pattern of behaviour p. 134
permute P- 172
points P. 229
prefix ordering P- 155
pre-order P- 232
preservation under composition P- 211
primal vector p. 242
prime P- 240
prime algebraic P- 240
provided interface P- 1, p. 79
race conditions P* 38, p. 1
reflexivity P* 232
replete P* 235
required interface P- 1, p. 79
right-cancellation P- 159
scenario p. 37
sequential locations P- 101
simultaneity class p. 165
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simultaneity events p. 85
simultaneous locations p. 121
snapshot P* 100
start location P- 97
static specification p. 80
step P- 234
streams P- 51
symmetric difference P- 202
symmetry p. 231
temporal relations P- 230
transition relation p. 257
transitivity P- 232
UML component p. 28, p. 32
UML metamodel p. 25
Unified Modeling Language (UML) p. 20
vertical control interfaces P 17
well-behaved component P- 163
Zeno paradoxes P- 234
17-automaton P" 263
17-machine P- 257
Sym bols
a lt p. 90
alt{n) P- 97
alt{n) P- 98
aZt(n)p p. 97
B p. 230
hase{p) P- 242
c p. 87
Cline p. 95
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CO p. 230
cov{v) P- 241
e p. 165
e(%) P- 165
E p. 230
E s P" 165
P- 165
E{M ) P- 276
i P- 80
I P- 80
ind p. 172
jM9 p . 261
I s P- 80
I P- 96
k P- 95
L og P- 95
B oCqh p. 100
L o C e P- 100
Eo^end^alt P* 99
E o C ^ f id p a r p. 99
LoC£fi(l_gifn P- 99
E o C p a f P- 100
LoCÿ^q P- 100
L o C ÿî j j i P- 100
B o c  s ta r t  ^ alt p. 99
B o C g ta r t -p a r p. 99
I 'O C g ta r t - s im p. 99
M P- 257
M e p. 259
M* p. 259
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(Me, As) p. 259
max{u{i),v{i)) p. 158
m in{u{i),u{i)) P- 158
A/q p. 96
A7+ p. 97
0 p. 231
Op p. 80
Ops P- 80
P- 82
P p. 80
Path P- 95
par P- 91
par{n) p. 97
par{n) p. 98
par{nYk P- 97
p rm liy ) P- 242
P- 257
g P- 274
Q p. 257
R p. 80
R E p. 95
scope p. 97
sd p. 97
S E P- 95
sim P- 93
sim P- 98
aim'll P- 98
tim e P- 96
Ml [ / h j  n / s g P- 202
V P- 82
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v(i) p. 82
4 ' '
p. 274 
p. 104
vecjmap{l) p. 103
vecjmap{iy p. 116
vecjmap{iy^ p. 116
vecjnaap{iy^^ p. 116
vecjmap{lrY p. 117
V p. 87
V{M ,q) p. 269
Vs p. 82
X A Y p. 202
p. 102
p(Op) p. 80
a p. 97
P p. 80
f ( i) p. 80
f o r p. 82
L p. 171
X p. 230
A p. 83
As p. 103
7T p. 230
7T^ p. 243
n p. 230
Hy p. 243
U p. 158
n p. 158
/ p. 159
<3 p. 164
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p. 172
p- 172
: p. 198
© p. 200
« p- 230
-> p- 230
— p. 230
>- p- 257
p- 274
p- 276
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